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Item 1.01 Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.

In connection with the initial public offering by The Carlyle Group L.P. (the “Partnership”) of its common units representing limited partner interests
(“Common Units”) covered by the Registration Statement on Form S-1 (File No. 333-176685) (the “Registration Statement”), on May 2, 2012, the following
agreements were entered into: (i) the Exchange Agreement, dated as of May 2, 2012, among the Partnership, Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., the general
partner of the Partnership (the “General Partner”), Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings II GP Sub L.P., Carlyle Holdings
III GP L.P., Carlyle Holdings I L.P., Carlyle Holdings II L.P., Carlyle Holdings III L.P. and the limited partners of each of Carlyle Holdings I L.P., Carlyle
Holdings II L.P., Carlyle Holdings III L.P. (the “Carlyle Holdings Partnerships”); (ii) the Tax Receivable Agreement, dated as of May 2, 2012, by and among the
Partnership, Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc. Carlyle Holdings I L.P. and each of the limited partners of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships party thereto; (iii) the
Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings I L.P., dated as of May 2, 2012, by and among Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C., as
general partner and the limited partners party thereto; (iv) the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings II L.P., dated as of
May 2, 2012, by and among Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C., as general partner, and the limited partners party thereto; and (v) the Amended and Restated Limited
Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings III L.P., dated as of May 2, 2012, by and among Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C., as general partner, and the
limited partners party thereto. In addition, on May 8, 2012, the following agreements were entered into: (i) the Registration Rights Agreement with Senior Carlyle
Professionals, dated as of May 8, 2012, by and among the Partnership, TCG Carlyle Global Partners L.L.C. and certain of the limited partners of each of the
Carlyle Holdings Partnerships; (ii) the Registration Rights Agreement, dated as of May 8, 2012, by and among the Partnership, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman)
I, Ltd., MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) II, Ltd., MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) III, Ltd., MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) IV, Ltd., MDC/TCP Investments
(Cayman) V, Ltd., MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) VI, Ltd. and Five Overseas Investment L.L.C. (the “Mubadala Registration Rights Agreement”); and
(iii) the Registration Rights Agreement with the California Public Employees’ Retirement System, dated as of May 8, 2012, by and among the Partnership and
California Public Employees’ Retirement System (the “CalPERS Registration Rights Agreement”).

The Exchange Agreement, the Tax Receivable Agreement, the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings I L.P., the
Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings II L.P., the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle
Holdings III L.P., the Registration Rights Agreement with Senior Carlyle Professionals, the Mubadala Registration Rights Agreement and the CalPERS
Registration Rights Agreement are filed herewith as Exhibits 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4, 10.5, 10.6, 10.7 and 10.8, respectively, and are incorporated herein by
reference. The terms of these agreements are substantially the same as the terms set forth in the forms of such agreements filed as exhibits to the Registration
Statement and as described therein.

Item 3.03 Material Modification to Rights of Security Holders.

The information set forth under Item 5.03 below is incorporated by reference into this Item 3.03.

Item 5.02 Departure of Directors or Certain Officers; Election of Directors; Appointment of Certain Officers; Compensatory Arrangements of Certain
Officers.

Effective May 2, 2012 following the effective time of the Registration Statement, Jay S. Fishman, Lawton W. Fitt, James H. Hance, Jr., Janet Hill,
Edward J. Mathias, Dr. Thomas S. Robertson and William J. Shaw, were appointed to the Board of Directors of the General Partner, thereby joining William E.
Conway, Jr., Daniel A. D’Aniello and David M. Rubenstein. In addition, effective May 2, 2012, Ms. Fitt and Messrs. Robertson and Shaw serve as members of
the General Partner’s audit committee and Ms. Fitt, Ms. Hill and Messrs. Fishman, Robertson and Shaw serve as members of General Partner’s conflicts
committee. Biographical information regarding these directors and a description of the terms of their compensation have previously been reported by the
Partnership in the Registration Statement.

Item 5.03 Amendments to Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws; Change in Fiscal Year.
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On May 8, 2012, the Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of the Partnership, dated as of May 8, 2012 (the “Partnership Agreement”),
was entered into by and among Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., the general partner of the Partnership (the “General Partner”), and the limited partners of the
Partnership.

The Partnership Agreement is filed herewith as Exhibit 3.1 and is incorporated herein by reference. The terms of the Partnership Agreement are
substantially the same as the terms set forth in the form of such agreement previously filed as Exhibit 3.2 to the Registration Statement and included as Appendix
A to the Partnership’s Prospectus, dated May 2, 2012, filed pursuant to Rule 424(b) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, on May 4, 2012 (the
“Prospectus”).

A description of the Common Units giving effect to the amendment and restatement of the Partnership Agreement has previously been reported by the
Partnership in the Registration Statement.

Item 8.01 Other Events.

On May 8, 2012, the Partnership completed its initial public offering of Common Units by issuing 30,500,000 Common Units for cash consideration of
$20.955 per Common Unit (net of underwriting discounts) to a syndicate of underwriters led by J.P. Morgan, Citigroup and Credit Suisse as lead book-running
managers for the offering for approximately $639.1 million in net proceeds before expenses. Additional book-running managers in the syndicate were BofA
Merrill Lynch, Barclays, Deutsche Bank Securities, Goldman, Sachs & Co., Morgan Stanley, UBS Investment Bank, ICBC International and Sandler O’Neill +
Partners, L.P. The other underwriters in the syndicate were Keefe Bruyette & Woods, CIBC, Itaú BBA, Nomura, Ramirez & Co., Inc., Scotiabank, Societe
Generale, The Williams Capital Group, L.P., Mizuho Securities and SMBC Nikko.

As contemplated in the Prospectus, the Partnership is causing the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships to use substantially all of the proceeds from the initial
public offering to repay the outstanding indebtedness under the revolving credit facility of its existing senior secured credit facility. As previously reported in the
Prospectus, on December 13, 2011, Carlyle entered into a new senior credit facility that will become operative upon the satisfaction of certain conditions,
including the consummation of the initial public offering and the repayment of borrowings under the revolving credit facility of its existing senior secured credit
facility. Upon the new senior credit facility becoming operative, which Carlyle anticipates will occur within two business days following the completion of the
initial public offering, amounts borrowed under the existing senior secured credit facility will be deemed to have been repaid by borrowings in like amount under
the new senior credit facility.

Item 9.01 Financial Statements and Exhibits.
 

(d) Exhibits.
 

Exhibit No Description            

3.1
 

Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of The Carlyle Group L.P., dated as of May 8, 2012, by and among Carlyle Group
Management L.L.C. and the limited partners party thereto.

10.1

 

Exchange Agreement, dated as of May 2, 2012, among the General Partner, the Partnership, Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C.,
Carlyle Holdings II Sub L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings III GP L.P., Carlyle Holdings I L.P., Carlyle Holdings II L.P., Carlyle Holdings III L.P. and the limited
partners of each of Carlyle Holdings I L.P., Carlyle Holdings II L.P., Carlyle Holdings III L.P.

10.2
 

Tax Receivable Agreement, dated as of May 2, 2012, by and among the Partnership, Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., Carlyle Holdings I L.P. and each of the
limited partners of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships party thereto.
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10.3
  

Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings I L.P., dated as of May 2, 2012, by and among Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub
L.L.C., as general partner, and the limited partners party thereto.

10.4
  

Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings II L.P., dated as of May 2, 2012, by and among Carlyle Holdings II GP
L.L.C., as general partner, and the limited partners party thereto.

10.5
  

Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings III L.P., dated as of May 2, 2012, by and among Carlyle Holdings III GP
Sub L.L.C., as general partner, and the limited partners party thereto.

10.6
  

Registration Rights Agreement with Senior Carlyle Professionals, dated as of May 8, 2012, by and among the Partnership, TCG Carlyle Global Partners
L.L.C. and certain of the limited partners of each of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships.

10.7

  

Registration Rights Agreement by and among the Partnership, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) I, Ltd., MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) II, Ltd.,
MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) III, Ltd., MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) IV, Ltd., MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) V, Ltd., MDC/TCP
Investments (Cayman) VI, Ltd. and Five Overseas Investment L.L.C, dated as of May 8, 2012.

10.8
  

Registration Rights Agreement with the California Public Employees’ Retirement System, dated as of May 8, 2012, by and among by and among the
Partnership and California Public Employees’ Retirement System.
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SIGNATURE

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned
hereunto duly authorized.
 

THE CARLYLE GROUP L.P.

By:  Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its general partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Chairman

Date: May 8, 2012
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AMENDED AND RESTATED AGREEMENT OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
OF

THE CARLYLE GROUP L.P.

This AMENDED AND RESTATED AGREEMENT OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP OF THE CARLYLE GROUP L.P. dated as of May 8, 2012, is entered
into by and among Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company, as the General Partner, together with any other Persons who become
Partners in the Partnership or parties hereto as provided herein. In consideration of the covenants, conditions and agreements contained herein, the parties hereto
hereby agree as follows:

ARTICLE I

DEFINITIONS

SECTION 1.1. Definitions.

The following definitions shall be for all purposes, unless otherwise clearly indicated to the contrary, applied to the terms used in this Agreement.

“Acquisition” means any transaction in which any Group Member acquires (through an asset acquisition, merger, stock (or other equity) acquisition or
other form of investment) control over all or a portion of the assets, properties or business of another Person.

“Affiliate” means, with respect to any Person, any other Person that directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries controls, is controlled by or is
under common control with, the Person in question. As used herein, the term “control” means the possession, direct or indirect, of the power to direct or cause the
direction of the management and policies of a Person, whether through ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise.

“Agreement” means this Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of The Carlyle Group L.P., as it may be amended, supplemented or
restated from time to time.

“Associate” means, when used to indicate a relationship with any Person, (a) any corporation or organization of which such Person is a director, officer or
partner or is, directly or indirectly, the owner of 20% or more of any class of voting stock or other voting interest; (b) any trust or other estate in which such
Person has at least a 20% beneficial interest or as to which such Person serves as trustee or in a similar fiduciary capacity; and (c) any relative or spouse of such
Person, or any relative of such spouse, who has the same principal residence as such Person.

“Beneficial Owner” has the meaning assigned to such term in Rules 13d-3 and 13d-5 under the Securities Exchange Act (and “Beneficially Own” shall have
a correlative meaning).

“Board of Directors” means the Board of Directors of the General Partner.

“Business Day” means each day that is not a Saturday, Sunday or other day on which banking institutions in New York, New York are authorized or
required by law to close.

“Capital Account” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 6.1.

“Capital Contribution” means any cash or cash equivalents or other property valued at its fair market value that a Partner contributes to the Partnership
pursuant to this Agreement.

“Carlyle Holdings I” means Carlyle Holdings I L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, and any successors thereto.

“Carlyle Holdings I General Partner” means Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., a Delaware corporation and the direct or indirect general partner of Carlyle
Holdings I, and any successors thereto.
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“Carlyle Holdings II” means Carlyle Holdings II L.P., a Québec société en commandite, and any successors thereto.

“Carlyle Holdings II General Partner” means Carlyle Holdings II GP L.P., a Delaware limited partnership and the general partner of Carlyle Holdings II,
and any successors thereto.

“Carlyle Holdings III” means Carlyle Holdings III L.P., a Québec société en commandite, and any successors thereto.

“Carlyle Holdings III General Partner” means Carlyle Holdings III GP L.P., a Québec société en commandite and the direct or indirect general partner of
Carlyle Holdings III, and any successors thereto.

“Carlyle Holdings General Partners” means, collectively, Carlyle Holdings I General Partner, Carlyle Holdings II General Partner and Carlyle Holdings III
General Partner (and the general partner of any future partnership designated as a Carlyle Holdings Partnership hereunder).

“Carlyle Holdings Group” means, collectively, the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships and their respective Subsidiaries.

“Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner” means each Person that becomes a limited partner of a Carlyle Holdings Partnership pursuant to the terms of the
relevant Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreement.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements” means, collectively, the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings I, the
Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings II and the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle
Holdings III (and the partnership agreement then in effect of any future partnership designated as a Carlyle Holdings Partnership hereunder), as they may each be
amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnership Unit” means, collectively, one partnership unit in each of Carlyle Holdings I, Carlyle Holdings II and Carlyle Holdings III
(and any future partnership designated as a Carlyle Holdings Partnership hereunder) issued under its respective Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreement.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnerships” means, collectively, Carlyle Holdings I, Carlyle Holdings II and Carlyle Holdings III and any future partnership
designated by the General Partner in its sole discretion as a Carlyle Holdings Partnership for purposes of this Agreement.

“Carlyle Partners Ownership Condition” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 7.13.

“Carrying Value” means, with respect to any Partnership asset, the asset’s adjusted basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes, except that the initial
carrying value of assets contributed to the Partnership shall be their respective gross fair market values on the date of contribution as determined by the General
Partner, and the Carrying Values of all Partnership assets shall be adjusted to equal their respective fair market values, in accordance with the rules set forth in
United States Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(f), except as otherwise provided herein, as of: (a) the date of the acquisition of any additional
Partnership Interest by any new or existing Partner in exchange for more than a de minimis Capital Contribution; (b) the date of the distribution of more than a de
minimis amount of Partnership assets to a Partner in exchange for a Partnership Interest; (c) the date a Partnership Interest is relinquished to the Partnership;
(d) the date that the Partnership issues more than a de minimis Partnership Interest to a new Partner in exchange for services; or (e) any other date specified in the
United States Treasury Regulations; provided however that adjustments pursuant to clauses (a), (b) (c), (d) and (e) above shall be made only if such adjustments
are deemed necessary or appropriate by the General Partner to reflect the relative economic interests of the Partners. In the case of any asset that has a Carrying
Value that differs from its adjusted tax basis, Carrying Value shall be adjusted by the amount of depreciation calculated for purposes of the definition of “Net
Income (Loss)” rather than the amount of depreciation determined for U.S. federal income tax purposes, and depreciation shall be calculated by reference to
Carrying Value rather than tax basis once Carrying Value differs from tax basis.

“Certificate” means a certificate issued in global form in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Depositary or in such other form as may be
adopted by the General Partner, issued by the Partnership evidencing ownership of one or more Common Units or a certificate, in such form as may be adopted
by the General Partner, issued by the Partnership evidencing ownership of one or more other Partnership Securities.

“Certificate of Limited Partnership” means the Certificate of Limited Partnership of the Partnership filed with the Secretary of State of the State of
Delaware as referenced in Section 2.1, as such Certificate of Limited Partnership may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.
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“Citizenship Certification” means a properly completed certificate in such form as may be specified by the General Partner by which a Limited Partner
certifies that he (and if he is a nominee holding for the account of another Person, that to the best of his knowledge such other Person) is an Eligible Citizen.

“Closing Date” means the first date on which Common Units are sold by the Partnership to the Underwriters pursuant to the provisions of the Underwriting
Agreement.

“Closing Price” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 15.1(a).

“Code” means the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended and in effect from time to time. Any reference herein to a specific section or sections
of the Code shall be deemed to include a reference to any corresponding provision of any successor law.

“Commission” means the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

“Common Unit” means a Limited Partner Interest representing a fractional part of the Limited Partner Interests of all Limited Partners and having the rights
and obligations specified with respect to Common Units in this Agreement.

“Conflicts Committee” means (A) prior to the Closing Date, all of the holders of Special Voting Units (who the Partners acknowledge and agree may be
Affiliates of the General Partner and not independent) and (B) from and after the Closing Date, a committee of the Board of Directors composed entirely of one or
more directors or managers who have been determined by the Board of Directors in its sole discretion to meet the independence standards (but not, for the
avoidance of doubt, the financial literacy or financial expert qualifications) required to serve on an audit committee of a board of directors established by the
Securities Exchange Act and the rules and regulations of the Commission thereunder and by the National Securities Exchange on which the Common Units are
listed for trading.

“Consenting Parties” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 16.9.

“Current Market Price” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 15.1(a).

“Delaware Limited Partnership Act” means the Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act, 6 Del. C. § 17-101, et seq., as amended, supplemented
or restated from time to time, and any successor to such statute.

“Departing General Partner” means a former General Partner from and after the effective date of any withdrawal of such former General Partner pursuant
to Section 11.1.

“Depositary” means, with respect to any Units issued in global form, The Depository Trust Company and its successors and permitted assigns.

“Determination Date” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 7.13.

“Directors” means the members of the Board of Directors.

“Dispute” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 16.9.

“Eligible Citizen” means a Person qualified to own interests in real property in jurisdictions in which any Group Member does business or proposes to do
business from time to time, and whose status as a Limited Partner the General Partner determines in its sole discretion does not or would not subject such Group
Member to a significant risk of cancellation or forfeiture of any of its properties or any interest therein.

“Event of Withdrawal” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 11.1(a).

“Exchange Agreement” means one or more exchange agreements providing for the exchange of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units or other securities
issued by members of the Carlyle Holdings Group for Common Units, as contemplated by the Registration Statement.

“Fiscal Year” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 8.2.
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“General Partner” means Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company and its successors and permitted assigns that are
admitted to the Partnership as general partner of the Partnership, each in its capacity as a general partner of the Partnership (except as the context otherwise
requires).

“General Partner Agreement” means the amended and restated limited liability company agreement of the General Partner, as the same may be amended or
amended and restated from time to time.

“General Partner Interest” means the management and ownership interest of the General Partner in the Partnership (in its capacity as a general partner
without reference to any Limited Partner Interest held by it), which takes the form of General Partner Units, and includes any and all benefits to which a General
Partner is entitled as provided in this Agreement, together with all obligations of a General Partner to comply with the terms and provisions of this Agreement.

“General Partner Unit” means a fractional part of the General Partner Interest having the rights and obligations specified with respect to the General
Partner Interest.

“Group” means a Person that with or through any of its Affiliates or Associates has any contract, arrangement, understanding or relationship for the
purpose of acquiring, holding, voting, exercising investment power or disposing of any Partnership Securities with any other Person that Beneficially Owns, or
whose Affiliates or Associates Beneficially Own, directly or indirectly, Partnership Interests.

“Group Member” means a member of the Partnership Group.

“Indemnitee” means (a) the General Partner, (b) any Departing General Partner, (c) any Person who is or was a Tax Matters Partner (as defined in the
Code), officer or director of the General Partner or any Departing General Partner, (d) any officer or director of the General Partner or any Departing General
Partner who is or was serving at the request of the General Partner or any Departing General Partner as an officer, director, employee, member, partner, Tax
Matters Partner (as defined in the Code), agent, fiduciary or trustee of another Person; provided that a Person shall not be an Indemnitee by reason of providing,
on a fee for services basis, trustee, fiduciary or custodial services, (e) any Person who controls a General Partner or Departing General Partner, (f) any Person who
is named in the Registration Statement as being or about to become a director of the General Partner and (g) any Person the General Partner in its sole discretion
designates as an “Indemnitee” for purposes of this Agreement.

“Initial Annual Meeting” means the first annual meeting of Limited Partners held following each Determination Date on which the Board of Directors has
been classified in accordance with Section 13.4(b)(v).

“Initial Common Units” means the Common Units sold in the Initial Offering.

“Initial Limited Partner” means each of the Organizational Limited Partner, TCG Partners and the Underwriters or their designee(s), in each case upon
being admitted to the Partnership in accordance with Section 10.1.

“Initial Offering” means the initial offering and sale of Common Units to the public, as described in the Registration Statement.

“Issue Price” means the price at which a Unit is purchased from the Partnership, net of any sales commissions or underwriting discounts charged to the
Partnership.

“Limited Partner” means, unless the context otherwise requires, each Initial Limited Partner, each additional Person that acquires or holds a Limited
Partner Interest and is admitted to the Partnership as a limited partner of the Partnership pursuant to the terms of this Agreement and any Departing General
Partner upon the change of its status from General Partner to Limited Partner pursuant to Section 11.3, in each case, in such Person’s capacity as a limited partner
of the Partnership as long as such Person holds a Limited Partner Interest. For the avoidance of doubt, each holder of a Special Voting Unit shall be a Limited
Partner. For purposes of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act, the Limited Partners shall constitute a single class or group of limited partners.

“Limited Partner Interest” means the ownership interest of a Limited Partner in the Partnership, which may be evidenced by Common Units, Special
Voting Units or other Partnership Securities or a combination thereof or interest therein, and includes any and all benefits to which such Limited Partner is entitled
as provided in this Agreement, including voting rights, together with all obligations of such Limited Partner to comply with the terms and provisions of this
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Agreement. Except to the extent otherwise expressly designated herein by the General Partner in its sole discretion, for purposes of this Agreement and the
Delaware Limited Partnership Act, the Limited Partner Interests shall constitute a single class or group of limited partner interests.

“Listing Date” means the first date on which the Common Units are listed and traded on a National Securities Exchange.

“Liquidation Date” means (a) in the case of an event giving rise to the dissolution of the Partnership of the type described in clause (a) or (b) of the first
sentence of Section 12.2, the date on which the applicable time period during which the holders of Outstanding Units have the right to elect to continue the
business of the Partnership has expired without such an election being made, and (b) in the case of any other event giving rise to the dissolution of the
Partnership, the date on which such event occurs.

“Liquidator” means the General Partner or one or more Persons as may be selected by the General Partner to perform the functions described in
Section 12.3 as liquidating trustee of the Partnership within the meaning of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act.

“Merger Agreement” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 14.1.

“National Securities Exchange” means an exchange registered with the Commission under Section 6(a) of the Securities Exchange Act or any successor
thereto and any other securities exchange (whether or not registered with the Commission under Section 6(a) of the Securities Exchange Act) that the General
Partner in its sole discretion shall designate as a National Securities Exchange for purposes of this Agreement.

“Net Income (Loss)” for any Fiscal Year (or other fiscal period) means the taxable income or loss of the Partnership for such period as determined in
accordance with the accounting method used by the Partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes with the following adjustments; (i) any income of the
Partnership that is exempt from U.S. federal income taxation and not otherwise taken into account in computing Net Income (Loss) shall be added to such taxable
income or loss; (ii) if the Carrying Value of any asset differs from its adjusted tax basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes, any depreciation, amortization or
gain or loss resulting from a disposition of such asset shall be calculated with reference to such Carrying Value; (iii) upon an adjustment to the Carrying Value of
any asset, pursuant to the definition of Carrying Value, the amount of the adjustment shall be included as gain or loss in computing such taxable income or loss;
and (iv) any expenditures of the Partnership not deductible in computing taxable income or loss, not properly capitalizable and not otherwise taken into account in
computing Net Income (Loss) pursuant to this definition shall be treated as deductible items.

“Non-citizen Assignee” means a Person who the General Partner has determined in its sole discretion does not constitute an Eligible Citizen and as to
whose Limited Partner Interests the General Partner has become the Limited Partner, pursuant to Section 4.8.

“Non-Voting Common Unitholder” means any Person who the General Partner may from time to time with such Person’s consent designate as a Non-
Voting Common Unitholder.

“Notice of Election to Purchase” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 15.1(b).

“Opinion of Counsel” means a written opinion of counsel or, in the case of tax matters, a qualified tax advisor (who may be regular counsel or tax adviser,
as the case may be, to the Partnership or the General Partner or any of its Affiliates) acceptable to the General Partner in its discretion.

“Option Closing Date” means the date or dates on which any Common Units are sold by the Partnership to the Underwriters upon exercise of the Over-
Allotment Option.

“Organizational Limited Partner” means Carlyle Group Limited Partner L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company and any successors thereto.

“Outstanding” means, with respect to Partnership Securities, all Partnership Securities that are issued by the Partnership and reflected as outstanding on the
Partnership’s books and records as of the date of determination; provided however that if at any time any Person or Group (other than the General Partner or its
Affiliates) Beneficially Owns 20% or more of any class of Outstanding Common Units, all Common Units owned by such Person or Group shall not be entitled to
be voted on any matter and shall not be considered to be Outstanding when sending notices of a meeting of Limited Partners to vote on any matter (unless
otherwise required by law), calculating required votes, determining the presence of a quorum or for other
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similar purposes under this Agreement or the Delaware Limited Partnership Act, except that Common Units so owned shall be considered to be Outstanding for
purposes of Section 11.1(b)(iv) (such Common Units shall not, however, be treated as a separate class of Partnership Securities for purposes of this Agreement or
the Delaware Limited Partnership Act); provided further that the foregoing limitation shall not apply (i) to any Person or Group who acquired 20% or more of any
Outstanding Common Units of any class then Outstanding directly from the General Partner or its Affiliates, (ii) to any Person or Group who acquired 20% or
more of any Outstanding Common Units of any class then Outstanding directly or indirectly from a Person or Group described in clause (i) provided that the
General Partner shall have notified such Person or Group in writing that such limitation shall not apply or (iii) to any Person or Group who acquired 20% or more
of any Common Units issued by the Partnership with the prior approval of the Board of Directors; provided further that if at any time a Non-Voting Common
Unitholder Beneficially Owns any Common Units, no Common Units Beneficially Owned by the Non-Voting Common Unitholder shall be entitled to be voted
on any matter and shall not be considered to be Outstanding when sending notices of a meeting of Limited Partners to vote on any matter (unless otherwise
required by law), calculating required votes, determining the presence of a quorum or for other similar purposes under this Agreement. The determinations of the
matters described in clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) of the foregoing sentence shall be conclusively determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion, which
determination shall be final and binding on all Partners. For the avoidance of doubt, the provisions of this definition applicable to Common Units shall not apply
to the Special Voting Units.

“Over-Allotment Option” means the over-allotment option granted to the Underwriters by the Partnership pursuant to the Underwriting Agreement.

“Partners” means the General Partner and the Limited Partners.

“Partnership” means The Carlyle Group L.P., a Delaware limited partnership.

“Partnership Group” means the Partnership and its Subsidiaries treated as a single consolidated entity.

“Partnership Interest” means an interest in the Partnership, which shall include the General Partner Interests and Limited Partner Interests.

“Partnership Security” means any equity interest in the Partnership (but excluding any options, rights, warrants and appreciation rights relating to an equity
interest in the Partnership), including without limitation, Common Units, Special Voting Units and General Partner Units.

“Percentage Interest” means, as of any date of determination, (i) as to any holder of Common Units in its capacity as such, the product obtained by
multiplying (a) 100% less the percentage applicable to the Units referred to in clause (v) by (b) the quotient obtained by dividing (x) the number of Common
Units held by such holder by (y) the total number of all Outstanding Common Units, (ii) as to any holder of General Partner Units in its capacity as such with
respect to such General Partner Units, 0%, (iii) as to any holder of Special Voting Units in its capacity as such with respect to such Special Voting Units, 0%,
(iv) as to the Partnership holding Partnership Securities in treasury in its capacity as such with respect to such Partnership Securities held in treasury, 0% and
(v) as to any holder of other Units in its capacity as such with respect to such Units, the percentage established for such Units by the General Partner as a part of
the issuance of such Units.

“Person” means an individual or a corporation, limited liability company, partnership, joint venture, trust, unincorporated organization, association
(including any group, organization, cotenancy, plan, board, council or committee), government (including a country, state, county, or any other governmental or
political subdivision, agency or instrumentality thereof) or other entity (or series thereof).

“Pro Rata” means (a) in respect of Units or any class thereof, apportioned equally among all designated Units, and (b) in respect of Partners or Record
Holders, apportioned among all Partners or Record Holders, as the case may be, in accordance with their relative Percentage Interests.

“Purchase Date” means the date determined by the General Partner as the date for purchase of all Outstanding Units of a certain class (other than Units
owned by the General Partner and its Affiliates) pursuant to Article XV.

“Quarter” means, unless the context requires otherwise, a fiscal quarter of the Partnership, or with respect to the first fiscal quarter of the Partnership after
the Closing Date the portion of such fiscal quarter after the Closing Date or, with respect to the final fiscal quarter of the Partnership, the relevant portion of such
fiscal quarter.
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“Record Date” means the date and time established by the General Partner pursuant to Section 13.6 or, if applicable, the Liquidator pursuant to
Section 12.3, in each case, in its sole discretion for determining (a) the identity of the Record Holders entitled to notice of, or to vote at, any meeting of Limited
Partners or entitled to vote by ballot or give approval of Partnership action in writing without a meeting or entitled to exercise rights in respect of any lawful
action of Limited Partners or (b) the identity of Record Holders entitled to receive any report or distribution or to participate in any offer or other business of the
Partnership.

“Record Holder” means the Person in whose name a Partnership Interest is registered on the books of the Partnership or, if such books are maintained by
the Transfer Agent, on the books of the Transfer Agent, in each case, as of the Record Date.

“Redeemable Interests” means any Partnership Interests for which a redemption notice has been given, and has not been withdrawn, pursuant to
Section 4.9.

“Registration Rights Agreement” means one or more registration rights agreements each among the Partnership and one or more limited partners of the
Carlyle Holdings Partnerships providing for the registration of Common Units, as contemplated by the Registration Statement, as it may be amended,
supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Registration Statement” means the Registration Statement on Form S-1 (Registration No. 333-            ) as it has been or as it may be amended or
supplemented from time to time, filed by the Partnership with the Commission under the Securities Act to register the offering and sale of the Common Units in
the Initial Offering.

“Securities Act” means the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, supplemented or restated from time to time and any successor to such statute.

“Securities Exchange Act” means the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, supplemented or restated from time to time and any successor to
such statute.

“Special Approval” means either (a) approval by a majority of the members of the Conflicts Committee or, if there is only one member of the Conflicts
Committee, approval by the sole member of the Conflicts Committee, or (b) approval by the vote of the Record Holders representing a majority of the voting
power of the Voting Units (excluding Voting Units owned by the General Partner and its Affiliates).

“Special Voting Unit” means a Partnership Interest having the rights and obligations specified with respect to Special Voting Units in this Agreement. For
the avoidance of doubt, holders of Special Voting Units, in their capacity as such, shall not be entitled to receive distributions by the Partnership and shall not be
allocated income, gain, loss, deduction or credit of the Partnership.

“Subsidiary” means, with respect to any Person, (a) a corporation of which more than 50% of the voting power of shares entitled (without regard to the
occurrence of any contingency) to vote in the election of directors or other governing body of such corporation is owned, directly or indirectly, at the date of
determination, by such Person, by one or more Subsidiaries of such Person or a combination thereof, (b) a partnership (whether general or limited) in which such
Person or a Subsidiary of such Person is, at the date of determination, a general or limited partner of such partnership, but only if more than 50% of the
partnership interests of such partnership (considering all of the partnership interests of the partnership as a single class) is owned, directly or indirectly, at the date
of determination, by such Person, by one or more Subsidiaries of such Person, or a combination thereof, (c) any other Person (other than a corporation or a
partnership) in which such Person, one or more Subsidiaries of such Person, or a combination thereof, directly or indirectly, at the date of determination, has (i) at
least a majority ownership interest or (ii) the power to elect or direct the election of a majority of the directors or other governing body of such Person or (d) any
other Person the financial information of which is consolidated by such Person for financial reporting purposes under U.S. GAAP. For the avoidance of doubt, the
Carlyle Holdings Partnerships are Subsidiaries of the Partnership.

“Surviving Business Entity” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 14.2(b).

“Tax Receivable Agreement” means the Tax Receivable Agreement to be entered into substantially concurrently with the Initial Offering among the
Partnership, Carlyle Holdings I, Carlyle Holdings I General Partner and the limited partners of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships, as contemplated by the
Registration Statement, as it may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.

“TCG Partners” means TCG Carlyle Global Partners L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company, and any successors thereto.
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“Trading Day” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 15.1(a).

“Transfer” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 4.4(a).

“Transfer Agent” means such bank, trust company or other Person (including the General Partner or one of its Affiliates) as shall be appointed from time to
time by the General Partner to act as registrar and transfer agent for the Common Units; provided that if no Transfer Agent is specifically designated for any other
Partnership Securities, the General Partner shall act in such capacity.

“Underwriter” means each Person named as an underwriter in the Underwriting Agreement who purchases Common Units pursuant thereto.

“Underwriting Agreement” means the Underwriting Agreement to be entered into in connection with the Initial Offering among the Partnership and the
Underwriters, providing for the purchase of Common Units by such Underwriters, as it may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Unit” means a Partnership Interest that is designated as a “Unit” and shall include Common Units, Special Voting Units and General Partner Units.

“Unitholders” means the holders of Units.

“U.S. GAAP” means U.S. generally accepted accounting principles consistently applied.

“Voting Unit” means a Common Unit (other than any Common Unit Beneficially Owned by a Non-Voting Common Unitholder), a Special Voting Unit and
any other Partnership Interest that is designated as a “Voting Unit” from time to time.

“Withdrawal Opinion of Counsel” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 11.1(b).

SECTION 1.2. Construction.

Unless the context requires otherwise: (a) any pronoun used in this Agreement shall include the corresponding masculine, feminine or neuter forms, and the
singular form of nouns, pronouns and verbs shall include the plural and vice versa; (b) references to Articles and Sections refer to Articles and Sections of this
Agreement; and (c) the terms “include,” “includes,” “including” or words of like import shall be deemed to be followed by the words “without limitation;” and
the terms “hereof,” “herein” or “hereunder refer to this Agreement as a whole and not to any particular provision of this Agreement. The table of contents and
headings contained in this Agreement are for reference purposes only, and shall not affect in any way the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement.

ARTICLE II

ORGANIZATION

SECTION 2.1. Formation.

The Partnership has been previously formed as a limited partnership pursuant to the filing of the Certificate of Limited Partnership with the Secretary of
State of the State of Delaware on July 18, 2011, pursuant to the provisions of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act, and the execution of the Agreement of
Limited Partnership of the Partnership, dated as of July 18, 2011, between the General Partner, as general partner, and the Organizational Limited Partner, as
Limited Partner. Except as expressly provided to the contrary in this Agreement, the rights, duties (including fiduciary duties), liabilities and obligations of the
Partners and the administration, dissolution and termination of the Partnership shall be governed by the Delaware Limited Partnership Act. All Partnership
Interests shall constitute personal property of the owner thereof for all purposes and a Partner has no interest in specific Partnership property.

SECTION 2.2. Name.

The name of the Partnership shall be “The Carlyle Group L.P.” The Partnership’s business may be conducted under any other name or names as determined
by the General Partner in its sole discretion, including the name of the General Partner. The words “Limited Partnership,” “LP,” “L.P.,” “Ltd.” or similar words or
letters shall be included in the Partnership’s name
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where necessary for the purpose of complying with the laws of any jurisdiction that so requires. The General Partner may change the name of the Partnership at
any time and from time to time by filing an amendment to the Certificate of Limited Partnership (and upon any such filing this Agreement shall be deemed
automatically amended to change the name of the Partnership) and shall notify the Limited Partners of such change in the next regular communication to the
Limited Partners.

SECTION 2.3. Registered Office; Registered Agent; Principal Office; Other Offices.

Unless and until changed by the General Partner by filing an amendment to the Certificate of Limited Partnership (and upon any such filing this Agreement
shall be deemed automatically amended to change the registered office and the registered agent of the Partnership) the registered office of the Partnership in the
State of Delaware is located at 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, DE 19801, and the registered agent for service of process on the Partnership in the State of
Delaware at such registered office is The Corporation Trust Company. The principal office of the Partnership is located at 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20004 or such other place as the General Partner in its sole discretion may from time to time designate by notice to the Limited Partners. The
Partnership may maintain offices at such other place or places within or outside the State of Delaware as the General Partner deems necessary or appropriate. The
address of the General Partner is 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20004 or such other place as the General Partner may from time to time
designate by notice to the Limited Partners.

SECTION 2.4. Purpose and Business.

The purpose and nature of the business to be conducted by the Partnership shall be to (a) engage directly in, or enter into or form any corporation,
partnership, joint venture, limited liability company or other arrangement to engage indirectly in, any business activity that is approved by the General Partner in
its sole discretion and that lawfully may be conducted by a limited partnership organized pursuant to the Delaware Limited Partnership Act and, in connection
therewith, to exercise all of the rights and powers conferred upon the Partnership pursuant to the agreements relating to such business activity; and (b) do
anything necessary or appropriate to the foregoing, including the making of capital contributions or loans to a Group Member. To the fullest extent permitted by
law, the General Partner shall have no duty (including any fiduciary duty) or obligation whatsoever to the Partnership or any other Person bound by this
Agreement to propose or approve the conduct by the Partnership of any business and may, free of any duty (including any fiduciary duty) or obligation
whatsoever to the Partnership or any other Person bound by this Agreement, decline to propose or approve the conduct by the Partnership of any business and, in
so declining to propose or approve, shall not be deemed to have breached this Agreement, any other agreement contemplated hereby, the Delaware Limited
Partnership Act or any other provision of law, rule or regulation or equity.

SECTION 2.5. Powers.

The Partnership shall be empowered to do any and all acts and things necessary, appropriate, proper, advisable, incidental to or convenient for the
furtherance and accomplishment of the purposes and business described in Section 2.4 and for the protection and benefit of the Partnership.

SECTION 2.6. Power of Attorney.

(a) Each Limited Partner and Record Holder hereby constitutes and appoints the General Partner and, if a Liquidator (other than the General Partner) shall
have been selected pursuant to Section 12.3, the Liquidator, severally (and any successor to the Liquidator by merger, transfer, assignment, election or otherwise)
and each of their authorized managers and officers and attorneys-in-fact, as the case may be, with full power of substitution, as his true and lawful agent and
attorney-in-fact, with full power and authority in his name, place and stead, to:

(i) execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record in the appropriate public offices (A) all certificates, documents and other
instruments (including this Agreement and the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all amendments or restatements hereof or thereof) that the
General Partner or the Liquidator determines to be necessary or appropriate to form, qualify or continue the existence or qualification of the
Partnership as a limited partnership (or a partnership in which the limited partners have limited liability) in the State of Delaware and in all other
jurisdictions in which the Partnership may conduct business or own property; (B) all amendments to this Agreement adopted in accordance with the
terms hereof and all certificates, documents and other instruments that the General Partner or the Liquidator determines to be necessary or
appropriate to reflect, in accordance with its terms, any amendment, change, modification or restatement of this Agreement; (C) all certificates,
documents and other instruments (including conveyances and a certificate of cancellation) that the General Partner or the Liquidator
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determines to be necessary or appropriate to reflect the dissolution and termination of the Partnership pursuant to the terms of this Agreement; (D) all
certificates, documents and other instruments (including this Agreement and the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all amendments or
restatements hereof or thereof) relating to the admission, withdrawal, removal or substitution of any Partner pursuant to, or other events described in,
this Agreement (including, without limitation, issuance and cancellations of Special Voting Units pursuant to Section 5.3); (E) all certificates,
documents and other instruments relating to the determination of the rights, preferences and privileges of any class or series of Partnership Securities
issued pursuant to Section 5.6; and (F) all certificates, documents and other instruments (including agreements and a certificate of merger or
consolidation or similar certificate) relating to a merger, consolidation, combination or conversion of the Partnership pursuant to Article XIV or
otherwise in connection with a change of jurisdiction of the Partnership; and

(ii) execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record all ballots, consents, approvals, waivers, certificates, documents and other
instruments that the General Partner or the Liquidator determines to be necessary or appropriate to (A) make, evidence, give, confirm or ratify any
vote, consent, approval, agreement or other action that is made or given by the Partners hereunder or is consistent with the terms of this Agreement
or (B) to effectuate the terms or intent of this Agreement; provided that when required by Section 13.3 or any other provision of this Agreement that
establishes a certain percentage of the Limited Partners or of the Limited Partners of any class or series required to take any action, the General
Partner and the Liquidator may exercise the power of attorney made in this Section 2.6(a)(ii) only after the necessary vote, consent or approval of
such percentage of the Limited Partners or of the Limited Partners of such class or series, as applicable.

Nothing contained in this Section 2.6(a) shall be construed as authorizing the General Partner to amend this Agreement except in accordance with Article
XIII or as may be otherwise expressly provided for in this Agreement.

(b) The foregoing power of attorney is hereby declared to be irrevocable and a power coupled with an interest, and it shall survive and, to the maximum
extent permitted by law, shall not be affected by the subsequent death, incompetency, disability, incapacity, dissolution, bankruptcy or termination of any Limited
Partner or Record Holder and the transfer of all or any portion of such Limited Partner’s or Record Holder’s Partnership Interest and shall extend to such Limited
Partner’s or Record Holder’s heirs, successors, assigns and personal representatives. Each such Limited Partner or Record Holder hereby agrees to be bound by
any representation made by the General Partner or the Liquidator acting in good faith pursuant to such power of attorney; and each such Limited Partner or
Record Holder, to the maximum extent permitted by law, hereby waives any and all defenses that may be available to contest, negate or disaffirm the action of the
General Partner or the Liquidator taken in good faith under such power of attorney. Each Limited Partner and Record Holder shall execute and deliver to the
General Partner or the Liquidator, within 15 days after receipt of the request therefor, such further designation, powers of attorney and other instruments as the
General Partner or the Liquidator may request in order to effectuate this Agreement and the purposes of the Partnership.

SECTION 2.7. Term.

The term of the Partnership commenced upon the filing of the Certificate of Limited Partnership in accordance with the Delaware Limited Partnership Act
and shall continue until the dissolution of the Partnership in accordance with the provisions of Article XII. The existence of the Partnership as a separate legal
entity shall continue until the cancellation of the Certificate of Limited Partnership as provided in the Delaware Limited Partnership Act.

SECTION 2.8. Title to Partnership Assets.

Title to Partnership assets, whether real, personal or mixed and whether tangible or intangible, shall be deemed to be owned by the Partnership as an entity,
and no Partner, individually or collectively, shall have any ownership interest in such Partnership assets or any portion thereof. Title to any or all of the
Partnership assets may be held in the name of the Partnership, the General Partner, one or more of its Affiliates or one or more nominees, as the General Partner
may determine. The General Partner hereby declares and warrants that any Partnership assets for which record title is held in the name of the General Partner or
one or more of its Affiliates or one or more nominees shall be held by the General Partner or such Affiliate or nominee for the use and benefit of the Partnership
in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement; provided however, that the General Partner shall use reasonable efforts to cause record title to such assets
(other than those assets in respect of which the General Partner in its sole discretion determines that the expense and difficulty of conveyancing makes transfer of
record title to the Partnership impracticable) to be vested in the Partnership as soon as reasonably practicable; provided further that prior to the withdrawal of the
General Partner or as soon thereafter as practicable, the General Partner shall use reasonable efforts to effect the transfer of record title to the Partnership and,
prior to any such transfer, will provide for the use of such assets in a manner satisfactory to the General Partner. All Partnership assets shall be recorded as the
property of the Partnership in its books and records, irrespective of the name in which record title to such Partnership assets is held.
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SECTION 2.9. Certain Undertakings Relating to the Separateness of the Partnership.

(a) Separateness Generally. The Partnership shall conduct its business and operations separate and apart from those of any other Person (other than the
General Partner) in accordance with this Section 2.9.

(b) Separate Records. The Partnership shall maintain (i) its books and records, (ii) its accounts, and (iii) its financial statements separate from those of any
other Person except for a Person whose financial results are required to be consolidated with the financial results of the Partnership.

(c) No Effect. Failure by the General Partner or the Partnership to comply with any of the obligations set forth above shall not affect the status of the
Partnership as a separate legal entity, with its separate assets and separate liabilities.

ARTICLE III

RIGHTS OF LIMITED PARTNERS

SECTION 3.1. Limitation of Liability.

The Limited Partners shall have no liability under this Agreement except as expressly provided in this Agreement or as required by Section 17-607 or
Section 17-804 of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act.

SECTION 3.2. Management of Business.

No Limited Partner, in its capacity as such, shall participate in the operation, management or control (within the meaning of the Delaware Limited
Partnership Act) of the Partnership’s business, transact any business in the Partnership’s name or have the power to sign documents for or otherwise bind the
Partnership. Any action taken by any Affiliate of the General Partner or any officer, director, employee, manager, member, general partner, agent or trustee of the
General Partner or any of its Affiliates, or any officer, director, employee, manager, member, general partner, agent or trustee of a Group Member, in its capacity
as such, shall not be deemed to be participation in the control of the business of the Partnership by a limited partner of the Partnership (within the meaning of
Section 17-303(a) of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act) and shall not affect, impair or eliminate the limitations on the liability of the Limited Partners under
this Agreement or the Delaware Limited Partnership Act.

SECTION 3.3. Outside Activities of the Limited Partners.

Any Limited Partner shall be entitled to and may have business interests and engage in business activities in addition to those relating to the Partnership,
including business interests and activities in direct competition with the Partnership Group or an Affiliate of a Group Member. Neither the Partnership nor any of
the other Partners shall have any rights by virtue of this Agreement in any business ventures of any Limited Partner.

SECTION 3.4. Rights of Limited Partners.

(a) In addition to other rights provided by this Agreement or by applicable law (other than Section 17-305(a) of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act, the
provisions of which are to the fullest extent permitted by law expressly replaced in their entirety by the provisions below), and except as limited by Sections
3.4(b) and 3.4(c), each Limited Partner shall have the right, for a purpose that is reasonably related to such Limited Partner’s interest as a Limited Partner in the
Partnership, upon reasonable written demand stating the purpose of such demand and at such Limited Partner’s own expense, to obtain:

(i) promptly after its becoming available, a copy of the Partnership’s U.S. federal income tax returns for each year (excluding for the avoidance
of doubt, information specific to any other Partner);

(ii) a current list of the name and last known business, residence or mailing address of each Record Holder; and
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(iii) a copy of this Agreement and the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all amendments thereto, together with a copy of the executed
copies of all powers of attorney pursuant to which this Agreement, the Certificate of Limited Partnership and all amendments thereto have been
executed.

(b) The General Partner may keep confidential from the Limited Partners, for such period of time as the General Partner determines in its sole discretion,
(i) any information that the General Partner believes to be in the nature of trade secrets or (ii) other information the disclosure of which the General Partner
believes (A) is not in the best interests of the Partnership Group, (B) could damage the Partnership Group or its business or (C) that any Group Member is
required by law or by agreement with any third party to keep confidential (other than agreements with Affiliates of the Partnership the primary purpose of which
is to circumvent the obligations set forth in this Section 3.4).

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or Section 17-305 of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act, each of the Partners and each other
Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership Security hereby agrees to the fullest extent permitted by law that they do not have rights to receive information
from the Partnership or any Indemnitee for the purpose of determining whether to pursue litigation or assist in pending litigation against the Partnership or any
Indemnitee relating to the affairs of the Partnership except pursuant to the applicable rules of discovery relating to litigation commenced by such Person.

ARTICLE IV

CERTIFICATES; RECORD HOLDERS; TRANSFER OF PARTNERSHIP INTERESTS;
REDEMPTION OF PARTNERSHIP INTERESTS

SECTION 4.1. Certificates.

Notwithstanding anything otherwise to the contrary herein, unless the General Partner shall determine otherwise in respect of some or all of any or all
classes of Partnership Interests, Partnership Interests shall not be evidenced by certificates. Certificates that may be issued shall be executed on behalf of the
Partnership by the General Partner (and by any appropriate officer of the General Partner on behalf of the General Partner).

No Certificate evidencing Common Units shall be valid for any purpose until it has been countersigned by the Transfer Agent; provided however that if the
General Partner elects to issue Certificates evidencing Common Units in global form, the Certificates evidencing Common Units shall be valid upon receipt of a
certificate from the Transfer Agent certifying that the Certificates evidencing Common Units have been duly registered in accordance with the directions of the
Partnership.

SECTION 4.2. Mutilated, Destroyed, Lost or Stolen Certificates.

(a) If any mutilated Certificate evidencing Common Units is surrendered to the Transfer Agent or any mutilated Certificate evidencing other Partnership
Securities is surrendered to the General Partner, the appropriate officers of the General Partner on behalf of the General Partner on behalf of the Partnership shall
execute, and, if applicable, the Transfer Agent shall countersign and deliver in exchange therefor, a new Certificate evidencing the same number and type of
Partnership Securities as the Certificate so surrendered.

(b) The appropriate officers of the General Partner on behalf of the General Partner on behalf of the Partnership shall execute and deliver, and, if
applicable, the Transfer Agent shall countersign a new Certificate in place of any Certificate previously issued if the Record Holder of the Certificate:

(i) makes proof by affidavit, in form and substance satisfactory to the General Partner, that a previously issued Certificate has been lost,
destroyed or stolen;

(ii) requests the issuance of a new Certificate before the General Partner has notice that the Certificate has been acquired by a purchaser for
value in good faith and without notice of an adverse claim;

(iii) if requested by the General Partner, delivers to the General Partner a bond, in form and substance satisfactory to the General Partner, with
surety or sureties and with fixed or open penalty as the General Partner, in its sole discretion, may direct to indemnify the Partnership, the Partners,
the General Partner and, if applicable, the Transfer Agent against any claim that may be made on account of the alleged loss, destruction or theft of
the Certificate; and
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(iv) satisfies any other requirements imposed by the General Partner.

If a Record Holder fails to notify the General Partner within a reasonable period of time after he has notice of the loss, destruction or theft of a Certificate,
and a transfer of the Limited Partner Interests represented by the Certificate is registered before the Partnership, the General Partner or the Transfer Agent
receives such notification, the Record Holder shall be precluded from making any claim against the Partnership, the General Partner or the Transfer Agent for
such transfer or for a new Certificate.

(c) As a condition to the issuance of any new Certificate under this Section 4.2, the General Partner may require the payment of a sum sufficient to cover
any tax or other governmental charge that may be imposed in relation thereto and any other expenses (including the fees and expenses of the Transfer Agent, if
applicable) reasonably connected therewith.

SECTION 4.3. Record Holders.

The Partnership shall be entitled to recognize the Record Holder as the owner with respect to any Partnership Interest and, accordingly, shall not be bound
to recognize any equitable or other claim to or interest in such Partnership Interest on the part of any other Person, regardless of whether the Partnership shall
have actual or other notice thereof, except as otherwise required by law or any applicable rule, regulation, guideline or requirement of any National Securities
Exchange on which such Partnership Interests are listed for trading. Without limiting the foregoing, when a Person (such as a broker, dealer, bank, trust company
or clearing corporation or an agent of any of the foregoing) is acting as nominee, agent or in some other representative capacity for another Person in acquiring
and/or holding Partnership Interests, as between the Partnership on the one hand, and such other Persons on the other, such representative Person shall be the
Record Holder of such Partnership Interest.

SECTION 4.4. Transfer Generally.

(a) The term “transfer,” when used in this Agreement with respect to a Partnership Interest, shall be deemed to refer to a transaction (i) by which the
General Partner assigns its General Partner Units to another Person who becomes the General Partner, and includes a sale, assignment, gift, pledge, encumbrance,
hypothecation, mortgage, exchange, or any other disposition by law or otherwise or (ii) by which the holder of a Limited Partner Interest assigns such Limited
Partner Interest to another Person, and includes a sale, assignment, gift, exchange or any other disposition by law or otherwise, including any transfer upon
foreclosure of any pledge, encumbrance, hypothecation or mortgage.

(b) No Partnership Interest shall be transferred, in whole or in part, except in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in this Article IV. Any
transfer or purported transfer of a Partnership Interest not made in accordance with this Article IV shall be null and void.

(c) Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent a disposition by any member of the General Partner of any or all of the issued and
outstanding limited liability company or other interests in the General Partner.

SECTION 4.5. Registration and Transfer of Limited Partner Interests.

(a) The General Partner shall keep or cause to be kept on behalf of the Partnership a register in which, subject to such reasonable regulations as it may
prescribe and subject to the provisions of Section 4.5(b), the Partnership will provide for the registration and transfer of Limited Partner Interests. The Transfer
Agent is hereby appointed registrar and transfer agent for the purpose of registering Common Units and transfers of such Common Units as herein provided. The
Partnership shall not recognize transfers of Certificates evidencing Limited Partner Interests unless such transfers are effected in the manner described in this
Section 4.5. Upon surrender of a Certificate for registration of transfer of any Limited Partner Interests evidenced by a Certificate, and subject to the provisions of
Section 4.5(b), the appropriate officers of the General Partner on behalf of the General Partner on behalf of the Partnership shall execute and deliver, and in the
case of Common Units, the Transfer Agent shall countersign and deliver, in the name of the holder or the designated transferee or transferees, as required
pursuant to the holder’s instructions, one or more new Certificates evidencing the same aggregate number and type of Limited Partner Interests as was evidenced
by the Certificate so surrendered.

(b) Except as otherwise provided in Section 4.8, the Partnership shall not recognize any transfer of Limited Partner Interests evidenced by Certificates until
the Certificates evidencing such Limited Partner Interests are surrendered for registration of transfer. No charge shall be imposed by the General Partner for such
transfer; provided that as a condition to the issuance of any new Certificate under this Section 4.5, the General Partner may require the payment of a sum
sufficient to cover any tax or other governmental charge that may be imposed with respect thereto.
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(c) Subject to (i) the foregoing provisions of this Section 4.5, (ii) Section 4.3, (iii) Section 4.4, (iv) Section 4.7, (v) with respect to any series of Limited
Partner Interests, the provisions of any statement of designations or amendment to this Agreement establishing such series, (vi) any contractual provisions binding
on any Limited Partner and (vii) provisions of applicable law including the Securities Act, Limited Partner Interests shall be freely transferable. Partnership
Interests may also be subject to any transfer restrictions contained in any employee related policies or equity benefit plans, programs or practices adopted on
behalf of the Partnership.

SECTION 4.6. Transfer of the General Partner’s General Partner Interest.

(a) Subject to Section 4.6(c) below, prior to December 31, 2021, the General Partner shall not transfer all or any part of its General Partner Interest
(represented by General Partner Units) to a Person unless such transfer (i) has been approved by the prior written consent or vote of Limited Partners holding of at
least a majority of the voting power of the Outstanding Voting Units (excluding Voting Units held by the General Partner or its Affiliates) or (ii) is of all, but not
less than all, of its General Partner Interest to (A) an Affiliate of the General Partner (other than an individual) or (B) another Person (other than an individual) in
connection with the merger or consolidation of the General Partner with or into another Person (other than an individual) or the transfer by the General Partner of
all, but not less than all, of its General Partner Interest to another Person (other than an individual).

(b) Subject to Section 4.6(c) below, on or after December 31, 2021, the General Partner may transfer all or any part of its General Partner Interest without
Unitholder approval.

(c) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, no transfer by the General Partner of all or any part of its General Partner Interest to another Person
shall be permitted unless (i) the transferee agrees to assume the rights and duties of the General Partner under this Agreement and to be bound by the provisions
of this Agreement and (ii) the Partnership receives an Opinion of Counsel that such transfer would not result in the loss of limited liability of any Limited Partner.
In the case of a transfer pursuant to and in compliance with this Section 4.6, the transferee or successor (as the case may be) shall, subject to compliance with the
terms of Section 10.3, be admitted to the Partnership as the General Partner effective immediately prior to the transfer of such General Partner Interest, and the
business of the Partnership shall continue without dissolution.

SECTION 4.7. Restrictions on Transfers.

(a) Except as provided in Section 4.7(c) below, but notwithstanding the other provisions of this Article IV, no transfer of any Partnership Interests shall be
made if such transfer would (i) violate the then applicable U.S. federal or state securities laws or rules and regulations of the Commission, any state securities
commission or any other governmental authority with jurisdiction over such transfer, (ii) terminate the existence or qualification of the Partnership under the laws
of the jurisdiction of its formation, or (iii) cause the Partnership to be treated as an association taxable as a corporation or otherwise to be taxed as an entity for
U.S. federal income tax purposes (to the extent not already so treated or taxed).

(b) The General Partner may impose restrictions on the transfer of Partnership Interests if it receives an Opinion of Counsel that such restrictions are
necessary or advisable to avoid a significant risk of the Partnership becoming taxable as a corporation or otherwise becoming taxable as an entity for U.S. federal
income tax purposes. The General Partner may impose such restrictions by amending this Agreement; provided however, that any amendment that would result in
the delisting or suspension of trading of any class of Limited Partner Interests (unless the successor interests contemplated by Section 14.3(c) are traded on a
National Securities Exchange) on the principal National Securities Exchange on which such class of Limited Partner Interests is then traded must be approved,
prior to such amendment being effected, by the holders of at least a majority of the Outstanding Limited Partner Interests of such class.

(c) Nothing contained in this Article IV, or elsewhere in this Agreement, shall preclude the settlement of any transactions involving Partnership Interests
entered into through the facilities of any National Securities Exchange on which such Partnership Interests are listed for trading.

SECTION 4.8. Citizenship Certificates; Non-citizen Assignees.

(a) If any Group Member is or becomes subject to any law or regulation that, in the determination of the General Partner in its sole discretion, creates a
substantial risk of cancellation or forfeiture of any property in which the Group Member has an interest based on the nationality, citizenship or other related status
of a Limited Partner, the General Partner may request any Limited Partner to furnish to the General Partner, within 30 days after receipt of such request, an
executed
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Citizenship Certification or such other information concerning his nationality, citizenship or other related status (or, if the Limited Partner is a nominee holding
for the account of another Person, the nationality, citizenship or other related status of such Person) as the General Partner may request. If a Limited Partner fails
to furnish to the General Partner within the aforementioned 30-day period such Citizenship Certification or other requested information or if upon receipt of such
Citizenship Certification or other requested information the General Partner determines, with the advice of counsel, that a Limited Partner is not an Eligible
Citizen, the Partnership Interests owned by such Limited Partner shall be subject to redemption in accordance with the provisions of Section 4.9. The General
Partner also may require in its sole discretion that the status of any such Limited Partner be changed to that of a Non-citizen Assignee and, thereupon, the General
Partner shall be substituted for such Non-citizen Assignee as the Limited Partner in respect of his Limited Partner Interests.

(b) The General Partner shall, in exercising voting rights in respect of Limited Partner Interests held by it on behalf of Non-citizen Assignees, distribute the
votes in the same ratios as the votes of Partners (including the General Partner) in respect of Limited Partner Interests other than those of Non-citizen Assignees
are cast, either for, against or abstaining as to the matter.

(c) Upon dissolution of the Partnership, a Non-citizen Assignee shall have no right to receive a distribution in kind pursuant to Section 12.4 but shall be
entitled to the cash equivalent thereof, and the Partnership shall provide cash in exchange for an assignment of the Non-citizen Assignee’s share of the
distribution in kind. Such payment and assignment shall be treated for Partnership purposes as a purchase by the Partnership from the Non-citizen Assignee of his
Limited Partner Interest (representing his right to receive his share of such distribution in kind).

(d) At any time after he can and does certify that he has become an Eligible Citizen, a Non-citizen Assignee may, upon application to the General Partner,
request that with respect to any Limited Partner Interests of such Non-citizen Assignee not redeemed pursuant to Section 4.9, such Non-citizen Assignee be
admitted as a Limited Partner, and upon approval of the General Partner in its sole discretion, such Non-citizen Assignee shall be admitted as a Limited Partner
and shall no longer constitute a Non-citizen Assignee and the General Partner shall cease to be deemed to be the Limited Partner in respect of the Non-citizen
Assignee’s Limited Partner Interests.

SECTION 4.9. Redemption of Partnership Interests of Non-citizen Assignees.

(a) If at any time a Limited Partner fails to furnish a Citizenship Certification or other information requested within the 30-day period specified in
Section 4.8(a), or if upon receipt of such Citizenship Certification or other information the General Partner determines, with the advice of counsel, that a Limited
Partner is not an Eligible Citizen, the General Partner, in its sole discretion, may cause the Partnership to, unless the Limited Partner establishes to the satisfaction
of the General Partner that such Limited Partner is an Eligible Citizen or has transferred his Partnership Interests to a Person who is an Eligible Citizen and who
furnishes a Citizenship Certification to the General Partner prior to the date fixed for redemption as provided below, redeem the Limited Partner Interest of such
Limited Partner as follows:

(i) The General Partner shall, not later than the 30th day before the date fixed for redemption, give notice of redemption to the Limited Partner,
at his last address designated on the records of the Partnership or the Transfer Agent, by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid. The notice shall
be deemed to have been given when so mailed. The notice shall specify the Redeemable Interests, the date fixed for redemption, the place of
payment, that payment of the redemption price will be made upon the redemption of the Redeemable Interests (or, if later in the case of Redeemable
Interests evidenced by Certificates, upon surrender of the Certificates evidencing such Redeemable Interests) and that on and after the date fixed for
redemption no further allocations or distributions to which the Limited Partner would otherwise be entitled in respect of the Redeemable Interests
will accrue or be made.

(ii) The aggregate redemption price for Redeemable Interests shall be an amount equal to the Current Market Price (the date of determination
of which shall be the date fixed for redemption) of Limited Partner Interests of the class to be so redeemed multiplied by the number of Limited
Partner Interests of each such class included among the Redeemable Interests. The redemption price shall be paid as determined by the General
Partner in its sole discretion, in cash or by delivery of a promissory note of the Partnership in the principal amount of the redemption price, bearing
interest at the prime lending rate prevailing on the date fixed for redemption as published by The Wall Street Journal, payable in three equal annual
installments of principal together with accrued interest, commencing one year after the redemption date.

(iii) The Limited Partner or his duly authorized representative shall be entitled to receive the payment for Redeemable Interests at the place of
payment specified in the notice of redemption on the redemption date (or, if
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later in the case of Redeemable Interests evidenced by Certificates, upon surrender by or on behalf of the Limited Partner, at the place specified in
the notice of redemption, of the Certificates, evidencing the Redeemable Interests, duly endorsed in blank or accompanied by an assignment duly
executed in blank).

(iv) After the redemption date, Redeemable Interests shall no longer constitute issued and Outstanding Limited Partner Interests; provided
however, that pursuant to Section 7.11, in the sole discretion of the General Partner, the Redeemable Interests may be held in treasury.

(b) The provisions of this Section 4.9 shall also be applicable to Limited Partner Interests held by a Limited Partner as nominee of a Person determined to
be other than an Eligible Citizen.

(c) Nothing in this Section 4.9 shall prevent the recipient of a notice of redemption from transferring his Limited Partner Interest before the redemption date
if such transfer is otherwise permitted under this Agreement. Upon receipt of notice of such a transfer, the General Partner shall withdraw the notice of
redemption, provided the transferee of such Limited Partner Interest certifies to the satisfaction of the General Partner in a Citizenship Certification that he is an
Eligible Citizen. If the transferee fails to make such certification, such redemption shall be effected from the transferee on the original redemption date.

(d) Notwithstanding anything in Section 4.8 or Section 4.9 to the contrary, no proceeds shall be delivered to a Person to whom the delivery of such
proceeds would violate applicable law, and in such case and in lieu thereof, the proceeds shall be delivered to a charity selected by the General Partner in its sole
discretion and any redemption shall be effective upon delivery of such payments to such charity.

ARTICLE V

CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND ISSUANCE OF PARTNERSHIP INTERESTS

SECTION 5.1. Organizational Issuances.

Upon issuance by the Partnership of Common Units on or about the Listing Date and the admission of such Unitholders as Limited Partners, the
Organizational Limited Partner of the Partnership shall automatically withdraw as a limited partner of the Partnership and as a result shall have no further right,
interest or obligation of any kind whatsoever as a limited partner of the Partnership and any capital contribution of the Organizational Limited Partner will be
returned to it on the date of such withdrawal.

SECTION 5.2. Contributions by the General Partner and its Affiliates.

The General Partner shall not be obligated to make any Capital Contributions to the Partnership.

SECTION 5.3. Issuances and Cancellations of Special Voting Units.

(a) On the date of this Agreement the Partnership shall issue one (1) Special Voting Unit to TCG Partners.

(b) The General Partner shall be entitled to issue additional Special Voting Units in its sole discretion.

(c) (i) TCG Partners, as holder of a Special Voting Unit, shall be entitled to a number of votes that is equal to the product of (x) the total number of Carlyle
Holdings Partnership Units held of record by each Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner that does not hold a Special Voting Unit multiplied by (y) the Exchange Rate
(as defined in the Exchange Agreement). (ii) Each other holder of Special Voting Units, as such, shall be entitled, without regard to the number of Special Voting
Units (or fraction thereof) held by such holder, to a number of votes that is equal to the product of (x) the total number of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units held
of record by such holder multiplied by (y) the Exchange Rate (as defined in the Exchange Agreement).

(d) In the event that a holder of a Special Voting Unit, other than TCG Partners, shall cease to be the record holder of a Carlyle Holdings Partnership Unit,
the Special Voting Unit held by such holder shall be automatically cancelled without any further action of any Person and such holder shall cease to be a Limited
Partner with respect to the Special Voting Unit so cancelled. The determination of the General Partner as to whether a holder of a Special Voting Unit is the record
holder of a Carlyle Holdings Partnership Unit (other than the Partnership and its Subsidiaries) or remains the record holder of such Special Voting Unit shall be
made in its sole discretion, which determination shall be conclusive and binding on all Partners.
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(e) Upon the issuance to it of a Special Voting Unit by the General Partner, each holder thereof shall automatically and without further action be admitted to
the Partnership as a Limited Partner in respect of the Special Voting Unit so issued.

SECTION 5.4. Contributions by the Underwriters.

(a) On the Closing Date and pursuant to the Underwriting Agreement, the Underwriters shall contribute to the Partnership cash in an amount equal to the
Issue Price per Initial Common Unit multiplied by the number of Common Units specified in the Underwriting Agreement to be purchased by the Underwriters
on the Closing Date. In exchange for such Capital Contributions by the Underwriters, the Partnership shall issue the number of Common Units specified in the
Underwriting Agreement to be purchased by the Underwriters to the Underwriters or their designee(s) in accordance with the Underwriting Agreement, and such
Underwriters or their designee(s) shall be admitted to the Partnership as Limited Partners.

(b) Upon the exercise, if any, of the Over-Allotment Option, on the Option Closing Date and pursuant to the Underwriting Agreement, the Underwriters
shall contribute to the Partnership cash in an amount equal to the Issue Price per Initial Common Unit multiplied by the number of Common Units to be
purchased by the Underwriters on the Option Closing Date. In exchange for such Capital Contributions by the Underwriters, the Partnership shall issue to the
Underwriters or their designee(s) the number of Common Units subject to the Over-Allotment Option that are to be purchased by them in accordance with the
Underwriting Agreement.

SECTION 5.5. Interest and Withdrawal.

No interest on Capital Contributions shall be paid by the Partnership. No Partner shall be entitled to the withdrawal or return of its Capital Contribution,
except to the extent, if any, that distributions are made pursuant to this Agreement or upon dissolution of the Partnership and then in each case only to the extent
provided for in this Agreement. Except to the extent expressly provided in this Agreement (including with respect to Partnership Securities subsequently issued
by the Partnership pursuant to the Underwriting Agreement or otherwise), no Partner shall have priority over any other Partner either as to the return of Capital
Contributions or as to profits, losses or distributions. Any such return shall be a compromise to which all Partners agree within the meaning of Section 17-502(b)
of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act.

SECTION 5.6. Issuances of Additional Partnership Securities.

(a) The Partnership may issue additional Partnership Securities and options, rights, warrants and appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities for
any Partnership purpose at any time and from time to time to such Persons for such consideration and on such terms and conditions as the General Partner shall
determine in its sole discretion, all without the approval of any Limited Partners, including pursuant to Section 7.4(c) and pursuant to the Underwriting
Agreement as part of the Initial Offering. The Partnership may reissue any Partnership Securities and options, rights, warrants and appreciation rights relating to
Partnership Securities held by the Partnership in treasury for any Partnership purpose at any time and from time to time to such Persons for such consideration
and on such terms and conditions as the General Partner shall determine in its sole discretion, all without the approval of any Limited Partners, including pursuant
to Section 7.4(c).

(b) Each additional Partnership Interest authorized to be issued by the Partnership pursuant to Section 5.6(a) or Section 7.4(c) may be issued in one or more
classes, or one or more series of any such classes, with such designations, preferences, rights, powers and duties (which may be senior to existing classes and
series of Partnership Interests), as shall be fixed by the General Partner in its sole discretion, including (i) the right to share in Partnership profits and losses or
items thereof; (ii) the right to share in Partnership distributions; (iii) the rights upon dissolution and liquidation of the Partnership; (iv) whether, and the terms and
conditions upon which, the Partnership may or shall be required to redeem the Partnership Interest (including sinking fund provisions); (v) whether such
Partnership Interest is issued with the privilege of conversion or exchange and, if so, the terms and conditions of such conversion or exchange; (vi) the terms and
conditions upon which each Partnership Interest will be issued, evidenced by certificates and assigned or transferred; (vii) the method for determining the
Percentage Interest as to such Partnership Interest; and (viii) the right, if any, of the holder of each such Partnership Interest to vote on Partnership matters,
including matters relating to the relative designations, preferences, rights, powers and duties of such Partnership Interest.

(c) The General Partner is hereby authorized to take all actions that it determines to be necessary or appropriate in connection with (i) each issuance of
Partnership Securities and options, rights, warrants and appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities pursuant to this Section 5.6 or Section 7.4(c),
including the admission of additional Limited Partners in
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connection therewith and any related amendment of this Agreement, and (ii) all additional issuances of Partnership Securities and options, rights, warrants and
appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities. The General Partner shall determine in its sole discretion the relative rights, powers and duties of the holders
of the Units or other Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities being so issued. The General
Partner is authorized to do all things that it determines to be necessary or appropriate in connection with any future issuance of Partnership Securities or options,
rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities, including compliance with any statute, rule, regulation or guideline of any governmental
agency or any National Securities Exchange on which the Units or other Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to
Partnership Securities are listed for trading.

SECTION 5.7. Preemptive Rights.

Unless otherwise determined by the General Partner, in its sole discretion, no Person shall have any preemptive, preferential or other similar right with
respect to the issuance of any Partnership Interest, whether unissued, held in the treasury or hereafter created.

SECTION 5.8. Splits and Combinations.

(a) Subject to Section 5.8(d), the Partnership may make a Pro Rata distribution of Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights
relating to Partnership Securities to all Record Holders or may effect a subdivision or combination of Partnership Securities so long as, after any such event, each
Partner shall have the same Percentage Interest in the Partnership as before such event, and any amounts calculated on a per Unit basis or stated as a number of
Units are proportionately adjusted retroactive to the beginning of the Partnership.

(b) Whenever such a distribution, subdivision or combination of Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to
Partnership Securities is declared, the General Partner shall select a Record Date as of which the distribution, subdivision or combination shall be effective and
shall provide notice thereof at least 20 days prior to such Record Date to each Record Holder as of a date not less than 10 days prior to the date of such notice.
The General Partner also may cause a firm of independent public accountants selected by it to calculate the number of Partnership Securities or options, rights,
warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities to be held by each Record Holder after giving effect to such distribution, subdivision or
combination. The General Partner shall be entitled to rely on any certificate provided by such firm as conclusive evidence of the accuracy of such calculation.

(c) Promptly following any such distribution, subdivision or combination, the Partnership may issue Certificates to the Record Holders of Partnership
Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities as of the applicable Record Date representing the new number of
Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities held by such Record Holders, or the General Partner
may adopt such other procedures that it determines to be necessary or appropriate to reflect such changes. If any such combination results in a smaller total
number of Partnership Securities Outstanding or outstanding options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities, the Partnership shall
require, as a condition to the delivery to a Record Holder of any such new Certificate, the surrender of any Certificate held by such Record Holder immediately
prior to such Record Date.

(d) The Partnership shall not be required to issue fractional Units upon any distribution, subdivision or combination of Units. If a distribution, subdivision
or combination of Units would result in the issuance of fractional Units but for the provisions of this Section 5.8(d), the General Partner in its sole discretion may
determine that each fractional Unit shall be rounded to the nearest whole Unit (and a 0.5 Unit shall be rounded to the next higher Unit).

SECTION 5.9. Fully Paid and Non-Assessable Nature of Limited Partner Interests.

All Limited Partner Interests issued pursuant to, and in accordance with the requirements of, this Article V shall be fully paid and non-assessable Limited
Partner Interests in the Partnership, except as such non-assessability may be affected by Sections 17-607 or 17-804 of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act or
this Agreement.
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ARTICLE VI
ALLOCATIONS AND DISTRIBUTIONS

SECTION 6.1. Establishment and Maintenance of Capital Accounts.

There shall be established for each Partner on the books of the Partnership as of the date such Partner becomes a Partner a capital account (each being a
“Capital Account”). Each Capital Contribution by any Partner, if any, shall be credited to the Capital Account of such Partner on the date such Capital
Contribution is made to the Partnership. In addition, each Partner’s Capital Account shall be (a) credited with (i) such Partner’s allocable share of any Net Income
(or items thereof) of the Partnership, and (ii) the amount of any Partnership liabilities that are assumed by the Partner or secured by any Partnership property
distributed to the Partner and (b) debited with (i) the amount of distributions (and deemed distributions) to such Partner of cash or the fair market value of other
property so distributed, (ii) such Partner’s allocable share of Net Loss (or items thereof) of the Partnership, and (iii) the amount of any liabilities of the Partner
assumed by the Partnership or which are secured by any property contributed by the Partner to the Partnership. Any other item which is required to be reflected in
a Partner’s Capital Account under Section 704(b) of the Code and the United States Treasury Regulations promulgated thereunder or otherwise under this
Agreement shall be so reflected. The General Partner shall make such adjustments to Capital Accounts as it determines in its sole discretion to be appropriate to
ensure allocations are made in accordance with a Partner’s interest in the Partnership. Interest shall not be payable on Capital Account balances. The Partnership
Capital Accounts shall be maintained in accordance with the provisions of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv) and, to the extent not inconsistent with
such regulation, the provisions of this Agreement. The Capital Account of each holder of General Partner Units or Special Voting Units shall at all times be zero,
except to the extent such holder also holds Partnership Interests other than General Partner Units or Special Voting Units.

SECTION 6.2. Allocations.

(a) Net Income (Loss) (including items thereof) of the Partnership for each Fiscal Year shall be allocated to each Partner in accordance with such Partner’s
Percentage Interest, except as otherwise determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion in order to comply with the Code or applicable regulations
thereunder.

(b) The General Partner shall determine all matters concerning allocations for tax purposes not expressly provided for herein in its sole discretion. For the
proper administration of the Partnership and for the preservation of uniformity of Partnership Interests (or any portion or class or classes thereof), the General
Partner may (i) amend the provisions of this Agreement as appropriate (x) to reflect the proposal or promulgation of United States Treasury Regulations under
Section 704(b) or Section 704(c) of the Code or (y) otherwise to preserve or achieve uniformity of Partnership Interests (or any portion or class or classes
thereof), and (ii) adopt and employ or modify such conventions and methods as the General Partner determines in its sole discretion to be appropriate for (A) the
determination for tax purposes of items of income, gain, loss, deduction and credit and the allocation of such items among Partners and between transferors and
transferees under this Agreement and pursuant to the Code and the United States Treasury Regulations promulgated thereunder, (B) the determination of the
identities and tax classification of Partners, (C) the valuation of Partnership assets and the determination of tax basis, (D) the allocation of asset values and tax
basis, (E) the adoption and maintenance of accounting methods and (F) taking into account differences between the Carrying Values of Partnership assets and
such asset adjusted tax basis pursuant to Section 704(c) of the Code and the United States Treasury Regulations promulgated thereunder.

(c) Allocations that would otherwise be made to a Partner under the provisions of this Article VI shall instead be made to the beneficial owner of
Partnership Interests held by a nominee in any case in which the nominee has furnished the identity of such owner to the Partnership in accordance with
Section 6031(c) of the Code or any other method determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion.

SECTION 6.3. Requirement and Characterization of Distributions; Distributions to Record Holders.

(a) The General Partner, in its sole discretion, may authorize distributions by the Partnership to the Partners, which distributions shall be made Pro Rata in
accordance with the Partners’ respective Percentage Interests.

(b) The General Partner may treat taxes paid by the Partnership on behalf of, or amounts withheld with respect to, all or less than all of the Partners, as a
distribution of cash to such Partners.

(c) Notwithstanding Section 6.3(a), in the event of the dissolution of the Partnership, all receipts received during or after the Quarter in which the
Liquidation Date occurs shall be applied and distributed solely in accordance with, and subject to the terms and conditions of, Section 12.4.

(d) Each distribution in respect of a Partnership Interest shall be paid by the Partnership, directly or through the Transfer Agent or through any other Person
or agent, only to the Record Holder of such Partnership Interest as of the Record
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Date set for such distribution. Such payment shall constitute full payment and satisfaction of the Partnership’s liability in respect of such payment, regardless of
any claim of any Person who may have an interest in such payment by reason of an assignment or otherwise.

(e) Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary contained in this Agreement, the Partnership, and the General Partner on behalf of the Partnership, shall
not be required to make a distribution to a Partner or a Record Holder if such distribution would violate the Delaware Limited Partnership Act or other applicable
law.

ARTICLE VII
MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF BUSINESS

SECTION 7.1. Management.

(a) The General Partner shall conduct, direct and manage all activities of the Partnership. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, all
management powers over the business and affairs of the Partnership shall be exclusively vested in the General Partner, and no Limited Partner shall have any
management power over the business and affairs of the Partnership. In addition to the powers now or hereafter granted a general partner of a limited partnership
under applicable law or that are granted to the General Partner under any other provision of this Agreement, the General Partner shall have full power and
authority to do all things and on such terms as it determines, in its sole discretion, to be necessary or appropriate to conduct the business of the Partnership, to
exercise all powers set forth in Section 2.5 and to effectuate the purposes set forth in Section 2.4, including without limitation the following:

(i) the making of any expenditures, the lending or borrowing of money, the assumption or guarantee of, or other contracting for, indebtedness
and other liabilities, the issuance of evidences of indebtedness, including indebtedness that is convertible or exchangeable into Partnership Securities
or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities, and the incurring of any other obligations;

(ii) the making of tax, regulatory and other filings, or rendering of periodic or other reports to governmental or other agencies having
jurisdiction over the business or assets of the Partnership;

(iii) the acquisition, disposition, mortgage, pledge, encumbrance, hypothecation or exchange of any or all of the assets of the Partnership or the
merger or other combination of the Partnership with or into another Person (the matters described in this clause (iii) being subject, however, to any
prior approval that may be required by Article XIV);

(iv) the use of the assets of the Partnership (including cash on hand) for any purpose consistent with the terms of this Agreement, including the
financing of the conduct of the operations of the Partnership Group, the lending of funds to other Persons; the repayment or guarantee of obligations
of any Group Member or other Person and the making of capital contributions to any Group Member or other Person;

(v) the negotiation, execution and performance of any contracts, conveyances or other instruments (including instruments that limit the liability
of the Partnership under contractual arrangements to all or particular assets of the Partnership, with the other party to the contract to have no recourse
against the General Partner or its assets other than their interest in the Partnership, even if same results in the terms of the transaction being less
favorable to the Partnership than would otherwise be the case);

(vi) the distribution of Partnership cash;

(vii) the selection and dismissal of employees (including employees having such titles as the General Partner may determine in its sole
discretion) and agents, outside attorneys, accountants, consultants and contractors and the determination of their compensation and other terms of
employment or hiring;

(viii) the maintenance of insurance for the benefit of the Partnership Group, the Partners and Indemnitees;

(ix) the formation of, or acquisition of an interest in, and the contribution of property and the making of loans to, any further limited or general
partnerships, joint ventures, limited liability companies, corporations or other entities or relationships (including the acquisition of interests in, and
the contributions of property to, the Partnership’s Subsidiaries from time to time), subject to the restrictions set forth in Section 2.4;
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(x) the control of any matters affecting the rights and obligations of the Partnership, including the bringing and defending of actions at law or
in equity and otherwise engaging in the conduct of litigation, arbitration or mediation and the incurring of legal expense and the settlement of claims
and litigation;

(xi) the indemnification of any Person against liabilities and contingencies to the extent permitted by law;

(xii) the entering into of listing agreements with any National Securities Exchange and the delisting of some or all of the Limited Partner
Interests from, or requesting that trading be suspended on, any such exchange (subject to any prior approval that may be required under Section 4.7);

(xiii) the purchase, sale or other acquisition or disposition of Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to
Partnership Securities;

(xiv) the undertaking of any action in connection with the Partnership’s participation in the management of the Partnership Group through its
directors, officers or employees or the Partnership’s direct or indirect ownership of the Group Members, including, without limitation, all things
described in or contemplated by the Registration Statement and the agreements described in or filed as exhibits to the Registration Statement; and

(xv) cause to be registered for resale under the Securities Act and applicable state or non-U.S. securities laws, any securities of, or any
securities convertible or exchangeable into securities of, the Partnership held by any Person, including the General Partner or any Affiliate of the
General Partner.

(b) In exercising its authority under this Agreement, the General Partner may, but shall be under no obligation or duty to, take into account the tax
consequences to any Partner (including the General Partner) of any action taken (or not taken) by it. The General Partner and the Partnership shall not have any
liability to a Limited Partner for monetary damages, equitable relief or otherwise for losses sustained, liabilities incurred or benefits not derived by such Limited
Partner in connection with such decisions.

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Delaware Limited Partnership Act or any applicable law, rule or regulation, each of the
Partners and each other Person who may acquire an interest in Partnership Securities hereby (i) approves, ratifies and confirms the execution, delivery and
performance by the parties thereto of the Underwriting Agreement, the Exchange Agreement, the Tax Receivable Agreement, the Registration Rights Agreement,
the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements and the other agreements described in or filed as exhibits to the Registration Statement that are related to the
transactions contemplated by the Registration Statement; (ii) agrees that the General Partner (on its own or through its delegation of such authority to any officer
of the Partnership) is authorized to execute, deliver and perform the agreements referred to in clause (i) of this sentence and the other agreements, acts,
transactions and matters described in or contemplated by the Registration Statement on behalf of the Partnership, in each case in such form and with such terms as
it in its sole discretion shall determine, without any further act, approval or vote of the Partners or the other Persons who may acquire an interest in Partnership
Securities; and (iii) agrees that the execution, delivery or performance by the General Partner, any Group Member or any Affiliate of any of them, of this
Agreement or any agreement authorized or permitted under this Agreement (including the exercise by the General Partner or any Affiliate of the General Partner
of the rights accorded pursuant to Article XV), shall not constitute a breach by the General Partner of any duty that the General Partner may owe the Partnership
or the Limited Partners or any other Persons under this Agreement (or any other agreements) or of any duty existing at law, in equity or otherwise.

SECTION 7.2. Certificate of Limited Partnership.

(a) The General Partner has caused the Certificate of Limited Partnership to be filed with the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware as required by the
Delaware Limited Partnership Act and is authorized to cause to be filed such other certificates or documents that the General Partner determines to be necessary
or appropriate for the formation, continuation, qualification and operation of a limited partnership (or a partnership in which the limited partners have limited
liability) in the State of Delaware or any other state in which the Partnership may elect to do business or own property. To the extent the General Partner
determines such action to be necessary or appropriate, the General Partner is authorized to file amendments to and restatements of the Certificate of Limited
Partnership and do all things to maintain the Partnership as a limited partnership (or a partnership or other entity in which the limited partners have limited
liability) under the laws of the State of Delaware or of any other state in which the Partnership may elect to do business or own property. Subject to the terms of
Section 3.4(a), the General Partner shall not be required, before or after filing, to deliver or mail a copy of the Certificate of Limited Partnership, any qualification
document or any amendment thereto to any Limited Partner.
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(b) In the event that the General Partner determines the Partnership should seek relief pursuant to Section 7704(e) of the Code to preserve the status of the
Partnership as a partnership for U.S. federal (and applicable U.S. state) income tax purposes, the Partnership and each Partner shall agree to adjustments required
by the U.S. tax authorities, and the Partnership shall pay such amounts as required by the U.S. tax authorities, to preserve the status of the Partnership as a
partnership for U.S. federal (and applicable U.S. state) income tax purposes.

SECTION 7.3. Partnership Group Assets; General Partner’s Authority.

Except as provided in Articles XII and XIV, the General Partner may not sell or exchange all or substantially all of the assets of the Partnership Group,
taken as a whole, in a single transaction or a series of related transactions without the approval of holders of a majority of the voting power of Outstanding Voting
Units; provided however that this provision shall not preclude or limit the General Partner’s ability, in its sole discretion, to mortgage, pledge, hypothecate or
grant a security interest in any or all of the assets of the Partnership Group (including for the benefit of Persons other than members of the Partnership Group,
including Affiliates of the General Partner), including, in each case, pursuant to any forced sale of any or all of the assets of the Partnership Group pursuant to the
foreclosure of, or other realization upon, any such encumbrance. Without the approval of holders of a majority of the voting power of Outstanding Voting Units,
the General Partner shall not, on behalf of the Partnership, except as permitted under Sections 4.6 and 11.1, elect or cause the Partnership to elect a successor
general partner of the Partnership.

SECTION 7.4. Reimbursement of the General Partner.

(a) Except as provided in this Section 7.4 and elsewhere in this Agreement, the General Partner shall not be compensated for its services as general partner
or managing member of any Group Member.

(b) The Partnership shall pay, or cause to be paid, all costs, fees, operating expenses and other expenses of the Partnership (including the costs, fees and
expenses of attorneys, accountants or other professionals and the compensation of all personnel providing services to the Partnership) incurred in pursuing and
conducting, or otherwise related to, the activities of the Partnership. The Partnership shall also, in the sole discretion of the General Partner, bear and/or reimburse
the General Partner for (i) any costs, fees or expenses incurred by the General Partner in connection with serving as the General Partner and (ii) all other expenses
allocable to the Partnership Group or otherwise incurred by the General Partner in connection with operating the Partnership Group’s business (including
expenses allocated to the General Partner by its Affiliates). To the extent that the General Partner determines in its sole discretion that such expenses are related to
the business and affairs of the General Partner that are conducted through the Partnership Group (including expenses that relate to the business and affairs of the
Partnership Group and that also relate to other activities of the General Partner), the General Partner may cause the Partnership to pay or bear all expenses of the
General Partner, including without limitation, costs of securities offerings not borne directly by Partners, board of directors compensation and meeting costs,
salary, bonus, incentive compensation and other amounts paid to any Person, including Affiliates of the General Partner, to perform services for the Partnership
Group or for the General Partner, cost of periodic reports to Unitholders, litigation costs and damages arising from litigation, accounting and legal costs and
franchise taxes, provided that the Partnership shall not pay or bear any income tax obligations of the General Partner. Reimbursements pursuant to this Section 7.4
shall be in addition to any reimbursement to the General Partner as a result of indemnification pursuant to Section 7.7.

(c) The General Partner may, in its sole discretion, without the approval of the Limited Partners (who shall have no right to vote in respect thereof), propose
and adopt on behalf of the Partnership Group equity benefit plans, programs and practices (including plans, programs and practices involving the issuance of or
reservation of issuance of Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities), or cause the Partnership to
issue or to reserve for issuance Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities in connection with, or
pursuant to, any such equity benefit plan, program or practice or any equity benefit plan, program or practice maintained or sponsored by the General Partner or
any of its Affiliates in respect of services performed directly or indirectly for the benefit of the Partnership Group. The Partnership agrees to issue and sell to the
General Partner or any of its Affiliates any Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities that the
General Partner or such Affiliates are obligated to provide pursuant to any equity benefit plans, programs or practices maintained or sponsored by them. Expenses
incurred by the General Partner in connection with any such plans, programs and practices (including the net cost to the General Partner or such Affiliates of
Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities purchased by the General Partner or such Affiliates from
the Partnership to fulfill options or awards under such plans, programs and practices) shall be reimbursed in accordance with Section 7.4(b). Any and all
obligations of the General Partner under any equity benefit plans, programs or practices adopted by the General Partner as permitted by this Section 7.4(c) shall
constitute obligations of the General Partner hereunder and shall be assumed by any successor General Partner approved pursuant to Section 11.1 or the transferee
of or successor to all of the General Partner’s General Partner Interest.
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SECTION 7.5. Outside Activities.

(a) On and after the Listing Date, the General Partner, for so long as it is a General Partner of the Partnership (i) agrees that its sole business will be to act
as a general partner or managing member of the Partnership and any other partnership or limited liability company of which the Partnership is, directly or
indirectly, a partner, managing member, trustee or stockholder and to undertake activities that are ancillary or related thereto (including being a limited partner in
the Partnership) and (ii) shall not engage in any business or activity or incur any debts or liabilities except in connection with or incidental to (A) its performance
as general partner, managing member, trustee or stockholder of one or more Group Members or as described in or contemplated by the Registration Statement or
(B) the acquiring, owning or disposing of debt or equity securities in any Group Member.

(b) Except insofar as the General Partner is specifically restricted by Section 7.5(a), each Indemnitee shall have the right to engage in businesses of every
type and description and other activities for profit and to engage in and possess an interest in other business ventures of any and every type or description,
whether in businesses engaged in or anticipated to be engaged in by any Group Member, independently or with others, including business interests and activities
in direct competition with the business and activities of any Group Member, and none of the same shall constitute a breach of this Agreement or any duty
otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise to any Group Member or any Partner, Record Holder or Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership Security.
None of any Group Member, any Limited Partner or any other Person shall have any rights by virtue of this Agreement or the partnership relationship established
hereby in any business ventures of any Indemnitee.

(c) Subject to the terms of Section 7.5(a) and Section 7.5(b), but otherwise notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, (i) the engagement
in competitive activities by any Indemnitees (other than the General Partner) in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7.5 is hereby approved by the
Partnership, all Partners and all Persons acquiring an interest in a Partnership Security, (ii) it shall not be a breach of the General Partner’s or any other
Indemnitee’s duties or any other obligation of any type whatsoever of the General Partner or any other Indemnitee if the Indemnitee (other than the General
Partner) engages in any such business interests or activities in preference to or to the exclusion of any Group Member, (iii) the General Partner and the
Indemnities shall have no obligation hereunder or as a result of any duty otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise to present business opportunities to any
Group Member, (iv) the doctrine of “corporate opportunity” or other analogous doctrine shall not apply to any such Indemnitee and (v) the Indemnitees (including
the General Partner) shall not be liable to the Partnership, any Limited Partner, Record Holder or any other Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership
Security by reason that such Indemnitee or Indemnitees (including the General Partner) pursues or acquires a business opportunity for itself, directs such
opportunity to another Person, does not communicate such opportunity or information to any Group Member or uses information in the possession of a Group
Member to acquire or operate a business opportunity.

(d) The General Partner and any of its Affiliates may acquire Units or other Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating
to Partnership Securities and, except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, shall be entitled to exercise all rights of a General Partner or Limited
Partner, as applicable, relating to such Units or Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities.

SECTION 7.6. Loans from the General Partner; Loans or Contributions from the Partnership; Contracts with the General Partner and its Affiliates;
Certain Restrictions on the General Partner.

(a) The General Partner or any of its Affiliates may, but shall be under no obligation to, lend to any Group Member, and any Group Member may borrow
from the General Partner or any of its Affiliates, funds needed or desired by the Group Member on terms to which the General Partner agrees in good faith.

(b) Any Group Member (including the Partnership) may lend or contribute to any other Group Member, and any Group Member may borrow from any
other Group Member (including the Partnership), funds on terms and conditions determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion. The foregoing authority
may be exercised by the General Partner in its sole discretion and shall not create any right or benefit in favor of any Group Member or any other Person.

(c) The General Partner may itself, or may enter into an agreement with any of its Affiliates to, render services to a Group Member or to the General
Partner in the discharge of its duties as general partner of the Partnership on terms to which the General Partner agrees to in good faith.
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(d) The Partnership may transfer assets to joint ventures, other partnerships, corporations, limited liability companies or other business entities in which it
is or thereby becomes a participant on terms to which the General Partner agrees in good faith.

(e) The General Partner or any of its Affiliates may sell, transfer or convey any property to, or purchase any property from, the Partnership, directly or
indirectly, on terms to which the General Partner agrees in good faith.

(f) The General Partner and its Affiliates will have no obligation to permit any Group Member to use any facilities or assets of the General Partner and its
Affiliates, except as may be provided in contracts entered into from time to time specifically dealing with such use, nor shall there be any obligation on the part of
the General Partner or its Affiliates to enter into such contracts.

SECTION 7.7. Indemnification.

(a) To the fullest extent permitted by law but subject to the limitations expressly provided in this Section 7.7, all Indemnitees shall be indemnified and held
harmless by the Partnership on an after tax basis from and against any and all losses, claims, damages, liabilities, joint or several, expenses (including legal fees
and expenses), judgments, fines, penalties, interest, settlements or other amounts arising from any and all threatened, pending or completed claims, demands,
actions, suits or proceedings, whether civil, criminal, administrative or investigative, and whether formal or informal and including appeals, in which any
Indemnitee may be involved, or is threatened to be involved, as a party or otherwise, by reason of its status as an Indemnitee whether arising from acts or
omissions to act occurring on, before or after the date of this Agreement; provided that the Indemnitee shall not be indemnified and held harmless if there has
been a final and non-appealable judgment entered by a court of competent jurisdiction determining that, in respect of the matter for which the Indemnitee is
seeking indemnification pursuant to this Section 7.7, the Indemnitee acted in bad faith or engaged in fraud or willful misconduct. Notwithstanding the preceding
sentence, except as otherwise provided in Section 7.7(j), the Partnership shall be required to indemnify a Person described in such sentence in connection with
any claim, demand, action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) commenced by such Person only if (x) the commencement of such claim, demand, action, suit or
proceeding (or part thereof) by such Person was authorized by the General Partner in its sole discretion or (y) there has been a final and non-appealable judgment
entered by a court of competent jurisdiction determining that such Person was entitled to indemnification by the Partnership pursuant to Section 7.7(j). The
indemnification of an Indemnitee of the type identified in clause (d) of the definition of Indemnitee shall be secondary to any and all indemnification to which
such person is entitled from, firstly, the relevant other Person, and from, secondly, the relevant Fund (if applicable), and will only be paid to the extent the primary
indemnification is not paid and the proviso set forth in the first sentence of this Section 7.7(a) does not apply; provided that such other Person and such Fund shall
not be entitled to contribution or indemnification from or subrogation against the Partnership, unless otherwise mandated by applicable law. If, notwithstanding
the foregoing sentence, the Partnership makes an indemnification payment or advances expenses to such an Indemnitee entitled to primary indemnification, the
Partnership shall be subrogated to the rights of such Indemnitee against the Person or Persons responsible for the primary indemnification. “Fund” means any
fund, investment vehicle or account whose investments are managed or advised by the Partnership (if any) or an affiliate thereof.

(b) To the fullest extent permitted by law, expenses (including legal fees and expenses) incurred by an Indemnitee who is indemnified pursuant to
Section 7.7(a) in appearing at, participating in or defending any claim, demand, action, suit or proceeding shall, from time to time, be advanced by the Partnership
prior to a final and non-appealable determination that the Indemnitee is not entitled to be indemnified upon receipt by the Partnership of an undertaking by or on
behalf of the Indemnitee to repay such amount if it ultimately shall be determined that the Indemnitee is not entitled to be indemnified as authorized in this
Section 7.7. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, except as otherwise provided in Section 7.7(j), the Partnership shall be required to indemnify a Person
described in such sentence in connection with any claim, demand, action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) commenced by such Person only if (x) the
commencement of such claim, demand, action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) by such Person was authorized by the General Partner in its sole discretion or
(y) there has been a final and non-appealable judgment entered by a court of competent jurisdiction determining that such Person was entitled to indemnification
by the Partnership pursuant to Section 7.7(j).

(c) The indemnification provided by this Section 7.7 shall be in addition to any other rights to which an Indemnitee may be entitled under any agreement,
insurance, pursuant to any vote of the holders of Outstanding Voting Units entitled to vote on such matter, as a matter of law, in equity or otherwise, both as to
actions in the Indemnitee’s capacity as an Indemnitee and as to actions in any other capacity (including any capacity under the Underwriting Agreement), and
shall continue as to an Indemnitee who has ceased to serve in such capacity.
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(d) The Partnership may purchase and maintain (or reimburse the General Partner or its Affiliates for the cost of) insurance, on behalf of the General
Partner, its Affiliates, the other Indemnitees and such other Persons as the General Partner shall determine in its sole discretion, against any liability that may be
asserted against, or expense that may be incurred by, such Person in connection with the Partnership Group’s activities or such Person’s activities on behalf of the
Partnership Group regardless of whether the Partnership would have the power to indemnify such Person against such liability under the provisions of this
Agreement.

(e) For purposes of this Section 7.7, (i) the Partnership shall be deemed to have requested an Indemnitee to serve as fiduciary of an employee benefit plan
whenever the performance by it of its duties to the Partnership also imposes duties on, or otherwise involves services by, it to the plan or participants or
beneficiaries of the plan; (ii) excise taxes assessed on an Indemnitee with respect to an employee benefit plan pursuant to applicable law shall constitute “fines”
within the meaning of Section 7.7(a); and (iii) any action taken or omitted by an Indemnitee with respect to any employee benefit plan in the performance of its
duties for a purpose reasonably believed by it to be in the best interest of the participants and beneficiaries of the plan shall be deemed to be for a purpose that is
in the best interests of the Partnership.

(f) Any indemnification pursuant to this Section 7.7 shall be made only out of the assets of the Partnership. The General Partner shall not be personally
liable for such indemnification and shall have no obligation to contribute or loan any monies or property to the Partnership to enable it to effectuate such
indemnification. Except as required by Section 17-607 and Section 17-804 of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act, in no event may an Indemnitee subject the
Limited Partners to personal liability by reason of the indemnification provisions set forth in this Agreement.

(g) An Indemnitee shall not be denied indemnification in whole or in part under this Section 7.7 because the Indemnitee had an interest in the transaction
with respect to which the indemnification applies if the transaction was otherwise permitted by the terms of this Agreement.

(h) The provisions of this Section 7.7 are for the benefit of the Indemnitees and their heirs, successors, assigns, executors and administrators and shall not
be deemed to create any rights for the benefit of any other Persons.

(i) No amendment, modification or repeal of this Section 7.7 or any provision hereof shall in any manner terminate, reduce or impair the right of any past,
present or future Indemnitee to be indemnified by the Partnership, nor the obligations of the Partnership to indemnify any such Indemnitee under and in
accordance with the provisions of this Section 7.7 as in effect immediately prior to such amendment, modification or repeal with respect to claims arising from or
relating to matters occurring, in whole or-in part, prior to such amendment, modification or repeal, regardless of when such claims may arise or be asserted.

(j) If a claim for indemnification (following the final disposition of the action, suit or proceeding for which indemnification is being sought) or
advancement of expenses under this Section 7.7 is not paid in full within thirty (30) days after a written claim therefor by any Indemnitee has been received by
the Partnership, such Indemnitee may file suit to recover the unpaid amount of such claim and, if successful in whole or in part, shall be entitled to be paid the
expenses of prosecuting such claim, including reasonable attorneys’ fees. In any such action the Partnership shall have the burden of proving that such Indemnitee
is not entitled to the requested indemnification or advancement of expenses under applicable law.

(k) This Section 7.7 shall not limit the right of the Partnership, to the extent and in the manner permitted by law, to indemnify and to advance expenses to,
and purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of, Persons other than Indemnitees.

SECTION 7.8. Liability of Indemnitees.

(a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in this Agreement, no Indemnitee shall be liable to the Partnership, the Limited Partners or any other
Persons who have acquired interests in the Partnership Securities or are bound by this Agreement, for any losses, claims, damages, liabilities, joint or several,
expenses (including legal fees and expenses), judgments, fines, penalties, interest, settlements or other amounts arising as a result of any act or omission of an
Indemnitee, or for any breach of contract (including breach of this Agreement) or any breach of duties (including breach of fiduciary duties) whether arising
hereunder, at law, in equity or otherwise, unless there has been a final and non-appealable judgment entered by a court of competent jurisdiction determining that,
in respect of the matter in question, the Indemnitee acted in bad faith or engaged in fraud or willful misconduct. The Partnership, the Limited Partners, the Record
Holders and any other Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership Security, each on their own behalf and on behalf of the Partnership, waives, to the fullest
extent permitted by law, any and all rights to seek punitive damages or damages based upon any Federal, State or other income (or similar) taxes paid or payable
by any such Limited Partner, Record Holder or other Person.
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(b) The General Partner may exercise any of the powers granted to it by this Agreement and perform any of the duties imposed upon it hereunder either
directly or by or through its agents, and the General Partner shall not be responsible for any misconduct, negligence or wrongdoing on the part of any such agent
appointed by the General Partner in good faith.

(c) To the extent that, at law or in equity, an Indemnitee has duties (including fiduciary duties) and liabilities relating thereto to the Partnership, the
Partners, the Record Holders or any Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership Security, any Indemnitee acting in connection with the Partnership’s business
or affairs shall not be liable, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to the Partnership, to any Partner, to any Record Holder or to any other Person who acquires an
interest in a Partnership Security for such Indemnitee’s reliance on the provisions of this Agreement.

(d) Any amendment, modification or repeal of this Section 7.8 or any provision hereof shall be prospective only and shall not in any way affect the
limitations on the liability of the Indemnitees under this Section 7.8 as in effect immediately prior to such amendment, modification or repeal with respect to
claims arising from or relating to matters occurring, in whole or in part, prior to such amendment, modification or repeal, regardless of when such claims may
arise or be asserted, and provided such Person became an Indemnitee hereunder prior to such amendment, modification or repeal.

SECTION 7.9. Modification of Duties; Standards of Conduct; Resolution of Conflicts of Interest.

(a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in this Agreement or otherwise applicable provision of law or in equity, neither the General Partner
nor any other Indemnitee shall have any fiduciary duties, or, to the fullest extent permitted by law, except to the extent expressly provided in this Agreement,
other duties, obligations or liabilities, to the Partnership, any Limited Partner, any other Person who has acquired an interest in a Partnership Security, any other
Person who is bound by this Agreement or any creditor of the Partnership, and, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the General Partner and the other
Indemnitees shall only be subject to any contractual standards imposed and existing under this Agreement. Notwithstanding any other provision of this
Agreement or otherwise applicable provision of law or in equity, whenever in this Agreement or any other agreement contemplated hereby the General Partner,
the Board of Directors or any committee of the Board of Directors is permitted to or required to make a decision (i) in its “discretion” or “sole discretion” or
(ii) pursuant to any provision not subject to an express standard of “good faith” (regardless of whether there is a reference to “discretion”, “sole discretion” or any
other standard), then the General Partner (or any of its Affiliates or Associates causing it to do so), the Board of Directors, or any committee of the Board of
Directors, as applicable, in making such decision, shall not be subject to any fiduciary duty and shall be entitled to consider only such interests and factors as it
desires, including its own interests, and shall have no duty or obligation (fiduciary or otherwise) to give any consideration to any interest of or factors affecting
the Partnership, the Partners, or any other Person (including any creditor of the Partnership), and shall not be subject to any other or different standards imposed
by this Agreement or otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise. Notwithstanding the immediately preceding sentence, if a decision or action under this
Agreement is to be made or taken by the General Partner in “good faith”, the General Partner shall act under that express standard and shall not be subject to any
other or different standard under this Agreement or otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise. For all purposes of this Agreement and notwithstanding any
applicable provision of law or in equity, a determination or other action or failure to act by the General Partner, the Board of Directors or any committee thereof
conclusively will be deemed to be made, taken or omitted to be made or taken in “good faith”, and shall not be a breach of this Agreement, (i) if such
determination, action or failure to act was approved by Special Approval or (ii) unless the General Partner, the Board of Directors or committee thereof, as
applicable, subjectively believed such determination, action or failure to act was opposed to the best interests of the Partnership. The belief of a majority of the
Board of Directors or committee thereof shall be deemed to be the belief of the Board of Directors or such committee. In any proceeding brought by the
Partnership, any Limited Partner, any Record Holder, any other Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership Security or any other Person who is bound by this
Agreement challenging such action, determination or failure to act, notwithstanding any provision of law or equity to the contrary, the Person bringing or
prosecuting such proceeding shall have the burden of proving that such determination, action or failure to act was not in good faith. Any action or determination
taken or made by the General Partner, its Board of Directors, any committee of the Board of Directors (including the Conflicts Committee) or any other
Indemnitee which is not in breach of this Agreement shall be deemed taken or determined in compliance with this Agreement, the Delaware Limited Partnership
Act and any other applicable fiduciary requirements.

(b) Whenever the General Partner makes a determination or takes or fails to take any other action, or any of its Affiliates causes it to do so, in its individual
capacity as opposed to in its capacity as a general partner of the Partnership, whether under this Agreement or any other agreement or circumstance contemplated
hereby or otherwise, then the General Partner, or such Affiliates or Associates causing it to do so, are entitled, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to make such
determination or to take or not to take such other action free of any duty (including any fiduciary duty) existing at law, in equity or otherwise or obligation
whatsoever to the Partnership, any Limited Partner, any Record Holder, any Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership Security, any other Person bound by
this Agreement or any creditor of the Partnership,
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and the General Partner, or such Affiliates causing it to do so, shall not, to the fullest extent permitted by law, be required to act pursuant to any other standard
imposed by this Agreement, any other agreement contemplated hereby or under the Delaware Limited Partnership Act or any other law, rule or regulation or at
equity.

(c) Whenever a potential conflict of interest exists or arises between the General Partner (in its capacity as the general partner of the Partnership, as limited
partner of the Partnership, or in its individual capacity) or any of its Affiliates or Associates, on the one hand, and the Partnership, any Group Member, any
Partner, any other Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership Security or any other Person who is bound by this Agreement, on the other, any resolution or
course of action by the General Partner or its Affiliates in respect of such conflict of interest shall conclusively be deemed approved by the Partnership, all of the
Partners, each Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership Security and any other Person bound hereby and shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement or
any agreement contemplated herein, or of duty (including any fiduciary duty) existing at law, in equity or otherwise or obligation whatsoever if the resolution or
course of action in respect of such conflict of interest is (i) approved by Special Approval or (ii) approved by the General Partner in good faith. The General
Partner and the Conflicts Committee (in connection with any Special Approval by the Conflicts Committee) each shall be authorized in connection with its
resolution of any conflict of interest to consider such factors as it determines in its sole discretion to be relevant, reasonable or appropriate under the
circumstances. The General Partner shall be authorized but not required in connection with its resolution of any conflict of interest to seek Special Approval of
such resolution, and the General Partner may also adopt a resolution or course of action that has not received Special Approval. Failure to seek Special Approval
shall not be deemed to indicate that a conflict of interest exists or that Special Approval could not have been obtained. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
in this Agreement or any duty otherwise existing at law or equity, and without limitation of Section 7.6, to the fullest extent permitted by the Delaware Limited
Partnership Act, the existence of the conflicts of interest described in or contemplated by the Registration Statement are hereby approved, and all such conflicts of
interest are waived, by the Partnership and each Partner and any other Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership Security and shall not constitute a breach
of this Agreement or any duty existing at law, in equity or otherwise.

(d) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the General Partner and its Affiliates shall have no duty or obligation, express or implied,
to (i) sell or otherwise dispose of any asset of the Partnership Group other than in the ordinary course of business or (ii) permit any Group Member to use any
facilities or assets of the General Partner and its Affiliates, except as may be provided in contracts entered into from time to time specifically dealing with such
use. Any determination by the General Partner or any of its Affiliates to enter into such contracts shall be in its sole discretion.

(e) The Limited Partners, hereby authorize the General Partner, on behalf of the Partnership as a partner or member of a Group Member, to approve of
actions by the general partner or managing member of such Group Member similar to those actions permitted to be taken by the General Partner pursuant to this
Section 7.9.

(f) The Limited Partners expressly acknowledge that the General Partner is under no obligation to consider the separate interests of the Limited Partners
(including, without limitation, the tax consequences to Limited Partners) in deciding whether to cause the Partnership to take (or decline to take) any actions, and
that the General Partner shall not be liable to the Limited Partners for monetary damages or equitable relief for losses sustained, liabilities incurred or benefits not
derived by Limited Partners in connection with such decisions.

(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, to the extent that any provision of this Agreement, including the provisions of this Section 7.9,
purports (i) to restrict or otherwise modify or eliminate the duties (including fiduciary duties), obligations and liabilities of the General Partner, the Board of
Directors, any committee of the Board of Directors (including the Conflicts Committee) or any other Indemnitee otherwise existing at law or in equity or (ii) to
constitute a waiver or consent by the Partnership, the Limited Partners or any other Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership Security to any such
restriction, modification or elimination, such provision shall be deemed to have been approved by the Partnership, all of the Partners, and each other Person who
has acquired an interest in a Partnership Security.

SECTION 7.10. Other Matters Concerning the General Partner.

(a) The General Partner and any other Indemnitee may rely and shall be protected in acting or refraining from acting upon any resolution, certificate,
statement, instrument, opinion, report, notice, request, consent, order, bond, debenture or other paper or document believed by it to be genuine and to have been
signed or presented by the proper party or parties.

(b) The General Partner and any Indemnitee may consult with legal counsel, accountants, appraisers, management consultants, investment bankers and
other consultants and advisers selected by it, and any act taken or omitted to be taken in reliance upon the advice or opinion (including an Opinion of Counsel) of
such Persons as to matters that the General Partner or such Indemnitee believes to be within such Person’s professional or expert competence shall be
conclusively presumed to have been done or omitted in good faith and in accordance with such advice or opinion.
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(c) The General Partner shall have the right, in respect of any of its powers or obligations hereunder, to act through any of its duly authorized officers or
any duly appointed attorney or attorneys-in-fact. Each such attorney shall, to the extent provided by the General Partner in the power of attorney, have full power
and authority to do and perform each and every act and duty that is permitted or required to be done by the General Partner hereunder.

SECTION 7.11. Purchase or Sale of Partnership Securities.

The General Partner may cause the Partnership or any other Group Member to purchase or otherwise acquire Partnership Securities or options, rights,
warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or otherwise applicable provision of law
or equity, any Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities that are purchased or otherwise acquired
by the Partnership may, in the sole discretion of the General Partner, be held by the Partnership in treasury and, if so held in treasury, shall no longer be deemed to
be Outstanding for any purpose. For the avoidance of doubt, (i) Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership
Securities that are held by the Partnership in treasury (a) shall not be allocated Net Income (Loss) pursuant to Article VI and (b) shall not be entitled to
distributions pursuant to Article VI, and (ii) shall neither be entitled to vote nor be counted for quorum purposes. The General Partner or any other Indemnitee or
any Affiliate of the General Partner may also purchase or otherwise acquire and sell or otherwise dispose of Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or
appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities for their own account, subject to the provisions of Articles IV and X.

SECTION 7.12. Reliance by Third Parties.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, any Person dealing with the Partnership shall be entitled to assume that the General Partner
and any officer of the General Partner purporting to act on behalf of and in the name of the Partnership has full power and authority to encumber, sell or otherwise
use in any manner any and all assets of the Partnership and to enter into any authorized contracts on behalf of the Partnership, and such Person shall be entitled to
deal with the General Partner or any such officer as if it were the Partnership’s sole party in interest, both legally and beneficially. The Partnership, each Limited
Partner and each other Person who has acquired an interest in a Partnership Security hereby waives any and all defenses or other remedies that may be available
against such Person to contest, negate or disaffirm any action of the General Partner or any such officer in connection with any such dealing. In no event shall any
Person dealing with the General Partner or any such officer or its representatives be obligated to ascertain that the terms of this Agreement have been complied
with or to inquire into the necessity or expedience of any act or action of the General Partner or any such officer. Each and every certificate, document or other
instrument executed on behalf of the Partnership by the General Partner or any such officer shall be conclusive evidence in favor of any and every Person relying
thereon or claiming thereunder that (a) at the time of the execution and delivery of such certificate, document or instrument, this Agreement was in full force and
effect, (b) the General Partner or any such officer executing and delivering such certificate, document or instrument was duly authorized and empowered to do so
for and on behalf of the Partnership and (c) such certificate, document or instrument was duly executed and delivered in accordance with the terms and provisions
of this Agreement and is binding upon the Partnership.

SECTION 7.13. Board of Directors

(a) On January 31 of each year (each a “Determination Date”), the General Partner will determine whether the voting power collectively held by (i) the
holders of Special Voting Units (including Voting Units held by the General Partner and its Affiliates) in their capacity as such, (ii) persons that were formerly
employed by or had provided services to (including as a director), or are then employed by or providing services to (including as a director), the General Partner
and/or its Affiliates, and (iii) any estate, trust, partnership or limited liability company or other similar entity of which any such person is a trustee, partner,
member or similar party, respectively, is at least 10% of the voting power of the Outstanding Voting Units (treating as Outstanding and held by any such persons,
Voting Units deliverable pursuant to any equity awards granted to such persons) (the “Carlyle Partners Ownership Condition”).

(b) The method of nomination, election and removal of Directors shall be determined as follows: (i) in any year in which the General Partner has
determined on the applicable Determination Date that the Carlyle Partners Ownership Condition has not been satisfied, the Board of Directors shall be elected at
an annual meeting of the Limited Partners holding Outstanding Units in accordance with Section 13.4(b); and (ii) in any year in which the General Partner has
determined on the applicable Determination Date that the Carlyle Partners Ownership Condition has been satisfied, the provisions of Section 13.4(b) shall not
apply and the method for nominating, electing and removing Directors shall be as otherwise provided in the General Partner Agreement.
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ARTICLE VIII
BOOKS, RECORDS AND ACCOUNTING

SECTION 8.1. Records and Accounting.

The General Partner shall keep or cause to be kept at the principal office of the Partnership or any other place designated by the General Partner in its sole
discretion appropriate books and records with respect to the Partnership’s business, including all books and records necessary to provide to the Limited Partners
any information required to be provided pursuant to Section 3.4(a). Any books and records maintained by or on behalf of the Partnership in the regular course of
its business, including the record of the Record Holders of Units or other Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to
Partnership Securities, books of account and records of Partnership proceedings, may be kept on, or be in the form of, computer disks, hard drives, magnetic tape,
photographs, micrographics or any other information storage device; provided that the books and records so maintained are convertible into clearly legible written
form within a reasonable period of time. The books of the Partnership shall be maintained, for financial reporting purposes, on an accrual basis in accordance with
U.S. GAAP.

SECTION 8.2. Fiscal Year.

The fiscal year of the Partnership (each, a “Fiscal Year”) shall be a year ending December 31. The General Partner in its sole discretion may change the
Fiscal Year of the Partnership at any time and from time to time in each case as may be required or permitted under the Code or applicable United States Treasury
Regulations and shall notify the Limited Partners of such change in the next regular communication to the Limited Partners.

ARTICLE IX
TAX MATTERS

SECTION 9.1. Tax Returns and Information.

As soon as reasonably practicable after the end of each Fiscal Year (which each of the Partners and each other Person who acquires an interest in a
Partnership Security hereby acknowledges and agrees may be later than the otherwise applicable due date of the tax return of such Partner of other Person), the
Partnership shall send to each Partner a copy of U.S. Internal Revenue Service Schedule K-1 with respect to such Fiscal Year. The Partnership also shall provide
the Partners with such other information as may be reasonably required in the discretion of the General Partner for purposes of allowing the Partners to prepare
and file their own U.S. federal, state and local tax returns. Each Partner shall be required to report for all tax purposes consistently with such information provided
by the Partnership. The classification, realization and recognition of income, gain, losses and deductions and other items shall be on the accrual method of
accounting for U.S. federal income tax purposes.

SECTION 9.2. Tax Elections.

The General Partner shall determine whether to make, refrain from making or revoke any and all elections permitted by the tax laws of the United States,
the several states and other relevant jurisdictions, in its sole discretion.

SECTION 9.3. Tax Controversies.

Subject to the provisions hereof, the General Partner is designated as the Tax Matters Partner (as defined in the Code) and is authorized to represent the
Partnership (at the Partnership’s expense) in connection with all examinations of the Partnership’s affairs by tax authorities, including resulting administrative and
judicial proceedings, and to expend Partnership funds for professional services and costs associated therewith. Each Partner agrees to cooperate with the General
Partner and to do or refrain from doing any or all things required by the General Partner to conduct such proceedings.

SECTION 9.4. Withholding.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the General Partner is authorized to take any action that may be required or be necessary or
appropriate to cause the Partnership or any other Group Member to comply with any withholding
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requirements established under the Code or any other U.S. federal, state, local or non-U.S. law including pursuant to Sections 1441, 1442, 1445, 1446 and 3406 of
the Code. To the extent that the Partnership is required or elects to withhold and pay over to any taxing authority any amount resulting from the allocation or
distribution of income to any Partner (including by reason of Section 1446 of the Code), the General Partner shall treat the amount withheld as a distribution of
cash pursuant to Section 6.3 in the amount of such withholding from such Partner.

SECTION 9.5. Election to be Treated as a Corporation.

If the General Partner determines in its sole discretion that it is no longer in the interests of the Partnership to continue as a partnership for U.S. federal
income tax purposes, the General Partner may elect to treat the Partnership as an association or as a publicly traded partnership taxable as a corporation for U.S.
federal (and applicable state) income tax purposes or may effect such change by merger or conversion or otherwise under applicable law.

ARTICLE X
ADMISSION OF PARTNERS

SECTION 10.1. Admission of Initial Limited Partners.

(a) Upon the issuance by the Partnership of a Special Voting Unit to TCG Partners, the General Partner shall admit TCG Partners to the Partnership as an
Initial Limited Partner in respect of the Special Voting Unit issued to it.

(b) Upon the issuance by the Partnership of Common Units to the Underwriters or their designee(s) as described in Section 5.4 in connection with the
Initial Offering, the General Partner shall admit such parties to the Partnership as Initial Limited Partners in respect of the Common Units issued to them.

SECTION 10.2. Admission of Additional Limited Partners.

(a) By acceptance of the transfer of any Limited Partner Interests in accordance with this Section 10.2 or the issuance of any Limited Partner Interests in
accordance herewith (including in a merger, consolidation or other business combination pursuant to Article XIV), and except as provided in Section 4.8, each
transferee or other recipient of a Limited Partner Interest (including any nominee holder or an agent or representative acquiring such Limited Partner Interests for
the account of another Person) (i) shall be admitted to the Partnership as a Limited Partner with respect to the Limited Partner Interests so transferred or issued to
such Person when any such transfer or issuance is reflected in the books and records of the Partnership, with or without execution of this Agreement, (ii) shall
become bound by the terms of, and shall be deemed to have agreed to be bound by, this Agreement, (iii) shall become the Record Holder of the Limited Partner
Interests so transferred or issued, (iv) represents that the transferee or other recipient has the capacity, power and authority to enter into this Agreement, (v) grants
the powers of attorney set forth in this Agreement and (vi) makes the consents, acknowledgments and waivers contained in this Agreement. The transfer of any
Limited Partner Interests and/or the admission of any new Limited Partner shall not constitute an amendment to this Agreement. A Person may become a Record
Holder without the consent or approval of any of the Partners. A Person may not become a Limited Partner without acquiring a Limited Partner Interest. The
rights and obligations of a Person who is a Non-citizen Assignee shall be determined in accordance with Section 4.8.

(b) The name and mailing address of each Record Holder shall be listed on the books and records of the Partnership maintained for such purpose by the
Partnership or the Transfer Agent. The General Partner shall update the books and records of the Partnership from time to time as necessary to reflect accurately
the information therein (or shall cause the Transfer Agent to do so, as applicable). A Limited Partner Interest may be represented by a Certificate, as provided in
Section 4.1.

(c) Any transfer of a Limited Partner Interest shall not entitle the transferee to share in the profits and losses, to receive distributions, to receive allocations
of income, gain, loss, deduction or credit or any similar item or to any other rights to which the transferor was entitled until the transferee becomes a Limited
Partner pursuant to Section 10.2(a).

SECTION 10.3. Admission of Successor General Partner.

A successor General Partner approved pursuant to Section 11.1 or the transferee of or successor to all of the General Partner Interest (represented by
General Partner Units) pursuant to Section 4.6 who is proposed to be admitted as a successor General Partner shall be admitted to the Partnership as the General
Partner effective immediately prior to the withdrawal of the predecessor or transferring General Partner pursuant to Section 11.1 or the transfer of such General
Partner’s General
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Partner Interest (represented by General Partner Units) pursuant to Section 4.6; provided however, that no such successor shall be admitted to the Partnership until
compliance with the terms of Section 4.6 has occurred and such successor has executed and delivered such other documents or instruments as may be required to
effect such admission. Any such successor is hereby authorized to and shall, subject to the terms hereof, carry on the business of the Partnership without
dissolution.

SECTION 10.4. Amendment of Agreement and Certificate of Limited Partnership to Reflect the Admission of Partners.

To effect the admission to the Partnership of any Partner, the General Partner shall take all steps necessary under the Delaware Limited Partnership Act to
amend the records of the Partnership to reflect such admission and, if necessary, to prepare as soon as practicable an amendment to this Agreement and, if
required by law, the General Partner shall prepare and file an amendment to the Certificate of Limited Partnership, and the General Partner may for this purpose,
among others, exercise the power of attorney granted pursuant to Section 2.6.

ARTICLE XI
WITHDRAWAL OR REMOVAL OF PARTNERS

SECTION 11.1. Withdrawal of the General Partner.

(a) The General Partner shall be deemed to have withdrawn from the Partnership upon the occurrence of any one of the following events (each such event
herein referred to as an “Event of Withdrawal”):

(i) The General Partner voluntarily withdraws from the Partnership by giving written notice to the other Partners;

(ii) The General Partner transfers all of its General Partner Interest pursuant to Section 4.6;

(iii) The General Partner (A) makes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors; (B) files a voluntary bankruptcy petition for relief under
Chapter 7 of the United States Bankruptcy Code; (C) files a petition or answer seeking for itself a liquidation, dissolution or similar relief (but not a
reorganization) under any law; (D) files an answer or other pleading admitting or failing to contest the material allegations of a petition filed against
the General Partner in a proceeding of the type described in clauses (A)-(C) of this Section 11.1(a)(iii); or (E) seeks, consents to or acquiesces in the
appointment of a trustee (but not a debtor-in-possession), receiver or liquidator of the General Partner or of all or any substantial part of its
properties;

(iv) A final and non-appealable order of relief under Chapter 7 of the United States Bankruptcy Code is entered by a court with appropriate
jurisdiction pursuant to a voluntary or involuntary petition by or against the General Partner; or

(v) (A) in the event the General Partner is a corporation, a certificate of dissolution or its equivalent is filed for the General Partner, or 90 days
expire after the date of notice to the General Partner of revocation of its charter without a reinstatement of its charter, under the laws of its state of
incorporation; (B) in the event the General Partner is a partnership or a limited liability company, the dissolution and commencement of winding up
of the General Partner; (C) in the event the General Partner is acting in such capacity by virtue of being a trustee of a trust, the termination of the
trust; (D) in the event the General Partner is a natural person, his death or adjudication of incompetency; and (E) otherwise in the event of the
termination of the General Partner.

If an Event of Withdrawal specified in Section 11.1(a)(iii), (iv) or (v)(A), (B), (C) or (E) occurs, the withdrawing General Partner shall give notice to the
Limited Partners within 30 days after such occurrence. The Partners hereby agree that only the Events of Withdrawal described in this Section 11.1 shall result in
the withdrawal of the General Partner from the Partnership.

(b) Withdrawal of the General Partner from the Partnership upon the occurrence of an Event of Withdrawal shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement
under the following circumstances: (i) at any time during the period beginning on the Listing Date and ending at 12:00 midnight, New York City time, on
December 31, 2021, the General Partner voluntarily withdraws by giving at least 90 days’ advance notice of its intention to withdraw to the Limited Partners;
provided that prior to the effective date of such withdrawal, the withdrawal is approved by Limited Partners holding at least a majority of the voting power of the
Outstanding Voting Units (excluding Voting Units held by the General Partner and its Affiliates) and the
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General Partner delivers to the Partnership an Opinion of Counsel (“Withdrawal Opinion of Counsel”) that such withdrawal (following the selection of the
successor General Partner) would not result in the loss of the limited liability of any Limited Partner or cause the Partnership or any Group Member to be treated
as an association taxable as a corporation or otherwise to be taxed as an entity for U.S. federal income tax purposes (to the extent not previously treated as such);
(ii) at any time after 12:00 midnight, New York City time, on December 31, 2021, the General Partner voluntarily withdraws by giving at least 90 days’ advance
notice to the Unitholders, such withdrawal to take effect on the date specified in such notice; (iii) at any time that the General Partner ceases to be the General
Partner pursuant to Section 11.1(a)(ii); or (iv) notwithstanding clause (i) of this sentence, at any time that the General Partner voluntarily withdraws by giving at
least 90 days’ advance notice of its intention to withdraw to the Limited Partners, such withdrawal to take effect on the date specified in the notice, if at the time
such notice is given one Person and its Affiliates (other than the General Partner and its Affiliates) Beneficially Own or own of record or control at least 50% of
the Outstanding Common Units. The withdrawal of the General Partner from the Partnership upon the occurrence of an Event of Withdrawal shall also constitute
the withdrawal of the General Partner as general partner or managing member, to the extent applicable, of the other Group Members. If the General Partner gives
a notice of withdrawal pursuant to Section 11.1(a)(i), the Limited Partners holding of a majority of the voting power of Outstanding Voting Units, may, prior to
the effective date of such withdrawal, elect a successor General Partner. The Person so elected as successor General Partner shall automatically become the
successor general partner or managing member, to the extent applicable, of the other Group Members of which the General Partner is a general partner or a
managing member, and is hereby authorized to, and shall, continue the business of the Partnership and, to the extent applicable, the other Group Members without
dissolution. If, prior to the effective date of the General Partner’s withdrawal pursuant to Section 11.1(a)(i), a successor is not selected by the Unitholders as
provided herein or the Partnership does not receive a Withdrawal Opinion of Counsel, the Partnership shall be dissolved in accordance with and subject to
Section 12.1. Any successor General Partner elected in accordance with the terms of this Section 11.1 shall be subject to the provisions of Section 10.3.

SECTION 11.2. No Removal of the General Partner.

The Limited Partners shall have no right to remove or expel, with or without cause, the General Partner.

SECTION 11.3. Interest of Departing General Partner and Successor General Partner.

(a) In the event of the withdrawal of a General Partner, if a successor General Partner is elected in accordance with the terms of Section 11.1, the Departing
General Partner, in its sole discretion and acting in its individual capacity, shall have the option exercisable prior to the effective date of the withdrawal of such
Departing General Partner to require its successor to purchase its General Partner Interest (represented by General Partner Units) in exchange for an amount in
cash equal to the fair market value of such General Partner Interest, such amount to be determined and payable as of the effective date of its withdrawal. The
Departing General Partner shall be entitled to receive all reimbursements due such Departing General Partner pursuant to Section 7.4, including any employee-
related liabilities (including severance liabilities), incurred in connection with the termination of any employees employed by the Departing General Partner or its
Affiliates (excluding any Group Member) for the benefit of the Partnership or the other Group Members.

For purposes of this Section 11.3(a), the fair market value of a Departing General Partner’s General Partner Interest shall be determined by agreement
between the Departing General Partner and its successor or, failing agreement within 30 days after the effective date of such Departing General Partner’s
departure, by an independent investment banking firm or other independent expert selected by the Departing General Partner and its successor, which, in turn,
may rely on other experts, and the determination of which shall be conclusive as to such matter. If such parties cannot agree upon one independent investment
banking firm or other independent expert within 45 days after the effective date of such departure, then the Departing General Partner shall designate an
independent investment banking firm or other independent expert, the Departing General Partner’s successor shall designate an independent investment banking
firm or other independent expert, and such firms or experts shall mutually select a third independent investment banking firm or independent expert, which third
independent investment banking firm or other independent expert shall determine the fair market value of the General Partner Interest of the Departing General
Partner. In making its determination, such third independent investment banking firm or other independent expert may consider the then current trading price of
Units on any National Securities Exchange on which Common Units are then listed, the value of the Partnership’s assets, the rights and obligations of the
Departing General Partner and other factors it may deem relevant.

(b) If the Departing General Partner does not exercise its option to require the successor General Partner to purchase its General Partner Interest in the
manner set forth in Section 11.3(a), the Departing General Partner (or its transferee) shall automatically become a Limited Partner and its General Partner Interest
automatically shall be converted into Common Units pursuant to a valuation made by an investment banking firm or other independent expert selected pursuant to
Section 11.3(a).
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Any successor General Partner shall indemnify the Departing General Partner (or its transferee) as to all debts and liabilities of the Partnership arising on or after
the date on which the Departing General Partner (or its transferee) becomes a Limited Partner. For purposes of this Agreement, conversion of the General Partner
Interest of the Departing General Partner to Common Units will be characterized as if the Departing General Partner (or its transferee) contributed its General
Partner Interest to the Partnership in exchange for the newly-issued Common Units and the Partnership reissued a new General Partner Interest in the Partnership
to the successor General Partner.

SECTION 11.4. Withdrawal of Limited Partners.

No Limited Partner shall have any right to withdraw from the Partnership; provided however that when a transferee of a Limited Partner’s Limited Partner
Interest becomes a Record Holder of the Limited Partner Interest so transferred, such transferring Limited Partner shall cease to be a Limited Partner with respect
to the Limited Partner Interest so transferred.

ARTICLE XII
DISSOLUTION AND LIQUIDATION

SECTION 12.1. Dissolution.

The Partnership shall not be dissolved by the admission of additional Limited Partners or by the admission of a successor General Partner in accordance
with the terms of this Agreement. Upon the withdrawal of the General Partner, if a successor General Partner is admitted to the Partnership pursuant to Sections
10.3, 11.1 or 12.2, the Partnership shall not be dissolved and such successor General Partner is hereby authorized to, and shall, continue the business of the
Partnership. Subject to Section 12.2, the Partnership shall dissolve, and its affairs shall be wound up, upon:

(a) an Event of Withdrawal of the General Partner as provided in Section 11.1(a) (other than Section 11.1(a)(ii)), unless a successor is elected and such
successor is admitted to the Partnership pursuant to this Agreement;

(b) an election to dissolve the Partnership by the General Partner that is approved by the Unitholders holding a majority of the voting power of Outstanding
Voting Units;

(c) the entry of a decree of judicial dissolution of the Partnership pursuant to the provisions of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act; or

(d) at any time there are no Limited Partners, unless the Partnership is continued without dissolution in accordance with the Delaware Limited Partnership
Act.

SECTION 12.2. Continuation of the Business of the Partnership After Event of Withdrawal.

Upon an Event of Withdrawal caused by (a) the withdrawal of the General Partner as provided in Sections 11.1(a)(i) and the failure of the Partners to select
a successor to such Departing General Partner pursuant to Section 11.1, then within 90 days thereafter, or (b) an event constituting an Event of Withdrawal as
defined in Sections 11.1(a)(iii), (iv) or (v), then, to the maximum extent permitted by law, within 180 days thereafter, the Unitholders holding a majority of the
voting power of Outstanding Voting Units may elect to continue the business of the Partnership on the same terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement by
appointing as the successor General Partner a Person approved by the Unitholders holding a majority of the voting power of Outstanding Voting Units. Unless
such an election is made within the applicable time period as set forth above, the Partnership shall dissolve and conduct only activities necessary to wind up its
affairs. If such an election is so made, then:

(i) the Partnership shall continue without dissolution unless earlier dissolved in accordance with this Article XII;

(ii) if the successor General Partner is not the former General Partner, then the interest of the former General Partner shall be treated in the
manner provided in Section 11.3; and

(iii) the successor General Partner shall be admitted to the Partnership as General Partner, effective as of the Event of Withdrawal, by agreeing
in writing to be bound by this Agreement;
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provided that the right of the Unitholders holding a majority of the voting power of Outstanding Voting Units to approve a successor General Partner and to
continue the business of the Partnership shall not exist and may not be exercised unless the Partnership has received an Opinion of Counsel (x) that the exercise of
the right would not result in the loss of limited liability of any Limited Partner and (y) neither the Partnership nor any Group Member (other than the Carlyle
Holdings I General Partner, Carlyle Holdings III General Partner or other Group Member that is formed or existing as a corporation) would be treated as an
association taxable as a corporation or otherwise be taxable as an entity for U.S. federal income tax purposes upon the exercise of such right to continue (to the
extent not so treated or taxed).

SECTION 12.3. Liquidator.

Upon dissolution of the Partnership, unless the Partnership is continued pursuant to Section 12.2, the General Partner shall act, or select in its sole
discretion one or more Persons to act as Liquidator. If the General Partner is acting as the Liquidator, it shall not be entitled to receive any additional
compensation for acting in such capacity. If a Person other than the General Partner acts as Liquidator, such Liquidator (1) shall be entitled to receive such
compensation for its services as may be approved by either the Board of Directors of the withdrawing General Partner (or similar governing body) or Unitholders
holding at least a majority of the voting power of the Outstanding Voting Units voting as a single class, (2) shall agree not to resign at any time without 15 days’
prior notice and (3) may be removed at any time, with or without cause, by notice of removal approved by Unitholders holding at least a majority of the voting
power of the Outstanding Voting Units voting as a single class. Upon dissolution, removal or resignation of the Liquidator, a successor and substitute Liquidator
(who shall have and succeed to all rights, powers and duties of the original Liquidator) shall within 30 days thereafter be approved by holders of at least a
majority of the voting power of the Outstanding Voting Units voting as a single class. The right to approve a successor or substitute Liquidator in the manner
provided herein shall be deemed to refer also to any such successor or substitute Liquidator approved in the manner herein provided. Except as expressly
provided in this Article XII, the Liquidator approved in the manner provided herein shall have and may exercise, without further authorization or consent of any
of the parties hereto, all of the powers conferred upon the General Partner under the terms of this Agreement (but subject to all of the applicable limitations,
contractual and otherwise, upon the exercise of such powers, other than the limitation on sale set forth in Section 7.3) necessary or appropriate to carry out the
duties and functions of the Liquidator hereunder for and during the period of time required to complete the winding up and liquidation of the Partnership as
provided for herein.

SECTION 12.4. Liquidation.

The Liquidator shall proceed to dispose of the assets of the Partnership, discharge its liabilities, and otherwise wind up its affairs in such manner and over
such period as the Liquidator determines to be in the best interest of the Partners, subject to Section 17-804 of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act and the
following:

(a) Disposition of Assets. The assets may be disposed of by public or private sale or by distribution in kind to one or more Partners on such terms as the
Liquidator and such Partner or Partners may agree. If any property is distributed in kind, the Partner receiving the property shall be deemed for purposes of
Section 12.4(c) to have received cash equal to its fair market value; and contemporaneously therewith, appropriate distributions of cash (to the extent any cash is
available) must be made to the other Partners. The Liquidator may defer liquidation or distribution of the Partnership’s assets for a reasonable time if it determines
that an immediate sale or distribution of all or some of the Partnership’s assets would be impractical or would cause undue loss to the Partners. The Liquidator
may distribute the Partnership’s assets, in whole or in part, in kind if it determines that a sale would be impractical or would cause undue loss to the Partners.

(b) Discharge of Liabilities. Liabilities of the Partnership include amounts owed to the Liquidator as compensation for serving in such capacity (subject to
the terms of Section 12.3) and amounts to Partners otherwise than in respect of their distribution rights under Article VI. With respect to any liability that is
contingent, conditional or unmatured or is otherwise not yet due and payable, the Liquidator shall either settle such claim for such amount as it thinks appropriate
or establish a reserve of cash or other assets to provide for its payment.

(c) Liquidation Distributions. All cash and other property in excess of that required to discharge liabilities (whether by payment or the making of
reasonable provision for payment thereof) as provided in Section 12.4(b) shall be distributed to the Partners in accordance with their respective Percentage
Interests as of a Record Date selected by the Liquidator.

SECTION 12.5. Cancellation of Certificate of Limited Partnership.

Upon the completion of the distribution of Partnership cash and other property as provided in Section 12.4 in connection with the liquidation of the
Partnership, the Certificate of Limited Partnership shall be cancelled in accordance with the Delaware Limited Partnership Act and all qualifications of the
Partnership as a foreign limited partnership in jurisdictions other than the State of Delaware shall be canceled and such other actions as may be necessary to
terminate the Partnership shall be taken.
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SECTION 12.6. Return of Contributions.

The General Partner shall not be personally liable for, and shall have no obligation to contribute or loan any monies or property to the Partnership to enable
it to effectuate, the return of the Capital Contributions of the Limited Partners or Unitholders, or any portion thereof, it being expressly understood that any such
return shall be made solely from Partnership assets.

SECTION 12.7. Waiver of Partition.

To the maximum extent permitted by law, each Partner hereby waives any right to partition of the Partnership property.

SECTION 12.8. Capital Account Restoration.

No Partner shall have any obligation to restore any negative balance in its Capital Account upon liquidation of the Partnership or otherwise.

ARTICLE XIII
AMENDMENT OF PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT; MEETINGS; RECORD DATE

SECTION 13.1. Amendments to be Adopted Solely by the General Partner.

Each Partner agrees that the General Partner, without the approval of any Partner, any Unitholder or any other Person, may amend any provision of this
Agreement and execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record whatever documents may be required in connection therewith, to reflect:

(a) a change in the name of the Partnership, the location of the principal place of business of the Partnership, the registered agent of the Partnership or the
registered office of the Partnership;

(b) the admission, substitution, withdrawal or removal of Partners in accordance with this Agreement;

(c) a change that the General Partner determines in its sole discretion is necessary or appropriate to qualify or continue the qualification of the Partnership
as a limited partnership or a partnership in which the Limited Partners have limited liability under the laws of any state or other jurisdiction or to ensure that the
Group Members (other than the Carlyle Holdings I General Partner or the Carlyle Holdings III General Partner or other Group Member that is formed or existing
as a corporation) will not be treated as associations taxable as corporations or otherwise taxed as entities for U.S. federal income tax purposes (to the extent not so
treated);

(d) a change that the General Partner determines in its sole discretion to be necessary or appropriate to address changes in U.S. federal, state or local
income tax regulations, legislation or interpretation;

(e) a change that the General Partner determines (i) does not adversely affect the Limited Partners considered as a whole (or adversely affect any particular
class of Partnership Interests as compared to another class of Partnership Interests, except under clause (h) below) in any material respect; provided, however, for
purposes of determining whether an amendment satisfies the requirements of this Section 13.1(e)(i), the General Partner may in its sole discretion disregard any
adverse effect on any class or classes of Partnership Interests the holders of which have approved such amendment pursuant to Section 13.3(c)(ii) to be necessary
or appropriate to (A) satisfy any requirements, conditions or guidelines contained in any opinion, directive, order, ruling or regulation of any U.S. federal, state or
local or non-U.S. agency or judicial authority or contained in any U.S. federal, state or local or non-U.S. statute (including the Delaware Limited Partnership Act)
or (B) facilitate the trading of the Limited Partner Interests (including the division of any class or classes of Outstanding Limited Partner Interests into different
classes to facilitate uniformity of tax consequences within such classes of Limited Partner Interests) or comply with any rule, regulation, guideline or requirement
of any National Securities Exchange on which the Limited Partner Interests are or will be listed, (iii) to be necessary or appropriate in connection with action
taken by the General Partner pursuant to Section 5.8 or (iv) is required to effect the intent expressed in the Registration Statement or the intent of the provisions of
this Agreement or is otherwise contemplated by this Agreement;
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(f) a change in the Fiscal Year or taxable year of the Partnership and any other changes that the General Partner determines to be necessary or appropriate
as a result of a change in the Fiscal Year or taxable year of the Partnership including, if the General Partner shall so determine in its sole discretion, a change in
the definition of “Quarter” and the dates on which distributions are to be made by the Partnership;

(g) an amendment that is necessary, in the Opinion of Counsel, to prevent the Partnership, or the General Partner or its Indemnitees, from having a material
risk of being in any manner subjected to registration under the provisions of the U.S. Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, the U.S. Investment
Advisers Act of 1940, as amended, or “plan asset” regulations adopted under the U.S. Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended, regardless
of whether such are substantially similar to plan asset regulations currently applied or proposed by the United States Department of Labor;

(h) an amendment that the General Partner determines in its sole discretion to be necessary or appropriate in connection with the creation, authorization or
issuance of any class or series of Partnership Securities or options, rights, warrants or appreciation rights relating to Partnership Securities pursuant to Section 5.6;

(i) any amendment expressly permitted in this Agreement to be made by the General Partner acting alone;

(j) an amendment effected, necessitated or contemplated by a Merger Agreement permitted by Article XIV;

(k) an amendment that the General Partner determines in its sole discretion to be necessary or appropriate to reflect and account for the formation by the
Partnership of, or investment by the Partnership in, any corporation, partnership, joint venture, limited liability company or other entity;

(l) an amendment effected, necessitated or contemplated by an amendment to any Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreement that requires unitholders of any
Carlyle Holdings Partnership to provide a statement, certification or other proof of evidence to the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships regarding whether such
unitholder is subject to U.S. federal income taxation on the income generated by the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships;

(m) a merger, conversion or conveyance pursuant to Section 14.3(c), including any amendment permitted pursuant to Section 14.5;

(n) any amendment to Section 16.9 that the General Partner determines in good faith;

(o) any amendment that the General Partner determines to be necessary or appropriate to cure any ambiguity, omission, mistake, defect or inconsistency; or

(p) any other amendments substantially similar to the foregoing.

SECTION 13.2. Amendment Procedures.

Except as provided in Sections 5.5, 13.1, 13.3 and 14.5, all amendments to this Agreement shall be made in accordance with the requirements of this
Section 13.2. Amendments to this Agreement may be proposed only by the General Partner; provided however that, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the
General Partner shall have no duty or obligation to propose any amendment to this Agreement and may decline to do so free of any duty (including any fiduciary
duty) or obligation whatsoever to the Partnership, any Limited Partner, any other Person bound by this Agreement or any creditor of the Partnership. A proposed
amendment pursuant to this Section 13.2 shall be effective upon its approval by the General Partner and Unitholders holding a majority of the voting power of the
Outstanding Voting Units, unless a greater or lesser percentage is required under this Agreement. If such an amendment is proposed, the General Partner shall
seek the written approval of the requisite percentage of the voting power of Outstanding Voting Units or call a meeting of the Unitholders to consider and vote on
such proposed amendment, in each case in accordance with the other provisions of this Article XIII. The General Partner shall notify all Record Holders upon
final adoption of any such proposed amendments.

SECTION 13.3. Amendment Requirements.

(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 13.1 and 13.2, no provision of this Agreement that requires the vote or consent of Unitholders holding, or
holders of, a percentage of the voting power of Outstanding Voting Units (including Voting Units deemed owned by the General Partner and its Affiliates)
required to take any action shall be amended, altered,
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changed, repealed or rescinded in any respect that would have the effect of reducing such voting percentage unless such amendment is approved by the written
consent or the affirmative vote of Unitholders or holders of Outstanding Voting Units whose aggregate Outstanding Voting Units constitute not less than the
voting or consent requirement sought to be reduced.

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 13.1 and 13.2, no amendment to this Agreement may (i) enlarge the obligations of any Limited Partner
without its consent, unless such enlargement may be deemed to have occurred as a result of an amendment approved pursuant to Section 13.3(c), or (ii) enlarge
the obligations of, restrict in any way any action by or rights of, or reduce in any way the amounts distributable, reimbursable or otherwise payable to the General
Partner or any of its Affiliates without the General Partner’s consent, which consent may be given or withheld in its sole discretion.

(c) Except as provided in Sections 13.1 and 14.3, any amendment that would have a material adverse effect on the rights or preferences of any class of
Partnership Interests in relation to other classes of Partnership Interests (treating the Voting Units as a separate class for this purpose) must be approved by the
holders of not less than a majority of the Outstanding Partnership Interests of the class affected.

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 13.1 and 13.2, in addition to any other approvals or consents that may be required under this Agreement,
neither Section 7.13 nor Section 13.4(b) shall be amended, altered, changed, repealed or rescinded in any respect without the written consent of TCG Partners.

(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, except for amendments pursuant to Section 13.1 and except as otherwise provided by Article
XIV, no amendments shall become effective without the approval of Unitholders holding at least 90% of the voting power of the Outstanding Voting Units unless
the Partnership obtains an Opinion of Counsel to the effect that such amendment will not affect the limited liability of any Limited Partner under the Delaware
Limited Partnership Act.

SECTION 13.4. Meetings.

(a) All acts of Limited Partners to be taken pursuant to this Agreement shall be taken in the manner provided in this Article XIII. Special meetings of
the Limited Partners may be called by the General Partner or by Limited Partners representing 50% or more of the voting power of the Outstanding Limited
Partner Interests of the class or classes for which a meeting is proposed. (For the avoidance of doubt, the Common Units and the Special Voting Units shall not
constitute separate classes for this purpose.) Limited Partners shall call a special meeting by delivering to the General Partner one or more requests in writing
stating that the signing Limited Partners wish to call a special meeting and indicating the general or specific purposes for which the special meeting is to be
called. Within 60 days after receipt of such a call from Limited Partners or within such greater time as may be reasonably necessary for the Partnership to comply
with any statutes, rules, regulations, listing, agreements or similar requirements governing the holding of a meeting or the solicitation of proxies for use at such a
meeting, the General Partner shall send a notice of the meeting to the Limited Partners either directly or indirectly through the Transfer Agent. A meeting shall be
held at a time and place determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion on a date not less than 10 days nor more than 60 days after the mailing of notice
of the meeting. Limited Partners shall not vote on matters that would cause the Limited Partners to be deemed to be taking part in the management and control of
the business and affairs of the Partnership within the meaning of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act so as to jeopardize the Limited Partners’ limited liability
under the Delaware Limited Partnership Act or the law of any other state in which the Partnership is qualified to do business.

(b) (i) Subject to Section 7.13 and Section 13.4(b)(xi), in any year in which the General Partner has determined on the applicable Determination Date
that the Carlyle Partners Ownership Condition has not been satisfied, an annual meeting of the Limited Partners holding Outstanding Units for the election of
Directors and such other matters as the General Partner shall submit to a vote of the Limited Partners holding Outstanding Units shall be held in June of such year
or at such other date and time as may be fixed by the General Partner at such place within or without the State of Delaware as may be fixed by the General Partner
and all as stated in the notice of the meeting. Notice of the annual meeting shall be given in accordance with Section 13.5 not less than 10 days nor more than 60
days prior to the date of such meeting.

(ii) The Limited Partners holding Outstanding Units shall vote together as a single class for the election of Directors to the Board of
Directors (but such Limited Partners and their Units shall not, however, be treated as a separate class of Partners or Partnership Securities for
purposes of this Agreement). The Limited Partners described in the immediately preceding sentence shall elect by a plurality of the votes
cast at such meeting persons to serve as Directors who are nominated in accordance with the provisions of this Section 13.4(b). The exercise
by a Limited Partner of the right to elect the Directors and any other rights afforded to such Limited Partner
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under this Section 13.4(b) shall be in such Limited Partner’s capacity as a limited partner of the Partnership and shall not cause a Limited
Partner to be deemed to be taking part in the management and control of the business and affairs of the Partnership so as to jeopardize such
Limited Partner’s limited liability under the Delaware Limited Partnership Act or the law of any other state in which the Partnership is
qualified to do business.

(iii) If the General Partner has provided at least thirty days advance notice of any meeting at which Directors are to be elected, then the
Limited Partners holding Outstanding Units that attend such meeting shall constitute a quorum, and if the General Partner has provided less
than thirty days advance notice of any such meeting, then Limited Partners holding a majority of the Outstanding Units shall constitute a
quorum.

(iv) The number of Directors on the Board of Directors shall be as determined in accordance with the General Partner Agreement.

(v) The Directors shall be divided into three classes, Class I, Class II, and Class III, as determined by the then-existing Board of
Directors in its sole discretion, on any Determination Date on which the General Partner has determined that the Carlyle Partners Ownership
Condition has not been satisfied, unless the Board of Directors has already been classified in accordance with this Section 13.4(b)(v) on the
next preceding Determination Date. The number of Directors in each class shall be the whole number contained in the quotient arrived at by
dividing the authorized number of Directors by three, and if a fraction is also contained in such quotient, then if such fraction is one-third,
the extra director shall be a member of Class I and if the fraction is two-thirds, one of the extra directors shall be a member of Class I and the
other shall be a member of Class II. Each Director shall serve for a term ending as provided herein; provided, however, that the Directors
designated to Class I by the Board of Directors shall serve for an initial term that expires at the applicable Initial Annual Meeting, the
Directors designated to Class II by the Board of Directors shall serve for an initial term that expires at the first annual meeting of Limited
Partners following the applicable Initial Annual Meeting, and the Directors designated to Class III by the Board of Directors shall serve for
an initial term that expires at the second annual meeting of Limited Partners following the applicable Initial Annual Meeting. At each
succeeding annual meeting of Limited Partners for the election of Directors following an Initial Annual Meeting, successors to the Directors
whose term expires at that annual meeting shall be elected for a three-year term.

(vi) Each Director shall hold office for the term for which such Director is elected and thereafter until such Director’s successor shall
have been duly elected and qualified, or until such Director’s earlier death, resignation or removal. If, in any year in which an annual
meeting of the Limited Partners for the election of Directors is required to be held in accordance with Section 7.13 and this Section 13.4(b),
the number of Directors is changed, any increase or decrease shall be apportioned among the classes of Directors so as to maintain the
number of Directors in each class as nearly equal as possible, and any additional Director of any class elected to fill a vacancy resulting from
an increase in such class shall hold office for a term that shall coincide with the remaining term of that class, but in no case will a decrease in
the number of Directors shorten the term of any incumbent Director. Any vacancy on the Board of Directors (including, without limitation,
any vacancy caused by an increase in the number of Directors on the Board of Directors) may only be filled by the vote of a majority of the
remaining Directors. Any Director elected to fill a vacancy not resulting from an increase in the number of Directors shall have the same
remaining term as that of his or her predecessor. A Director may be removed only at a meeting of the Limited Partners upon the affirmative
vote of Limited Partners holding a majority of the Outstanding Units; provided, however, a Director may only be removed if, at the same
meeting, Limited Partners holding a majority of the Outstanding Units nominate a replacement Director (and any such nomination shall not
be subject to the nomination procedures otherwise set forth in this Section 13.4), and Limited Partners holding a majority of the Outstanding
Units also vote to elect a replacement Director, and, provided, further, a Director may only be removed for cause.

(vii) (A) (1) Nominations of persons for election of Directors to the Board of Directors of the General Partner may be made at an
annual meeting of the Limited Partners only pursuant to the General Partner’s notice of meeting (or any supplement thereto) (a) by or at the
direction of a majority of the Directors or (b) by a Limited Partner, or a group of Limited Partners, that holds or beneficially owns, and has
continuously held or beneficially owned without interruption for the prior eighteen (18) months, 5% of the Outstanding Units (in either case,
a “Limited Partner Group”) if each member of the Limited Partner Group was a Record Holder at the time the notice provided for in this
Section 13.4(b)(vii) is delivered to the General Partner, and if the Limited Partner Group complies with the notice procedures set forth in this
Section 13.4(b)(vii).
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(2) For any nominations brought before an annual meeting by a Limited Partner Group pursuant to clause (b) of paragraph (A)(1) of
this Section 13.4(b)(vii), the Limited Partner Group must have given timely notice thereof in writing to the General Partner. To be timely, a
Limited Partner Group’s notice shall be delivered to the General Partner not later than the close of business on the ninetieth (90th) day, nor
earlier than the close of business on the one hundred twentieth (120th) day, prior to the first anniversary of the preceding year’s annual
meeting (provided, however, that in the event that the date of the annual meeting is more than thirty (30) days before or more than seventy
(70) days after such anniversary date, notice by the Limited Partner Group must be so delivered not earlier than the close of business on the
one hundred twentieth (120th) day prior to such annual meeting and not later than the close of business on the later of the ninetieth
(90th) day prior to such annual meeting or the tenth (10th) day following the day on which public announcement of the date of such meeting
is first made by the Partnership or the General Partner). For purposes of any Initial Annual Meeting, the first anniversary of the preceding
year’s annual meeting shall be deemed to be June 30 of that year. In no event shall the public announcement of an adjournment or
postponement of an annual meeting commence a new time period (or extend any time period) for the giving of a Limited Partner Group’s
notice as described above. Such Limited Partner Group’s notice shall set forth: (a) as to each person whom the Limited Partner Group
proposes to nominate for election as Director (i) all information relating to such person that is required to be disclosed in solicitations of
proxies for election of directors in an election contest, or is otherwise required, in each case pursuant to and in accordance with Regulation
14A under the Securities Exchange Act and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder and (ii) such person’s written consent to being
named in the proxy statement as a nominee and to serving as a Director if elected; and (b) as to each member of the Limited Partner Group
giving the notice and the beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the nomination is made (i) the name and address of such Limited
Partners, as they appear on the Partnership’s books and records, and of such beneficial owners, (ii) the type and number of Units which are
owned beneficially and of record by such Limited Partners and such beneficial owners, (iii) a description of any agreement, arrangement or
understanding with respect to the nomination between or among any or all members of such Limited Partner Group and/or such beneficial
owners, any of their respective Affiliates or associates, and any others acting in concert with any of the foregoing, including each nominee,
(iv) a description of any agreement, arrangement or understanding (including any derivative or short positions, profit interests, options,
warrants, equity appreciation or similar rights, hedging transactions, and borrowed or loaned Units) that has been entered into as of the date
of the Limited Partner Group’s notice by, or on behalf of, any members of such Limited Partner Group and such beneficial owners, the effect
or intent of which is to mitigate loss to, manage risk or benefit of Unit price changes for, or increase or decrease the voting power of, such
Limited Partners and such beneficial owner, with respect to Units, (v) a representation that each member of the Limited Partner Group is a
Record Holder entitled to vote at such meeting and intends to appear in person or by proxy at the meeting to propose such nomination, (vi) a
representation whether any member of the Limited Partner Group or the beneficial owners, if any, intend or are part of a group which intends
(a) to deliver a proxy statement and/or form of proxy to holders of at least the percentage of the Partnership’s Outstanding Units required to
elect the nominee and/or (b) otherwise to solicit proxies from Limited Partners in support of such nomination, and (vii) any other
information relating to any member of such Limited Partner Group and beneficial owners, if any, required to be disclosed in a proxy
statement or other filings required to be made in connection with solicitations of proxies for the election of directors in an election contest
pursuant to and in accordance with Section 14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder. A
Limited Partner Group providing notice of a proposed nomination for election to the Board of Directors shall update and supplement such
notice from time to time to the extent necessary so that the information provided or required to be provided in such notice shall be true and
correct as of the record date for the meeting and as of the date that is fifteen (15) days prior to the meeting or any adjournment or
postponement thereof; such update and supplement shall be delivered in writing to the General Partner at the principal executive offices of
the General Partner not later than five (5) days after the record date for the meeting (in the case of any update and supplement required to be
made as of the record date), and not later than ten (10) days prior to the date for the meeting or any adjournment or postponement thereof (in
the case of any update and supplement required to be made as of fifteen (15) days prior to the meeting or any adjournment or postponement
thereof). The General Partner may require any proposed nominee to furnish such other information as it may reasonably require to determine
the eligibility of such proposed nominee to serve as a Director of the General Partner.

(3) Notwithstanding anything in the second sentence of paragraph (A)(2) of this Section 13.4(b)(vii) to the contrary, in the event that
the number of Directors to be elected to the Board of Directors of the General Partner is increased effective after the time period for which
nominations would otherwise be due under paragraph (A)(2) of this Section 13.4(b)(vii) and there is no public announcement by the
Partnership or the General Partner naming the nominees for the additional directorships at least one hundred (100) days prior to the first
anniversary of the preceding year’s annual meeting, a Limited Partner Group’s notice required by this Section 13.4(b)(vii) shall also be
considered timely, but only with respect to nominees for the additional directorships, if it shall be delivered to the General Partner not later
than the close of business on the tenth (10th) day following the day on which such public announcement is first made by the Partnership or
the General Partner.
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(B) Nominations of persons for election as a Director to the Board of Directors may be made at a special meeting of Limited Partners
at which Directors are to be elected pursuant to the General Partner’s notice of meeting (1) by or at the direction of a majority of the
Directors or (2) provided that the Board of Directors has determined that Directors shall be elected at such meeting, by any Limited Partner
Group pursuant to Section 13.4(a) hereof, if each member of such Limited Partner Group is a Record Holder at the time the notice provided
for in this Section 13.4(b)(vii) is delivered to the General Partner and if the Limited Partner Group complies with the notice procedures set
forth in this Section 13.4(b)(vii). In the event the General Partner calls a special meeting of Limited Partners for the purpose of electing one
or more Directors to the Board of Directors, any such Limited Partner Group may nominate a person or persons (as the case may be) for
election to such position(s) as specified in the General Partner’s notice of meeting, if the Limited Partner Group’s notice required by
paragraph (A)(2) of this Section 13.4(b)(vii) shall be delivered to the General Partner not earlier than the close of business on the one
hundred twentieth (120th) day prior to such special meeting and not later than the close of business on the later of the ninetieth (90th) day
prior to such special meeting or the tenth (10th) day following the day on which public announcement is first made of the date of the special
meeting and of the nominees proposed by the Board of Directors to be elected at such meeting. In no event shall the public announcement of
an adjournment or postponement of a special meeting commence a new time period (or extend any time period) for the giving of a Limited
Partner Group’s notice as described above.

(C) (1) Only such persons who are nominated in accordance with the procedures set forth in this Section 13.4(b) shall be eligible to be
elected at an annual or special meeting of Limited Partners to serve as Directors. Except as otherwise provided by law, the chairman
designated by the General Partner pursuant to Section 13.10 shall have the power and duty (a) to determine whether a nomination was made
in accordance with the procedures set forth in this Section 13.4(b) (including whether the members of the Limited Partner Group or
beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the nomination is made solicited (or is part of a group which solicited) or did not so solicit, as the
case may be, proxies in support of such Limited Partner Group’s nominee in compliance with such Limited Partner Group’s representation as
required by clause (A)(2)(b)(vi) of this Section 13.4(b)(vii)) and (b) if any proposed nomination was not made in compliance with this
Section 13.4(b), to declare that such nomination shall be disregarded. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section 13.4(b),
unless otherwise required by law, if each member of the Limited Partner Group (or a qualified representative of each member of the Limited
Partner Group) does not appear at the annual or special meeting of Limited Partners to present a nomination, such nomination shall be
disregarded notwithstanding that proxies in respect of such vote may have been received by the General Partner or the Partnership. For
purposes of this Section 13.4(b), to be considered a qualified representative of a member of the Limited Partner Group, a person must be a
duly authorized officer, manager or partner of such Limited Partner or must be authorized by a writing executed by such Limited Partner or
an electronic transmission delivered by such Limited Partner to act for such Limited Partner as proxy at the meeting of Limited Partners and
such person must produce such writing or electronic transmission, or a reliable reproduction of the writing or electronic transmission, at the
meeting of Limited Partners.

(2) For purposes of this Section 13.4(b)(vii), “public announcement” shall include disclosure in a press release reported by the Dow
Jones News Service, Associated Press or other national news service or in a document publicly filed by the Partnership or the General
Partner with the Commission pursuant to Section 13, 14 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act and the rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder.

(3) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section 13.4(b)(vii), a Limited Partner shall also comply with all applicable
requirements of the Securities Exchange Act and the rules and regulations thereunder with respect to the matters set forth in this
Section 13.4(b)(vii); provided however, that any references in this Agreement to the Securities Exchange Act or the rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder are not intended to and shall not limit any requirements applicable to nominations pursuant to this Section 13.4(b)
(vii) (including paragraphs A(1) and B hereof), and compliance with paragraphs A(1)(b) and B of this Section 13.4(b)(vii) shall be the
exclusive means for a Limited Partner to make nominations.

(viii) This Section 13.4(b) shall not be deemed in any way to limit or impair the ability of the Board of Directors to adopt a “poison
pill” or unitholder or other similar rights plan with respect to the Partnership, whether such poison pill or plan contains “dead hand”
provisions, “no hand” provisions or other provisions relating to the redemption of the poison pill or plan, in each case as such terms are used
under Delaware common law.
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(ix) The Partnership and the General Partner shall use their commercially reasonable best efforts to take such action as shall be
necessary or appropriate to give effect to and implement the provisions of this Section 13.4(b), including, without limitation, amending the
organizational documents of the General Partner such that at all times the organizational documents of the General Partner shall provide
(i) that in any year in which the General Partner has determined on the applicable Determination Date that the Carlyle Partners Ownership
Condition has not been satisfied the Directors shall be elected in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, and (ii) terms consistent with
this Section 13.4(b).

(x) If the General Partner delegates to an existing or newly formed wholly owned Subsidiary the power and authority to manage and
control the business and affairs of the Partnership Group, the foregoing provisions of this Section 13.4(b) shall be applicable with respect to
the Board of Directors or other governing body of such Subsidiary.

(xi) During the period beginning on any Determination Date on which the General Partner has determined that the Carlyle Partners
Ownership Condition has been satisfied until the next succeeding Determination Date, if any, on which the General Partner has determined
that the Carlyle Partners Ownership Condition has not been satisfied, the provisions of this Section 13.4(b) shall automatically not apply, the
Board of Directors shall not be classified, Directors shall not be elected by the Limited Partners, and the Directors shall be nominated and
elected and may be removed solely in accordance with the General Partner Agreement.

SECTION 13.5. Notice of a Meeting.

Notice of a meeting called pursuant to Section 13.4 shall be given to the Record Holders of the class or classes of Limited Partner Interests for which a
meeting is proposed in writing by mail or other means of written communication in accordance with Section 16.1. The notice shall be deemed to have been given
at the time when deposited in the mail or sent by other means of written communication.

SECTION 13.6. Record Date.

For purposes of determining the Limited Partners entitled to notice of or to vote at a meeting of the Limited Partners or to give approvals without a meeting
as provided in Section 13.11 the General Partner may set a Record Date, which shall not be less than 10 nor more than 60 days before (a) the date of the meeting
(unless such requirement conflicts with any rule, regulation, guideline or requirement of any National Securities Exchange on which the Limited Partner Interests
are listed for trading, in which case the rule, regulation, guideline or requirement of such National Securities Exchange shall govern) or (b) in the event that
approvals are sought without a meeting, the date by which Limited Partners are requested in writing by the General Partner to give such approvals (unless such
requirement conflicts with any rule, regulation, guideline or requirement of any National Securities Exchange on which the Limited Partner Interests are listed for
trading, in which case the rule, regulation, guideline or requirement of such National Securities Exchange shall govern). If the General Partner does not set a
Record Date, then (a) the Record Date for determining the Limited Partners entitled to notice of or to vote at a meeting of the Limited Partners shall be the close
of business on the Business Day immediately preceding the day on which notice is given, and (b) the Record Date for determining the Limited Partners entitled to
give approvals without a meeting shall be the date the first written approval is deposited with the Partnership in care of the General Partner in accordance with
Section 13.11.

SECTION 13.7. Adjournment.

When a meeting is adjourned to another time or place, notice need not be given of the adjourned meeting and a new Record Date need not be fixed, if the
time and place thereof are announced at the meeting at which the adjournment is taken, unless such adjournment shall be for more than 45 days. At the adjourned
meeting, the Partnership may transact any business which might have been transacted at the original meeting. If the adjournment is for more than 45 days or if a
new Record Date is fixed for the adjourned meeting, a notice of the adjourned meeting shall be given in accordance with this Article XIII.

SECTION 13.8. Waiver of Notice; Approval of Meeting; Approval of Minutes.

The transactions of any meeting of Limited Partners, however called and noticed, and whenever held, shall be as valid as if it had occurred at a meeting
duly held after regular call and notice if a quorum is present either in person or by proxy. Attendance of a Limited Partner at a meeting shall constitute a waiver of
notice of the meeting, except (i) when the Limited Partner attends the meeting solely for the express purpose of objecting, at the beginning of the meeting, to the
transaction of any business at such meeting because the meeting is not lawfully called or convened, and takes no other action, and (ii) that attendance at a meeting
is not a waiver of any right to disapprove the consideration of matters required to be included in the notice of the meeting, but not so included, if the disapproval
is expressly made at the meeting.
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SECTION 13.9. Quorum.

Subject to Section 13.4(b), the Limited Partners holding a majority of the voting power of the Outstanding Limited Partner Interests of the class or classes
for which a meeting has been called (including Limited Partner Interests deemed owned by the General Partner) represented in person or by proxy shall
constitute a quorum at a meeting of Limited Partners of such class or classes unless any such action by the Limited Partners requires approval by Limited
Partners holding a greater percentage of the voting power of such Limited Partner Interests, in which case the quorum shall be such greater percentage. (For
the avoidance of doubt, the Common Units and the Special Voting Units shall not constitute separate classes for this purpose.) At any meeting of the
Limited Partners duly called and held in accordance with this Agreement at which a quorum is present, the act of Limited Partners holding a majority
Limited Partner votes cast shall be deemed to constitute the act of all Limited Partners, unless a greater or different percentage is required with respect to
such action under this Agreement, in which case the act of the Limited Partners holding Outstanding Limited Partner Interests that in the aggregate
represent at least such greater or lesser percentage of the voting power shall be required. The Limited Partners present at a duly called or held meeting at
which a quorum is present may continue to transact business until adjournment, notwithstanding the withdrawal of enough Limited Partners to leave less
than a quorum, if any action taken (other than adjournment) is approved by the required percentage of the voting power of Outstanding Limited Partner
Interests specified in this Agreement (including Outstanding Limited Partner Interests deemed owned by the General Partner). In the absence of a quorum
any meeting of Limited Partners may be adjourned from time to time by the affirmative vote of Limited Partners holding at least a majority of the voting
power of the Outstanding Limited Partner Interests present and entitled to vote at such meeting (including Outstanding Limited Partner Interests deemed
owned by the General Partner) represented either in person or by proxy, but no other business may be transacted, except as provided in Section 13.7.

SECTION 13.10. Conduct of a Meeting.

The General Partner shall have full power and authority concerning the manner of conducting any meeting of the Limited Partners or solicitation of
approvals in writing, including the determination of Persons entitled to vote, the existence of a quorum, the satisfaction of the requirements of Section 13.4, the
conduct of voting, the validity and effect of any proxies and the determination of any controversies, votes or challenges arising in connection with or during the
meeting or voting. The General Partner shall designate a Person to serve as chairman of any meeting, who shall, among other things, be entitled to exercise the
powers of the General Partner set forth in this Section 13.10, and the General Partner shall further designate a Person to take the minutes of any meeting. All
minutes shall be kept with the records of the Partnership maintained by the General Partner. The General Partner may make such other regulations consistent with
applicable law and this Agreement as it may deem necessary or advisable concerning the conduct of any meeting of the Limited Partners or solicitation of
approvals in writing, including regulations in regard to the appointment of proxies, the appointment and duties of inspectors of votes and approvals, the
submission and examination of proxies and other evidence of the right to vote, and the revocation of approvals, proxies and votes in writing.

SECTION 13.11. Action Without a Meeting.

If authorized by the General Partner, any action that may be taken at a meeting of the Limited Partners may be taken without a meeting, without a vote and
without prior notice, if consented to in writing or by electronic transmission by Limited Partners owning not less than the minimum percentage of the voting
power of the Outstanding Limited Partner Interests (including Limited Partner Interests deemed owned by the General Partner) that would be necessary to
authorize or take such action at a meeting at which all the Limited Partners were present and voted (unless such provision conflicts with any rule, regulation,
guideline or requirement of any National Securities Exchange on which the Limited Partner Interests or a class thereof are listed for trading, in which case the
rule, regulation, guideline or requirement of such exchange shall govern). Prompt notice of the taking of action without a meeting shall be given to the Limited
Partners who have not consented. The General Partner may specify that any written ballot, if any, submitted to Limited Partners for the purpose of taking any
action without a meeting shall be returned to the Partnership within the time period, which shall be not less than 20 days, specified by the General Partner in its
sole discretion. If a ballot returned to the Partnership does not vote all of the Limited Partner Interests held by the Limited Partners, the Partnership shall be
deemed to have failed to receive a ballot for the Limited Partner Interests that were not voted. If approval of the taking of any action by the Limited Partners is
solicited by any Person other than by or on behalf of the General Partner, any written approvals or approvals transmitted by electronic transmission shall have no
force and effect unless and until (a) they are deposited with the Partnership in care of the General Partner, (b) approvals sufficient to take the action proposed are
dated or transmitted as of a date not more than 90 days prior to the date
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sufficient approvals are deposited with the Partnership and (c) an Opinion of Counsel is delivered to the General Partner to the effect that the exercise of such
right and the action proposed to be taken with respect to any particular matter (i) will not cause the Limited Partners to be deemed to be taking part in the
management and control of the business and affairs of the Partnership within the meaning of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act so as to jeopardize the Limited
Partners’ limited liability, and (ii) is otherwise permissible under the state statutes then governing the rights, duties and liabilities of the Partnership and the
Partners. Nothing contained in this Section 13.11 shall be deemed to require the General Partner to solicit all Limited Partners in connection with a matter
approved by the requisite percentage of the voting power of Limited Partners or other holders of Outstanding Voting Units acting by written consent or consent by
electronic transmission without a meeting.

SECTION 13.12. Voting and Other Rights.

(a) Only those Record Holders of Outstanding Limited Partner Interests on the Record Date set pursuant to Section 13.6 (and also subject to the limitations
contained in the definition of “Outstanding” and the limitations set forth in Section 13.4(b)) shall be entitled to notice of, and to vote at, a meeting of Limited
Partners or to act with respect to matters as to which the holders of the Outstanding Limited Partner Interests have the right to vote or to act. All references in this
Agreement to votes of, or other acts that may be taken by, the Outstanding Limited Partner Interests shall be deemed to be references to the votes or acts of the
Record Holders of such Outstanding Limited Partner Interests. Each Common Unit shall entitle the holder thereof (other than a Non-Voting Common Unitholder)
to one vote for each Common Unit held of record by such holder as of the relevant Record Date.

(b) With respect to Limited Partner Interests that are held for a Person’s account by another Person (such as a broker, dealer, bank, trust company or
clearing corporation, or an agent of any of the foregoing), in whose name such Limited Partner Interests are registered, such other Person shall, in exercising the
voting rights in respect of such Limited Partner Interests on any matter, and unless the arrangement between such Persons provides otherwise, vote such Limited
Partner Interests in favor of, and at the direction of, the Person who is the Beneficial Owner, and the Partnership shall be entitled to assume it is so acting without
further inquiry. The provisions of this Section 13.12(b) (as well as all other provisions of this Agreement) are subject to the provisions of Section 4.3.

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, for the avoidance of doubt, a Non-Voting Common Unitholder shall be subject to the
limitations on voting set forth in this Section 13.12(c) for so long as it is a Limited Partner or Beneficially Owns any Common Units. Notwithstanding any other
provision of this Agreement or the terms of any Common Units, a Non-Voting Common Unitholder shall have no voting rights whatsoever with respect to the
Partnership, including any voting rights that may otherwise exist for Limited Partners or holders of Common Units hereunder, under the Act, at law, in equity or
otherwise; provided that any amendment of this Agreement that would have a material adverse effect on the rights or preferences of the Common Units
Beneficially Owned by Non-Voting Common Unitholders in relation to other Common Units (treating the Common Units Beneficially Owned by Non-Voting
Common Unitholders as a separate class for this purpose) must be approved by the holders of not less than a majority of the Common Units Beneficially Owned
by the Non-Voting Common Unitholders. Each Non-Voting Common Unitholder hereby further irrevocably waives any right it may otherwise have to vote to
elect or appoint a successor General Partner or Liquidator under the Act in its capacity as Limited Partner or with respect to any Common Units owned by it.

SECTION 13.13. Participation of Special Voting Units in All Actions Participated in by Common Units.

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Delaware Limited Partnership Act or any applicable law, rule or regulation, but subject to
Section 13.13(b) with respect to the voting matters addressed therein, each of the Partners and each other Person who may acquire an interest in Partnership
Securities hereby agrees that the holders of Special Voting Units (other than the Partnership and its Subsidiaries) shall be entitled to receive notice of, be included
in any requisite quora for and participate in any and all approvals, votes or other actions of the Partners on an equivalent basis as, and treating such Persons for all
purposes as if they are, Limited Partners holding Common Units that are not Non-Voting Common Unitholders (including, without limitation, the notices, quora,
approvals, votes and other actions contemplated by Sections 4.6(a), 7.3, 7.7(c), 7.9(a), 11.1(b), 12.1(b), 12.2, 12.3, 13.2, 13.3, 13.4, 13.5, 13.6, 13.8, 13.9, 13.10,
13.11, 13.12, 14.3 and 16.1 hereof), including any and all notices, quora, approvals, votes and other actions that may be taken pursuant to the requirements of the
Delaware Limited Partnership Act or any other applicable law, rule or regulation. This Agreement shall be construed in all cases to give maximum effect to such
agreement.

(b) Notwithstanding Section 13.13(a) or any other provision of this Agreement, the holders of Special Voting Units, as such, collectively shall be entitled
(A) prior to the Closing Date, to all of the Limited Partner votes (and no other Limited Partners, as such, shall be entitled to any Limited Partner votes) and
(B) from and after the Closing Date, to a number of
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Limited Partner votes that is equal to the product of (x) the total number of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units outstanding (excluding Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Units held by the Partnership or its Subsidiaries) as of the relevant Record Date multiplied by (y) the Exchange Rate (as defined in the Exchange
Agreement). Pursuant to Section 5.3 hereof, (i) TCG Partners, as holder of a Special Voting Unit, shall be entitled to a number of votes that is equal to the product
of (x) the total number of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units held of record by each Carlyle Holdings Partner that does not hold a Special Voting Unit multiplied
by (y) the Exchange Rate (as defined in the Exchange Agreement) and (ii) each other holder of Special Voting Units, as such, shall be entitled, without regard to
the number of Special Voting Units (or fraction thereof) held by such holder, to a number of votes that is equal to the product of (x) the total number of Carlyle
Holdings Partnership Units held of record by such holder multiplied by (y) the Exchange Rate (as defined in the Exchange Agreement). The number of votes to
which each holder of a Special Voting Unit shall be entitled from and after the Closing Date shall be adjusted accordingly if (i) a Limited Partner holding
Common Units, as such, shall become entitled to a number of votes other than one for each Common Unit held and/or (ii) under the terms of the Exchange
Agreement the holders of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units party thereto shall become entitled to exchange each such unit for a number of Common Units other
than one. The holders of Special Voting Units shall vote together with the Limited Partners holding Common Units as a single class and, to the extent that the
Limited Partners holding Common Units shall vote together with the holders of any other class of Partnership Interest, the holders of Special Voting Units shall
also vote together with the holders of such other class of Partnership Interests on an equivalent basis as the Limited Partners holding Common Units.

(c) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, and in addition to any other vote required by the Delaware Limited Partnership
Act or this Agreement, the affirmative vote of the holders of at least a majority of the voting power of the Special Voting Units (excluding Special Voting Units
held by the Partnership and its Subsidiaries) voting separately as a class shall be required to alter, amend or repeal this Section 13.13 or to adopt any provision
inconsistent therewith.

ARTICLE XIV
MERGER

SECTION 14.1. Authority.

The Partnership may merge or consolidate or otherwise combine with or into one or more corporations, limited liability companies, statutory trusts or
associations, real estate investment trusts, common law trusts, unincorporated businesses or other Person permitted by the Delaware Limited Partnership Act,
including a partnership (whether general or limited (including a limited liability partnership or a limited liability limited partnership)), pursuant to a written
agreement of merger, consolidation or other business combination (“Merger Agreement”) in accordance with this Article XIV.

SECTION 14.2. Procedure for Merger, Consolidation or Other Business Combination.

Merger, consolidation or other business combination of the Partnership pursuant to this Article XIV requires the prior consent of the General Partner,
provided however that, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the General Partner shall have no duty or obligation to consent to any merger, consolidation or other
business combination of the Partnership and, to the fullest extent permitted by law, may decline to do so free of any duty (including any fiduciary duty) or
obligation whatsoever to the Partnership, any Limited Partner, any other Person bound by this Agreement or any creditor of the Partnership and, in declining to
consent to a merger, consolidation or other business combination, shall not be required to act pursuant to any other standard imposed by this Agreement, any other
agreement contemplated hereby or under the Delaware Limited Partnership Act or any other law, rule or regulation or at equity. If the General Partner shall
determine, in the exercise of its sole discretion, to consent to the merger, consolidation or other business combination, the General Partner shall approve the
Merger Agreement, which shall set forth:

(a) The names and jurisdictions of formation or organization of each of the business entities proposing to merge, consolidate or combine;

(b) The name and jurisdiction of formation or organization of the business entity that is to survive the proposed merger, consolidation or other business
combination (the “Surviving Business Entity”);

(c) The terms and conditions of the proposed merger, consolidation or other business combination;

(d) The manner and basis of converting or exchanging the equity securities of each constituent business entity for, or into, cash, property or interests, rights,
securities or obligations of the Surviving Business Entity; and (i) if any general or limited partner interests, securities or rights of any constituent business entity
are not to be converted or exchanged solely for,
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or into, cash, property or general or limited partner interests, rights, securities or obligations of the Surviving Business Entity, the cash, property or interests,
rights, securities or obligations of any general or limited partnership, corporation, trust, limited liability company, unincorporated business or other Person (other
than the Surviving Business Entity) which the holders of such general or limited partner interests, securities or rights are to receive upon conversion of, or in
exchange for, their interests, securities or rights, and (ii) in the case of securities represented by certificates, upon the surrender of such certificates, which cash,
property or general or limited partner interests, rights, securities or obligations of the Surviving Business Entity or any general or limited partnership, corporation,
trust, limited liability company, unincorporated business or other Person (other than the Surviving Business Entity), or evidences thereof, are to be delivered;

(e) A statement of any changes in the constituent documents or the adoption of new constituent documents (the articles or certificate of incorporation,
articles of trust, declaration of trust, certificate or agreement of limited partnership, operating agreement or other similar charter or governing document) of the
Surviving Business Entity to be effected by such merger, consolidation or other business combination;

(f) The effective time of the merger, consolidation or other business combination which may be the date of the filing of the certificate of merger or
consolidation or similar certificate pursuant to Section 14.4 or a later date specified in or determinable in accordance with the Merger Agreement (provided that if
the effective time of such transaction is to be later than the date of the filing of such certificate, the effective time shall be fixed at a date or time certain at or prior
to the time of the filing of such certificate and stated therein); and

(g) Such other provisions with respect to the proposed merger, consolidation or other business combination that the General Partner determines in its sole
discretion to be necessary or appropriate.

SECTION 14.3. Approval by Limited Partners of Merger, Consolidation or Other Business Combination; Conversion of the Partnership into another
Limited Liability Entity.

(a) Except as provided in Section 14.3(c), the Merger Agreement and the merger, consolidation or other business combination contemplated thereby shall
be approved upon receiving the affirmative vote or consent of the holders of a majority of the voting power of Outstanding Voting Units.

(b) Except as provided in Section 14.3(c), after such approval by vote or consent of the Limited Partners, and at any time prior to the filing of the certificate
of merger or consolidation or similar certificate pursuant to Section 14.4, the merger, consolidation or other business combination may be abandoned pursuant to
provisions therefor, if any, set forth in the Merger Agreement.

(c) Notwithstanding anything else contained in this Article XIV or otherwise in this Agreement, the General Partner is permitted, without Limited Partner
approval, to convert the Partnership into a new limited liability entity, to merge the Partnership into, or convey all of the Partnership’s assets to, another limited
liability entity, which shall be newly formed and shall have no assets, liabilities or operations at the time of such conversion, merger or conveyance other than
those it receives from the Partnership or those arising from its incorporation or formation; provided that (A) the General Partner has received an Opinion of
Counsel that the merger or conveyance, as the case may be, would not result in the loss of the limited liability of any Limited Partner, (B) the sole purpose of such
conversion, merger or conveyance is to effect a mere change in the legal form of the Partnership into another limited liability entity and (C) the governing
instruments of the new entity provide the Limited Partners and the General Partner with substantially the same rights and obligations as are herein contained.

SECTION 14.4. Certificate of Merger or Consolidation.

Upon the approval by the General Partner and, to the extent required pursuant to Section 14.3(a), of the Unitholders, of a Merger Agreement and the
merger, consolidation or business combination contemplated thereby, a certificate of merger or consolidation or similar certificate shall be executed and filed with
the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware in conformity with the requirements of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act.

SECTION 14.5. Amendment of Partnership Agreement.

Pursuant to Section 17-211(g) of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act, an agreement of merger, consolidation or other business combination approved in
accordance with this Article XIV may (a) effect any amendment to this Agreement or (b) effect the adoption of a new partnership agreement for a limited
partnership if it is the Surviving Business Entity. Any such amendment or adoption made pursuant to this Section 14.5 shall be effective at the effective time or
date of the merger, consolidation or other business combination.
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SECTION 14.6. Effect of Merger.

(a) At the effective time of the certificate of merger or consolidation or similar certificate:

(i) all of the rights, privileges and powers of each of the business entities that has merged, consolidated or otherwise combined, and all
property, real, personal and mixed, and all debts due to any of those business entities and all other things and causes of action belonging to each of
those business entities, shall be vested in the Surviving Business Entity and after the merger, consolidation or other business combination shall be the
property of the Surviving Business Entity to the extent they were of each constituent business entity;

(ii) the title to any real property vested by deed or otherwise in any of those constituent business entities shall not revert and is not in any way
impaired because of the merger, consolidation or other business combination;

(iii) all rights of creditors and all liens on or security interests in property of any of those constituent business entities shall be preserved
unimpaired; and

(iv) all debts, liabilities and duties of those constituent business entities shall attach to the Surviving Business Entity and may be enforced
against it to the same extent as if the debts, liabilities and duties had been incurred or contracted by it.

(b) A merger, consolidation or other business combination effected pursuant to this Article shall not be deemed to result in a transfer or assignment of
assets or liabilities from one entity to another.

SECTION 14.7. Merger of Subsidiaries.

Article XIV does not apply to mergers of Subsidiaries of the Partnership. Mergers of Subsidiaries is within the exclusive authority of the General Partner,
subject to Section 7.3.

ARTICLE XV
RIGHT TO ACQUIRE LIMITED PARTNER INTERESTS

SECTION 15.1. Right to Acquire Limited Partner Interests.

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, if at any time (1) less than 10% of the total Limited Partner Interests of any class then
Outstanding (other than Special Voting Units) is held by Persons other than the General Partner and its Affiliates, or (2) the Partnership is required to register as
an investment company under the U.S. Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, the General Partner shall then have the right, which right it may assign
and transfer in whole or in part to the Partnership or any Affiliate of the General Partner, exercisable in its sole discretion, to purchase all, but not less than all, of
such Limited Partner Interests of such class then Outstanding held by Persons other than the General Partner and its Affiliates, at the greater of (x) the Current
Market Price as of the date three days prior to the date that the notice described in Section 15.1(b) is mailed and (y) the highest price paid by the General Partner
or any of its Affiliates acting in concert with the Partnership for any such Limited Partner Interest of such class purchased during the 90-day period preceding the
date that the notice described in Section 15.1(b) is mailed. As used in this Agreement, (i) “Current Market Price” as of any date of any class of Limited Partner
Interests means the average of the daily Closing Prices per limited partner interest of such class for the 20 consecutive Trading Days immediately prior to such
date; (ii) “Closing Price” for any day means the last sale price on such day, regular way, or in case no such sale takes place on such day, the average of the closing
bid and asked prices on such day, regular way, in either case as reported in the principal consolidated transaction reporting system with respect to securities listed
or admitted for trading on the principal National Securities Exchange on which such Limited Partner Interests of such class are listed or admitted to trading or, if
such Limited Partner Interests of such class are not listed or admitted to trading on any National Securities Exchange, the last quoted price on such day or, if not
so quoted, the average of the high bid and low asked prices on such day in the over-the-counter market, as reported by the primary reporting system then in use in
relation to such Limited Partner Interest of such class, or, if on any such day such Limited Partner Interests of such class are not quoted by any such organization,
the average of the closing bid and asked prices on such day as furnished by a professional market maker making a market in such Limited Partner Interests of
such class selected by the General Partner in its sole discretion, or if on any such day no market maker is making a market in such Limited Partner Interests of
such class, the fair value of such Limited Partner Interests on such day as determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion; and
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(iii) “Trading Day” means a day on which the principal National Securities Exchange on which such Limited Partner Interests of any class are listed or admitted
to trading is open for the transaction of business or, if Limited Partner Interests of a class are not listed or admitted to trading on any National Securities
Exchange, a day on which banking institutions in New York City generally are open.

(b) If the General Partner, any Affiliate of the General Partner or the Partnership elects to exercise the right to purchase Limited Partner Interests granted
pursuant to Section 15.1(a), the General Partner shall deliver to the Transfer Agent notice of such election to purchase (the “Notice of Election to Purchase”) and
shall cause the Transfer Agent to mail a copy of such Notice of Election to Purchase to the Record Holders of Limited Partner Interests of such class (as of a
Record Date selected by the General Partner) at least 10, but not more than 60, days prior to the Purchase Date. Such Notice of Election to Purchase shall also be
published for a period of at least three consecutive days in at least two daily newspapers of general circulation printed in the English language and circulated in
the Borough of Manhattan, New York City. The Notice of Election to Purchase shall specify the Purchase Date and the price (determined in accordance with
Section 15.1(a)) at which Limited Partner Interests will be purchased and state that the General Partner, its Affiliate or the Partnership, as the case may be, elects
to purchase such Limited Partner Interests (in the case of Limited Partner Interests evidenced by Certificates, upon surrender of Certificates representing such
Limited Partner Interests) in exchange for payment at such office or offices of the Transfer Agent as the Transfer Agent may specify or as may be required by any
National Securities Exchange on which such Limited Partner Interests are listed or admitted to trading. Any such Notice of Election to Purchase mailed to a
Record Holder of Limited Partner Interests at his address as reflected in the records of the Transfer Agent shall be conclusively presumed to have been given
regardless of whether the owner receives such notice. On or prior to the Purchase Date, the General Partner, its Affiliate or the Partnership, as the case may be,
shall deposit with the Transfer Agent cash in an amount sufficient to pay the aggregate purchase price of all of such Limited Partner Interests to be purchased in
accordance with this Section 15.1. If the Notice of Election to Purchase shall have been duly given as aforesaid at least 10 days prior to the Purchase Date, and if
on or prior to the Purchase Date the deposit described in the preceding sentence has been made for the benefit of the holders of Limited Partner Interests subject
to purchase as provided herein, then from and after the Purchase Date, notwithstanding that any Certificate shall not have been surrendered for purchase, all rights
of the holders of such Limited Partner Interests (including any rights pursuant to Articles IV, V, VI, and XII) shall thereupon cease, except the right to receive the
purchase price (determined in accordance with Section 15.1(a)) for Limited Partner Interests therefor, without interest (in the case of Limited Partner Interests
evidenced by Certificates, upon surrender to the Transfer Agent of the Certificates representing such Limited Partner Interests) and such Limited Partner Interests
shall thereupon be deemed to be transferred to the General Partner, its Affiliate or the Partnership, as the case may be, on the record books of the Transfer Agent
and the Partnership, and the General Partner or any Affiliate of the General Partner, or the Partnership, as the case may be, shall be deemed to be the owner of all
such Limited Partner Interests from and after the Purchase Date and shall have all rights as the owner of such Limited Partner Interests (including all rights as
owner of such Limited Partner Interests pursuant to Articles IV, V, VI and XII).

ARTICLE XVI
GENERAL PROVISIONS

SECTION 16.1. Addresses and Notices.

(a) Any notice, demand, request, report, document or proxy materials required or permitted to be given or made to a Partner under this Agreement shall be
in writing and shall be deemed given or made when delivered in person, when sent by first class United States mail or by other means of written communication
to the Partner at the address in Section 16.1(b), or when made in any other manner, including by press release, if permitted by applicable law.

(b) Any payment, distribution or other matter to be given or made to a Partner hereunder shall be deemed conclusively to have been given or made, and the
obligation to give such notice or report or to make such payment shall be deemed conclusively to have been fully satisfied, when delivered in person or upon
sending of such payment, distribution or other matter to the Record Holder of such Partnership Securities at his address as shown on the records of the Transfer
Agent or as otherwise shown on the records of the Partnership, regardless of any claim of any Person who may have an interest in such Partnership Securities by
reason of any assignment or otherwise.

(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, if (i) a Partner shall consent to receiving notices, demands, requests, reports, documents or proxy materials via
electronic mail or by the Internet or (ii) the rules of the Commission shall permit any report or proxy materials to be delivered electronically or made available via
the Internet, any such notice, demand, request, report or proxy materials shall be deemed given or made when delivered or made available via such mode of
delivery.
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(d) An affidavit or certificate of making of any notice, demand, request, report, document, proxy material, payment, distribution or other matter in
accordance with the provisions of this Section 16.1 executed by the General Partner, the Transfer Agent, their agents or the mailing organization shall be prima
facie evidence of the giving or making of such notice, demand, request, report, document, proxy material, payment, distribution or other matter. If any notice,
demand, request, report, document, proxy material, payment, distribution or other matter given or made in accordance with the provisions of this Section 16.1 is
returned marked to indicate that it was unable to be delivered, such notice, demand, request, report, documents, proxy materials, payment, distribution or other
matter and, if returned by the United States Postal Service (or other physical mail delivery mail service outside the United States of America), any subsequent
notices, demands, requests, reports, documents, proxy materials, payments, distributions or other matters shall be deemed to have been duly given or made
without further mailing (until such time as such Record Holder or another Person notifies the Transfer Agent or the Partnership of a change in his address) or
other delivery if they are available for the Partner at the principal office of the Partnership for a period of one year from the date of the giving or making of such
notice, demand, request, report, document, proxy material, payment, distribution or other matter to the other Partners. Any notice to the Partnership shall be
deemed given if received in writing by the General Partner at the principal office of the Partnership designated pursuant to Section 2.3. The General Partner may
rely and shall be protected in relying on any notice or other document from a Partner or other Person if believed by it to be genuine.

SECTION 16.2. Further Action.

The parties shall execute and deliver all documents, provide all information and take or refrain from taking action as may be necessary or appropriate to
achieve the purposes of this Agreement.

SECTION 16.3. Binding Effect.

This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their heirs, executors, administrators, successors, legal
representatives and permitted assigns. The Indemnitees and their heirs, executors, administrators and successors shall be entitled to receive the benefits of this
Agreement.

SECTION 16.4. Integration.

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement among the parties hereto pertaining to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior agreements and
understandings pertaining thereto.

SECTION 16.5. Creditors.

None of the provisions of this Agreement shall be for the benefit of, or shall be enforceable by, any creditor of the Partnership.

SECTION 16.6. Waiver.

No failure by any party to insist upon the strict performance of any covenant, duty, agreement or condition of this Agreement or to exercise any right or
remedy consequent upon a breach thereof shall constitute waiver of any such breach of any other covenant, duty, agreement or condition.

SECTION 16.7. Counterparts.

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, all of which together shall constitute an agreement binding on all the parties hereto, notwithstanding that
all such parties are not signatories to the original or the same counterpart. Each party shall become bound by this Agreement immediately upon affixing its
signature hereto or, in the case of a Person acquiring a Limited Partner Interest pursuant to Section 10.1(c) or 10.2(a), without execution hereof.

SECTION 16.8. Applicable Law.

This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of Delaware, without regard to the principles of conflicts of
law.

SECTION 16.9. Forum Selection.

The Partnership, each Partner, each Record Holder, each other Person who acquires an interest in a Partnership Security and each other Person who is
bound by this Agreement (collectively, the “Consenting Parties” and each a “Consenting
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Party”) (i) irrevocably agrees that, unless the General Partner shall otherwise agree in writing, any claims, suits, actions or proceedings arising out of or relating in
any way to this Agreement or any Partnership Interest (including, without limitation, any claims, suits or actions under or to interpret, apply or enforce (A) the
provisions of this Agreement, including without limitation the validity, scope or enforceability of this Section 16.9, (B) the duties, obligations or liabilities of the
Partnership to the Limited Partners or the General Partner, or of Limited Partners or the General Partner to the Partnership, or among Partners, (C) the rights or
powers of, or restrictions on, the Partnership, the Limited Partners or the General Partner, (D) any provision of the Delaware Limited Partnership Act or other
similar applicable statutes, (E) any other instrument, document, agreement or certificate contemplated either by any provision of the Delaware Limited
Partnership Act relating to the Partnership or by this Agreement or (F) the federal securities laws of the United States or the securities or antifraud laws of any
international, national, state, provincial, territorial, local or other governmental or regulatory authority, including, in each case, the applicable rules and
regulations promulgated thereunder (regardless of whether such Disputes (x) sound in contract, tort, fraud or otherwise, (y) are based on common law, statutory,
equitable, legal or other grounds, or (z) are derivative or direct claims)) (a “Dispute”), shall be exclusively brought in the Court of Chancery of the State of
Delaware or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court located in the State of Delaware with subject matter jurisdiction;
(ii) irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such claim, suit, action or proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to,
and waives any right to, assert in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding that (A) it is not personally subject to the jurisdiction of such courts or any other court
to which proceedings in such courts may be appealed, (B) such claim, suit, action or proceeding is brought in an inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such
claim, suit, action or proceeding is improper; (iv) expressly waives any requirement for the posting of a bond by a party bringing such claim, suit, action or
proceeding; (v) consents to process being served in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding by mailing, certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy thereof to
such party at the address in effect for notices hereunder, and agrees that such service shall constitute good and sufficient service of process and notice thereof;
provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall affect or limit any right to serve process in any other manner permitted by law; and (vi) irrevocably waives any
and all right to trial by jury in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding; (vii) agrees that proof shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the
provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate and that remedies at law would be inadequate and (viii) agrees that if a Dispute that would be subject
to this Section 16.9 if brought against a Consenting Party is brought against an employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee of such Consenting Party or its
affiliates (other than Disputes brought by the employer or principal of any such employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee) for alleged actions or omissions
of such employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee undertaken as an employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee of such Consenting Party or its affiliates,
such employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee shall be entitled to invoke this Section 16.9.

SECTION 16.10. Invalidity of Provisions.

If any provision of this Agreement is or becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining
provisions contained herein shall not be affected thereby. If a provision is held to be invalid as written, then it is the intent of the Persons bound by this Agreement
that the court making such a determination interpret such provision as having been modified to the least extent possible to find it to be binding, it being the
objective of the Persons bound by this Agreement to give the fullest effect possible to the intent of the words of this Agreement.

SECTION 16.11. Consent of Partners.

Each Partner hereby expressly consents and agrees that, whenever in this Agreement it is specified that an action may be taken upon the affirmative vote or
consent of less than all of the Partners, such action may be so taken upon the concurrence of less than all of the Partners and each Partner shall be bound by the
results of such action.

SECTION 16.12. Facsimile Signatures.

The use of facsimile signatures affixed in the name and on behalf of the Transfer Agent on Certificates, if any, representing Common Units is expressly
permitted by this Agreement.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the date first written above:
 

GENERAL PARTNER:

Carlyle Group Management L.L.C.

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name:  Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title:  Founding Member

LIMITED PARTNERS:

All Limited Partners now and hereafter admitted as Limited
Partners of the Partnership, pursuant to powers of attorney now
and hereafter executed in favor of, and granted and delivered to
the General Partner or without execution hereof pursuant to
Section 10.1(c) or 10.2(a).

Carlyle Group Management L.L.C.

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name:  Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title:  Founding Member

[Signature Page for The Carlyle Group L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, solely to evidence the withdrawal of the undersigned as a limited partner of the Partnership in accordance with Section 5.1 of the
Agreement, the undersigned has executed this Agreement as of the date first written above.
 

Carlyle Group Limited Partner L.L.C.

By:  /s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
 Name:  William E. Conway, Jr.
 Title:  Authorized Person

[Signature Page for The Carlyle Group L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]



EXHIBIT 10.1

EXCHANGE AGREEMENT

EXCHANGE AGREEMENT (the “Agreement”), dated as of May 2, 2012, among Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., The Carlyle Group
L.P., Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings III GP L.P., Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub
L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings I L.P., Carlyle Holdings II L.P., Carlyle Holdings III L.P., Carlyle Holdings II Sub L.L.C., and the Carlyle Holdings Limited Partners
from time to time party hereto.

WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to provide for the exchange of certain Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units for Common Units, on the
terms and subject to the conditions set forth herein;

WHEREAS, the right to exchange Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units set forth in Section 2.1(a) below, once exercised, represents a several,
and not a joint and several, obligation of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships (on a pro rata basis), and no Carlyle Holdings Partnership shall have any obligation or
right to acquire Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units issued by another Carlyle Holdings Partnership;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and undertakings contained herein and for good and valuable consideration,
the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows:

ARTICLE I

DEFINITIONS

SECTION 1.1. Definitions

The following definitions shall be for all purposes, unless otherwise clearly indicated to the contrary, applied to the terms used in this Agreement.

“Agreement” has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Business Day” means each day that is not a Saturday, Sunday or other day on which banking institutions in New York, New York are authorized or
required by law to close.

“Carlyle Entity Parties” means, collectively, Issuer General Partner, Issuer, Carlyle Holdings I GP Parent, Carlyle Holdings III GP Parent, the Carlyle
Holdings General Partners, the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships and Subsidiary Company.

“Carlyle Holdings I” means Carlyle Holdings I L.P., a limited partnership formed under the laws of the State of Delaware, and any successor thereto.

“Carlyle Holdings I General Partner” means Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company and the general partner of
Carlyle Holdings I, and any successor thereof.



“Carlyle Holdings I GP Parent” means Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., a corporation formed under the laws of the State of Delaware and the sole
member of Carlyle Holdings I General Partner, and any successor thereof.

“Carlyle Holdings I Partnership Units” means the units of limited partner interest of Carlyle Holdings I, issued pursuant to the Amended and
Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings I, as it may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Carlyle Holdings II” means Carlyle Holdings II L.P., a société en commandite formed under the laws of the Province of Québec, and any successor
thereto.

“Carlyle Holdings II General Partner” means Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C., a limited liability company formed under the laws of the State of
Delaware and the general partner of Carlyle Holdings II, and any successor general partner thereof.

“Carlyle Holdings II Partnership Units” means the units of limited partner interest of Carlyle Holdings II, issued pursuant to the Amended and
Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings II, as it may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Carlyle Holdings III” means Carlyle Holdings III L.P., a société en commandite formed under the laws of the Province of Québec, and any
successor thereto.

“Carlyle Holdings III General Partner” means Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company and the general partner of
Carlyle Holdings III, and any successor thereof.

“Carlyle Holdings III GP Parent” means Carlyle Holdings III GP L.P., a société en commandite formed under the laws of the Province of Québec and
the sole member of Carlyle Holdings III General Partner, and any successor thereof.

“Carlyle Holdings III Partnership Units” means the units of limited partner interest of Carlyle Holdings III, issued pursuant to the Amended and
Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings III, as it may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Carlyle Holdings General Partners” means, collectively, Carlyle Holdings I General Partner, Carlyle Holdings II General Partner and Carlyle
Holdings III General Partner.

Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner” means each party hereto other than a Carlyle Entity Party.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements” means, collectively, the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings I,
the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings II and the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle
Holdings III, as they may each be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.
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“Carlyle Holdings Partnership Unit” means, collectively, one Carlyle Holdings I Partnership Unit, one Carlyle Holdings II Partnership Unit, and one
Carlyle Holdings III Partnership Unit.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnerships” means, collectively, Carlyle Holdings I, Carlyle Holdings II and Carlyle Holdings III.

“Change of Control” means: (i) the occurrence of any Person, other than a Person approved by the current Issuer General Partner, becoming the
general partner of the Issuer; or (ii) during any period of two consecutive years, Continuing Directors cease for any reason to constitute a majority of the directors
serving on the Issuer General Partner’s board of directors. For purposes of this definition, “Continuing Director” means any director of the Issuer General Partner
(a) serving on the Issuer General Partner’s board of directors at the beginning of the relevant period of two consecutive years referred to in the immediately
preceding sentence, (b) appointed or elected to the Issuer General Partner’s board of directors by the members of the Issuer General Partner or (c) whose
appointment or election to the Issuer General Partner’s board of directors by such board, or nomination for election to the Issuer General Partner’s board of
directors by the limited partners of the Issuer, was approved by a majority of the directors of the Issuer General Partner then still serving at the time of such
approval who were so serving at the beginning of the relevant period of two consecutive years, were so appointed or elected by the members of the Issuer General
Partner or whose appointment or election or nomination for election was so approved.

“Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.

“Common Unit” means a limited partner interest in the Issuer representing a fractional part of the limited partner interests in the Issuer of all limited
partners of the Issuer having the rights and obligations specified with respect to Common Units in the Issuer Partnership Agreement.

“Dispute” has the meaning set forth in Section 3.9(a) of this Agreement.

“Exchange” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.1(a) of this Agreement.

“Exchange Rate” means the number of Common Units for which a Carlyle Holdings Partnership Unit is entitled to be exchanged. On the date of this
Agreement, the Exchange Rate shall be 1 for 1, which Exchange Rate shall be subject to modification only as provided in Section 2.4.

“IPO” means the initial public offering and sale of Common Units, as contemplated by the Issuer’s Registration Statement on Form S-1 (File
No. 333-176685).

“Issuer” means The Carlyle Group L.P., a limited partnership formed under the laws of the State of Delaware, and any successor thereto.

“Issuer General Partner” means Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., a limited liability company formed under the laws of the State of Delaware, and
any successor thereto.
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“Issuer Partnership Agreement” means the Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of the Issuer to be dated substantially
concurrently with the consummation of the IPO, as such agreement of limited partnership may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Liens” means any and all liens, charges, security interests, options, claims, mortgages, pledges, proxies, voting trusts or agreements, obligations,
understandings or arrangements or other restrictions on title or transfer of any nature whatsoever.

“Mubadala Holders” means, collectively, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) I, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments
(Cayman) II, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) III, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP
Investments (Cayman) IV, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) V, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company,
MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) VI, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, and Five Overseas Investment L.L.C., a United Arab Emirates limited liability
company registered in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, and, to the extent such Persons are Permitted Transferees, each of Mubadala Development Company PJSC and
its direct and indirect subsidiaries.

“Person” means an individual or a corporation, limited liability company, partnership, joint venture, trust, estate, unincorporated organization,
association (including any group, organization, co-tenancy, plan, board, council or committee), government (including a country, state, county, or any other
governmental or political subdivision, agency or instrumentality thereof) or other entity (or series thereof).

“Permitted Transferee” has the meaning set forth in Section 3.1 of this Agreement.

“Quarter” means, unless the context requires otherwise, a fiscal quarter of the Issuer.

“Quarterly Exchange Date” means, unless the Issuer cancels such Quarterly Exchange Date pursuant to Section 2.8 hereof, the date that is the later to
occur of either: (1) the second Business Day after the date on which the Issuer makes a public news release of its quarterly earnings for the prior Quarter or (2) the
first day each Quarter that directors and executive officers of the Issuer General Partner are permitted to trade under the applicable polices of the Issuer relating to
trading by directors and executive officers; provided that there shall be no Quarterly Exchange Date for any party other than the California Public Employees’
Retirement System prior to the first anniversary of the closing of the IPO (or, if later, the date of the initial filing by the Issuer of a registration statement with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission to cover delivery of Common Units to Carlyle Holdings Limited Partners upon an Exchange). The parenthetical in the
proviso of the immediately preceding sentence shall not apply to any Mubadala Holder. At least seventy-five (75) days prior to each Quarterly Exchange Date, the
Issuer will provide notice thereof to each Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner eligible to Exchange Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units for Common Units on such
Quarterly Exchange Date.

“Sale Transaction” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.8 of this Agreement.

“Securities Act” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.3(a) of this Agreement.
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“Subsidiary Company” means Carlyle Holdings II Sub L.L.C., a limited liability company organized under the laws of Delaware, and any successor
thereto.

“Transfer Agent” means such bank, trust company or other Person as shall be appointed from time to time by the Issuer pursuant to the Issuer
Partnership Agreement to act as registrar and transfer agent for the Common Units.

ARTICLE II

EXCHANGE OF CARLYLE HOLDINGS PARTNERSHIP UNITS

SECTION 2.1. Exchange of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units.

(a) (i) Subject to adjustment as provided in this Article II, to the provisions of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements and the Issuer
Partnership Agreement and to the provisions of Section 2.2 hereof, each Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner shall be entitled, on any Quarterly Exchange Date, to
surrender Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units to the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships in exchange for the delivery by the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships of a number
of Common Units equal to the product of such number of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units surrendered multiplied by the Exchange Rate (an “Exchange”);
provided that any such Exchange is for a minimum of the lesser of 100 Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units or all of the vested Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units
held by such Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner that are then permitted under the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements to be exchanged by such Limited
Partner. In addition, subject to adjustment as provided in this Article II, to the provisions of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements, the Issuer Partnership
Agreement and to the provisions of Section 2.2 hereof, the California Public Employees’ Retirement System shall be entitled at any time from and after the
closing of the IPO, and the Mubadala Holders shall be entitled at any time following the first anniversary of the closing of the IPO, to Exchange Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Units for Common Units, provided that the number of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units surrendered by the California Public Employees’
Retirement System or the Mubadala Holders, as the case may be, in any such Exchange is greater than two percent of the then-outstanding Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Units (provided that such Exchange constitutes a “Block Transfer” within the meaning of Treasury Regulation section 1.7704-1 (e)(2)).

(ii) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, upon the occurrence of a Dissolution Event (as defined in the Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Agreements) with respect to any Carlyle Holdings Partnership, each Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner shall be entitled, upon the terms and subject to
the conditions hereof, to elect to Exchange Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units for Common Units; provided, that any such Exchange pursuant to this sentence
shall be effective immediately prior to the effectiveness of the applicable dissolution of such Carlyle Holdings Partnership (and, for the avoidance of doubt, shall
not be effective if such dissolution is not effective).

(b) On the date Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units are surrendered for exchange, all rights of the exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited
Partner as holder of such Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units shall cease, and such exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited
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Partner shall be treated for all purposes as having become the Record Holder (as defined in the Issuer Partnership Agreement) of such Common Units and shall be
admitted as a Limited Partner (as defined in the Issuer Partnership Agreement) of the Issuer in accordance and upon compliance with Section 10.2 of the Issuer
Partnership Agreement.

(c) For the avoidance of doubt, any exchange of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units shall be subject to the provisions of the Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Agreements, including without limitation the provisions of Sections 8.01, 8.02, 8.03, 8.04 and 8.12 to the extent applicable to an exchanging Carlyle
Holdings Limited Partner.

(d) Where a Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner has exercised its right to surrender its Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units to the Carlyle
Holdings Partnerships in an Exchange pursuant to Section 2.1(a), Carlyle Holdings I General Partner (with respect to Carlyle Holdings I Partnership Units),
Subsidiary Company (with respect to Carlyle Holdings II Partnership Units) and Carlyle Holdings III General Partner (with respect to Carlyle Holdings III
Partnership Units), shall have a superseding right to acquire such interests for an amount of Common Units equal to the amount of Common Units that would be
received pursuant to such Exchange.

SECTION 2.2. Exchange Procedures. (a) A Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner may exercise the right to exchange Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units set
forth in Section 2.1(a) above by providing a written notice of exchange at least sixty (60) days prior to the applicable Quarterly Exchange Date (or in the case of
an Exchange effected by the California Public Employees’ Retirement System or the Mubadala Holders pursuant to the last sentence of 2.1(a) above, ten
(10) days prior to the date of such Exchange) to each of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships and each of Carlyle Holdings I General Partner, Subsidiary Company
and Carlyle Holdings III General Partner substantially in the form of Exhibit A hereto, duly executed by such holder or such holder’s duly authorized attorney in
respect of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units to be exchanged, in each case delivered during normal business hours at the principal executive offices of the
Carlyle Holdings Partnerships.

(b) As promptly as practicable following the surrender for exchange of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units in the manner provided in this
Article II, the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships shall deliver or cause to be delivered at the offices of the then-acting Transfer Agent or, if there is no then-acting
Transfer Agent, at the principal executive offices of the Issuer, the number of Common Units issuable upon such exchange, registered in the name of such
exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner, or its nominee. To the extent the Common Units are settled through the facilities of The Depository Trust
Company, the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships will, subject to Section 2.2(c) below, upon the written instruction of the exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited
Partner deliver the Common Units deliverable to such exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner, through the facilities of The Depository Trust Company, to
the account of the participant of The Depository Trust Company designated by such exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner. The Issuer General Partner, the
Issuer and the Carlyle Holdings General Partners shall take such actions as may be required to ensure the performance by the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships of
their respective obligations under this Article II, including causing the issuance and sale of Common Units to or for the account of the Carlyle Holdings
Partnerships in exchange for the delivery to the Issuer of a number of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units that is equal to the number of Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Units surrendered by an exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner.
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(c) The Carlyle Holdings Partnerships on the one hand, and each exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner, on the other hand, shall bear
their own expenses in connection with the consummation of any Exchange, whether or not any such Exchange is ultimately consummated, except that the Carlyle
Holdings Partnerships and Subsidiary Company, as applicable, shall bear any transfer taxes, stamp taxes or duties, or other similar taxes in connection with, or
arising by reason of, any such Exchange; provided, however, that if any Common Units are to be delivered in a name other than that of the exchanging Carlyle
Holdings Limited Partner that requested such Exchange (other than in the name of The Depository Trust Company or its nominee), then such Carlyle Holdings
Limited Partner and/or the person in whose name such Common Units are to be delivered shall pay to the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships the amount of any
transfer taxes, stamp taxes or duties, or other similar taxes in connection with, or arising by reason of, such Exchange or shall establish to the reasonable
satisfaction of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships that such tax has been paid or is not payable.

(d) The Carlyle Holdings Partnerships may adopt reasonable procedures for the implementation of the exchange provisions set forth in this
Article II, including, without limitation, procedures for the giving of notice of an election for exchange. A Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner may not revoke a
notice of exchange delivered pursuant to Section 2.2(a) above, without the consent of the Carlyle Holdings General Partners, which consent may be provided or
withheld, or made subject to such conditions, limitations or restrictions, as determined by the Carlyle Holdings General Partners in their sole discretion. Such
determinations need not be uniform and may be made selectively among Carlyle Holdings Limited Partners, whether or not such Carlyle Holdings Limited
Partners are similarly situated.

SECTION 2.3. Limitations on Exchanges.

(a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, a Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner shall not be entitled to exchange Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Units, and the Issuer and the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships shall have the right to refuse to honor any request for exchange of Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Units, at any time or during any period if the Issuer or the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships shall determine, that such exchange (i) would be prohibited
by law or regulation (including, without limitation, the unavailability of any requisite registration statement filed under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended
(the “Securities Act”) or any exemption from the registration requirements thereunder), or (ii) would not be permitted under any other agreements with the Issuer
or any of its subsidiaries to which such exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner may be party (including, without limitation, the Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Agreements) or any written policies of the Issuer related to unlawful or inappropriate trading applicable to its directors, officers or other personnel.

SECTION 2.4. Splits, Distributions and Reclassifications.

(a) The Exchange Rate shall be adjusted accordingly if there is: (i) any subdivision (by any unit split, unit distribution, reclassification,
reorganization, recapitalization or otherwise) or combination (by reverse unit split, reclassification, reorganization,
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recapitalization or otherwise) of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units that is not accompanied by an identical subdivision or combination of the Common Units;
or (ii) any subdivision (by any unit split, unit distribution, reclassification, reorganization, recapitalization or otherwise) or combination (by reverse unit split,
reclassification, reorganization, recapitalization or otherwise) of the Common Units that is not accompanied by an identical subdivision or combination of the
Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units. If there is any reclassification, reorganization, recapitalization or other similar transaction in which the Common Units are
converted or changed into another security, securities or other property, then upon any Exchange, an exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner shall be
entitled to receive the amount of such security, securities or other property that such exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner would have received if such
Exchange had occurred immediately prior to the effective date of such reclassification, reorganization, recapitalization or other similar transaction, taking into
account any adjustment as a result of any subdivision (by any split, distribution or dividend, reclassification, reorganization, recapitalization or otherwise) or
combination (by reverse split, reclassification, recapitalization or otherwise) of such security, securities or other property that occurs after the effective time of
such reclassification, reorganization, recapitalization or other similar transaction. Except as may be required in the immediately preceding sentence, no
adjustments in respect of distributions shall be made upon the exchange of any Carlyle Holdings Partnership Unit.

SECTION 2.5. Common Units to be Issued.

(a) The Issuer and the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships covenant that all Common Units issued upon an Exchange will be validly issued.
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to preclude the Issuer or Carlyle Holdings Partnerships from satisfying their obligations in respect of the exchange of
the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units by delivery of Common Units which are held in the treasury of the Issuer or the Carlyle Holdings Partnership or any of
their subsidiaries.

(b) The Issuer and the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships covenant and agree that, to the extent that a registration statement under the Securities
Act is effective and available for Common Units to be delivered with respect to any Exchange, Common Units that have been registered under the Securities Act
shall be delivered in respect of such exchange. In the event that any exchange in accordance with this Agreement is to be effected at a time when any required
registration has not become effective or otherwise is unavailable, upon the request and with the reasonable cooperation of the exchanging Carlyle Holdings
Limited Partners requesting such exchange, the Issuer and the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships shall promptly facilitate such exchange pursuant to any reasonably
available exemption from such registration requirements. The Issuer shall list the Common Units required to be delivered upon exchange prior to such delivery
upon each national securities exchange or inter-dealer quotation system upon which the outstanding Common Units may be listed or traded at the time of such
delivery.

SECTION 2.6. Restrictions.

(a) The provisions of Sections 8.02, 8.03, 8.04, 8.06 and 8.11 of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements and the restrictions on transfer
under any other agreements with the Issuer or any of its subsidiaries to which an exchanging Carlyle Holdings Limited
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Partner may be party shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to any Common Units. In each case, the provisions of Sections 8.03 and 8.04 of the Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Agreements shall apply in the aggregate to Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units and Common Units received in exchange for Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Units held by each Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner or Limited Partner (as defined in the Issuer Partnership Agreement) of the Issuer.

SECTION 2.7. Acquisition and Disposition of Common Units.

(a) A Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner (other than the California Public Employees’ Retirement System or a Mubadala Holder) requesting
an exchange under this Agreement covenants (i) to use reasonable best efforts to sell or otherwise dispose of any Common Units received in such an exchange
within ten (10) days of the receipt thereof or any other specified period as the Issuer General Partner may determine from time to time, and (ii) that no other
Common Units are held by such Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner, such Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner’s spouse, or any entity disregarded as an entity
separate from such Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner or such Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner’s spouse for United States federal income tax purpose, at the time
such Carlyle Holder Limited Partner gives notice of such exchange pursuant to this Agreement or will be acquired by any such person from such time through the
sale or disposition described in clause (i). Any Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner (other than the California Public Employees’ Retirement System or a Mubadala
Holder) still holding any Common Units on the last day of such period shall cause all such Common Units to be transferred immediately to a partnership, trust or
other entity (other than an entity disregarded as an entity separate from its parent for United States federal income tax purposes).

SECTION 2.8. Subsequent Offerings.

(a) The Issuer may from time to time provide the opportunity for Carlyle Holdings Limited Partners to sell their Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Units to the Issuer, the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships or any of their subsidiaries (a “Sale Transaction”); provided that no Sale Transaction shall occur
unless the Issuer cancels the nearest Quarterly Exchange Date scheduled to occur in the same fiscal year of the Issuer as such Sale Transaction. A Carlyle Limited
Partner selling Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units in connection with a Sale Transaction must provide notice to Issuer at least thirty (30) days prior to the cash
settlement of such Sale Transaction in respect of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units to be sold, in each case delivered during normal business hours at the
principal executive offices of the Issuer. For the avoidance of doubt, the total aggregate number of Quarterly Exchange Dates and Sale Transactions occurring
during any fiscal year of the Issuer shall not exceed four (4).

ARTICLE III

GENERAL PROVISIONS

SECTION 3.1. Additional Carlyle Holdings Limited Partners. To the extent a Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner validly transfers any or all of such holder’s
Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units to another person in a transaction in accordance with, and not in contravention of, the Carlyle Holdings Partnership
Agreements or any other agreement or agreements with the Issuer or any of its subsidiaries to which a transferring Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner may be
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party, then such transferee (each, a “Permitted Transferee”) shall have the right to execute and deliver a joinder to this Agreement, substantially in the form of
Exhibit B hereto, whereupon such Permitted Transferee shall become a Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner hereunder. To the extent the Carlyle Holdings
Partnerships issue Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units in the future, the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships shall be entitled, in their sole discretion, to make any holder
of such Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units a Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner hereunder through such holder’s execution and delivery of a joinder to this
Agreement, substantially in the form of Exhibit B hereto.

SECTION 3.2. Amendment. (a) The provisions of this Agreement may be amended by the affirmative vote or written consent of each of the Carlyle
Holdings Partnerships and, after a Change of Control, the holders of at least a majority of the Vested Percentage Interests (as such term as defined in the Carlyle
Holdings Partnership Agreements) of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units (excluding Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units held by the Issuer or any direct or
indirect wholly-owned subsidiary thereof); provided, however, that any amendment of this Agreement that is materially adverse to the California Public
Employees’ Retirement System shall not be effective with respect to the California Public Employees’ Retirement System unless the prior written consent of the
California Public Employees’ Retirement System shall have been obtained and any amendment of this Agreement that is materially adverse to a Mubadala Holder
shall not be effective with respect to the Mubadala Holder unless the prior written consent of such Mubadala Holder shall have been obtained.

(b) Each Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner hereby expressly consents and agrees that, whenever in this Agreement it is specified that an
action may be taken upon the affirmative vote or written consent of less than all of the Carlyle Holdings Limited Partners, such action may be so taken upon the
concurrence of less than all of the Carlyle Holdings Limited Partners and each Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner shall be bound by the results of such action.

SECTION 3.3. Addresses and Notices. All notices, requests, claims, demands and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be given
(and shall be deemed to have been duly given upon receipt) by delivery in person, by courier service, by fax, by electronic mail (delivery receipt requested) or by
registered or certified mail (postage prepaid, return receipt requested) to the respective parties at the following addresses (or at such other address for a party as
shall be as specified in a notice given in accordance with this Section 3.3):

(a) If to any Carlyle Entity Party, to:

1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004-2505
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_exchangenotice@carlyle.com
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(b) If to any Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner, to:

c/o The Carlyle Group L.P.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004-2505
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_exchangenotice@carlyle.com

The Issuer General Partner shall forward any such communication to the applicable Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner’s address, email
address or facsimile number as shown in the books and records of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships.

SECTION 3.4. Further Action. The parties shall execute and deliver all documents, provide all information and take or refrain from taking action as may be
necessary or appropriate to achieve the purposes of this Agreement.

SECTION 3.5. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of all of the parties and, to the extent permitted by this
Agreement, their successors, executors, administrators, heirs, legal representatives and assigns.

SECTION 3.6. Severability. If any term or other provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or incapable of being enforced by any rule of law,
or public policy, all other conditions and provisions of this Agreement shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect so long as the economic or legal substance
of the transactions is not affected in any manner materially adverse to any party. Upon a determination that any term or other provision is invalid, illegal or
incapable of being enforced, the parties hereto shall negotiate in good faith to modify this Agreement so as to effect the original intent of the parties as closely as
possible in a mutually acceptable manner in order that the transactions contemplated hereby be consummated as originally contemplated to the fullest extent
possible.

SECTION 3.7. Integration. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement among the parties hereto pertaining to the subject matter hereof and supersedes
all prior agreements and understandings pertaining thereto.

SECTION 3.8. Waiver. No failure by any party to insist upon the strict performance of any covenant, duty, agreement or condition of this Agreement or to
exercise any right or remedy consequent upon a breach thereof shall constitute waiver of any such breach of any other covenant, duty, agreement or condition.

SECTION 3.9. Dispute Resolution.

(a) Each party hereto other than the California Public Employees’ Retirement System and each of the Mubadala Holders (i) irrevocably
agrees that any and all disputes which cannot be settled amicably, including any ancillary claims of any party, arising out of, relating to or in connection with the
validity, negotiation, execution, interpretation, performance or
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non-performance of this Agreement (including the validity, scope and enforceability of this arbitration provision) (a “Dispute”) shall be finally settled by
arbitration conducted by three arbitrators (or, in the event the amount of quantified claims and/or estimated monetary value of other claims contained in the
applicable request for arbitration is less than $3.0 million, by a sole arbitrator) in Wilmington, Delaware in accordance with the Rules of Arbitration of the
International Chamber of Commerce (including the rules relating to costs and fees) existing on the date of this Agreement except to the extent those rules are
inconsistent with the terms of this Section 3.9, and that such arbitration shall be the exclusive manner pursuant to which any Dispute shall be resolved; (ii) agrees
that this Agreement involves commerce and is governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. Section 1, et seq., and any applicable treaties governing the
recognition and enforcement of international arbitration agreements and awards; (iii) agrees to take all steps necessary or advisable, including the execution of
documents to be filed with the International Court of Arbitration or the International Centre for ADR in order to properly submit any Dispute for arbitration
pursuant to this Section 3.9; (iv) irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by law, any objection it may have or hereafter have to the submission of any
Dispute for arbitration pursuant to this Section 3.9 and any right to lay claim to jurisdiction in any venue; (v) agrees that (A) the arbitrator(s) shall be U.S.
lawyers, U.S. law professors and/or retired U.S. judges and all arbitrators, including the president of the arbitral tribunal, may be U.S. nationals and (B) the
arbitrator(s) shall conduct the proceedings in the English language; (vi) agrees that except as required by law or as may be reasonably required in connection with
ancillary judicial proceedings to compel arbitration, to obtain temporary or preliminary judicial relief in aid of arbitration, or to confirm or challenge an
arbitration award, the arbitration proceedings, including any hearings, shall be confidential, and the parties shall not disclose any awards, any materials in the
proceedings created for the purpose of the arbitration, or any documents produced by another party in the proceedings not otherwise in the public domain; and
(vii) agrees that performance under this Agreement shall continue if reasonably possible during any arbitration proceedings.

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), each party hereto may bring an action or special proceeding for the purpose of
compelling a party to arbitrate, seeking temporary or preliminary relief in aid of an arbitration hereunder, or enforcing an arbitration award and, for the purposes
of this paragraph (b), each party hereto (i) irrevocably agrees that any such action or special proceeding shall be exclusively brought in the Court of Chancery of
the State of Delaware or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court located in the State of Delaware with subject matter
jurisdiction; (ii) irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such action or special proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees
not to, and waives any right to, assert in any such action or special proceeding that (A) it is not personally subject to the jurisdiction of such courts or any other
court to which proceedings in such courts may be appealed, (B) such action or special proceeding is brought in an inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such
action or special proceeding is improper; (iv) expressly waives any requirement for the posting of a bond by a party bringing such action or special proceeding;
(v) consents to process being served in any such action or special proceeding by mailing, certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at
the address in effect for notices hereunder, and agrees that such service shall constitute good and sufficient service of process and notice thereof; provided that
nothing in clause (v) hereof shall affect or limit any right to serve process in any other manner permitted by law; (vi) irrevocably waives any and all right to trial
by jury in any such claim, suit, action or
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proceeding; and (vii) agrees that proof shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate
and that remedies at law would be inadequate.

(c) If the arbitrator(s) shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration, or the arbitrator(s) or any court or tribunal of competent
jurisdiction shall refuse to enforce Section 3.9(a) or shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration as contemplated thereby, then, and only then,
shall the alternative provisions of this Section 3.9(c) be applicable. Each party hereto, to the fullest extent permitted by law, (i) irrevocably agrees that any Dispute
shall be exclusively brought in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court
located in the State of Delaware with subject matter jurisdiction; (ii) irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such
claim, suit, action or proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to, and waives any right to, assert in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding that (A) it is not
personally subject to the jurisdiction of such courts or any other court to which proceedings in such courts may be appealed, (B) such claim, suit, action or
proceeding is brought in an inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such claim, suit, action or proceeding is improper; (iv) expressly waives any requirement for
the posting of a bond by a party bringing such claim, suit, action or proceeding; (v) consents to process being served in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding
by mailing, certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at the address in effect for notices hereunder, and agrees that such service shall
constitute good and sufficient service of process and notice thereof; provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall affect or limit any right to serve process in any
other manner permitted by law; and (vi) irrevocably waives any and all right to trial by jury in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding; and (vii) agrees that
proof shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate and that remedies at law would
be inadequate. The parties acknowledge that the fora designated by this paragraph (c) have a reasonable relation to this Agreement, and to the parties’ relationship
with one another.

SECTION 3.10. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed and delivered (including by facsimile transmission) in one or more counterparts, and by
the different parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of which when executed and delivered shall be deemed to be an original but all of which taken together
shall constitute one and the same agreement. Copies of executed counterparts transmitted by telecopy or other electronic transmission service shall be considered
original executed counterparts for purposes of this Section 3.10.

SECTION 3.11. Tax Treatment. To the extent this Agreement imposes obligations upon a particular Carlyle Holdings Partnership or a Carlyle Holdings
General Partner, this Agreement shall be treated as part of the relevant Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreement as described in Section 761(c) of the Code and
Sections 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(h) and 1.761-1(c) of the Treasury Regulations. The parties shall report any Exchange consummated hereunder, (x) in the case of Carlyle
Holdings I, as a taxable sale of Carlyle Holdings I Partnership Units by a Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner to Carlyle Holdings I GP Parent, (y) in the case of
Carlyle Holdings II, as a taxable sale of Carlyle Holdings II Partnership Units by a Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner to Subsidiary Company and (z) in the case of
Carlyle Holdings III, as a taxable sale of Carlyle Holdings III Partnership Units by a Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner to Carlyle Holdings III GP Parent, and no
party shall take a contrary position on any income tax return, amendment thereof or communication with a taxing authority.
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SECTION 3.12. Independent Nature of Holdings Unitholders’ Rights and Obligations. The obligations of each Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner hereunder
are several and not joint with the obligations of any other Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner, and no Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner shall be responsible in any
way for the performance of the obligations of any other Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner hereunder. The decision of each Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner to
enter into to this Agreement has been made by such Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner independently of any other Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner. Nothing
contained herein, and no action taken by any Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner pursuant hereto, shall be deemed to constitute the Carlyle Holdings Limited
Partners as a partnership, an association, a joint venture or any other kind of entity, or create a presumption that the Carlyle Holdings Limited Partners are in any
way acting in concert or as a group with respect to such obligations or the transactions contemplated hereby and the Issuer acknowledges that the Carlyle
Holdings Limited Partners are not acting in concert or as a group, and the Issuer will not assert any such claim, with respect to such obligations or the transactions
contemplated hereby.

SECTION 3.13. Applicable Law. This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the law of the State of Delaware.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be duly executed and delivered, all as of the date first set forth above.
 

LIMITED PARTNERS

/s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
William E. Conway, Jr.

/s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
Daniel A. D’Aniello

/s/ David M. Rubenstein
David M. Rubenstein
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CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’
RETIREMENT SYSTEM, an agency of the State of
California

By:  /s/ Réal Desrochers
Name: Réal Desrochers
Title: Senior Investment Officer

By:  /s/ Scott Jacobsen
Name: Scott Jacobsen
Title: Portfolio Manager
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MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) I, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) II, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) III, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) IV, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) V, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director
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MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) VI, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

FIVE OVERSEAS INVESTMENT L.L.C.

By:  /s/ Shahzad Khan
Name: Shahzad Khan
Title: General Manager
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All Limited Partners listed on Schedule I attached hereto

By:  /s/ Lauren B. Dillard
 Name: Lauren B. Dillard
 Title: Attorney-in-fact
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CARLYLE GROUP MANAGEMENT L.L.C.

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member

THE CARLYLE GROUP L.P.

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its general partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member

CARLYLE HOLDINGS I GP INC.

By:  /s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
 Name: William E. Conway, Jr.
 Title: Co-Chief Executive Officer

CARLYLE HOLDINGS I GP SUB L.L.C.

By: Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., its sole member

By:  /s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
 Name: William E. Conway, Jr.
 Title: Co-Chief Executive Officer
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CARLYLE HOLDINGS II GP L.L.C.

By:  The Carlyle Group L.P., its sole member

 By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its general partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member

CARLYLE HOLDINGS III GP L.P.

By: Carlyle Holdings III GP Management L.L.C., its general
partner

 By:  The Carlyle Group L.P., its sole member

  

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its general
partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member

CARLYLE HOLDINGS III GP SUB L.L.C.

By:  Carlyle Holdings III GP L.P., its sole member

 

By:
 

Carlyle Holdings III GP Management L.L.C., its
general partner

  By:  The Carlyle Group L.P., its sole member

   

By:
 

Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its
general partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member
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CARLYLE HOLDINGS I L.P.

By: Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C., its general partner

 By: Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., its sole member

By:  /s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
 Name: William E. Conway, Jr.
 Title: Co-Chief Executive Officer

CARLYLE HOLDINGS II L.P.

By: Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C., its general partner

 By:  The Carlyle Group L.P., its sole member

  

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its general
partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member

CARLYLE HOLDINGS III L.P.

By: Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C., its general partner

 By: Carlyle Holdings III GP L.P., its sole member

  

By: Carlyle Holdings III GP Management L.L.C., its
general partner

   By: The Carlyle Group L.P., its sole member

    

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its
general partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member
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CARLYLE HOLDINGS II SUB L.L.C.

By:  The Carlyle Group L.P., its managing member

 

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its general
partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member
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EXHIBIT A

[FORM OF]
NOTICE OF EXCHANGE

Carlyle Holdings I L.P.
Carlyle Holdings II L.P.
Carlyle Holdings III L.P.
Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C.
Carlyle Holdings II Sub L.L.C.
Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004-2505
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_exchangenotice@carlyle.com

Reference is hereby made to the Exchange Agreement, dated as of May 2, 2012 (the “Exchange Agreement”), among Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., The
Carlyle Group L.P., Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings III GP L.P., Carlyle Holdings
III GP Sub L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings I L.P., Carlyle Holdings II L.P., Carlyle Holdings III L.P., Carlyle Holdings II Sub L.L.C., and the Carlyle Holdings Limited
Partners from time to time party thereto, as amended from time to time. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings given to them in
the Exchange Agreement.

The undersigned Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner desires to exchange the number of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units set forth below in
the form of exchange selected below to be issued in its name as set forth below.
 
Legal Name of Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner:   
Address:   
Number of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units to be exchanged:   

The undersigned hereby represents and warrants that (i) the undersigned has full legal capacity to execute and deliver this Notice of
Exchange and to perform the undersigned’s obligations hereunder; (ii) this Notice of Exchange has been duly executed and delivered by the undersigned; (iii) the
Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units subject to this Notice of Exchange will be transferred to the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships free and clear of any Lien; (iv) in
the case of a Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner other than the California Public Employees’ Retirement System and each of the Mubadala Holders, none of the
undersigned, the undersigned’s spouse or any an entity disregarded as an entity separate from the undersigned or the undersigned’s spouse for United States
federal income tax purposes holds any Common Units or will acquire any Common Units from the date hereof through the sale or disposition of the Common
Units acquired in the Exchange in accordance with the Exchange Agreement; and (v) no consent,



approval, authorization, order, registration or qualification of any third party or with any court or governmental agency or body having jurisdiction over the
undersigned or the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units subject to this Notice of Exchange is required to be obtained by the undersigned for the transfer of such
Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units to the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships.

The undersigned hereby irrevocably constitutes and appoints each officer of each Carlyle Entity Party as the attorney of the undersigned,
with full power of substitution and resubstitution in the premises, to do any and all things and to take any and all actions that may be necessary to exchange the
Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units subject to this Notice of Exchange on the books of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships for Common Units on the books of the
Issuer.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, by authority duly given, has caused this Notice of Exchange to be executed and delivered by the undersigned or by its
duly authorized attorney.
 

 
Name:

 
Dated:   



EXHIBIT B

[FORM OF]
JOINDER AGREEMENT

This Joinder Agreement (“Joinder Agreement”) is a joinder to the Exchange Agreement, dated as of May 2, 2012 (the “Agreement”), among
Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., The Carlyle Group L.P., Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C.,
Carlyle Holdings III GP L.P., Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings I L.P., Carlyle Holdings II L.P., Carlyle Holdings III L.P., Carlyle Holdings II
Sub L.L.C., and the Carlyle Holdings Limited Partners from time to time party thereto, as amended from time to time. Capitalized terms used but not defined in
this Joinder Agreement shall have their meanings given to them in the Agreement. This Joinder Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance
with, the law of the State of Delaware. In the event of any conflict between this Joinder Agreement and the Agreement, the terms of this Joinder Agreement shall
control.

The undersigned hereby joins and enters into the Agreement having acquired Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units in the Carlyle Holdings
Partnerships. By signing and returning this Joinder Agreement to the Issuer and the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships, the undersigned accepts and agrees to be
bound by and subject to all of the terms and conditions of and agreements of a Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner contained in the Agreement, with all attendant
rights, duties and obligations of a Carlyle Holdings Limited Partner thereunder. The parties to the Agreement shall treat the execution and delivery hereof by the
undersigned as the execution and delivery of the Agreement by the undersigned and, upon receipt of this Joinder Agreement by the Issuer and by the Carlyle
Holdings Partnerships, the signature of the undersigned set forth below shall constitute a counterpart signature to the signature page of the Agreement.
 

Name:     

Address for Notices:   With copies to:  

     

     

     

Attention:       
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This TAX RECEIVABLE AGREEMENT (as amended from time to time, this “Agreement”), dated as of May 2, 2012, is hereby entered into by and among
Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., a Delaware corporation (together with any successors thereto, the “Corporate Taxpayer”), Carlyle Holdings I L.P., a Delaware limited
partnership (together with any successors thereto “Carlyle Holdings I”), The Carlyle Group L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (together with any successors
thereto, the “Parent”), each of the undersigned parties hereto identified as “Limited Partners”, all other Persons (as defined herein) who execute and deliver a
joinder contemplated in Section 7.11.

RECITALS

WHEREAS, the Limited Partners hold limited partner interests (“Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units”) in each of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships (as
defined herein);

WHEREAS, the Corporate Taxpayer wholly owns (directly or indirectly) the general partner of Carlyle Holdings I;

WHEREAS, pursuant to and subject to the provisions of the Exchange Agreement (as defined below), the Limited Partners are entitled to surrender Carlyle
Holdings Partnership Units to the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships in exchange for the delivery by the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships of Common Units (the
“Common Units”) in the Parent, cash or other consideration and the general partners of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships have a superseding right to acquire such
Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units for Common Units;

WHEREAS, Carlyle Holdings I and each of its direct and indirect subsidiaries that are treated as partnerships for United States federal income tax
purposes, will have in effect an election under Section 754 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”) for each Taxable Year in which an
exchange of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units for Common Units or any other acquisition of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units for cash or other consideration
(collectively, an “Exchange”) occurs, which elections are intended generally to result in an adjustment to the tax basis of the assets owned by the Carlyle Holdings
Partnerships (with respect to the Corporate Holdcos (as defined below)) at the time of an Exchange (any such time, an “Exchange Date”) by reason of such
Exchange and the receipt of payments under this Agreement;

WHEREAS, the income, gain, loss, expense and other Tax items of (i) the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships solely with respect to each Corporate Holdco may
be affected by the Basis Adjustment (defined below) and (ii) the Corporate Holdcos may be affected by the Imputed Interest (as defined below);

WHEREAS, the parties to this Agreement desire to make certain arrangements with respect to the effect of the Basis Adjustment and Imputed Interest on
the actual liability for Taxes of the Corporate Holdcos;
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the respective covenants and agreements set forth herein, and intending to be legally bound
hereby, the parties hereto agree as follows:

ARTICLE I

DEFINITIONS

Section 1.01. Definitions. As used in this Agreement, the terms set forth in this Article I shall have the following meanings (such meanings to be equally
applicable to both the singular and plural forms of the terms defined).

“Affiliate” means, with respect to any Person, any other Person that directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, Controls, is Controlled by, or
is under common Control with, such first Person.

“Agreed Rate” means LIBOR plus 100 basis points.

“Agreement” is defined in the recitals of this Agreement.

“Amended Schedule” is defined in Section 2.04(b) of this Agreement.

“Basis Adjustment” means the adjustment to the tax basis of an Exchange Date Asset under Sections 732 and 1012 of the Code (in situations where, as a
result of one or more Exchanges, a Carlyle Holdings Partnership becomes an entity that is disregarded as separate from its owner for tax purposes), or Sections
743(b) and 754 of the Code, where applicable, (in situations where, following an Exchange, a Carlyle Holdings Partnership remains in existence as an entity for
tax purposes) and, in each case, comparable sections of state, local and foreign tax laws (as calculated under Section 2.01 of this Agreement) as a result of an
Exchange and the payments made pursuant to this Agreement. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the amount of any Basis Adjustment
resulting from an Exchange of one or more Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units shall be determined without regard to any Pre-Exchange Transfer of such Carlyle
Holdings Partnership Units and as if any such Pre-Exchange Transfer had not occurred.

“Bankruptcy Code” means The Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978, as heretofore and hereafter amended, and codified as 11 U.S.C. Section 101 et seq.

“Business Day” means Monday through Friday of each week, except that a legal holiday recognized as such by the government of the United States of
America or the State of New York shall not be regarded as a Business Day.

“CalPERS” means the California Public Employees’ Retirement System.

“Carlyle Holdings I” is defined in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Carlyle Holdings II” means Carlyle Holdings II L.P., a Québec société en commandite, and any successor thereto.

“Carlyle Holdings III” means Carlyle Holdings II L.P., a Québec société en commandite, and any successor thereto.
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“Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements” means, collectively, the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings I, the
Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle Holdings II and the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of Carlyle
Holdings III (and the partnership agreement then in effect of any future partnership designated as a Carlyle Holdings Partnership), as they may each be amended,
supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnerships” means, collectively, Carlyle Holdings I, Carlyle Holdings II and Carlyle Holdings III (and any future partnership
designated as a Carlyle Holdings Partnership hereunder).

“Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units” is defined in the recitals of this Agreement.

“Change of Control” means (i) the occurrence of any Person, other than a Person approved by the General Partner, becoming the general partner of the
Parent or (ii) during any period of two consecutive years, Continuing Directors cease for any reason to constitute a majority of the directors serving on the
General Partner’s board of directors. For purposes of this definition, “Continuing Director” means any director of the General Partner (a) serving on the General
Partner’s board of directors at the beginning of the relevant period of two consecutive years referred to in the immediately preceding sentence, (b) appointed or
elected to the General Partner’s board of directors by the members of the General Partner or (c) whose appointment or election to the General Partner’s board of
directors by such board, or nomination for election to the General Partner’s board of directors by the limited partners of the Parent, was approved by a majority of
the directors of the General Partner then still serving at the time of such approval who were so serving at the beginning of the relevant period of two consecutive
years, were so appointed or elected by the members of the General Partner or whose appointment or election or nomination for election was so approved.

“Code” is defined in the recitals of this Agreement.

“Common Units” is defined in the recitals of this Agreement.

“Control” means the possession, direct or indirect, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of a Person, whether
through ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise.

“Corporate Holdco Return” means the federal, state, local and/or foreign Tax Return, as applicable, of each of the Corporate Holdcos filed with respect to
Taxes of any Taxable Year.

“Corporate Holdcos” means any direct or indirect subsidiary of Parent (other than any Carlyle Holding Partnership and any direct or indirect subsidiary of a
Carlyle Holdings Partnership) that is at any time treated as a domestic corporation for United States federal income tax purposes, including, but not limited to, the
Corporate Taxpayer, or Parent, if it is at any time treated as a corporation for United States federal income tax purposes.

“Corporate Taxpayer” is defined in the preamble of this Agreement.
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“Default Rate” means LIBOR plus 500 basis points.

“Determination” shall have the meaning ascribed to such term in Section 1313(a) of the Code or similar provision of state, local and foreign tax law, as
applicable, or any other event (including the execution of a Form 870-AD) that finally and conclusively establishes the amount of any liability for Tax.

“Dispute” is defined in Section 7.08(a) of this Agreement.

“Early Termination Date” means the date of an Early Termination Notice for purposes of determining the Early Termination Payment.

“Early Termination Notice” is defined in Section 4.02 of this Agreement.

“Early Termination Schedule” is defined in Section 4.02 of this Agreement.

“Early Termination Payment” is defined in Section 4.03(b) of this Agreement.

“Early Termination Rate” means LIBOR plus 100 basis points.

“Exchange” is defined in the recitals of this Agreement.

“Exchange Agreement” means the Exchange Agreement, dated as of the date hereof, among the Parent, the Corporate Taxpayer, the Carlyle Holdings
Partnerships and certain affiliates thereof, as it may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Exchange Basis Schedule” is defined in Section 2.02 of this Agreement.

“Exchange Date” is defined in the recitals of this Agreement.

“Exchange Date Assets” means (i) any assets owned by the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships on an Exchange Date and allocable to the interests in the Carlyle
Holdings Partnerships that are Exchanged and (ii) any asset whose tax basis is determined, in whole or in part, by reference to the adjusted basis of any asset
referred to in clause (i).

“Exchange Payment” is defined in Section 5.01 of this Agreement.

“Exchanged Initial Basis Adjustments” means, with respect to any Exchange or deemed Exchange, the portion of the adjustments to the tax basis with
respect to the Initial Carlyle Parent Entities under Section 743(b) of the Code to which the Mubadala Investors became entitled as a result of the acquisition by the
Mubadala Investors of the Existing Units and the New Units (as such terms are defined in the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement, dated as of December 16,
2010, by and among the Initial Carlyle Parent Entities, the Mubadala Investors and the other parties thereto) that remains unamortized as of the date of such
Exchange and that is attributable to the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units subject to such Exchange or deemed Exchange.

“Expert” is defined in Section 7.09 of this Agreement.
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“General Partner” means Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company, and any successor thereto.

“Imputed Interest” means any interest imputed under Section 1272, 1274 or 483 or other provision of the Code and any similar provision of state, local and
foreign tax law with respect to a Corporate Holdco’s payment obligations under this Agreement.

“Initial Carlyle Parent Entities” means, collectively, TC Group, L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company, TC Group Cayman, L.P., a Cayman Islands
exempted limited partnership, TC Group Investment Holdings, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, TC Group Cayman Investment Holdings, L.P., a Cayman
Islands exempted limited partnership.

“Interest Amount” is defined in Section 3.01(b) of this Agreement.

“LIBOR” means for each month (or portion thereof) during any period, an interest rate per annum equal to the rate per annum reported, on the date two
days prior to the first day of such month, on the Telerate Page 3750 (or if such screen shall cease to be publicly available, as reported on Reuters Screen page
“LIBO” or by any other publicly available source of such market rate) for London interbank offered rates for U.S. dollar deposits for such month (or portion
thereof).

“Limited Partner” means (i) the parties hereto (other than the Corporate Taxpayer, Carlyle Holdings I or Parent) and (ii) each other Person (other than a
Corporate Holdco or Carlyle Holdings Partnership) who from time to time executes a joinder agreement to this Agreement.

“Limited Partner Representative” means, (i) in the case of each Limited Partner (other than CalPERS and the Mubadala Investors), initially, TCG Carlyle
Global Partners L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company, and thereafter, that Limited Partner or committee of Limited Partners determined from time to time
by a plurality vote of the Limited Partners (other than CalPERS and the Mubadala Investors) ratably in accordance with their right to receive Early Termination
Payments hereunder if all Limited Partners had fully Exchanged their Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units for Common Units and each Corporate Holdco had
exercised its right of early termination on the date of the most recent Exchange; (ii) in the case of CalPERS, CalPERS; and (iii) in the case of the Mubadala
Investors, initially, Five Overseas Investment L.L.C., a United Arab Emirates limited liability company registered in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, and thereafter,
that Limited Partner or committee of Limited Partners determined from time to time by a plurality vote of the Mubadala Investors ratably in accordance with their
right to receive Early Termination Payments hereunder if all Limited Partners had fully Exchanged their Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units for Common Units
and each Corporate Holdco had exercised its right of early termination on the date of the most recent Exchange.

“Market Value” shall mean the closing price of the Common Units on the applicable Exchange Date on the national securities exchange or interdealer
quotation system on which such Common Units are then traded or listed, as reported by the Wall Street Journal; provided that if the closing price is not reported
by the Wall Street Journal for the applicable Exchange Date, then the Market Value shall mean the closing price of the Common Units on the
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Business Day immediately preceding such Exchange Date on the national securities exchange or interdealer quotation system on which such Common Units are
then traded or listed, as reported by the Wall Street Journal; provided further, that if the Common Units are not then listed on a national securities exchange or
interdealer quotation system, “Market Value” shall mean the cash consideration paid for Common Units, or the fair market value of the other property delivered
for Common Units, as determined by the General Partner in good faith.

“Material Objection Notice” is defined in Section 4.02 of this Agreement.

“Mubadala Investors” means, collectively, each of MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) I, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments
(Cayman) II, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) III, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP
Investments (Cayman) IV, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) V, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company,
MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) VI, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, and Five Overseas Investment L.L.C., a United Arab Emirates limited liability
company registered in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, and their successors and assigns.

“Net Tax Benefit” is defined in Section 3.01(b) of this Agreement.

“Non-Stepped Up Tax Basis” means, with respect to any asset at any time, the tax basis that such asset would have had at such time if no Basis Adjustment
had been made.

“Non-Stepped Up Tax Liability” means, with respect to any Taxable Year, the liability for Taxes of (i) each of the Corporate Holdcos and (ii) without
duplication, any Carlyle Holdings Partnership in which each of the Corporate Holdcos own an interest, but only with respect to Taxes imposed on such Carlyle
Holdings Partnership and allocable to the Corporate Holdco (including all members of their consolidated groups), in each case using the same methods, elections,
conventions and similar practices used on the relevant Corporate Holdco Return, but (i) using the Non-Stepped Up Tax Basis as reflected on the Exchange Basis
Schedule, including any amendments thereto, instead of the tax basis of the Exchange Date Assets and (ii) excluding any deduction attributable to the Imputed
Interest.

“Objection Notice” is defined in Section 2.04(a) of this Agreement.

“Parent” is defined in preamble of this Agreement.

“Payment Date” means any date on which a payment is required to be made pursuant to this Agreement.

“Person” means any individual, corporation, firm, partnership, joint venture, limited liability company, estate, trust, business association, organization,
governmental entity or other entity.

“Pre-Exchange Transfer” means any transfer (including upon the death of a Limited Partner) of one or more Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units (i) that
occurs prior to an Exchange of such Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units, and (ii) to which Section 743(b) of the Code applies.
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“Realized Tax Benefit” means, for a Taxable Year, the excess, if any, of the Non-Stepped Up Tax Liability over the actual liability for Taxes of (i) each of
the Corporate Holdcos and (ii) without duplication, any Carlyle Holdings Partnership in which each Corporate Holdco owns an interest, but only with respect to
Taxes imposed on such Carlyle Holdings Partnership and allocable to such Corporate Holdco (including all members of its consolidated group) for such Taxable
Year. If all or a portion of the actual tax liability for Taxes for the Taxable Year arises as a result of an audit by a Taxing Authority of any Taxable Year, such
liability shall not be included in determining the Realized Tax Benefit unless and until there has been a Determination.

“Realized Tax Detriment” means, for a Taxable Year, the excess, if any, of the actual liability for Taxes of (i) each of the Corporate Holdcos and (ii) without
duplication, any Carlyle Holdings Partnership in which each Corporate Holdco owns an interest but only with respect to Taxes imposed on such Carlyle Holdings
Partnership and allocable to such Corporate Holdco (including all members of its consolidated group) for such Taxable Year over the Non-Stepped Up Tax
Liability for such Taxable Year. If all or a portion of the actual tax liability for Taxes for the Taxable Year arises as a result of an audit by a Taxing Authority of
any Taxable Year, such liability shall not be included in determining the Realized Tax Detriment unless and until there has been a Determination.

“Reconciliation Dispute” is defined in Section 7.09 of this Agreement.

“Reconciliation Procedures” is defined in Section 2.04(a) of this Agreement.

“Schedule” means any Exchange Basis Schedule, Tax Benefit Schedule and the Early Termination Schedule.

“Senior Obligations” is defined in Section 5.01 of this Agreement.

“Subsidiaries” means, with respect to any Person, as of any date of determination, any other Person as to which such Person owns, directly or indirectly, or
otherwise controls more than 50% of the voting power or other similar interests or the sole general partner interest or managing member or similar interest of such
Person.

“Tax Benefit Payment” is defined in Section 3.01(b) of this Agreement.

“Tax Benefit Schedule” is defined in Section 2.03 of this Agreement.

“Tax Return” means any return, declaration, report or similar statement required to be filed with respect to Taxes (including any attached schedules),
including, without limitation, any information return, claim for refund, amended return and declaration of estimated Tax.

“Taxable Year” means a taxable year as defined in Section 441(b) of the Code or comparable section of state, local or foreign tax law, as applicable, (and,
therefore, for the avoidance of doubt, may include a period of less than 12 months for which a Tax Return is made) ending on or after an Exchange Date in which
there is a Basis Adjustment due to an Exchange.
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“Taxes” means any and all U.S. federal, state, local and foreign taxes, assessments or similar charges measured with respect to net income or profits and
any interest related to such Tax.

“Taxing Authority” shall mean any domestic, foreign, federal, national, state, county or municipal or other local government, any subdivision, agency,
commission or authority thereof, or any quasi-governmental body exercising any taxing authority or any other authority exercising Tax regulatory authority.

“Treasury Regulations” means the final, temporary and proposed regulations under the Code promulgated from time to time (including corresponding
provisions and succeeding provisions) as in effect for the relevant taxable period.

“Valuation Assumptions” shall mean, as of an Early Termination Date, the assumptions that (1) in each Taxable Year ending on or after such Early
Termination Date, each of the Corporate Holdcos will have taxable income sufficient to fully utilize the deductions arising from the Basis Adjustment and the
Imputed Interest during such Taxable Year (including, for the avoidance of doubt, Basis Adjustments and Imputed Interest that would result from future Tax
Benefit Payments that would be paid in accordance with the Valuation Assumptions), (2) each Tax Benefit Payment in respect of each Taxable Year ending on or
after such Early Termination Date is made 90 calendar days after the latest due date (taking into account available extensions under the law as in effect on the
Early Termination Date) for the filing of the U.S. federal income tax return of each of the Corporate Holdcos for such Taxable Year, (3) the federal income tax
rates and state, local and foreign income tax rates that will be in effect for each such Taxable Year will be those specified for each such Taxable Year by the Code
and other law as in effect on the Early Termination Date, (4) any loss carryovers generated by the Basis Adjustment or the Imputed Interest and available as of the
date of the Early Termination Schedule will be utilized by each of the Corporate Holdcos on a pro rata basis from the date of the Early Termination Schedule
through the scheduled expiration date of such loss carryovers, (5) any non-amortizable assets are deemed to be disposed of for cash at their fair market value
(A) with respect to short-term or liquid non-amortizable assets, after 12 months, (B) with respect to non-amortizable assets not described in clause (A) that are
related to funds with a specified number of years remaining under the original fund agreement until expected liquidation, pro-rata over the number of years so
remaining and (C) with respect to all other non-amortizable assets, on the fifteenth anniversary of the earlier of the applicable Basis Adjustment and the Early
Termination Date and (6) if as of an Early Termination Date, there are Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units that have not been Exchanged, then each such Carlyle
Holdings Partnership Unit shall be deemed to be Exchanged for the Market Value of the Common Units that would be transferred if the Exchange occurred on the
Early Termination Date.

ARTICLE II

DETERMINATION OF REALIZED TAX BENEFIT

Section 2.01. Basis Adjustment Principles. The Realized Tax Benefit or Realized Tax Detriment for each Taxable Year is intended to measure the decrease
or increase in the actual liability for Taxes of the Corporate Holdcos for such Taxable Year attributable to the
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Basis Adjustments and Imputed Interest, determined using a “with and without” methodology. For the avoidance of doubt, the actual liability for Taxes will take
into account the deduction of the portion of the Tax Benefit Payment that must be accounted for as interest under the Code based upon the characterization of Tax
Benefit Payments as additional consideration payable for the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units acquired in an Exchange. Carryovers or carrybacks of any Tax
item attributable to the Basis Adjustment and Imputed Interest shall be considered to be subject to the rules of the Code and the Treasury Regulations or the
appropriate provisions of U.S. state and local income and foreign tax law, as applicable, governing the use, limitation and expiration of carryovers or carrybacks
of the relevant type. If a carryover or carryback of any Tax item includes a portion that is attributable to the Basis Adjustment or Imputed Interest and another
portion that is not, such portions shall be considered to be used in accordance with the “with and without” methodology. The parties agree that (i) all Tax Benefit
Payments attributable to the Basis Adjustments (other than amounts accounted for as interest under the Code) will (A) be treated as subsequent upward purchase
price adjustments that give rise to further Basis Adjustments to Exchange Date Assets for the Corporate Holdcos and (B) have the effect of creating additional
Basis Adjustments to Exchange Date Assets for the Corporate Holdcos in the year of payment, and (ii) as a result, such additional Basis Adjustments will be
incorporated into the current year Tax Benefit Payment calculation and into future year Tax Benefit Payment calculations, as appropriate.

Section 2.02. Exchange Basis Schedule. Within 90 calendar days after the filing of the U.S. federal income tax return of each of the Corporate Holdcos for
each Taxable Year in which any Exchange has been effected (but in no event later than 120 calendar days after the due date of such tax return taking into account
available extensions), each of the Corporate Holdcos shall deliver to the applicable Limited Partner a schedule (the “Exchange Basis Schedule”) that shows for
purposes of Taxes (i) the actual unadjusted tax basis of the Exchange Date Assets as of each applicable Exchange Date, (ii) the Basis Adjustment with respect to
the Exchange Date Assets as a result of the Exchanges effected in such Taxable Year, calculated in the aggregate, (iii) the period or periods, if any, over which the
Exchange Date Assets are amortizable and/or depreciable and (iv) the period or periods, if any, over which each Basis Adjustment is amortizable and/or
depreciable (which, for non-amortizable assets shall be based on the Valuation Assumptions). The Corporate Holdcos shall engage a nationally recognized
accounting or law firm to review each Exchange Basis Schedule prior to delivery.

Section 2.03. Tax Benefit Schedule. Within 90 calendar days after the filing of the U.S. federal income tax return of each of the Corporate Holdcos for any
Taxable Year in which there is a Realized Tax Benefit or Realized Tax Detriment, each of the Corporate Holdcos shall provide to the applicable Limited Partner a
schedule showing the calculation of the aggregate Realized Tax Benefit or Realized Tax Detriment for such Taxable Year and the portion thereof allocable to the
applicable Limited Partner (a “Tax Benefit Schedule”). The Schedule will become final as provided in Section 2.04(a) and may be amended as provided in
Section 2.04(b) (subject to the procedures set forth in Section 2.04(b)). The Corporate Holdcos shall engage a nationally recognized accounting or law firm to
review each Tax Benefit Schedule prior to delivery.
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Section 2.04. Procedures, Amendments.

(a) Procedure. Every time each of the Corporate Holdcos delivers to the applicable Limited Partner an applicable Schedule under this Agreement, including
any Amended Schedule delivered pursuant to Section 2.04(b), but excluding any Early Termination Schedule or amended Early Termination Schedule, each of
the Corporate Holdcos shall also (x) deliver to the applicable Limited Partner schedules and work papers providing reasonable detail regarding the preparation of
the Schedule and (y) allow such Limited Partner reasonable access at no cost to the appropriate representatives at each of the Corporate Holdcos in connection
with a review of such Schedule. The applicable Schedule shall become final and binding on a Limited Partner unless the applicable Limited Partner
Representative of such Limited Partner, within 30 calendar days after receiving an Exchange Basis Schedule or amendment thereto or within 30 calendar days
after receiving a Tax Benefit Schedule or amendment thereto, provides such Corporate Holdco with notice of a material objection to such Schedule (“Objection
Notice”) made in good faith; provided, for the sake of clarity, only a Limited Partner Representative shall have the right to object to any Schedule or Amended
Schedule pursuant to this Section 2.04. If the parties, for any reason, are unable to successfully resolve the issues raised in such notice within 30 calendar days of
receipt by such Corporate Holdco of an Objection Notice, if with respect to an Exchange Basis Schedule, or 30 calendar days of receipt by such Corporate Holdco
of an Objection Notice, if with respect to a Tax Benefit Schedule, after such Schedule was delivered to the applicable Limited Partner, such Corporate Holdco and
the applicable objecting Limited Partner Representative(s) shall employ the reconciliation procedures as described in Section 7.09 of this Agreement (the
“Reconciliation Procedures”).

(b) Amended Schedule. The applicable Schedule for any Taxable Year may be amended from time to time by each of the Corporate Holdcos (i) in
connection with a Determination affecting such Schedule, (ii) to correct material inaccuracies in the Schedule identified after the date the Schedule was provided
to the applicable Limited Partner, (iii) to comply with the Expert’s determination under the Reconciliation Procedures, (iv) to reflect a material change in the
Realized Tax Benefit or Realized Tax Detriment for such Taxable Year attributable to a carryback or carryforward of a loss or other tax item to such Taxable Year,
(v) to reflect a material change in the Realized Tax Benefit or Realized Tax Detriment for such Taxable Year attributable to an amended Tax Return filed for such
Taxable Year, or (vi) to adjust the Exchange Basis Schedule to take into account payments made pursuant to this Agreement (such Schedule, an “Amended
Schedule”).

ARTICLE III

TAX BENEFIT PAYMENTS

Section 3.01. Payments.

(a) Payments. Within five calendar days of a Tax Benefit Schedule delivered to an applicable Limited Partner becoming final in accordance with
Section 2.04(a), the Corporate Holdcos shall pay to the applicable Limited Partner for such Taxable Year the portion of the Tax Benefit Payment determined
pursuant to Section 3.01(b) that is allocable to such Limited Partner. Each such payment shall be made by cash or wire transfer of immediately available funds or
direct deposit to a bank account of the applicable Limited Partner previously designated by such Limited Partner to each of the Corporate Holdcos or as otherwise
agreed by
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the Corporate Holdco and the applicable Limited Partner. For the avoidance of doubt, no Tax Benefit Payment shall be made in respect of estimated tax payments,
including, without limitation, federal income tax payments. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, in no event shall the aggregate Tax Benefit Payments
(other than amounts accounted for as interest under the Code) in respect of any Exchange exceed 50% of the purchase price for the Carlyle Holdings Partnership
Units Exchanged.

(b) A “Tax Benefit Payment” means an amount, not less than zero, equal to 85% of the sum of the Net Tax Benefit and the Interest Amount. The “Net Tax
Benefit” shall equal: (1) the Realized Tax Benefit, if any, for a Taxable Year plus (2) the amount of the excess Realized Tax Benefit reflected on an Amended Tax
Benefit Schedule for a previous Taxable Year over the Realized Tax Benefit (or Realized Tax Detriment (expressed as a negative number)) reflected on the Tax
Benefit Schedule for such previous Taxable Year, minus (3) an amount equal to the Realized Tax Detriment (if any) for the current or any previous Taxable Year,
minus (4) the amount of the excess Realized Tax Benefit reflected on a Tax Benefit Schedule for a previous Taxable Year over the Realized Tax Benefit (or
Realized Tax Detriment (expressed as a negative number)) reflected on the Amended Tax Benefit Schedule for such previous Taxable Year; provided, however,
that to the extent of the amounts described in 3.01(b)(2), (3) and (4) were taken into account in determining any Tax Benefit Payment in a preceding Taxable Year,
such amounts shall not be taken into account in determining a Tax Benefit Payment attributable to any other Taxable Year; provided, further, for the avoidance of
doubt, no Limited Partner shall be required to return any portion of any previously made Tax Benefit Payment. The “Interest Amount” shall equal the interest on
the Net Tax Benefit calculated at the Agreed Rate from the due date (without extensions) for filing the Corporate Holdco Return with respect to Taxes for such
Taxable Year until the Payment Date. Notwithstanding the foregoing, for each Taxable Year ending on or after the date of a Change of Control, all Tax Benefit
Payments, whether paid with respect to Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units that were Exchanged (i) prior to the date of such Change of Control or (ii) on or after
the date of such Change of Control, shall be calculated by utilizing Valuation Assumptions (1), (4), and (5), substituting in each case the terms “the closing date of
a Change of Control” for an “Early Termination Date”.

Section 3.02. No Duplicative Payments. It is intended that the above provisions of this Agreement will not result in duplicative payment of any amount
(including interest) required under this Agreement. It is also intended that the provisions of this Agreement provide that 85% of the Realized Tax Benefit and
Interest Amount is paid to the Limited Partners pursuant to this Agreement. The provisions of this Agreement shall be construed in the appropriate manner as
such intentions are realized.

Section 3.03. Pro Rata Payments; Coordination of Benefits.

(a) Notwithstanding anything in Section 3.01 to the contrary, to the extent that the aggregate net tax benefit of a Corporate Holdco’s deduction with respect
to Basis Adjustments or Imputed Interest in respect of all Limited Partners under this Agreement is limited in a particular Taxable Year because the Corporate
Holdco does not have sufficient taxable income, the limitation on the tax benefit for the applicable Corporate Holdco shall be allocated among the Limited
Partners in proportion to the respective amounts of Realized Tax
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Benefits that would have been determined under this Agreement in respect of each Limited Partner if the applicable Corporate Holdco had sufficient taxable
income so that there were no such limitation.

(b) If for any reason a Corporate Holdco does not fully satisfy its payment obligations to make all Tax Benefit Payments due under this Agreement in
respect of a particular Taxable Year, then such Corporate Holdco and the Limited Partners agree that (i) such Corporate Holdco shall pay the same proportion of
each Tax Benefit Payment due under this Agreement in respect of such Taxable Year, without favoring one obligation over the other, and (ii) no Tax Benefit
Payment shall be made in respect of any Taxable Year until all Tax Benefit Payments in respect of prior Taxable Years have been made in full.

(c) Each of the Mubadala Investors and the other parties hereto hereby agrees that all Tax Benefit Payments and/or Early Termination Payments payable in
respect of an Exchange or deemed Exchange by a Mubadala Investor or its transferee shall be payable to the persons listed under the caption “Seller” on Schedule
I hereto ratably in accordance with the percentages set forth opposite the names of such persons under the caption “Percentage” on Schedule I hereto, except to
the extent such Tax Benefit Payments and/or Early Termination Payments are attributable to Basis Adjustments that exceed the Exchanged Initial Basis
Adjustments.

ARTICLE IV

TERMINATION

Section 4.01. Early Termination and Breach of Agreement.

(a) Each of the Corporate Holdcos may terminate this Agreement with respect to all of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units held (or previously held and
Exchanged) by all Limited Partners at any time by paying to all of the applicable Limited Partners the Early Termination Payment; provided, however, that this
Agreement shall terminate only upon the receipt of the Early Termination Payment by all Limited Partners, and provided, further, that each of the Corporate
Holdcos may withdraw any notice to execute its termination rights under this Section 4.01(a) prior to the time at which any Early Termination Payment has been
paid. Upon payment of the Early Termination Payments by a Corporate Holdco, neither the applicable Limited Partners nor the Corporate Holdco shall have any
further payment obligations under this Agreement in respect of such Limited Partners, other than for any (a) Tax Benefit Payment agreed to by the Corporate
Holdco and the applicable Limited Partner as due and payable but unpaid as of the Early Termination Notice and (b) Tax Benefit Payment due for the Taxable
Year ending with or including the date of the Early Termination Notice (except to the extent that the amount described in clause (b) is included in the Early
Termination Payment). If an Exchange occurs after such Corporate Holdco exercises its termination rights under this Section 4.01(a), the Corporate Holdco shall
have no obligations under this Agreement with respect to such Exchange.

(b) In the event that a Corporate Holdco breaches any of its material obligations under this Agreement, whether as a result of failure to make any payment
when due,
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failure to honor any other material obligation required hereunder or by operation of law as a result of the rejection of this Agreement in a case commenced under
the Bankruptcy Code or otherwise, then all obligations hereunder shall be accelerated and such obligations shall be calculated as if an Early Termination Notice
had been delivered on the date of such breach and shall include, but not be limited to, (1) the Early Termination Payment calculated as if an Early Termination
Notice had been delivered on the date of a breach, (2) any Tax Benefit Payment agreed to by a Corporate Holdco and any Limited Partners as due and payable but
unpaid as of the date of a breach, and (3) any Tax Benefit Payment due for the Taxable Year ending with or including the date of a breach. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, in the event that a Corporate Holdco breaches this Agreement, the Limited Partners shall be entitled to elect to receive the amounts set forth in clauses
(1), (2) and (3), above or to seek specific performance of the terms hereof. The parties agree that the failure to make any payment due pursuant to this Agreement
within three months of the date such payment is due shall be deemed to be a breach of a material obligation under this Agreement for all purposes of this
Agreement, and that it will not be considered to be a breach of a material obligation under this Agreement to make a payment due pursuant to this Agreement
within three months of the date such payment is due.

(c) The parties hereto agree that the aggregate value of the Tax Benefit Payments cannot be ascertained with any reasonable certainty for U.S. federal
income tax purposes.

Section 4.02. Early Termination Notice. If a Corporate Holdco chooses to exercise its right of early termination under Section 4.01 above, such Corporate
Holdco shall deliver to the applicable Limited Partners notice of such intention to exercise such right (“Early Termination Notice”) and a schedule (the “Early
Termination Schedule”) specifying such Corporate Holdco’s intention to exercise such right and showing in reasonable detail the calculation of the Early
Termination Payment. The applicable Early Termination Schedule shall become final and binding on a Limited Partner unless the applicable Limited Partner
Representative of such Limited Partner, within 30 calendar days after receiving the Early Termination Schedule thereto provides such Corporate Holdco with
notice of a material objection to such Schedule made in good faith (“Material Objection Notice”); provided, for the sake of clarity, only a Limited Partner
Representative shall have the right to object to any Schedule or Amendment pursuant to this Section 4.02. If the parties, for any reason, are unable to successfully
resolve the issues raised in such notice within 30 calendar days after receipt by such Corporate Holdco of the Material Objection Notice, the Corporate Taxpayer
and the applicable objecting Limited Partner Representative(s) shall employ the Reconciliation Procedures as described in Section 7.09 of this Agreement.

Section 4.03. Payment upon Early Termination.

(a) Within five calendar days after agreement between the consenting Limited Partner Representative(s) and a Corporate Holdco of the Early Termination
Schedule, such Corporate Holdco shall pay to the respective Limited Partner(s) represented by such Limited Partner Representative(s) an amount equal to the
Early Termination Payment. Such payment shall be made by cash or wire transfer of immediately available funds or direct deposit to a bank account designated
by the applicable Limited Partner or as otherwise agreed by such Corporate Holdco and the applicable Limited Partner.
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(b) The “Early Termination Payment” as of the date of the delivery of an Early Termination Schedule shall equal with respect to the applicable Limited
Partner the present value, discounted at the Early Termination Rate as of such date, of all Tax Benefit Payments that would be required to be paid by a Corporate
Holdco to the applicable Limited Partner beginning from the Early Termination Date assuming the Valuation Assumptions are applied.

ARTICLE V

SUBORDINATION AND LATE PAYMENTS

Section 5.01. Subordination. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement to the contrary, any Tax Benefit Payment or Early Termination
Payment required to be made by a Corporate Holdco to the applicable Limited Partner under this Agreement (an “Exchange Payment”) shall rank subordinate and
junior in right of payment to any principal, interest or other amounts due and payable in respect of any obligations in respect of indebtedness for borrowed money
of such Corporate Holdco and its Subsidiaries (“Senior Obligations”) and shall rank pari passu with all current or future unsecured obligations of such Corporate
Holdco that are not Senior Obligations.

Section 5.02. Late Payments by a Corporate Holdco. The amount of all or any portion of any Exchange Payment not made to the applicable Limited
Partner when due under the terms of this Agreement shall be payable together with any interest thereon, computed at the Default Rate and commencing from the
date on which such Exchange Payment was due and payable.

ARTICLE VI

NO DISPUTES; CONSISTENCY; COOPERATION

Section 6.01. Limited Partner Representative Participation in Corporate Holdcos’ and Carlyle Holdings Partnerships’ Tax Matters. Except as otherwise
provided herein, each of the Corporate Holdcos and the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships shall have full responsibility for, and sole discretion over, all Tax matters
concerning each of the Corporate Holdcos and the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships, respectively, including without limitation the preparation, filing or amending of
any Tax Return and defending, contesting or settling any issue pertaining to Taxes. Notwithstanding the foregoing, each of the Corporate Holdcos shall notify
each of the Limited Partner Representatives of, and keep each of the Limited Partner Representatives reasonably informed with respect to the portion of any audit
of such Corporate Holdco and the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships by a Taxing Authority the outcome of which is reasonably expected to affect such Limited
Partner Representative’s rights and obligations under this Agreement, and shall provide to each Limited Partner Representative reasonable opportunity to provide
information and other input to such Corporate Holdco, the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships and their respective advisors concerning the conduct of any such portion
of such audit; provided, however, that each of the Corporate Holdcos and the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships shall not be required to take any action that is
inconsistent with any provision of any of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements.
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Section 6.02. Consistency. Each of the Corporate Holdcos and each Limited Partner agree to report and cause to be reported for all purposes, including
federal, state, local and foreign Tax purposes and financial reporting purposes, all Tax-related items (including without limitation the Basis Adjustment and each
Tax Benefit Payment and Early Termination Payment) in a manner consistent with that specified by each of the Corporate Holdcos in any Schedule required to be
provided by or on behalf of each of the Corporate Holdcos to such Limited Partner under this Agreement.

Section 6.03. Cooperation. Each Limited Partner shall (a) furnish to each of the Corporate Holdcos in a timely manner such information, documents and
other materials as each such Corporate Holdco may reasonably request, and which is reasonably available to such Limited Partner, for purposes of making any
determination or computation necessary or appropriate under this Agreement, preparing any Tax Return or contesting or defending any audit, examination or
controversy with any Taxing Authority, (b) make itself available to each of Corporate Holdcos and its representatives to provide explanations of documents and
materials and such other information as each of the Corporate Holdcos or its representatives may reasonably request in connection with any of the matters
described in clause (a) above, and (c) reasonably cooperate in connection with any such matter, and each such Corporate Holdco shall reimburse the applicable
Limited Partner for any reasonable third-party costs and expenses incurred pursuant to this Section.

ARTICLE VII

MISCELLANEOUS

Section 7.01. Notices. All notices, requests, claims, demands and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed duly given and
received (a) on the date of delivery if delivered personally, by email or facsimile upon confirmation of transmission by the sender’s server or fax machine if sent
on a Business Day (or otherwise on the next Business Day) or (b) on the first Business Day following the date of dispatch if delivered by a recognized next-day
courier service. All notices hereunder shall be delivered as set forth below, or pursuant to such other instructions as may be designated in writing by the party to
receive such notice:

If to the Parent, to:

The Carlyle Group L.P.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004
(T) (202) 729-5626
(F) (202) 729-5325
Attention: General Counsel
Email: list_taxreceivablenotice@carlyle.com
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with a copy to:

Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP
425 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York 10017
(T) (212) 455-2000
(F) (212) 735-2502
Attention: Joshua Ford Bonnie, Esq.
Email: jbonnie@stblaw.com

If to any Corporate Holdco or any Carlyle Holdings Partnership, to:

c/o The Carlyle Group L.P.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004
(T) (202) 729-5626
(F) (202) 729-5325
Attention: General Counsel
Email: list_taxreceivablenotice@carlyle.com

with a copy to:

Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP
425 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York 10017
(T) (212) 455-2000
(F) (212) 735-2502
Attention: Joshua Ford Bonnie, Esq.
jbonnie@stblaw.com

If to the applicable Limited Partner, to:

The address, electronic mail address and facsimile number set forth in the records of the applicable Carlyle Holdings Partnership.

Any party may change its address, electronic mail address or fax number by giving the other party written notice of its new address or fax number in the
manner set forth above.

Section 7.02. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, all of which shall be considered one and the same agreement and
shall become effective when one or more counterparts have been signed by each of the parties and delivered to the other parties, it being understood that all
parties need not sign the same counterpart. Delivery of an executed signature page to this Agreement by electronic mail or facsimile transmission shall be as
effective as delivery of a manually signed counterpart of this Agreement.

Section 7.03. Entire Agreement; No Third Party Beneficiaries. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and supersedes all prior agreements and
understandings, both written and oral, among the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof. This Agreement
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shall be binding upon and inure solely to the benefit of each party hereto and their respective successors and permitted assigns and nothing in this Agreement,
express or implied, is intended to or shall confer upon any other Person any right, benefit or remedy of any nature whatsoever under or by reason of this
Agreement.

Section 7.04. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the law of the State of Delaware, without regard to
the conflicts of laws principles thereof that would mandate the application of the laws of another jurisdiction.

Section 7.05. Severability. If any term or other provision of this Agreement is invalid, illegal or incapable of being enforced by any law or public policy, all
other terms and provisions of this Agreement shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect so long as the economic or legal substance of the transactions
contemplated hereby is not affected in any manner materially adverse to any party. Upon such determination that any term or other provision is invalid, illegal or
incapable of being enforced, the parties hereto shall negotiate in good faith to modify this Agreement so as to effect the original intent of the parties as closely as
possible in an acceptable manner in order that the transactions contemplated hereby are consummated as originally contemplated to the greatest extent possible.

Section 7.06. Successors; Assignment; Amendments; Waivers

(a) Each Limited Partner may assign any of its rights under this Agreement to any Person in accordance with applicable law, as long as any such transferee
has executed and delivered, or, in connection with such transfer, executes and delivers, a joinder to this Agreement, in form and substance, reasonably satisfactory
to the Corporate Taxpayer, agreeing to become a Limited Partner, as applicable, for all purposes of this Agreement, except as otherwise provided in such joinder.

(b) No provision of this Agreement may be amended unless such amendment is approved in writing by the Parent, each of the Corporate Holdcos, Carlyle
Holdings I, any other Carlyle Holdings Partnership that is a party hereto at the time of such amendment and by the Limited Partners who would be entitled to
receive at least two-thirds of the Early Termination Payments payable to all Limited Partners hereunder if the Corporate Taxpayer had exercised its right of early
termination on the date of the most recent Exchange prior to such amendment (excluding, for purposes of this sentence, all payments made to any Limited Partner
pursuant to this Agreement since the date of such most recent Exchange); provided, that no such amendment shall be effective if such amendment will have a
disproportionate effect on the payments certain Limited Partners will or may receive under this Agreement unless two-thirds of all such Limited Partners so
disproportionately affected consent in writing to such amendment. No provision of this Agreement may be waived unless such waiver is in writing and signed by
the party against whom the waiver is to be effective.

(c) All of the terms and provisions of this Agreement shall be binding upon, shall inure to the benefit of and shall be enforceable by the parties hereto, each
Limited Partner and their respective successors, assigns, heirs, executors, administrators and legal representatives. Each of the Corporate Holdcos shall require
and cause any direct or indirect successor (whether by purchase, merger, consolidation or otherwise) to all or substantially all of
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the business or assets of such Corporate Holdco, by written agreement, expressly to assume and agree to perform this Agreement in the same manner and to the
same extent that such Corporate Holdco would be required to perform if no such succession had taken place.

Section 7.07. Titles and Subtitles. The titles of the sections and subsections of this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and are not to be
considered in construing this Agreement.

Section 7.08. Dispute Resolution. (a) Each party hereto other than CalPERS and each of the Mubadala Investors (i) irrevocably agrees that any and all
disputes, except for those governed by Section 7.09, which cannot be settled amicably, including any ancillary claims of any party, arising out of, relating to or in
connection with the validity, negotiation, execution, interpretation, performance or non-performance of this Agreement (including the validity, scope and
enforceability of this arbitration provision) (a “Dispute”) shall be finally settled by arbitration conducted by three arbitrators (or, in the event the amount of
quantified claims and/or estimated monetary value of other claims contained in the applicable request for arbitration is less than $3.0 million, by a sole arbitrator)
in Wilmington, Delaware in accordance with the Rules of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce (including the rules relating to costs and fees)
existing on the date of this Agreement except to the extent those rules are inconsistent with the terms of this Section 7.08, and that such arbitration shall be the
exclusive manner pursuant to which any Dispute shall be resolved; (ii) agrees that this Agreement involves commerce and is governed by the Federal Arbitration
Act, 9 U.S.C. Section 1, et seq., and any applicable treaties governing the recognition and enforcement of international arbitration agreements and awards;
(iii) agrees to take all steps necessary or advisable, including the execution of documents to be filed with the International Court of Arbitration or the International
Centre for ADR in order to properly submit any Dispute for arbitration pursuant to this Section 7.08; (iv) irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by
law, any objection it may have or hereafter have to the submission of any Dispute for arbitration pursuant to this Section 7.08 and any right to lay claim to
jurisdiction in any venue; (v) agrees that (A) the arbitrator(s) shall be U.S. lawyers, U.S. law professors and/or retired U.S. judges and all arbitrators, including the
president of the arbitral tribunal, may be U.S. nationals and (B) the arbitrator(s) shall conduct the proceedings in the English language; (vi) agrees that except as
required by law or as may be reasonably required in connection with ancillary judicial proceedings to compel arbitration, to obtain temporary or preliminary
judicial relief in aid of arbitration, or to confirm or challenge an arbitration award, the arbitration proceedings, including any hearings, shall be confidential, and
the parties shall not disclose any awards, any materials in the proceedings created for the purpose of the arbitration, or any documents produced by another party
in the proceedings not otherwise in the public domain; and (vii) agrees that performance under this Agreement shall continue if reasonably possible during any
arbitration proceedings.

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), each party hereto may bring an action or special proceeding for the purpose of compelling a party to
arbitrate, seeking temporary or preliminary relief in aid of an arbitration hereunder, or enforcing an arbitration award and, for the purposes of this paragraph (b),
each party hereto (i) irrevocably agrees that any such action or special proceeding shall be exclusively brought in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware
or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court located in the State of Delaware with subject matter jurisdiction; (ii) irrevocably
submits to
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the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such action or special proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to, and waives any right to, assert in
any such action or special proceeding that (A) it is not personally subject to the jurisdiction of such courts or any other court to which proceedings in such courts
may be appealed, (B) such action or special proceeding is brought in an inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such action or special proceeding is improper;
(iv) expressly waives any requirement for the posting of a bond by a party bringing such action or special proceeding; (v) consents to process being served in any
such action or special proceeding by mailing, certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at the address in effect for notices hereunder,
and agrees that such service shall constitute good and sufficient service of process and notice thereof; provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall affect or
limit any right to serve process in any other manner permitted by law; (vi) irrevocably waives any and all right to trial by jury in any such claim, suit, action or
proceeding; and (vii) agrees that proof shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate
and that remedies at law would be inadequate.

(c) If the arbitrator(s) shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration, or the arbitrator(s) or any court or tribunal of competent jurisdiction
shall refuse to enforce Section 7.08(a) or shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration as contemplated thereby, then, and only then, shall the
alternative provisions of this Section 7.08(c) be applicable. Each party hereto, to the fullest extent permitted by law, (i) irrevocably agrees that any Dispute shall
be exclusively brought in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court
located in the State of Delaware with subject matter jurisdiction; (ii) irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such
claim, suit, action or proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to, and waives any right to, assert in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding that (A) it is not
personally subject to the jurisdiction of such courts or any other court to which proceedings in such courts may be appealed, (B) such claim, suit, action or
proceeding is brought in an inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such claim, suit, action or proceeding is improper; (iv) expressly waives any requirement for
the posting of a bond by a party bringing such claim, suit, action or proceeding; (v) consents to process being served in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding
by mailing, certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at the address in effect for notices hereunder, and agrees that such service shall
constitute good and sufficient service of process and notice thereof; provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall affect or limit any right to serve process in any
other manner permitted by law; and (vi) irrevocably waives any and all right to trial by jury in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding; and (vii) agrees that
proof shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate and that remedies at law would
be inadequate. The parties acknowledge that the fora designated by this paragraph (c) have a reasonable relation to this Agreement, and to the parties’ relationship
with one another.

Section 7.09. Reconciliation. In the event that a Corporate Holdco and a Limited Partner Representative are unable to resolve a disagreement with respect
to the matters governed by Sections 2.04, 4.02 and 6.02 within the relevant period designated in this Agreement (“Reconciliation Dispute”), the Reconciliation
Dispute shall be submitted for determination to a nationally recognized expert (the “Expert”) in the particular area of disagreement mutually acceptable to both
parties. The Expert shall be a partner or principal in a nationally recognized
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accounting or law firm, and, unless the applicable Limited Partner Representative(s) agree otherwise, the Expert shall not, and the firm that employs the Expert
shall not, have any material relationship with such Corporate Holdco or the applicable Limited Partner Representative(s) or other actual or potential conflict of
interest. If the parties are unable to agree on an Expert within 15 calendar days of receipt by the respondent(s) of written notice of a Reconciliation Dispute, the
Expert shall be appointed by the International Chamber of Commerce Centre for Expertise. The Expert shall resolve any matter relating to the Exchange Basis
Schedule or an amendment thereto or the Early Termination Schedule or an amendment thereto within 30 calendar days and shall resolve any matter relating to a
Tax Benefit Schedule or an amendment thereto within 15 calendar days or as soon thereafter as is reasonably practicable, in each case after the matter has been
submitted to the Expert for resolution. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, if the matter is not resolved before any payment that is the subject of a
disagreement is due or any Tax Return reflecting the subject of a disagreement is due, such payment shall be made on the date prescribed by this Agreement and
such Tax Return may be filed as prepared by such Corporate Holdco, subject to adjustment or amendment upon resolution. The costs and expenses relating to the
engagement of such Expert or amending any Tax Return shall be borne by such Corporate Holdco, except as provided in the next sentence. Each of the Corporate
Holdcos and the applicable Limited Partner Representative(s) shall bear its own costs and expenses of such proceeding, unless any applicable Limited Partner
Representative has a prevailing position that is more than 10% of the payment at issue, in which case the applicable Corporate Holdco shall reimburse such
Limited Partner Representative for any reasonable out-of-pocket costs and expenses in such proceeding. Any dispute as to whether a dispute is a Reconciliation
Dispute within the meaning of this Section 7.09 shall be decided by the Expert. The Expert shall finally determine any Reconciliation Dispute and the
determinations of the Expert pursuant to this Section 7.09 shall be binding on the applicable Corporate Holdco, the applicable Limited Partner Representative(s)
and each Limited Partner and may be entered and enforced in any court having jurisdiction.

Section 7.10. Withholding. Each Corporate Holdco shall be entitled to deduct and withhold from any payment payable pursuant to this Agreement such
amounts as such Corporate Holdco is required to deduct and withhold with respect to the making of such payment under the Code, or any provision of state, local
or foreign tax law. To the extent that amounts are so withheld and paid over to the appropriate Taxing Authority by such Corporate Holdco, such withheld
amounts shall be treated for all purposes of this Agreement as having been paid to the applicable Limited Partner.

Section 7.11. Affiliated Corporations of Parent; Addition of Corporate Holdcos; Admission of a Corporate Holdco into a Consolidated Group; Transfers of
Corporate Assets.

(a) The Parent shall cause each entity that is a Corporate Holdco and that is not already a party to this Agreement to execute and deliver a joinder to this
Agreement providing that all provisions of this Agreement shall correspondingly apply to such Corporate Holdco, including the payment of Tax Benefit Payments
by such Corporate Holdco with respect to any Realized Tax Benefit attributable to Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units that are part of an Exchange.
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(b) If any Carlyle Holdings Partnership Unit was acquired, directly or indirectly, in an Exchange by an entity prior to such entity becoming a Corporate
Holdco, such Exchange shall be treated for purposes of this Agreement as having occurred immediately after such entity became a Corporate Holdco at the Fair
Market Value in existence at the time of such prior Exchange, and the entity that is now a Corporate Holdco shall be required to make the same Tax Benefit
Payments pursuant to the terms of this Agreement that it would have been required to make had it been treated as a Corporate Holdco on the date of such
Exchange; provided, however, that such Tax Benefit Payments shall be payable only with respect to (i) Exchange Date Assets that are still owned at the time such
entity becomes a Corporate Holdco, and (ii) taxable years of such entity ending on or after it becomes a Corporate Holdco.

(c) If a Corporate Holdco becomes a member of an affiliated or consolidated group of corporations that files a consolidated income tax return pursuant to
Sections 1501 et seq. of the Code or any corresponding provisions of state, local or foreign law, then: (i) the provisions of this Agreement shall be applied with
respect to the group as a whole; and (ii) Tax Benefit Payments shall be computed with reference to the consolidated taxable income and consolidated tax liability
of the group as a whole.

(d) If any entity that is obligated to make an Exchange Payment hereunder transfers one or more assets to a corporation (or a Person classified as a
corporation for U.S. income tax purposes) with which such entity does not file a consolidated tax return pursuant to Section 1501 of the Code, such entity, for
purposes of calculating the amount of any Exchange Payment (e.g., calculating the gross income of the entity and determining the Realized Tax Benefit of such
entity) due hereunder, shall be treated as having disposed of such asset in a fully taxable transaction on the date of such contribution. The consideration deemed to
be received by such entity shall be equal to the Fair Market Value of the contributed asset, plus (i) the amount of debt to which such asset is subject, in the case of
a contribution of an encumbered asset or (ii) the amount of debt allocated to such asset, in the case of a contribution of a partner interest. For purposes of this
Section 7.11, a transfer of a partnership interest shall be treated as a transfer of the transferring partner’s share of each of the assets and liabilities of that
partnership.

Section 7.12. Confidentiality. Each Limited Partner and assignee acknowledges and agrees that the information of each Corporate Holdco is confidential
and, except as required by law or legal process or to enforce the terms of this Agreement or in the course of performing any duties as necessary for such
Corporate Holdco and its Affiliates, shall keep and retain in the strictest confidence and not to disclose to any Person all confidential matters, acquired pursuant to
this Agreement, of such Corporate Holdco or any Person included within the Parent and their respective Affiliates and successors and the other Limited Partners,
including, without limitation, the identity of the beneficial holders of interests in any fund or account managed by the Parent or any of its Subsidiaries,
confidential information concerning the Parent, any Person included within the Parent and their respective Affiliates and successors, the other Limited Partners
and any fund, account or investment managed by any Person included within the Parent, including marketing, investment, performance data, fund management,
credit and financial information, and other business affairs of such Corporate Holdco, any Person included within the Parent and their respective Affiliates and
successors, the other Limited Partners and any fund, account or investment managed directly or indirectly by any Person included within such Corporate Holdco
learned by the Limited Partner heretofore or hereafter. This clause 7.12 shall not apply to (i) any
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information that has been made publicly available by any Corporate Holdco or any of their Affiliates, becomes public knowledge (except as a result of an act of
such Limited Partner in violation of this Agreement) or is generally known to the business community and (ii) the disclosure of information to the extent
necessary for a Limited Partner to prepare and file his or her tax returns, to respond to any inquiries regarding the same from any taxing authority or to prosecute
or defend any action, proceeding or audit by any taxing authority with respect to such returns. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, each Limited
Partner (and each employee, representative or other agent of such Limited Partner) may disclose to any and all Persons, without limitation of any kind, the tax
treatment and tax structure of (x) each Corporate Holdco and (y) any of its transactions, and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses)
that are provided to the Limited Partners relating to such tax treatment and tax structure.

If a Limited Partner or assignee commits a breach, or threatens to commit a breach, of any of the provisions of this Section 7.12, each Corporate Holdco
shall have the right and remedy to have the provisions of this Section 7.12 specifically enforced by injunctive relief or otherwise by any court of competent
jurisdiction without the need to post any bond or other security, it being acknowledged and agreed that any such breach or threatened breach shall cause
irreparable injury to each Corporate Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries or the other Limited Partners and the accounts and funds managed by each Corporate
Holdco and that money damages alone shall not provide an adequate remedy to such Persons. Such rights and remedies shall be in addition to, and not in lieu of,
any other rights and remedies available at law or in equity.

Section 7.13. Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements. This Agreement shall be treated as part of the partnership agreement of each Carlyle Holdings
Partnership as described in Section 761(c) of the Code, and Sections 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(h) and 1.761-1(c) of the Treasury Regulations.

Section 7.14. Carlyle Holdings Partnerships. Each Corporate Holdco hereby agrees that, to the extent it directly or indirectly through one or more wholly-
owned subsidiaries acquires a limited partnership interest, a general partner interest, managing member interest or similar interest in any Person other than a
direct or indirect subsidiary after the date hereof, it shall cause such Person to execute and deliver a joinder to this Agreement and become a “Carlyle Holdings
Partnership” for all purposes of this Agreement.

Section 7.15. Termination Election. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, at the election of each Limited Partner and to the extent specified by
such Limited Partner, this Agreement (i) shall cease to have further effect or (ii) shall not apply to an Exchange occurring after a date specified by such Limited
Partner.

Section 7.16. Independent Nature of the Limited Partners’ Rights and Obligations. The obligations of each Limited Partner hereunder are several and not
joint with the obligations of any other Limited Partner, and no Limited Partner shall be responsible in any way for the performance of the obligations of any other
Limited Partner hereunder. The decision of each Limited Partner to enter into this Agreement has been made by such Limited Partner independently of any other
Limited Partner. Nothing contained herein, and no action taken by
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any Limited Partner pursuant hereto, shall be deemed to constitute the Limited Partners as a partnership, an association, a joint venture or any other kind of entity,
or create a presumption that the Limited Partners are in any way acting in concert or as a group with respect to such obligations or the transactions contemplated
hereby and the Corporate Taxpayer, Carlyle Holdings I and Parent acknowledge that the Limited Partners are not acting in concert or as a group, and none of the
Corporate Taxpayer, Carlyle Holdings I or Parent will assert any such claim with respect to such obligations or the transactions contemplated hereby.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement as of the date first written above.
 

LIMITED PARTNERS

/s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
William E. Conway, Jr.

/s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
Daniel A. D’Aniello

/s/ David M. Rubenstein
David M. Rubenstein
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CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT
SYSTEM, an agency of the State of California

By:  /s/ Réal Desrochers
Name:  Réal Desrochers
Title:  Senior Investment Officer

By:  /s/ Scott Jacobsen
Name:  Scott Jacobsen
Title:  Portfolio Manager
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MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) I, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name:  Samar Azar
Title:  Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) II, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name:  Samar Azar
Title:  Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) III, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name:  Samar Azar
Title:  Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) IV, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name:  Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title:  Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) V, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name:  Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title:  Director
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MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) VI, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name:  Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title:  Director

FIVE OVERSEAS INVESTMENT L.L.C.

By:  /s/ Shahzad Khan
Name:  Shahzad Khan
Title:  General Manager
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Each Limited Partner set forth on Schedule I hereto.

By:  /s/ Lauren B. Dillard
 Name:  Lauren B. Dillard
 Title:  Attorney-in-fact
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CARLYLE HOLDINGS I GP INC.

By:  /s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
 Name:  William E. Conway, Jr.
 Title:  Co-Chief Executive Officer

CARLYLE HOLDINGS I L.P.

By: Carlyle Holding I GP Sub L.L.C., its general partner

By:  Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., its sole member

By:  /s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
 Name:  William E. Conway, Jr.
 Title:  Co-Chief Executive Officer

THE CARLYLE GROUP L.P.

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its general partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name:  Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title:  Founding Member
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EXHIBIT 10.3
  

AMENDED AND RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

OF

CARLYLE HOLDINGS I L.P.

Dated as of May 2, 2012
  
THE PARTNERSHIP UNITS OF CARLYLE HOLDINGS I L.P. HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS
AMENDED, THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY STATE, PROVINCE OR ANY OTHER APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS AND ARE BEING SOLD IN
RELIANCE UPON EXEMPTIONS FROM THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE SECURITIES ACT AND SUCH LAWS. SUCH UNITS MUST
BE ACQUIRED FOR INVESTMENT ONLY AND MAY NOT BE OFFERED FOR SALE, PLEDGED, HYPOTHECATED, SOLD, ASSIGNED OR
TRANSFERRED AT ANY TIME EXCEPT IN COMPLIANCE WITH (I) THE SECURITIES ACT, ANY APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY
STATE OR PROVINCE, AND ANY OTHER APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS; (II) THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AMENDED AND
RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT; AND (III) ANY OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS AGREED TO IN WRITING BETWEEN THE
GENERAL PARTNER AND THE APPLICABLE LIMITED PARTNER. THE UNITS MAY NOT BE TRANSFERRED OF RECORD EXCEPT IN
COMPLIANCE WITH SUCH LAWS; THIS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT; AND ANY OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS AGREED TO IN
WRITING BY THE GENERAL PARTNER AND THE APPLICABLE LIMITED PARTNER. THEREFORE, PURCHASERS AND OTHER TRANSFEREES
OF SUCH UNITS WILL BE REQUIRED TO BEAR THE RISK OF THEIR INVESTMENT OR ACQUISITION FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME.
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AMENDED AND RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

OF

CARLYLE HOLDINGS I L.P.

This AMENDED AND RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) of Carlyle Holdings I L.P. (the “Partnership”) is
made as of the 2  day of May, 2012, by and among Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C., a limited liability company formed under the laws of the State of
Delaware, as general partner, and the Limited Partners (as defined herein) of the Partnership.

WHEREAS, the Partnership was formed as a limited partnership pursuant to the Act, by the filing of a Certificate of Limited Partnership (the
“Certificate”) with the Office of the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware and the execution of the Limited Partnership Agreement of the Partnership dated
as of November 29, 2011 (the “Original Agreement”); and

WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to enter into this Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of the Partnership and to permit the
admission of the Limited Partners to the Partnership.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and agreements herein made and intending to be legally bound hereby, the parties
hereto agree to amend and restate the Original Agreement in its entirety to read as follows:

ARTICLE I

DEFINITIONS

SECTION 1.01. Definitions. Capitalized terms used herein without definition have the following meanings (such meanings being equally applicable
to both the singular and plural form of the terms defined):

“Act” means, the Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act, 6 Del. C. Section 17-101, et seq., as it may be amended from time to time.

“Additional Credit Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Adjusted Capital Account Balance” means, with respect to each Partner, the balance in such Partner’s Capital Account adjusted (i) by taking into
account the adjustments, allocations and distributions described in Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), (5) and (6); and (ii) by adding to
such balance such Partner’s share of Partnership Minimum Gain and Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain, determined pursuant to Treasury
Regulations Sections 1.704-2(g) and 1.704-2(i)(5), any amounts such Partner is obligated to restore pursuant to any provision of this Agreement or by
applicable Law. The foregoing definition of Adjusted Capital Account Balance is intended to comply with the provisions of Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d) and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.
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“Affiliate” means, with respect to a specified Person, any other Person that directly, or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, Controls, is
Controlled by, or is under common Control with, such specified Person. For purposes of the definition of “Affiliate,” Affiliates of the Mubadala Holders
shall only include Mubadala Development Company PJSC and its direct and indirect subsidiaries.

“Agreement” has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Amended Tax Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Assignee” has the meaning set forth in Section 8.07.

“Assumed Tax Rate” means the highest effective marginal combined U.S. federal, state and local income tax rate for a Fiscal Year prescribed for an
individual or corporate resident in New York, New York (taking into account (a) the nondeductiblity of expenses subject to the limitation described in
Section 67(a) of the Code and (b) the character (e.g., long-term or short-term capital gain or ordinary or exempt income) of the applicable income, but not
taking into account the deductibility of state and local income taxes for U.S. federal income tax purposes). For the avoidance of doubt, the Assumed Tax
Rate will be the same for all Partners.

“Available Cash” means, with respect to any fiscal period, the amount of cash on hand which the General Partner, in its reasonable discretion, deems
available for distribution to the Partners, taking into account all debts, liabilities and obligations of the Partnership then due and amounts which the General
Partner, in its reasonable discretion, deems necessary to expend or retain for working capital or to place into reserves for customary and usual claims with
respect to the Partnership’s operations.

“CalPERS” means the California Public Employees’ Retirement System.

“Capital Account” means the separate capital account maintained for each Partner in accordance with Section 5.03 hereof.

“Capital Contribution” means, with respect to any Partner, the aggregate amount of money contributed to the Partnership and the Carrying Value of
any property (other than money), net of any liabilities assumed by the Partnership upon contribution or to which such property is subject, contributed to the
Partnership pursuant to Article V.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnerships” means each of the Partnership, Placements Carlyle II S.E.C./Carlyle Holdings II L.P., a Québec société en
commandite, and Placements Carlyle III S.E.C./Carlyle Holdings III L.P., a Québec société en commandite.

“Carrying Value” means, with respect to any Partnership asset, the asset’s adjusted basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes, except that the initial
carrying value of assets contributed to the Partnership shall be their respective gross fair market values on the date of contribution as determined by the
General Partner, and the Carrying Values of all Partnership assets shall be adjusted to equal their respective fair market values, in accordance with the rules
set forth in Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(f),
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except as otherwise provided herein, as of: (a) the date of the acquisition of any additional Partnership interest by any new or existing Partner in exchange
for more than a de minimis Capital Contribution; (b) the date of the distribution of more than a de minimis amount of Partnership assets to a Partner; (c) the
date a Partnership interest is relinquished to the Partnership; or (d) any other date specified in the Treasury Regulations; provided, however, that
adjustments pursuant to clauses (a), (b) (c) and (d) above shall be made only if such adjustments are deemed necessary or appropriate by the General
Partner to reflect the relative economic interests of the Partners. The Carrying Value of any Partnership asset distributed to any Partner shall be adjusted
immediately before such distribution to equal its fair market value. In the case of any asset that has a Carrying Value that differs from its adjusted tax basis,
Carrying Value shall be adjusted by the amount of depreciation calculated for purposes of the definition of “Profits (Losses)” rather than the amount of
depreciation determined for U.S. federal income tax purposes, and depreciation shall be calculated by reference to Carrying Value rather than tax basis once
Carrying Value differs from tax basis.

“Cause” means, with respect to each Person that is or was at any time a Service Provider, the General Partner has determined in good faith that such
Person has (A) engaged in gross negligence or willful misconduct in the performance of the duties required of such Person under any employment or
services agreement between such Person and the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof, (B) willfully engaged in conduct that such Person knows or, based on facts
known to such Person, should know is materially injurious to the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof, (C) materially breached any material provision of any
employment or services agreement between such Person and the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof, (D) been convicted of, or entered a plea bargain or
settlement admitting guilt for, fraud, embezzlement, or any other felony under the laws of the United States or of any state or the District of Columbia or
any other country or any jurisdiction of any other country (but specifically excluding felonies involving a traffic violation); (E) been the subject of any
order, judicial or administrative, obtained or issued by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or similar agency or tribunal of any country, for any
securities law violation involving insider trading, fraud, misappropriation, dishonesty or willful misconduct (including, for example, any such order
consented to by such Person in which findings of facts or any legal conclusions establishing liability are neither admitted nor denied); (F) without the
express approval of the General Partner, disclosed to the public or to any press reporter or on any public media the name of or fundraising efforts of any
private fund vehicle that is sponsored by the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof and has not had a final closing of commitments or (G) has breached any
Restrictive Covenant to which such Person is subject.

“Certificate” has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Class” means the classes of Units into which the interests in the Partnership may be classified or divided from time to time by the General Partner in
its sole discretion pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement. As of the date of this Agreement the only Class is the Class A Units. Subclasses within a
Class shall not be separate Classes for purposes of this Agreement. For all purposes hereunder and under the Act, only such Classes expressly established
under this Agreement, including by the General Partner in
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accordance with this Agreement, shall be deemed to be a class of limited partner interests in the Partnership. For the avoidance of doubt, to the extent that
the General Partner holds limited partner interests of any Class, the General Partner shall not be deemed to hold a separate Class of such interests from any
other Limited Partner because it is the General Partner.

“Class A Units” means the Units of partnership interest in the Partnership designated as the “Class A Units” herein and having the rights pertaining
thereto as are set forth in this Agreement.

“Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended from time to time.

“Common Units” means common units representing limited partner interests of the Issuer.

“Consenting Party” has the meaning set forth in Section 11.10(a).

“Contingencies” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.03(a).

“Control” (including the terms “Controlled by” and “under common Control with”) means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to
direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of a Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, as trustee or executor, by
contract or otherwise, including, without limitation, the ownership, directly or indirectly, of securities having the power to elect a majority of the board of
directors or similar body governing the affairs of such Person.

“Credit Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Creditable Non-U.S. Tax” means a non-U.S. tax paid or accrued for United States federal income tax purposes by the Partnership, in either case to
the extent that such tax is eligible for credit under Section 901(a) of the Code. A non-U.S. tax is a Creditable Non-U.S. Tax for these purposes without
regard to whether a partner receiving an allocation of such non-U.S. tax elects to claim a credit for such amount. This definition is intended to be consistent
with the term “creditable foreign tax” in Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b)(4)(viii), and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.

“Disabling Event” means the General Partner ceasing to be the general partner of the Partnership pursuant to Section 17-402 of the Act.

“Dispute” has the meaning set forth in Section 11.10(a).

“Dissolution Event” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.02.

“Encumbrance” means any mortgage, hypothecation, claim, lien, encumbrance, conditional sales or other title retention agreement, right of first
refusal, preemptive right, pledge, option, charge, security interest or other similar interest, easement, judgment or imperfection of title of any nature
whatsoever.
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“ERISA” means The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended.

“Exchange Act” means the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

“Exchange Agreement” means the exchange agreement dated as of or about the date hereof among the Issuer, the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships, the
limited partners of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships from time to time party thereto, and the other parties thereto, as amended from time to time.

“Exchange Transaction” means an exchange of Units for Common Units pursuant to, and in accordance with, the Exchange Agreement or, if the
Issuer and the exchanging Limited Partner shall mutually agree, a Transfer of Units to the Issuer, the Partnership or any of their subsidiaries for other
consideration.

“Final Tax Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Fiscal Year” means, unless otherwise determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion in accordance with Section 11.12, (i) the period
commencing upon the formation of the Partnership and ending on December 31, 2011 or (ii) any subsequent twelve-month period commencing on
January 1 and ending on December 31.

“GAAP” means accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America as in effect from time to time.

“General Partner” means Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C., a limited liability company formed under the laws of the State of Delaware, or any
successor general partner admitted to the Partnership in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

“Incapacity” means, with respect to any Person, the bankruptcy, dissolution, termination, entry of an order of incompetence, or the insanity,
permanent disability or death of such Person.

“Indemnitee” (a) the General Partner, (b) any additional or substitute General Partner, (c) any Person who is or was a Tax Matters Partner, officer or
director of the General Partner or any additional or substitute General Partner, (d) any officer or director of the General Partner or any additional or
substitute General Partner who is or was serving at the request of the General Partner or any additional or substitute General Partner as an officer, director,
employee, member, partner, Tax Matters Partner, agent, fiduciary or trustee of another Person; provided that a Person shall not be an Indemnitee by reason
of providing, on a fee-for-services basis, trustee, fiduciary or custodial services, (e) any Person the General Partner in its sole discretion designates as an
“Indemnitee” for purposes of this Agreement and (f) any heir, executor or administrator with respect to Persons named in clauses (a) through (e).

“Initial Limited Partner” means each Limited Partner as of the date of this Agreement.
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“Initial Units” means, with respect to any Initial Limited Partner, the aggregate number of Class A Units owned by such Initial Limited Partner as of
the date of this Agreement.

“Issuer” means The Carlyle Group L.P., a limited partnership formed under the laws of the State of Delaware, or any successor thereto.

“Issuer General Partner” means Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., a limited liability company formed under the laws of the State of Delaware and
the general partner of the Issuer, or any successor general partner of the Issuer.

“Issuer Partnership Agreement” means the Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of the Issuer, as such agreement of limited
partnership may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Law” means any statute, law, ordinance, regulation, rule, code, executive order, injunction, judgment, decree or other order issued or promulgated
by any national, supranational, state, federal, provincial, local or municipal government or any administrative or regulatory body with authority therefrom
with jurisdiction over the Partnership or any Partner, as the case may be.

“Limited Partner” means each of the Persons from time to time listed as a limited partner in the books and records of the Partnership, and, for
purposes of Sections 8.01, 8.02, 8.03, 8.04, 8.05 and 8.06, and 8.12 any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Limited Partner.

“Liquidation Agent” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.03.

“Mubadala Holders” means, collectively, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) I, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments
(Cayman) II, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) III, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP
Investments (Cayman) IV, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) V, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company,
MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) VI, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, and Five Overseas Investment L.L.C., a United Arab Emirates limited
liability company registered in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, and, to the extent such Persons are permitted Transferees, each of Mubadala Development
Company PJSC and its direct and indirect subsidiaries.

“Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement” has the meaning set forth in Section 8.12.

“Net Taxable Income” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(i).

“Nonrecourse Deductions” has the meaning set forth in Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(b). The amount of Nonrecourse Deductions of the
Partnership for a fiscal year equals the net increase, if any, in the amount of Partnership Minimum Gain of the Partnership during that fiscal year,
determined according to the provisions of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(c).
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“Officer” means each Person designated as an officer of the Partnership by the General Partner pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of
Section 3.04, subject to any resolutions of the General Partner appointing such Person as an officer of the Partnership or relating to such appointment.

“Original Agreement” has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Partners” means, at any time, each person listed as a Partner (including the General Partner) on the books and records of the Partnership, in each
case for so long as he, she or it remains a partner of the Partnership as provided hereunder.

“Partnership” has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Partnership Minimum Gain” has the meaning set forth in Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(b)(2) and 1.704-2(d).

“Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain” means an amount with respect to each partner nonrecourse debt (as defined in Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-2(b)(4)) equal to the Partnership Minimum Gain that would result if such partner nonrecourse debt were treated as a nonrecourse liability (as
defined in Treasury Regulations Section 1.752-1(a)(2)) determined in accordance with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(i)(3).

“Partner Nonrecourse Deductions” has the meaning ascribed to the term “partner nonrecourse deductions” set forth in Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-2(i)(2).

“Person” means any individual, estate, corporation, partnership, limited partnership, limited liability company, limited company, joint venture, trust,
unincorporated or governmental organization or any agency or political subdivision thereof.

“Personal Planning Vehicle” means, in respect of any Person that is a natural person, any other Person that is not a natural person designated as a
“Personal Planning Vehicle” of such natural person in the books and records of the Partnership.

“Primary Indemnification” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.02(a).

“Profits” and “Losses” means, for each Fiscal Year or other period, the taxable income or loss of the Partnership, or particular items thereof,
determined in accordance with the accounting method used by the Partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes with the following adjustments: (a) all
items of income, gain, loss or deduction allocated pursuant to Section 5.05 shall not be taken into account in computing such taxable income or loss;
(b) any income of the Partnership that is exempt from U.S. federal income taxation and not otherwise taken into account in computing Profits and Losses
shall be added to such taxable income or loss; (c) if the Carrying Value of any asset differs from its adjusted tax basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes,
any gain or loss resulting from a disposition of such asset shall be calculated with reference to such Carrying Value; (d) upon an adjustment to the Carrying
Value (other than an adjustment in respect of depreciation) of any asset, pursuant to the definition of Carrying Value, the amount of the adjustment shall be
included as gain or loss in computing such taxable income or loss; (e) if the Carrying Value of any
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asset differs from its adjusted tax basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes, the amount of depreciation, amortization or cost recovery deductions with
respect to such asset for purposes of determining Profits and Losses, if any, shall be an amount which bears the same ratio to such Carrying Value as the
U.S. federal income tax depreciation, amortization or other cost recovery deductions bears to such adjusted tax basis (provided that if the U.S. federal
income tax depreciation, amortization or other cost recovery deduction is zero, the General Partner may use any reasonable method for purposes of
determining depreciation, amortization or other cost recovery deductions in calculating Profits and Losses); and (f) except for items in (a) above, any
expenditures of the Partnership not deductible in computing taxable income or loss, not properly capitalizable and not otherwise taken into account in
computing Profits and Losses pursuant to this definition shall be treated as deductible items.

“Restrictive Covenant” means Section 8.11 hereof and/or any provision of any agreement wherein a Limited Partner has agreed not to compete with
the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof or to solicit any investor in any investment vehicle advised or to be advised by the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof or to
solicit any employee or other service provider of the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof.

“Restrictive Covenant Period” has the meaning set forth in Section 8.11 hereof.

“Service Provider” means any Limited Partner (in his, her or its individual capacity) or other Person, who at the time in question, is employed by or
providing services to the Issuer General Partner, the Issuer, the General Partner, the Partnership or any of its subsidiaries. For the avoidance of doubt,
neither CalPERS nor any Mubadala Holder is a Service Provider.

“Securities Act” means the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

“Similar Law” means any law or regulation that could cause the underlying assets of the Partnership to be treated as assets of the Limited Partner by
virtue of its limited partner interest in the Partnership and thereby subject the Partnership and the General Partner (or other persons responsible for the
investment and operation of the Partnership’s assets) to laws or regulations that are similar to the fiduciary responsibility or prohibited transaction
provisions contained in Title I of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code.

“Tax Advances” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.07.

“Tax Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(i).

“Tax Distributions” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(i).

“Tax Matters Partner” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.08.

“Total Percentage Interest” means, with respect to any Partner, the quotient obtained by dividing the number of Units (vested and unvested) then
owned by such Partner by the number of Units (vested and unvested) then owned by all Partners.
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“Transfer” means, in respect of any Unit, property or other asset, any sale, assignment, transfer, distribution, exchange, mortgage, pledge,
hypothecation or other disposition thereof, whether voluntarily or by operation of Law, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, including, without
limitation, the exchange of any Unit for any other security.

“Transferee” means any Person that is a permitted transferee of a Partner’s interest in the Partnership, or part thereof.

“Treasury Regulations” means the income tax regulations, including temporary regulations, promulgated under the Code, as such regulations may be
amended from time to time (including corresponding provisions of succeeding regulations).

“Units” means the Class A Units and any other Class of Units that is established in accordance with this Agreement, which shall constitute interests
in the Partnership as provided in this Agreement and under the Act, entitling the holders thereof to the relative rights, title and interests in the profits,
losses, deductions and credits of the Partnership at any particular time as set forth in this Agreement, and any and all other benefits to which a holder
thereof may be entitled as a Partner as provided in this Agreement, together with the obligations of such Partner to comply with all terms and provisions of
this Agreement.

“Unvested Units” means those Units from time to time listed as unvested Units in the books and records of the Partnership.

“Vested Percentage Interest” means, with respect to any Partner, the quotient obtained by dividing the number of Vested Units then owned by such
Partner by the number of Vested Units then owned by all Partners.

“Vested Units” means those Units listed as vested Units in the books and records of the Partnership, as the same may be amended from time to time
in accordance with this Agreement.

ARTICLE II

FORMATION, TERM, PURPOSE AND POWERS

SECTION 2.01. Formation. The Partnership was formed as a limited partnership under the provisions of the Act by the filing on November 30, 2011
of the Certificate as provided in the preamble of this Agreement and execution of the Original Agreement. If requested by the General Partner, the Limited
Partners shall promptly execute all certificates and other documents consistent with the terms of this Agreement necessary for the General Partner to accomplish
all filing, recording, publishing and other acts as may be appropriate to comply with all requirements for (a) the formation and operation of a limited partnership
under the laws of the State of Delaware, (b) if the General Partner deems it advisable, the operation of the Partnership as a limited partnership, or partnership in
which the Limited Partners have limited liability, in all jurisdictions where the Partnership proposes to operate and (c) all other filings required to be made by the
Partnership. The rights, powers, duties, obligations and liabilities of the Partners shall be determined pursuant to the Act and this Agreement. To the extent that
the rights, powers, duties,
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obligations and liabilities of any Partner are different by reason of any provision of this Agreement than they would be in the absence of such provision, this
Agreement shall, to the extent permitted by the Act, control. The execution and filing of the Certificate and each amendment thereto is hereby ratified, approved
and confirmed by the Partners.

SECTION 2.02. Name. The name of the Partnership shall be, and the business of the Partnership shall be conducted under the name of “Carlyle
Holdings I L.P.,” and all Partnership business shall be conducted in that name or in such other names that comply with applicable law as the General Partner in its
sole discretion may select from time to time. Subject to the Act, the General Partner may change the name of the Partnership (and amend this Agreement to
reflect such change) at any time and from time to time without the consent of any other Person. Prompt notification of any such change shall be given to all
Partners.

SECTION 2.03. Term. The term of the Partnership commenced on the date of the filing of the Certificate, and the term shall continue until the
dissolution of the Partnership in accordance with Article IX. The existence of the Partnership shall continue until cancellation of the Certificate in the manner
required by the Act.

SECTION 2.04. Offices. The Partnership may have offices at such places either within or outside the State of Delaware as the General Partner from
time to time may select. As of the date hereof, the principal place of business and office of the Partnership is located at 1300 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, VA
22209.

SECTION 2.05. Agent for Service of Process; Existence and Good Standing; Foreign Qualification. (a)The Partnership’s registered agent and
registered office for service of process in the State of Delaware shall be as set forth in the Certificate, as the same may be amended by the General Partner from
time to time.

(b) The General Partner may take all action which may be necessary or appropriate (i) for the continuation of the Partnership’s valid existence as a
limited partnership under the laws of the State of Delaware (and of each other jurisdiction in which such existence is necessary to enable the Partnership to
conduct the business in which it is engaged) and (ii) for the maintenance, preservation and operation of the business of the Partnership in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement and applicable laws and regulations. The General Partner may file or cause to be filed for recordation in the proper office or offices
in each other jurisdiction in which the Partnership is formed or qualified, such certificates (including certificates of limited partnership and fictitious name
certificates) and other documents as are required by the applicable statutes, rules or regulations of any such jurisdiction or as are required to reflect the identity of
the Partners. The General Partner may cause the Partnership to comply, to the extent procedures are available and those matters are reasonably within the control
of the Officers, with all requirements necessary to qualify the Partnership to do business in any jurisdiction other than the State of Delaware.

SECTION 2.06. Business Purpose. The Partnership was formed for the object and purpose of, and the nature and character of the business to be
conducted by the Partnership is, engaging in any lawful act or activity for which limited partnerships may be formed under the Act.
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SECTION 2.07. Powers of the Partnership. Subject to the limitations set forth in this Agreement, the Partnership will possess and may exercise all of
the powers and privileges granted to it by the Act including, without limitation, the ownership and operation of the assets and other property contributed to the
Partnership by the Partners, by any other Law or this Agreement, together with all powers incidental thereto, so far as such powers are necessary or convenient to
the conduct, promotion or attainment of the purpose of the Partnership set forth in Section 2.06.

SECTION 2.08. Partners; Admission of New Partners. Each of the Persons listed in the books and records of the Partnership, as the same may be
amended from time to time in accordance with this Agreement, by virtue of the execution of this Agreement, are admitted as Partners of the Partnership. The
rights, duties and liabilities of the Partners shall be as provided in the Act, except as is otherwise expressly provided herein, and the Partners consent to the
variation of such rights, duties and liabilities as provided herein. Subject to Section 8.09 with respect to substitute Limited Partners, a Person may be admitted
from time to time as a new Limited Partner with the written consent of the General Partner in its sole discretion. Each new Limited Partner shall execute and
deliver to the General Partner an appropriate supplement to this Agreement pursuant to which the new Limited Partner agrees to be bound by the terms and
conditions of the Agreement, as it may be amended from time to time. A new General Partner or substitute General Partner may be admitted to the Partnership
solely in accordance with Section 8.08 or Section 9.02(e) hereof.

SECTION 2.09. Withdrawal. No Partner shall have the right to withdraw as a Partner of the Partnership other than following the Transfer of all Units
owned by such Partner in accordance with Article VIII.

SECTION 2.10. Investment Representations of Partners. Each Partner hereby represents, warrants and acknowledges to the Partnership that: (a) such
Partner has such knowledge and experience in financial and business matters and is capable of evaluating the merits and risks of an investment in the Partnership
and is making an informed investment decision with respect thereto; (b) such Partner is acquiring interests in the Partnership for investment only and not with a
view to, or for resale in connection with, any distribution to the public or public offering thereof; and (c) the execution, delivery and performance of this
Agreement have been duly authorized by such Partner.

ARTICLE III

MANAGEMENT

SECTION 3.01. General Partner. (a) The business, property and affairs of the Partnership shall be managed under the sole, absolute and exclusive
direction of the General Partner, which may from time to time delegate authority to Officers or to others to act on behalf of the Partnership.

(b) Without limiting the foregoing provisions of this Section 3.01, the General Partner shall have the general power to manage or cause the
management of the Partnership (which may be delegated to Officers of the Partnership), including, without limitation, the following powers:

(i) to develop and prepare a business plan each year which will set forth the operating goals and plans for the Partnership;
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(ii) to execute and deliver or to authorize the execution and delivery of contracts, deeds, leases, licenses, instruments of transfer and other
documents on behalf of the Partnership;

(iii) the making of any expenditures, the lending or borrowing of money, the assumption or guarantee of, or other contracting for, indebtedness
and other liabilities, the issuance of evidences of indebtedness and the incurring of any other obligations;

(iv) to establish and enforce limits of authority and internal controls with respect to all personnel and functions;

(v) to engage attorneys, consultants and accountants for the Partnership;

(vi) to develop or cause to be developed accounting procedures for the maintenance of the Partnership’s books of account; and

(vii) to do all such other acts as shall be authorized in this Agreement or by the Partners in writing from time to time.

SECTION 3.02. Compensation. The General Partner shall not be entitled to any compensation for services rendered to the Partnership in its capacity
as General Partner.

SECTION 3.03. Expenses. The Partnership shall pay, or cause to be paid, all costs, fees, operating expenses and other expenses of the Partnership
(including the costs, fees and expenses of attorneys, accountants or other professionals) incurred in pursuing and conducting, or otherwise related to, the activities
of the Partnership. The Partnership shall also, in the sole discretion of the General Partner, bear and/or reimburse the General Partner for (i) any costs, fees or
expenses incurred by the General Partner in connection with serving as the General Partner, (ii) all other expenses allocable to the Partnership or otherwise
incurred by the General Partner in connection with operating the Partnership’s business (including expenses allocated to the General Partner by its Affiliates) and
(iii) all costs, fees or expenses owed directly or indirectly by the Partnership or the General Partner to the Issuer General Partner pursuant to their reimbursement
obligations under, or which are otherwise allocated to the General Partner pursuant to, the Issuer Partnership Agreement. To the extent that the General Partner
determines in its sole discretion that such expenses are related to the business and affairs of the General Partner that are conducted through the Partnership and/or
its subsidiaries (including expenses that relate to the business and affairs of the Partnership and/or its subsidiaries and that also relate to other activities of the
General Partner), the General Partner may cause the Partnership to pay or bear all expenses of the General Partner, including, without limitation, compensation
and meeting costs of any board of directors or similar body of the General Partner, any salary, bonus, incentive compensation and other amounts paid to any
Person including Affiliates of the General Partner to perform services for the Partnership, litigation costs and damages arising from litigation, accounting and
legal costs and franchise taxes, provided that the Partnership shall not pay or bear any income tax obligations of the General Partner. Reimbursements pursuant to
this Section 3.03 shall be in addition to any reimbursement to the General Partner as a result of indemnification pursuant to Section 10.02.
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SECTION 3.04. Officers. Subject to the direction and oversight of the General Partner, the day-to-day administration of the business of the
Partnership may be carried out by persons who may be designated as officers by the General Partner, with titles including but not limited to “assistant secretary,”
“assistant treasurer,” “chairman,” “chief executive officer,” “chief financial officer,” “chief operating officer,” “chief risk officer,” “director,” “general counsel,”
“general manager,” “managing director,” “president,” “principal accounting officer,” “secretary,” “senior chairman,” “senior managing director,” “treasurer,”
“vice chairman” or “vice president,” and as and to the extent authorized by the General Partner. The officers of the Partnership shall have such titles and powers
and perform such duties as shall be determined from time to time by the General Partner and otherwise as shall customarily pertain to such offices. Any number
of offices may be held by the same person. In its sole discretion, the General Partner may choose not to fill any office for any period as it may deem advisable. All
officers and other persons providing services to or for the benefit of the Partnership shall be subject to the supervision and direction of the General Partner and
may be removed, with or without cause, from such office by the General Partner and the authority, duties or responsibilities of any employee, agent or officer of
the Partnership may be suspended by the General Partner from time to time, in each case in the sole discretion of the General Partner. The General Partner shall
not cease to be a general partner of the Partnership as a result of the delegation of any duties hereunder. No officer of the Partnership, in its capacity as such, shall
be considered a general partner of the Partnership by agreement, as a result of the performance of its duties hereunder or otherwise.

SECTION 3.05. Authority of Partners. No Limited Partner, in its capacity as such, shall participate in or have any control over the business of the
Partnership. Except as expressly provided herein, the Units do not confer any rights upon the Limited Partners to participate in the affairs of the Partnership
described in this Agreement. Except as expressly provided herein, no Limited Partner shall have any right to vote on any matter involving the Partnership,
including with respect to any merger, consolidation, combination or conversion of the Partnership, or any other matter that a limited partner might otherwise have
the ability to vote on or consent with respect to under the Act, at law, in equity or otherwise. The conduct, control and management of the Partnership shall be
vested exclusively in the General Partner. In all matters relating to or arising out of the conduct of the operation of the Partnership, the decision of the General
Partner shall be the decision of the Partnership. Except as required or permitted by Law, or expressly provided in the ultimate sentence of this Section 3.05 or by
separate agreement with the Partnership, no Partner who is not also a General Partner (and acting in such capacity) shall take any part in the management or
control of the operation or business of the Partnership in its capacity as a Partner, nor shall any Partner who is not also a General Partner (and acting in such
capacity) have any right, authority or power to act for or on behalf of or bind the Partnership in his or its capacity as a Partner in any respect or assume any
obligation or responsibility of the Partnership or of any other Partner. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Partnership may from time to time appoint one or more
Partners as officers or employ one or more Partners as employees, and such Partners, in their capacity as officers or employees of the Partnership (and not, for
clarity, in their capacity as Limited Partners of the Partnership), may take part in the control and management of the business of the Partnership to the extent such
authority and power to act for or on behalf of the Partnership has been delegated to them by the General Partner.
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SECTION 3.06. Action by Written Consent or Ratification. Any action required or permitted to be taken by the Partners pursuant to this Agreement
shall be taken if all Partners whose consent or ratification is required consent thereto or provide a consent or ratification in writing.

ARTICLE IV

DISTRIBUTIONS

SECTION 4.01. Distributions. (a) The General Partner, in its sole discretion, may authorize distributions by the Partnership to the Partners, which
distributions shall be made pro rata in accordance with the Partners’ respective Total Percentage Interests.

(b) (i) In addition to the foregoing, if the General Partner reasonably determines that the taxable income of the Partnership for a Fiscal Year will give
rise to taxable income for the Partners (“Net Taxable Income”), the General Partner shall cause the Partnership to distribute Available Cash in respect of income
tax liabilities (the “Tax Distributions”) to the extent that other distributions made by the Partnership for such year were otherwise insufficient to cover such tax
liabilities. The Tax Distributions payable with respect to any Fiscal Year shall be computed based upon the General Partner’s estimate of the
allocable Net Taxable Income in accordance with Article V, multiplied by the Assumed Tax Rate (the “Tax Amount”). For purposes of computing the Tax
Amount, the effect of any benefit under Section 743(b) of the Code will be ignored.

(ii) Tax Distributions shall be calculated and paid no later than one day prior to each quarterly due date for the payment by corporations
on a calendar year of estimated taxes under the Code in the following manner (A) for the first quarterly period, 25% of the Tax Amount,
(B) for the second quarterly period, 50% of the Tax Amount, less the prior Tax Distributions for the Fiscal Year, (C) for the third quarterly
period, 75% of the Tax Amount, less the prior Tax Distributions for the Fiscal Year and (D) for the fourth quarterly period, 100% of the Tax
Amount, less the prior Tax Distributions for the Fiscal Year. Following each Fiscal Year, and no later than one day prior to the due date for
the payment by corporations of income taxes for such Fiscal Year, the General Partner shall make an amended calculation of the Tax Amount
for such Fiscal Year (the “Amended Tax Amount”), and shall cause the Partnership to distribute a Tax Distribution, out of Available Cash, to
the extent that the Amended Tax Amount so calculated exceeds the cumulative Tax Distributions previously made by the Partnership in
respect of such Fiscal Year. If the Amended Tax Amount is less than the cumulative Tax Distributions previously made by the Partnership in
respect of the relevant Fiscal Year, then the difference (the “Credit Amount”) shall be applied against, and shall reduce, the amount of Tax
Distributions made for subsequent Fiscal Years. Within 30 days following the date on which the Partnership files a tax return on Form 1065,
the General Partner shall make a final calculation of the Tax Amount of such Fiscal Year (the “Final Tax Amount”) and shall cause the
Partnership to distribute a Tax Distribution, out of Available Cash, to the extent that the Final Tax Amount so calculated exceeds the
Amended Tax Amount. If the Final Tax
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Amount is less than the Amended Tax Amount in respect of the relevant Fiscal Year, then the difference (“Additional Credit Amount”) shall
be applied against, and shall reduce, the amount of Tax Distributions made for subsequent Fiscal Years. Any Credit Amount and Additional
Credit Amount applied against future Tax Distributions shall be treated as an amount actually distributed pursuant to this Section 4.01(b) for
purposes of the computations herein.

SECTION 4.02. Liquidation Distribution. Distributions made upon dissolution of the Partnership shall be made as provided in Section 9.03.

SECTION 4.03. Limitations on Distribution. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary contained in this Agreement, the General Partner shall
not make a Partnership distribution to any Partner if such distribution would violate Section 17-607 of the Act or other applicable Law.

ARTICLE V

CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS; CAPITAL ACCOUNTS;
TAX ALLOCATIONS; TAX MATTERS

SECTION 5.01. Initial Capital Contributions. (a) The Partners have made, on or prior to the date hereof, Capital Contributions and, in exchange, the
Partnership has issued to the Partners the number of Class A Units as specified in the books and records of the Partnership.

(b) Upon issuance by the Partnership of Class A Units to the Partners and the admission of such Partners to the Partnership, the partnership interests
in the Partnership as provided in this Agreement and under the Act held by Carlyle Holdings I Limited Partner L.L.C. will be cancelled and Carlyle Holdings I
Limited Partner L.L.C. will withdraw as a limited partner of the Partnership.

SECTION 5.02. No Additional Capital Contributions. Except as otherwise provided in this Article V, no Partner shall be required to make additional
Capital Contributions to the Partnership without the consent of such Partner or permitted to make additional capital contributions to the Partnership without the
consent of the General Partner.

SECTION 5.03. Capital Accounts. A separate capital account (a “Capital Account”) shall be established and maintained for each Partner in
accordance with the provisions of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv). The Capital Account of each Partner shall be credited with such Partner’s
Capital Contributions, if any, all Profits allocated to such Partner pursuant to Section 5.04 and any items of income or gain which are specially allocated pursuant
to Section 5.05; and shall be debited with all Losses allocated to such Partner pursuant to Section 5.04, any items of loss or deduction of the Partnership specially
allocated to such Partner pursuant to Section 5.05, and all cash and the Carrying Value of any property (net of liabilities assumed by such Partner and the
liabilities to which such property is subject) distributed by the Partnership to such Partner. Any references in any section of this Agreement to the Capital Account
of a Partner shall be deemed to refer to such Capital Account as the same may be credited or debited from time to time as set forth above. In the event of any
transfer of any interest in the Partnership in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the Transferee shall succeed to the Capital Account of the transferor to
the extent it relates to the transferred interest.
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SECTION 5.04. Allocations of Profits and Losses. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Profits and Losses (and, to the extent necessary,
individual items of income, gain or loss or deduction of the Partnership) shall be allocated in a manner such that the Capital Account of each Partner after giving
effect to the Special Allocations set forth in Section 5.05 is, as nearly as possible, equal (proportionately) to (i) the distributions that would be made pursuant to
Article IV if the Partnership were dissolved, its affairs wound up and its assets sold for cash equal to their Carrying Value, all Partnership liabilities were satisfied
(limited with respect to each non-recourse liability to the Carrying Value of the assets securing such liability) and the net assets of the Partnership were distributed
to the Partners pursuant to this Agreement, minus (ii) such Partner’s share of Partnership Minimum Gain and Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain,
computed immediately prior to the hypothetical sale of assets. For purposes of this Article V, each Unvested Unit shall be treated as a Vested Unit.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the General Partner shall make such adjustments to Capital Accounts as it determines in its sole discretion to be appropriate to
ensure allocations are made in accordance with a partner’s interest in the Partnership.

SECTION 5.05. Special Allocations. Notwithstanding any other provision in this Article V:

(a) Minimum Gain Chargeback. If there is a net decrease in Partnership Minimum Gain or Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain (determined in
accordance with the principles of Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(d) and 1.704-2(i)) during any Partnership taxable year, the Partners shall be specially
allocated items of Partnership income and gain for such year (and, if necessary, subsequent years) in an amount equal to their respective shares of such net
decrease during such year, determined pursuant to Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(g) and 1.704-2(i)(5). The items to be so allocated shall be determined in
accordance with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(f). This Section 5.05(a) is intended to comply with the minimum gain chargeback requirements in such
Treasury Regulations Sections and shall be interpreted consistently therewith; including that no chargeback shall be required to the extent of the exceptions
provided in Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(f) and 1.704-2(i)(4).

(b) Qualified Income Offset. If any Partner unexpectedly receives any adjustments, allocations, or distributions described in Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), (5) or (6), items of Partnership income and gain shall be specially allocated to such Partner in an amount and manner sufficient to
eliminate the deficit balance in such Partner’s Adjusted Capital Account Balance created by such adjustments, allocations or distributions as promptly as possible;
provided that an allocation pursuant to this Section 5.05(b) shall be made only to the extent that a Partner would have a deficit Adjusted Capital Account Balance
in excess of such sum after all other allocations provided for in this Article V have been tentatively made as if this Section 5.05(b) were not in this Agreement.
This Section 5.05(b) is intended to comply with the “qualified income offset” requirement of the Code and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.

(c) Gross Income Allocation. If any Partner has a deficit Capital Account at the end of any Fiscal Year which is in excess of the sum of (i) the
amount such Partner is obligated to restore, if any, pursuant to any provision of this Agreement, and (ii) the amount such Partner is
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deemed to be obligated to restore pursuant to the penultimate sentences of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(g)(1) and 1.704-2(i)(5), each such Partner shall
be specially allocated items of Partnership income and gain in the amount of such excess as quickly as possible; provided that an allocation pursuant to this
Section 5.05(c) shall be made only if and to the extent that a Partner would have a deficit Capital Account in excess of such sum after all other allocations
provided for in this Article V have been tentatively made as if Section 5.05(b) and this Section 5.05(c) were not in this Agreement.

(d) Nonrecourse Deductions. Nonrecourse Deductions shall be allocated to the Partners in accordance with their respective Total Percentage
Interests.

(e) Partner Nonrecourse Deductions. Partner Nonrecourse Deductions for any taxable period shall be allocated to the Partner who bears the economic
risk of loss with respect to the liability to which such Partner Nonrecourse Deductions are attributable in accordance with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-
2(j).

(f) Creditable Non-U.S. Taxes. Creditable Non-U.S. Taxes for any taxable period attributable to the Partnership, or an entity owned directly or
indirectly by the Partnership, shall be allocated to the Partners in proportion to the partners’ distributive shares of income (including income allocated pursuant to
Section 704(c) of the Code) to which the Creditable Non-U.S. Tax relates (under principles of Treasury Regulations Section 1.904-6). The provisions of this
Section 5.05(f) are intended to comply with the provisions of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b)(4)(viii), and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.

(g) Ameliorative Allocations. Any special allocations of income or gain pursuant to Sections 5.05(b) or 5.05(c) hereof shall be taken into account in
computing subsequent allocations pursuant to Section 5.04 and this Section 5.05(g), so that the net amount of any items so allocated and all other items allocated
to each Partner shall, to the extent possible, be equal to the net amount that would have been allocated to each Partner if such allocations pursuant to Sections
5.05(b) or 5.05(c) had not occurred.

SECTION 5.06. Tax Allocations. For income tax purposes, each item of income, gain, loss and deduction of the Partnership shall be allocated among
the Partners in the same manner as the corresponding items of Profits and Losses and specially allocated items are allocated for Capital Account purposes;
provided that in the case of any asset the Carrying Value of which differs from its adjusted tax basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes, income, gain, loss and
deduction with respect to such asset shall be allocated solely for income tax purposes in accordance with the principles of Sections 704(b) and (c) of the Code (in
any manner determined by the General Partner and permitted by the Code and Treasury Regulations) so as to take account of the difference between Carrying
Value and adjusted basis of such asset; provided further that the Partnership shall use the traditional method with curative allocations (as provided in Treasury
Regulations Section 1.704-3(c)) for all Section 704(c) allocations, limited to allocations of income or gain from the disposition of Partnership property where
allocations of depreciation deductions have been limited by the ceiling rule throughout the term of the Partnership). Notwithstanding the foregoing, the General
Partner shall make such allocations for tax purposes as it determines in its sole discretion to be appropriate to ensure allocations are made in accordance with a
partner’s interest in the Partnership.
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SECTION 5.07. Tax Advances. To the extent the General Partner reasonably believes that the Partnership is required by law to withhold or to make
tax payments on behalf of or with respect to any Partner or the Partnership is subjected to tax itself by reason of the status of any Partner (“Tax Advances”), the
General Partner may withhold such amounts and make such tax payments as so required. All Tax Advances made on behalf of a Partner shall be repaid by
reducing the amount of the current or next succeeding distribution or distributions which would otherwise have been made to such Partner or, if such distributions
are not sufficient for that purpose, by so reducing the proceeds of liquidation otherwise payable to such Partner. For all purposes of this Agreement such Partner
shall be treated as having received the amount of the distribution that is equal to the Tax Advance. Each Partner hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the
Partnership and the other Partners from and against any liability (including, without limitation, any liability for taxes, penalties, additions to tax or interest other
than any penalties, additions to tax or interest imposed as a result of the Partnership’s failure to withhold or make a tax payment on behalf of such Partner which
withholding or payment is required pursuant to applicable Law but only to the extent amounts sufficient to pay such taxes were not timely distributed to the
Partner pursuant to Section 4.01(b)) with respect to income attributable to or distributions or other payments to such Partner.

SECTION 5.08. Tax Matters. The General Partner shall be the initial “tax matters partner” within the meaning of Section 6231(a)(7) of the Code (the
“Tax Matters Partner”). The Partnership shall file as a partnership for federal, state, provincial and local income tax purposes, except where otherwise required by
Law. All elections required or permitted to be made by the Partnership, and all other tax decisions and determinations relating to federal, state, provincial or local
tax matters of the Partnership, shall be made by the Tax Matters Partner, in consultation with the Partnership’s attorneys and/or accountants. Tax audits,
controversies and litigations shall be conducted under the direction of the Tax Matters Partner. The Tax Matters Partner shall keep the other Partners reasonably
informed as to any tax actions, examinations or proceedings relating to the Partnership and shall submit to the other Partners, for their review and comment, any
settlement or compromise offer with respect to any disputed item of income, gain, loss, deduction or credit of the Partnership. As soon as reasonably practicable
after the end of each Fiscal Year, the Partnership shall send to each Partner a copy of U.S. Internal Revenue Service Schedule K-1, and any comparable statements
required by applicable U.S. state or local income tax Law as a result of the Partnership’s activities or investments, with respect to such Fiscal Year. The
Partnership also shall provide the Partners with such other information as may be reasonably requested for purposes of allowing the Partners to prepare and file
their own tax returns.

SECTION 5.09. Other Allocation Provisions. Certain of the foregoing provisions and the other provisions of this Agreement relating to the
maintenance of Capital Accounts are intended to comply with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b) and shall be interpreted and applied in a manner
consistent with such regulations. In addition to amendments effected in accordance with Section 11.12 or otherwise in accordance with this Agreement, Sections
5.03, 5.04 and 5.05 may also, so long as any such amendment does not materially change the relative economic interests of the Partners, be amended at any time
by the General Partner if necessary, in the opinion of tax counsel to the Partnership, to comply with such regulations or any applicable Law.
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ARTICLE VI

BOOKS AND RECORDS; REPORTS

SECTION 6.01. Books and Records. (a) At all times during the continuance of the Partnership, the Partnership shall prepare and maintain separate
books of account for the Partnership in accordance with GAAP.

(b) Except as limited by Section 6.01(c), each Limited Partner shall have the right to receive, for a purpose reasonably related to such Limited
Partner’s interest as a Limited Partner in the Partnership, upon reasonable written demand stating the purpose of such demand and at such Limited Partner’s own
expense:

(i) a copy of the Certificate and this Agreement and all amendments thereto, together with a copy of the executed copies of all powers
of attorney pursuant to which the Certificate and this Agreement and all amendments thereto have been executed; and

(ii) promptly after their becoming available, copies of the Partnership’s federal income tax returns for the three most recent years.

(c) The General Partner may keep confidential from the Limited Partners, for such period of time as the General Partner determines in its sole
discretion, (i) any information that the General Partner reasonably believes to be in the nature of trade secrets or (ii) other information the disclosure of which the
General Partner believes is not in the best interests of the Partnership, could damage the Partnership or its business or that the Partnership is required by law or by
agreement with any third party to keep confidential.

ARTICLE VII

PARTNERSHIP UNITS

SECTION 7.01. Units. Interests in the Partnership shall be represented by Units. The Units initially are comprised of one Class: “Class A Units”.
The General Partner in its sole discretion may establish and issue, from time to time in accordance with such procedures as the General Partner shall determine
from time to time, additional Units, in one or more Classes or series of Units, or other Partnership securities, at such price, and with such designations,
preferences and relative, participating, optional or other special rights, powers and duties (which may be senior to existing Units, Classes and series of Units or
other Partnership securities), as shall be determined by the General Partner without the approval of any Partner or any other Person who may acquire an interest in
any of the Units, including (i) the right of such Units to share in Profits and Losses or items thereof; (ii) the right of such Units to share in Partnership
distributions; (iii) the rights of such Units upon dissolution and liquidation of the Partnership; (iv) whether, and the terms and conditions upon which, the
Partnership may or shall be required to redeem such Units (including sinking fund provisions); (v) whether such Units are issued with the privilege of conversion
or exchange and, if so, the terms and conditions of such conversion or exchange; (vi) the terms and conditions upon which such Units will be issued, evidenced
by certificates and
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assigned or transferred; (vii) the method for determining the Total Percentage Interest as to such Units; (viii) the terms and conditions of the issuance of such
Units (including, without limitation, the amount and form of consideration, if any, to be received by the Partnership in respect thereof, the General Partner being
expressly authorized, in its sole discretion, to cause the Partnership to issue such Units for less than fair market value); and (ix) the right, if any, of the holder of
such Units to vote on Partnership matters, including matters relating to the relative designations, preferences, rights, powers and duties of such Units. The General
Partner in its sole discretion, without the approval of any Partner or any other Person, is authorized (i) to issue Units or other Partnership securities of any newly
established Class or any existing Class to Partners or other Persons who may acquire an interest in the Partnership and (ii) to amend this Agreement to reflect the
creation of any such new Class, the issuance of Units or other Partnership securities of such Class, and the admission of any Person as a Partner which has
received Units or other Partnership securities. Except as expressly provided in this Agreement to the contrary, any reference to “Units” shall include the Class A
Units and Units of any other Class or series that may be established in accordance with this Agreement. All Units of a particular Class shall have identical rights
in all respects as all other Units of such Class, except in each case as otherwise specified in this Agreement.

SECTION 7.02. Register. The register of the Partnership shall be the definitive record of ownership of each Unit and all relevant information with
respect to each Partner. Unless the General Partner shall determine otherwise, Units shall be uncertificated and recorded in the books and records of the
Partnership.

SECTION 7.03. Registered Partners. The Partnership shall be entitled to recognize the exclusive right of a Person registered on its records as the
owner of Units for all purposes and shall not be bound to recognize any equitable or other claim to or interest in Units on the part of any other Person, whether or
not it shall have express or other notice thereof, except as otherwise provided by the Act or other applicable Law.

ARTICLE VIII

VESTING; FORFEITURE OF INTERESTS; TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS

SECTION 8.01. Vesting of Unvested Units. (a) Unvested Units shall vest and shall thereafter be Vested Units for all purposes of this Agreement as
agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Limited Partner and reflected in the books and records of the Partnership.

(b) The General Partner in its sole discretion may authorize the earlier vesting of all or a portion of Unvested Units owned by any one or more
Limited Partners at any time and from time to time, and in such event, such Unvested Units shall vest and thereafter be Vested Units for all purposes of this
Agreement. Any such determination in the General Partner’s discretion in respect of Unvested Units shall be final and binding. Such determinations need not be
uniform and may be made selectively among Limited Partners, whether or not such Limited Partners are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach of
any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise.
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(c) Upon the vesting of any Unvested Units in accordance with this Section 8.01, the General Partner shall modify the books and records of the
Partnership to reflect such vesting.

SECTION 8.02. Forfeiture of Units. (a) Except as otherwise agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Person and reflected
in the books and records of the Partnership, if a Person that is a Service Provider ceases to be a Service Provider for any reason, all Unvested Units held by such
Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person), and/or in which such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person) has an indirect interest,
as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership, shall be immediately forfeited without any consideration, and any such Person (or any such Personal
Planning Vehicle) shall cease to own or have any rights, directly or indirectly, with respect to such forfeited Unvested Units.

(b) Except as otherwise agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Person and reflected in the books and records of the
Partnership, if the General Partner determines in good faith that Cause exists with respect to any Person that is or was at any time a Service Provider, the Units
(whether or not vested) held by such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person), and/or in which such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of
such Person) has an indirect interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership, shall be immediately forfeited without any consideration, and any
such Person (or any such Personal Planning Vehicle) shall cease to own or have any rights, directly or indirectly, with respect to such forfeited Units. Such
determinations need not be uniform and may be made selectively among such Persons, whether or not such Persons are similarly situated, and shall not constitute
the breach by the General Partner or any of its directors, managers, officers or members of any duty (including any fiduciary duty) hereunder or otherwise
existing at law, in equity or otherwise.

(c) Notwithstanding anything otherwise to the contrary herein, including without limitation Section 9.06 and Section 10.01, if any Person who is or
was at any time a Service Provider shall fail to perform when due any “giveback,” “true-up” or “clawback” obligation owed by such Person to the Partnership or
any of its Affiliates or to any fund sponsored by the Partnership or any of its Affiliates, the General Partner may in its sole discretion and without the consent of
any other Person, cause to be forfeited a number of Units held by such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person), and/or in which such Person (or
any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person) has an indirect interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership, equivalent in value to the
obligation which was not performed, as determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion. Such determinations need not be uniform and may be made
selectively among such Persons, whether or not such Persons are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach by the General Partner or any of its
directors, managers, officers or members of any duty (including any fiduciary duty) hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise.

(d) Upon the forfeiture of any Units in accordance with this Section 8.02, such Units shall be cancelled and the General Partner shall modify the
books and records of the Partnership to reflect such forfeiture and cancellation.

SECTION 8.03. Limited Partner Transfers. (a) Except as otherwise agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Limited
Partner and reflected in the books and records of the Partnership, no Limited Partner or Assignee thereof may Transfer (including
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pursuant to an Exchange Transaction) all or any portion of its Units or other interest in the Partnership (or beneficial interest therein) without the prior consent of
the General Partner, which consent may be given or withheld, or made subject to such conditions (including, without limitation, the receipt of such legal opinions
and other documents that the General Partner may require) as are determined by the General Partner, in each case in the General Partner’s sole discretion, and
which consent may be in the form of a plan or program entered into or approved by the General Partner, in its sole discretion. Any such determination in the
General Partner’s discretion in respect of Units shall be final and binding. Such determinations need not be uniform and may be made selectively among Limited
Partners, whether or not such Limited Partners are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach of any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in
equity or otherwise. Any purported Transfer of Units that is not in accordance with, or subsequently violates, this Agreement shall be, to the fullest extent
permitted by law, null and void.

(b) Notwithstanding anything otherwise to the contrary in this Section 8.03, from and after the fifth anniversary of the date hereof, each Limited
Partner may Transfer Units in Exchange Transactions pursuant to, and in accordance with, the Exchange Agreement; provided that such Exchange Transactions
shall be effected in compliance with policies that the General Partner may adopt or promulgate from time to time (including policies requiring the use of
designated administrators or brokers).

(c) The parties hereto agree that the Units held by CalPERS shall not be subject to the restrictions on Transfer set forth in paragraph (a) above. The
parties hereto agree that the Units held by the Mubadala Holders shall not be subject to the restrictions on Transfer set forth in paragraph (a) above, and shall be
subject such restrictions agreed to in writing by the Mubadala Holders in one or more separate agreements.

(d) Notwithstanding anything otherwise to the contrary in this Section 8.03, a Personal Planning Vehicle of a Limited Partner may Transfer Units:
(i) to the donor thereof; (ii) if the Personal Planning Vehicle is a grantor retained annuity trust and the trustee(s) of such grantor retained annuity trust is obligated
to make one or more distributions to the donor of the grantor retained annuity trust, the estate of the donor of the grantor retained annuity trust, the spouse of the
donor of the grantor retained annuity trust or the estate of the spouse of the donor of the grantor retained annuity trust, to any such Persons; or (iii) upon the death
of such Limited Partner, to the spouse of such Limited Partner or a trust for which a deduction under Section 2056 or 2056A (or any successor provisions) of the
Code may be sought.

SECTION 8.04. Mandatory Exchanges. The General Partner may in its sole discretion at any time and from time to time, without the consent of any
Limited Partner or other Person, cause to be Transferred in an Exchange Transaction any and all Units, except for Units held by (x) CalPERS, (y) any Mubadala
Holder, or (z) any Person that is a Service Provider at the time in question and/or in which a Person that is a Service Provider at the time in question has an
indirect interest as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership. Any such determinations by the General Partner need not be uniform and may be made
selectively among Limited Partners, whether or not such Limited Partners are similarly situated. In addition, the General Partner may, with the consent of Partners
whose Vested Percentage Interests exceed 75% of the Vested Percentage Interests of all Partners in the aggregate, require all Limited Partners (except for
CalPERS and the Mubadala Holders) to Transfer in an Exchange Transaction all Units held by them.
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SECTION 8.05. Encumbrances. No Limited Partner or Assignee may create an Encumbrance with respect to all or any portion of its Units (or any
beneficial interest therein) other than Encumbrances that run in favor of the Limited Partner unless the General Partner consents in writing thereto, which consent
may be given or withheld, or made subject to such conditions as are determined by the General Partner, in the General Partner’s sole discretion. Consent of the
General Partner shall be withheld until the holder of the Encumbrance acknowledges the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Any purported Encumbrance
that is not in accordance with this Agreement shall be, to the fullest extent permitted by law, null and void.

SECTION 8.06. Further Restrictions. (a) Notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement, the General Partner may impose such vesting
requirements, forfeiture provisions, Transfer restrictions, minimum retained ownership requirements or other similar provisions with respect to any Units that are
outstanding as of the date of this Agreement or are created thereafter, with the written consent of the holder of such Units. Such requirements, provisions and
restrictions need not be uniform and may be waived or released by the General Partner in its sole discretion with respect to all or a portion of the Units owned by
any one or more Limited Partners at any time and from time to time, and shall not constitute the breach of any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in
equity or otherwise.

(b) Notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement, in no event may any Transfer of a Unit be made by any Limited Partner or Assignee
if:

(i) such Transfer is made to any Person who lacks the legal right, power or capacity to own such Unit;

(ii) such Transfer would require the registration of such transferred Unit or of any Class of Unit pursuant to any applicable United
States federal or state securities laws (including, without limitation, the Securities Act or the Exchange Act) or other non-U.S. securities laws
(including Canadian provincial or territorial securities laws) or would constitute a non-exempt distribution pursuant to applicable provincial
or state securities laws;

(iii) such Transfer would cause (i) all or any portion of the assets of the Partnership to (A) constitute “plan assets” (under ERISA, the
Code or any applicable Similar Law) of any existing or contemplated Limited Partner, or (B) be subject to the provisions of ERISA,
Section 4975 of the Code or any applicable Similar Law, or (ii) the General Partner to become a fiduciary with respect to any existing or
contemplated Limited Partner, pursuant to ERISA, any applicable Similar Law, or otherwise;

(iv) to the extent requested by the General Partner, the Partnership does not receive such legal and/or tax opinions and written
instruments (including, without limitation, copies of any instruments of Transfer and such Assignee’s consent to be bound by this Agreement
as an Assignee) that are in a
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form satisfactory to the General Partner, as determined in the General Partner’s sole discretion; provided, however, that any requirement to
provide legal and/or tax opinions pursuant to this clause (iv) shall not apply to CalPERS or the Mubadala Holders; or

(v) the General Partner shall determine in its sole discretion that such Transfer would pose a material risk that the Partnership would be
a “publicly traded partnership” as defined in Section 7704 of the Code.

In addition, notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement, to the extent the General Partner shall determine that interests in the
Partnership do not meet the requirements of Treasury Regulation section 1.7704-1(h), the General Partner may impose such restrictions on the Transfer of Units
or other interests in the Partnership as the General Partner may determine in its sole discretion to be necessary or advisable so that the Partnership is not treated as
a publicly traded partnership taxable as a corporation under Section 7704 of the Code.

(c) Any Transfer in violation of this Article VIII shall be deemed null and void ab initio and of no effect.

SECTION 8.07. Rights of Assignees. Subject to Section 8.06(b), the Transferee of any permitted Transfer pursuant to this Article VIII will be an
assignee only (“Assignee”), and only will receive, to the extent transferred, the distributions and allocations of income, gain, loss, deduction, credit or similar item
to which the Partner which transferred its Units would be entitled, and such Assignee will not be entitled or enabled to exercise any other rights or powers of a
Partner, such other rights, and all obligations relating to, or in connection with, such interest remaining with the transferring Partner. The transferring Partner will
remain a Partner even if it has transferred all of its Units to one or more Assignees until such time as the Assignee(s) is admitted to the Partnership as a Partner
pursuant to Section 8.09.

SECTION 8.08. Admissions, Withdrawals and Removals. (a) No Person may be admitted to the Partnership as an additional General Partner or
substitute General Partner without the prior written consent of each incumbent General Partner, which consent may be given or withheld, or made subject to such
conditions as are determined by each incumbent General Partner, in each case in the sole discretion of each incumbent General Partner. A General Partner will not
be entitled to Transfer all of its Units or to withdraw from being a General Partner of the Partnership unless another General Partner shall have been admitted
hereunder (and not have previously been removed or withdrawn).

(b) No Limited Partner will be removed or entitled to withdraw from being a Partner of the Partnership except in accordance with Section 8.10
hereof. Any additional General Partner or substitute General Partner admitted as a general partner of the Partnership pursuant to this Section 8.08 is hereby
authorized to, and shall, continue the Partnership without dissolution.

(c) Except as otherwise provided in Article IX or the Act, no admission, substitution, withdrawal or removal of a Partner will cause the dissolution of
the Partnership. To the fullest extent permitted by law, any purported admission, withdrawal or removal that is not in accordance with this Agreement shall be null
and void.
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SECTION 8.09. Admission of Assignees as Substitute Limited Partners. An Assignee will become a substitute Limited Partner only if and when
each of the following conditions is satisfied:

(a) the General Partner consents in writing to such admission, which consent may be given or withheld, or made subject to such conditions as are
determined by the General Partner, in each case in the General Partner’s sole discretion;

(b) if required by the General Partner, the General Partner receives written instruments (including, without limitation, copies of any instruments of
Transfer and such Assignee’s consent to be bound by this Agreement as a substitute Limited Partner) that are in a form satisfactory to the General Partner
(as determined in its sole discretion);

(c) if required by the General Partner, the General Partner receives an opinion of counsel satisfactory to the General Partner to the effect that such
Transfer is in compliance with this Agreement and all applicable Law; and

(d) if required by the General Partner, the parties to the Transfer, or any one of them, pays all of the Partnership’s reasonable expenses connected
with such Transfer (including, but not limited to, the reasonable legal and accounting fees of the Partnership).

SECTION 8.10. Withdrawal and Removal of Limited Partners. Subject to Section 8.07, if a Limited Partner ceases to hold any Units, including as a
result of a forfeiture of Units pursuant to Section 8.02, then such Limited Partner shall cease to be a Limited Partner and to have the power to exercise any rights
or powers of a Limited Partner, and shall be deemed to have withdrawn from the Partnership.

SECTION 8.11. No Solicitation. Each Limited Partner that is a Service Provider agrees, and each Limited Partner that holds Units in which a Service
Provider has an indirect interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership agrees on behalf of such Service Provider, that for so long as such Person
is a Service Provider and for a period of one year after the effective date on which such Person ceases to be a Service Provider for any reason (such period, the
“Restrictive Covenant Period”), such former Service Provider shall not, directly or indirectly, whether alone or in concert with other Persons:

(a) solicit any Person that is a Service Provider at the time in question, to abandon such employment;

(b) hire a Person who is, or within the prior year was, a Service Provider; or

(c) solicit any Person (or any Affiliate of such Person) which is a subscribing investor in, or a partner or member of, any fund or vehicle advised or to
be advised by the Partnership or any Affiliate thereof of, or with which the Partnership or any Affiliate thereof has arrangements relating to the payment of
management fees, incentive fees or carried interest, for the purpose of obtaining funds (whether debt or equity) or inducing such Person to make an
investment (whether debt or equity) which is sponsored or promoted by such former Service Provider (or by any Affiliate or employer of such former
Service Provider).
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SECTION 8.12. Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement. Unless otherwise permitted by the General Partner in its sole discretion, (i) each
Limited Partner that is or was at any time a Service Provider shall, until the expiration of the Restrictive Covenant Period applicable to such Service Provider,
continue to hold (and may not Transfer) at least 25% of all Vested Units received collectively by such Limited Partner and by any Personal Planning Vehicle of
such Limited Partner; and (ii) each Limited Partner that holds Units in which a Person that is or was at any time a Service Provider has an indirect interest, as set
forth in the books and records of the Partnership, shall, until the expiration of the Restrictive Covenant Period applicable to such Service Provider, continue to
hold (and may not Transfer) at least 25% of all Vested Units received collectively by such Limited Partner in which such Person (or any Personal Planning
Vehicle of such Person) has an indirect interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership (clauses (i) and (ii) above, as applicable, the “Minimum
Retained Ownership Requirement”). For purposes of this Section 8.12, unless the General Partner shall otherwise determine in its sole discretion, (x) Units
received by a Personal Planning Vehicle of a Limited Partner shall be deemed held by such Limited Partner for purposes of calculating the number of Vested
Units received by such Limited Partner and (y) Units received by a Personal Planning Vehicle of a Limited Partner shall not be deemed to be held by such
Limited Partner for purposes of calculating whether the relevant percentage of Vested Units held satisfies the Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement. The
General Partner may in its sole discretion resolve any question regarding the satisfaction of the Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement or the application of
the provisions of this 8.12, including the calculation of Units received and Units held with respect to Service Providers that hold direct and indirect interests in
Units. Any such determination in the General Partner’s discretion shall be final and binding. Such determinations need not be uniform and may be made
selectively among Persons, whether or not such Persons are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach of any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at
law, in equity or otherwise.

ARTICLE IX

DISSOLUTION, LIQUIDATION AND TERMINATION

SECTION 9.01. No Dissolution. Except as required by the Act, the Partnership shall not be dissolved by the admission of additional Partners or
withdrawal of Partners in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The Partnership may be dissolved, liquidated, wound up and terminated only pursuant to
the provisions of this Article IX, and the Partners hereby irrevocably waive any and all other rights they may have to cause a dissolution of the Partnership or a
sale or partition of any or all of the Partnership assets.

SECTION 9.02. Events Causing Dissolution. The Partnership shall be dissolved and its affairs shall be wound up upon the occurrence of any of the
following events (each, a “Dissolution Event”):

(a) the entry of a decree of judicial dissolution of the Partnership under Section 17-802 of the Act upon the finding by a court of competent
jurisdiction that it is not reasonably practicable to carry on the business of the Partnership in conformity with this Agreement;
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(b) any event which makes it unlawful for the business of the Partnership to be carried on by the Partners;

(c) the written consent of all Partners;

(d) at any time there are no limited partners, unless the Partnership is continued in accordance with the Act;

(e) the Incapacity or removal of the General Partner or the occurrence of a Disabling Event with respect to the General Partner; provided that the
Partnership will not be dissolved or required to be wound up in connection with any of the events specified in this Section 9.02(e) if: (i) at the time of the
occurrence of such event there is at least one other general partner of the Partnership who is hereby authorized to, and elects to, carry on the business of the
Partnership; or (ii) all remaining Limited Partners consent to or ratify the continuation of the business of the Partnership and the appointment of another
general partner of the Partnership, effective as of the event that caused the General Partner to cease to be a general partner of the Partnership, within 120
days following the occurrence of any such event, which consent shall be deemed (and if requested each Limited Partner shall provide a written consent or
ratification) to have been given for all Limited Partners if the holders of more than 50% of the Vested Units then outstanding agree in writing to so continue
the business of the Partnership; or

(f) the determination of the General Partner in its sole discretion; provided that in the event of a dissolution pursuant to this clause (f), the relative
economic rights of each Class of Units immediately prior to such dissolution shall be preserved to the greatest extent practicable with respect to
distributions made to Partners pursuant to Section 9.03 below in connection with the winding up of the Partnership, taking into consideration tax and other
legal constraints that may adversely affect one or more parties hereto and subject to compliance with applicable laws and regulations, unless, and to the
extent that, with respect to any Class of Units, holders of not less than 90% of the Units of such Class consent in writing to a treatment other than as
described above.

SECTION 9.03. Distribution upon Dissolution. Upon dissolution, the Partnership shall not be terminated and shall continue until the winding up of
the affairs of the Partnership is completed. Upon the winding up of the Partnership, the General Partner, or any other Person designated by the General Partner
(the “Liquidation Agent”), shall take full account of the assets and liabilities of the Partnership and shall, unless the General Partner determines otherwise,
liquidate the assets of the Partnership as promptly as is consistent with obtaining the fair value thereof. The proceeds of any liquidation shall be applied and
distributed in the following order:

(a) First, to the satisfaction of debts and liabilities of the Partnership (including satisfaction of all indebtedness to Partners and/or their Affiliates to
the extent otherwise permitted by law) including the expenses of liquidation, and including the establishment of any reserve which the Liquidation Agent
shall deem reasonably necessary for any contingent, conditional or unmatured contractual liabilities or obligations of the Partnership (“Contingencies”).
Any such reserve may be paid over by the Liquidation Agent to any attorney-at-law, or acceptable party, as escrow agent, to be held for
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disbursement in payment of any Contingencies and, at the expiration of such period as shall be deemed advisable by the Liquidation Agent for distribution
of the balance in the manner hereinafter provided in this Section 9.03; and

(b) The balance, if any, to the holders of Units, pro rata to each of the holders of Units in accordance with their Total Percentage Interests.

SECTION 9.04. Time for Liquidation. A reasonable amount of time shall be allowed for the orderly liquidation of the assets of the Partnership and
the discharge of liabilities to creditors so as to enable the Liquidation Agent to minimize the losses attendant upon such liquidation.

SECTION 9.05. Termination. The Partnership shall terminate when all of the assets of the Partnership, after payment of or due provision for all
debts, liabilities and obligations of the Partnership, shall have been distributed to the holders of Units in the manner provided for in this Article IX, and the
Certificate shall have been cancelled in the manner required by the Act.

SECTION 9.06. Claims of the Partners. The Partners shall look solely to the Partnership’s assets for the return of their Capital Contributions, and if
the assets of the Partnership remaining after payment of or due provision for all debts, liabilities and obligations of the Partnership are insufficient to return such
Capital Contributions, the Partners shall have no recourse against the Partnership or any other Partner or any other Person. No Partner with a negative balance in
such Partner’s Capital Account shall have any obligation to the Partnership or to the other Partners or to any creditor or other Person to restore such negative
balance during the existence of the Partnership, upon dissolution or termination of the Partnership or otherwise, except to the extent required by the Act.

SECTION 9.07. Survival of Certain Provisions. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the provisions of Sections 10.02, 11.09
and 11.10 shall survive the termination of the Partnership.

ARTICLE X

LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION

SECTION 10.01. Liability of Partners.

(a) No Limited Partner and no Affiliate, manager, member, employee or agent of a Limited Partner shall be liable for any debt, obligation or liability
of the Partnership or of any other Partner or have any obligation to restore any deficit balance in its Capital Account solely by reason of being a Partner of the
Partnership, except to the extent required by the Act.

(b) This Agreement is not intended to, and does not, create or impose any duty (including any fiduciary duty) on any of the Partners (including
without limitation, the General Partner) hereto or on their respective Affiliates. Further, the Partners hereby waive any and all duties (including fiduciary duties)
that, absent such waiver, may exist at or be implied by Law or in equity, and in doing so, recognize, acknowledge and agree that their duties and obligations to
one another and to the Partnership are only as expressly set forth in this Agreement and those required by the Act.
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(c) To the extent that, at law or in equity, any Partner (including without limitation, the General Partner) has duties (including fiduciary duties) and
liabilities relating thereto to the Partnership, to another Partner or to another Person who is a party to or is otherwise bound by this Agreement, the Partners
(including without limitation, the General Partner) acting under this Agreement will not be liable to the Partnership, to any such other Partner or to any such other
Person who is a party to or is otherwise bound by this Agreement, for their good faith reliance on the provisions of this Agreement. The provisions of this
Agreement, to the extent that they restrict or eliminate the duties and liabilities relating thereto of any Partner (including without limitation, the General Partner)
otherwise existing at law or in equity, are agreed by the Partners to replace to that extent such other duties and liabilities of the Partners relating thereto (including
without limitation, the General Partner).

(d) The General Partner may consult with legal counsel, accountants and financial or other advisors and any act or omission suffered or taken by the
General Partner on behalf of the Partnership or in furtherance of the interests of the Partnership in good faith in reliance upon and in accordance with the advice
of such counsel, accountants or financial or other advisors will be full justification for any such act or omission, and the General Partner will be fully protected in
so acting or omitting to act so long as such counsel or accountants or financial or other advisors were selected with reasonable care.

(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or otherwise applicable provision of law or equity, whenever in this Agreement the
General Partner is permitted or required to make a decision (i) in its “sole discretion” or “discretion” or under a grant of similar authority or latitude, such General
Partner shall be entitled to consider only such interests and factors as it desires, including its own interests, and shall, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable
Law, have no duty or obligation to give any consideration to any interest of or factors affecting the Partnership or the Limited Partners, or (ii) in its “good faith”
or under another expressed standard, such General Partner shall act under such express standard and shall not be subject to any other or different standards.

SECTION 10.02. Indemnification.

(a) Indemnification. To the fullest extent permitted by law, as the same exists or hereafter be amended (but in the case of any such amendment, only
to the extent that such amendment permits the Partnership to provide broader indemnification rights than such law permitted the Partnership to provide prior to
such amendment), the Partnership shall indemnify any Indemnitee who was or is made or is threatened to be made a party to or is otherwise involved in any
threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding (brought in the right of the Partnership or otherwise), whether civil, criminal, administrative,
arbitrative or investigative, and whether formal or informal, including appeals, by reason of his or her or its status as an Indemnitee or by reason of any action
alleged to have been taken or omitted to be taken by Indemnitee in such capacity, for and against all loss and liability suffered and expenses (including attorneys’
fees), judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement reasonably incurred by such Indemnitee in connection with such action, suit or proceeding, including
appeals; provided that such Indemnitee
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shall not be entitled to indemnification hereunder if, but only to the extent that, such Indemnitee’s conduct constituted fraud, bad faith or willful misconduct.
Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, except as otherwise provided in Section 10.02(c), the Partnership shall be required to indemnify an Indemnitee in
connection with any action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) (i) commenced by such Indemnitee only if the commencement of such action, suit or proceeding
(or part thereof) by such Indemnitee was authorized by the General Partner and (ii) by or in the right of the Partnership only if the General Partner has provided
its prior written consent. The indemnification of an Indemnitee of the type identified in clause (d) of the definition of Indemnitee shall be secondary to any and all
indemnification to which such Indemnitee is entitled from (x) the relevant other Person (including any payment made to such Indemnitee under any insurance
policy issued to or for the benefit of such Person or Indemnitee), and (y) the relevant Fund (if applicable) (including any payment made to such Indemnitee under
any insurance policy issued to or for the benefit of such Fund or the Indemnitee) (clauses (x) and (y) together, the “Primary Indemnification”), and will only be
paid to the extent the Primary Indemnification is not paid and/or does not provide coverage (e.g., a self-insured retention amount under an insurance policy). No
such Person or Fund shall be entitled to contribution or indemnification from or subrogation against the Partnership. The indemnification of any other Indemnitiee
shall, to the extent not in conflict with such policy, be secondary to any and all payment to which such Indemnitee is entitled from any relevant insurance policy
issued to or for the benefit of the Partnership or any Indemnitee. “Fund” means any fund, investment vehicle or account whose investments are managed or
advised by the Issuer (if any) or its affiliates.

(b) Advancement of Expenses. To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Partnership shall promptly pay expenses (including attorneys’ fees)
incurred by any Indemnitee in appearing at, participating in or defending any action, suit or proceeding in advance of the final disposition of such action, suit or
proceeding, including appeals, upon presentation of an undertaking on behalf of such Indemnitee to repay such amount if it shall ultimately be determined that
such Indemnitee is not entitled to be indemnified under this Section 10.02 or otherwise. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, except as otherwise provided in
Section 10.02(c), the Partnership shall be required to pay expenses of an Indemnitee in connection with any action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof)
(i) commenced by such Indemnitee only if the commencement of such action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) by such Indemnitee was authorized by the
General Partner and (ii) by or in the right of the Partnership only if the General Partner has provided its prior written consent.

(c) Unpaid Claims. If a claim for indemnification (following the final disposition of such action, suit or proceeding) or advancement of expenses
under this Section 10.02 is not paid in full within 30 days after a written claim therefor by any Indemnitee has been received by the Partnership, such Indemnitee
may file proceedings to recover the unpaid amount of such claim and, if successful in whole or in part, shall be entitled to be paid the expense of prosecuting such
claim. In any such action the Partnership shall have the burden of proving that such Indemnitee is not entitled to the requested indemnification or advancement of
expenses under applicable Law.

(d) Insurance. (i) To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Partnership may purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any person described in
Section 10.02(a) against any liability asserted against such person, whether or not the Partnership would have the power to indemnify such person against such
liability under the provisions of this Section 10.02 or otherwise.
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(ii) In the event of any payment by the Partnership under this Section 10.02, the Partnership shall be subrogated to the extent of such
payment to all of the rights of recovery of the Indemnitee from any relevant other Person or under any insurance policy issued to or for the benefit of the
Partnership, such relevant other Person, or any Indemnitee. Each Indemnitee agrees to execute all papers required and take all action necessary to secure such
rights, including the execution of such documents as are necessary to enable the Partnership to bring suit to enforce any such rights in accordance with the terms
of such insurance policy or other relevant document. The Partnership shall pay or reimburse all expenses actually and reasonably incurred by the Indemnitee in
connection with such subrogation.

(iii) The Partnership shall not be liable under this Section 10.02 to make any payment of amounts otherwise indemnifiable hereunder
(including, but not limited to, judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement, and excise taxes with respect to an employee benefit plan or penalties) if and to
the extent that the applicable Indemnitee has otherwise actually received such payment under this Section 10.02 or any insurance policy, contract, agreement or
otherwise.

(e) Non-Exclusivity of Rights. The provisions of this Section 10.02 shall be applicable to all actions, claims, suits or proceedings made or
commenced after the date of this Agreement, whether arising from acts or omissions to act occurring before or after its adoption. The provisions of this
Section 10.02 shall be deemed to be a contract between the Partnership and each person entitled to indemnification under this Section 10.02 (or legal
representative thereof) who serves in such capacity at any time while this Section 10.02 and the relevant provisions of applicable Law, if any, are in effect, and
any amendment, modification or repeal hereof shall not affect any rights or obligations then existing with respect to any state of facts or any action, suit or
proceeding then or theretofore existing, or any action, suit or proceeding thereafter brought or threatened based in whole or in part on any such state of facts. If
any provision of this Section 10.02 shall be found to be invalid or limited in application by reason of any law or regulation, it shall not affect the validity of the
remaining provisions hereof. The rights of indemnification provided in this Section 10.02 shall neither be exclusive of, nor be deemed in limitation of, any rights
to which any person may otherwise be or become entitled or permitted by contract, this Agreement or as a matter of law, both as to actions in such person’s
official capacity and actions in any other capacity, it being the policy of the Partnership that indemnification of any person whom the Partnership is obligated to
indemnify pursuant to Section 10.02(a) shall be made to the fullest extent permitted by law.

For purposes of this Section 10.02, references to “other enterprises” shall include employee benefit plans; references to “fines” shall include any
excise taxes assessed on a person with respect to an employee benefit plan; and references to “serving at the request of the Partnership” shall include any service
as a director, officer, employee or agent of the Partnership which imposes duties on, or involves services by, such director, officer, employee, or agent with respect
to an employee benefit plan, its participants, or beneficiaries.
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This Section 10.02 shall not limit the right of the Partnership, to the extent and in the manner permitted by law, to indemnify and to advance
expenses to, and purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of, persons other than persons described in Section 10.02(a).

ARTICLE XI

MISCELLANEOUS

SECTION 11.01. Severability. If any term or other provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or incapable of being enforced by any
rule of Law, or public policy, all other conditions and provisions of this Agreement shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect so long as the economic or
legal substance of the transactions is not affected in any manner materially adverse to any party. Upon a determination that any term or other provision is invalid,
illegal or incapable of being enforced, the parties hereto shall negotiate in good faith to modify this Agreement so as to effect the original intent of the parties as
closely as possible in a mutually acceptable manner in order that the transactions contemplated hereby be consummated as originally contemplated to the fullest
extent possible.

SECTION 11.02. Notices. All notices, requests, claims, demands and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be given (and
shall be deemed to have been duly given upon receipt) by delivery in person, by courier service (delivery receipt requested), by fax, by electronic mail or by
registered or certified mail (postage prepaid, return receipt requested) to the respective parties at the following addresses (or at such other address for a party as
shall be specified in a notice given in accordance with this Section 11.02):

(a) If to the Partnership, to:

Carlyle Holdings I L.P.
c/o Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_carlyleholdingsnotice@carlyle.com

(b) If to any Partner, to:

c/o Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_carlyleholdingsnotice@carlyle.com

Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C. shall use commercially reasonable efforts to forward any such communication to the applicable Partner’s address, email
address or facsimile number as shown in the Partnership’s books and records.
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(c) If to the General Partner, to:

Carlyle Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_carlyleholdingsnotice@carlyle.com

SECTION 11.03. Cumulative Remedies. The rights and remedies provided by this Agreement are cumulative and the use of any one right or remedy
by any party shall not preclude or waive its right to use any or all other remedies. Said rights and remedies are given in addition to any other rights the parties may
have by Law.

SECTION 11.04. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of all of the parties and, to the extent permitted by
this Agreement, their successors, executors, administrators, heirs, legal representatives and assigns.

SECTION 11.05. Interpretation. Throughout this Agreement, nouns, pronouns and verbs shall be construed as masculine, feminine, neuter, singular
or plural, whichever shall be applicable. Unless otherwise specified, all references herein to “Articles,” “Sections” and paragraphs shall refer to corresponding
provisions of this Agreement.

Each party hereto acknowledges and agrees that the parties hereto have participated collectively in the negotiation and drafting of this Agreement
and that he or she or it has had the opportunity to draft, review and edit the language of this Agreement; accordingly, it is the intention of the parties that no
presumption for or against any party arising out of drafting all or any part of this Agreement will be applied in any dispute relating to, in connection with or
involving this Agreement. Accordingly, the parties hereby waive to the fullest extent permitted by law the benefit of any rule of law or any legal decision that
would require that in cases of uncertainty, the language of a contract should be interpreted most strongly against the party who drafted such language.

SECTION 11.06. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed and delivered (including by facsimile transmission) in one or more counterparts,
and by the different parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of which when executed and delivered shall be deemed to be an original but all of which taken
together shall constitute one and the same agreement. Copies of executed counterparts transmitted by telecopy or other electronic transmission service shall be
considered original executed counterparts for purposes of this Section 11.06.

SECTION 11.07. Further Assurances. Each Limited Partner shall perform all other acts and execute and deliver all other documents as may be
necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes and intent of this Agreement.

SECTION 11.08. Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement among the parties hereto pertaining to the subject matter
hereof and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings pertaining thereto.
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SECTION 11.09. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the law of the State of Delaware.

SECTION 11.10. Dispute Resolution.

(a) The Partnership, and, except for CalPERS and each of the Mubadala Holders, each Partner, each other Person who acquires a Unit or other
interest in the Partnership and each other Person who is bound by this Agreement (collectively, the “Consenting Parties” and each a “Consenting Party”)
(i) irrevocably agrees that, unless the General Partner shall otherwise agree in writing, any claims, suits, actions or proceedings arising out of or relating in any
way to this Agreement or any interest in the Partnership (including, without limitation, any claims, suits or actions under or to interpret, apply or enforce (A) the
provisions of this Agreement, including without limitation the validity, scope or enforceability of this Section 11.10(a) or the arbitrability of any Dispute (as
defined below), (B) the duties, obligations or liabilities of the Partnership to the Partners, or of the Partners to the Partnership, or among Partners, (C) the rights or
powers of, or restrictions on, the Partnership, or any Partner, (D) any provision of the Act or other similar applicable statutes, (E) any other instrument, document,
agreement or certificate contemplated either by any provision of the Act relating to the Partnership or by this Agreement or (F) the federal securities laws of the
United States or the securities or antifraud laws of any international, national, state, provincial, territorial, local or other governmental or regulatory authority,
including, in each case, the applicable rules and regulations promulgated thereunder (regardless of whether such Disputes (x) sound in contract, tort, fraud or
otherwise, (y) are based on common law, statutory, equitable, legal or other grounds, or (z) are derivative or direct claims)) (a “Dispute”) shall be finally settled
by arbitration conducted by three arbitrators (or, in the event the amount of quantified claims and/or estimated monetary value of other claims contained in the
applicable request for arbitration is less than $3.0 million, by a sole arbitrator) in Wilmington, Delaware in accordance with the Rules of Arbitration of the
International Chamber of Commerce (including the rules relating to costs and fees) existing on the date of this Agreement except to the extent those rules are
inconsistent with the terms of this Section 11.10, and that such arbitration shall be the exclusive manner pursuant to which any Dispute shall be resolved;
(ii) agrees that this Agreement involves commerce and is governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. Section 1, et seq. and any applicable treaties
governing the recognition and enforcement of international arbitration agreements and awards; (iii) agrees to take all steps necessary or advisable, including the
execution of documents to be filed with the International Court of Arbitration or the International Centre for ADR in order to properly submit any Dispute for
arbitration pursuant to this Section 11.10; (iv) irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by law, any objection it may have or hereafter have to the
submission of any Dispute for arbitration pursuant to this Section 11.10 and any right to lay claim to jurisdiction in any venue; (v) agrees that (A) the arbitrator(s)
shall be U.S. lawyers, U.S. law professors and/or retired U.S. judges and all arbitrators, including the president of the arbitral tribunal, may be U.S. nationals and
(B) the arbitrator(s) shall conduct the proceedings in the English language; (vi) agrees that except as required by law (including any disclosure requirement to
which the Partnership may be subject under any securities law, rule or regulation or applicable securities exchange rule or requirement) or as may be reasonably
required in connection with ancillary judicial proceedings to compel arbitration, to obtain temporary or preliminary judicial relief in aid of arbitration, or to
confirm or challenge an arbitration award, the arbitration proceedings, including any hearings, shall be confidential, and the parties shall not disclose any awards,
any materials in the proceedings created for the purpose of the arbitration, or any
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documents produced by another party in the proceedings not otherwise in the public domain; (vii) irrevocably agrees that, unless the General Partner and the
relevant named party or parties shall otherwise mutually agree in writing, (A) the arbitrator(s) may award declaratory or injunctive relief only in favor of the
individual party seeking relief and only to the extent necessary to provide relief warranted by that party’s individual claim, (B) SUCH CONSENTING PARTY
MAY BRING CLAIMS ONLY IN ITS INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY, AND NOT AS A PLAINTIFF, CLASS REPRESENTATIVE OR CLASS MEMBER, OR AS
A PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL, IN ANY PURPORTED CLASS OR REPRESENTATIVE PROCEEDING, and (C) the arbitrator(s) may not consolidate
more than one person’s claims, and shall not have authority otherwise to preside over any form of a representative or class or consolidated proceeding or entertain
any claim on behalf of a person who is not a named party, nor shall any arbitrator have authority to make any award for the benefit of, or against, any person who
is not a named party; and (viii) agrees that if a Dispute that would be arbitrable under this Agreement if brought against a Consenting Party is brought against an
employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee of such Consenting Party or its Affiliates (other than Disputes brought by the employer or principal of any such
employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee) for alleged actions or omissions of such employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee undertaken as an
employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee of such Consenting Party or its Affiliates, such employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee shall be entitled to
invoke this arbitration agreement. Notwithstanding Section 11.01, each provision of this Section 11.10(a) shall be deemed material, and shall not be severable and
this Section 11.10(a) shall be enforced only in its entirety. Performance under this Agreement shall continue if reasonably possible during any arbitration
proceedings.

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), any Consenting Party may bring an action or special proceeding for the purpose of compelling a
party to arbitrate, seeking temporary or preliminary relief in aid of an arbitration hereunder, or enforcing an arbitration award and, for the purposes of this
paragraph (b), each Consenting Party (i) irrevocably agrees that, unless the General Partner consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, any such
action or special proceeding shall be exclusively brought in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware or, if such court does not have subject matter
jurisdiction thereof, any other court located in the State of Delaware with subject matter jurisdiction; (ii) irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such
courts in connection with any such action or special proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to, and waives any right to, assert in any such action or special
proceeding that (A) it is not personally subject to the jurisdiction of such courts or any other court to which proceedings in such courts may be appealed, (B) such
action or special proceeding is brought in an inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such action or special proceeding is improper; (iv) expressly waives any
requirement for the posting of a bond by a party bringing such action or special proceeding; (v) consents to process being served in any such action or special
proceeding by mailing, certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at the address in effect for notices hereunder, and agrees that such
service shall constitute good and sufficient service of process and notice thereof; provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall affect or limit any right to serve
process in any other manner permitted by law; (VI) IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY AND ALL RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY SUCH CLAIM, SUIT,
ACTION OR PROCEEDING; and (vii) agrees that proof shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the provisions of this Agreement would be
difficult to calculate and that remedies at law would be inadequate.
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(c) If the arbitrator(s) shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration, or the arbitrator(s) or any court or tribunal of competent
jurisdiction shall refuse to enforce any provision of Section 11.10(a) or shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration as contemplated thereby, then,
and only then, shall the alternative provisions of this Section 11.10(c) be applicable. Each Consenting Party, to the fullest extent permitted by law, (i) irrevocably
agrees that unless the General Partner consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, any Dispute shall be exclusively brought in the Court of
Chancery of the State of Delaware or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court located in the State of Delaware with subject
matter jurisdiction over such Dispute; (ii) irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such claim, suit, action or
proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to, and waives any right to, assert in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding that (A) it is not personally subject to the
jurisdiction of such courts or any other court to which proceedings in such courts may be appealed, (B) such claim, suit, action or proceeding is brought in an
inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such claim, suit, action or proceeding is improper; (iv) expressly waives any requirement for the posting of a bond by a
party bringing such claim, suit, action or proceeding; (v) consents to process being served in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding by mailing, certified mail,
return receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at the address in effect for notices hereunder, and agrees that such service shall constitute good and sufficient
service of process and notice thereof; provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall affect or limit any right to serve process in any other manner permitted by
law; and (VI) IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY AND ALL RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY SUCH CLAIM, SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING; AND
(vii) agrees that proof shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate and that remedies
at law would be inadequate. The parties acknowledge that the fora designated by this paragraph (c) have a reasonable relation to this Agreement, and to the
parties’ relationship with one another.

SECTION 11.11. Expenses. Except as otherwise specified in this Agreement, the Partnership shall be responsible for all costs and expenses,
including, without limitation, fees and disbursements of counsel, financial advisors and accountants, incurred in connection with its operation.

SECTION 11.12. Amendments and Waivers. (a) This Agreement (including the Annexes hereto) may be amended, supplemented, waived or
modified by the General Partner in its sole discretion without the approval of any Limited Partner or other Person; provided that no amendment may (i) materially
and adversely affect the rights of a holder of Units, as such, other than on a pro rata basis with other holders of Units of the same Class without the consent of
such holder (or, if there is more than one such holder that is so affected, without the consent of a majority in interest of such affected holders in accordance with
their holdings of such Class of Units), (ii) materially and adversely affect the rights of a Mubadala Holder without the prior written consent of such Mubadala
Holder, or (iii) materially and adversely affect the rights of CalPERS without the prior written consent of CalPERS; provided further, however, that
notwithstanding the foregoing, the General Partner may, without the written consent of any Limited Partner or any other Person, amend, supplement, waive or
modify any provision of this Agreement and execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record whatever documents may be required in connection
therewith, to reflect: (i) any amendment, supplement, waiver or modification that the General Partner determines to be necessary or appropriate in connection
with the creation, authorization or
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issuance of Units or any Class or series of equity interest in the Partnership pursuant to Section 7.01 hereof; (ii) the admission, substitution, withdrawal or
removal of Partners in accordance with this Agreement, including pursuant to Section 7.01 hereof; (iii) a change in the name of the Partnership, the location of the
principal place of business of the Partnership, the registered agent of the Partnership or the registered office of the Partnership; (iv) any amendment, supplement,
waiver or modification that the General Partner determines in its sole discretion to be necessary or appropriate to address changes in U.S. federal income tax
regulations, legislation or interpretation; and/or (v) a change in the Fiscal Year or taxable year of the Partnership and any other changes that the General Partner
determines to be necessary or appropriate as a result of a change in the Fiscal Year or taxable year of the Partnership including a change in the dates on which
distributions are to be made by the Partnership. If an amendment has been approved in accordance with this agreement, such amendment shall be adopted and
effective with respect to all Partners. Upon obtaining such approvals as may be required by this Agreement, and without further action or execution on the part of
any other Partner or other Person, any amendment to this Agreement may be implemented and reflected in a writing executed solely by the General Partner and
the Limited Partners shall be deemed a party to and bound by such amendment.

(b) No failure or delay by any party in exercising any right, power or privilege hereunder (other than a failure or delay beyond a period of time
specified herein) shall operate as a waiver thereof nor shall any single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of
any other right, power or privilege. The rights and remedies herein provided shall be cumulative and not exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by Law.

(c) The General Partner may, in its sole discretion, unilaterally amend this Agreement on or before the effective date of the final regulations to
provide for (i) the election of a safe harbor under Proposed Treasury Regulation Section 1.83-3(l) (or any similar provision) under which the fair market value of
a partnership interest (or interest in an entity treated as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes) that is transferred is treated as being equal to the
liquidation value of that interest, (ii) an agreement by the Partnership and each of its Partners to comply with all of the requirements set forth in such regulations
and Notice 2005-43 (and any other guidance provided by the Internal Revenue Service with respect to such election) with respect to all partnership interests (or
interest in an entity treated as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes) transferred in connection with the performance of services while the election
remains effective, (iii) the allocation of items of income, gains, deductions and losses required by the final regulations similar to Proposed Treasury Regulation
Section 1.704-1(b)(4)(xii)(b) and (c), and (iv) any other related amendments.

(d) Except as may be otherwise required by law in connection with the winding-up, liquidation, or dissolution of the Partnership, each Partner hereby
irrevocably waives any and all rights that it may have to maintain an action for judicial accounting or for partition of any of the Partnership’s property.

SECTION 11.13. No Third Party Beneficiaries. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure solely to the benefit of the parties hereto and their
permitted assigns and successors and nothing herein, express or implied, is intended to or shall confer upon any other Person or entity, any legal or equitable right,
benefit or remedy of any nature whatsoever under or by reason of this Agreement (other than pursuant to Section 10.02 hereof); provided, however that each
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employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee of any Consenting Party or its Affiliates is an intended third party beneficiary of Section 11.10(a) and shall be
entitled to enforce its rights thereunder.

SECTION 11.14. Headings. The headings and subheadings in this Agreement are included for convenience and identification only and are in no way
intended to describe, interpret, define or limit the scope, extent or intent of this Agreement or any provision hereof.

SECTION 11.15. Power of Attorney. Each Limited Partner, by its execution hereof, hereby makes, constitutes and appoints the General Partner as its
true and lawful agent and attorney in fact, with full power of substitution and full power and authority in its name, place and stead, to make, execute, sign,
acknowledge, swear to, record and file (a) this Agreement and any amendment to this Agreement that has been adopted as herein provided; (b) the original
certificate of limited partnership of the Partnership and all amendments thereto required or permitted by law or the provisions of this Agreement; (c) all
certificates and other instruments (including consents and ratifications which the Limited Partners have agreed to provide upon a matter receiving the agreed
support of Limited Partners) deemed advisable by the General Partner to carry out the provisions of this Agreement (including the provisions of Section 8.05) and
Law or to permit the Partnership to become or to continue as a limited partnership or partnership wherein the Limited Partners have limited liability in each
jurisdiction where the Partnership may be doing business; (d) all instruments that the General Partner deems appropriate to reflect a change or modification of this
Agreement or the Partnership in accordance with this Agreement, including, without limitation, the admission of additional Limited Partners or substituted
Limited Partners pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement; (e) all conveyances and other instruments or papers deemed advisable by the General Partner to
effect the liquidation and termination of the Partnership; and (f) all fictitious or assumed name certificates required or permitted (in light of the Partnership’s
activities) to be filed on behalf of the Partnership.

SECTION 11.16. Separate Agreements; Schedules. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, including Section 11.12, the General
Partner may, or may cause the Partnership to, without the approval of any Limited Partner or other Person, enter into separate subscription, letter or other
agreements with individual Limited Partners with respect to any matter, which have the effect of establishing rights under, or altering, supplementing or amending
the terms of, this Agreement. The parties hereto agree that any terms contained in any such separate agreement shall govern with respect to such Limited
Partner(s) party thereto notwithstanding the provisions of this Agreement. The General Partner may from time to time execute and deliver to the Limited Partners
schedules which set forth information contained in the books and records of the Partnership and any other matters deemed appropriate by the General Partner.
Such schedules shall be for information purposes only and shall not be deemed to be part of this Agreement for any purpose whatsoever.

SECTION 11.17. Partnership Status. The parties intend to treat the Partnership as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes.

SECTION 11.18. Delivery by Facsimile or Email. This Agreement, the agreements referred to herein, and each other agreement or instrument
entered into in connection herewith or therewith or contemplated hereby or thereby, and any amendments hereto or thereto, to
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the extent signed and delivered by means of a facsimile machine or email with scan or facsimile attachment, shall be treated in all manner and respects as an
original agreement or instrument and shall be considered to have the same binding legal effect as if it were the original signed version thereof delivered in person.
No party hereto or to any such agreement or instrument shall raise the use of a facsimile machine or email to deliver a signature or the fact that any signature or
agreement or instrument was transmitted or communicated through the use of a facsimile machine or email as a defense to the formation or enforceability of a
contract, and each such party forever waives any such defense.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have entered into this Agreement or have caused this Agreement to be duly executed by their respective
authorized officers, in each case as of the date first above stated.
 

LIMITED PARTNERS

/s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
William E. Conway, Jr.

/s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
Daniel A. D’Aniello

/s/ David M. Rubenstein
David M. Rubenstein

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings I L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT
SYSTEM, an agency of the State of California

By:  /s/ Réal Desrochers
Name: Réal Desrochers
Title: Senior Investment Officer

By:  /s/ Scott Jacobsen
Name: Scott Jacobsen
Title: Portfolio Manager

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings I L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) I, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) II, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) III, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) IV, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) V, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings I L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) VI, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

FIVE OVERSEAS INVESTMENT L.L.C.

By:  /s/ Shahzad Khan
Name: Shahzad Khan
Title: General Manager

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings I L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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All Limited Partners listed on Schedule I attached hereto.

By:  /s/ Jeffrey W. Ferguson
 Name: Jeffrey W. Ferguson
 Title: Attorney-in-Fact

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings I L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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Solely to reflect its withdrawal as a limited partner pursuant to
Section 5.01(b):

CARLYLE HOLDINGS I LIMITED PARTNER L.L.C.

By:  Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., its sole member

By:  /s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
 Name: William E. Conway, Jr.
 Title: Co-Chief Executive Officer

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings I L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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GENERAL PARTNER:

CARLYLE HOLDINGS I GP SUB L.L.C.

By:  Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., its sole member

By:  /s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
 Name: William E. Conway, Jr.
 Title: Co-Chief Executive Officer

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings I L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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EXHIBIT 10.4
   

AMENDED AND RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

OF

CARLYLE HOLDINGS II L.P.

Dated as of May 2, 2012
   
THE PARTNERSHIP UNITS OF CARLYLE HOLDINGS II L.P. HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS
AMENDED, THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY STATE, PROVINCE OR ANY OTHER APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS AND ARE BEING SOLD IN
RELIANCE UPON EXEMPTIONS FROM THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE SECURITIES ACT AND SUCH LAWS. SUCH UNITS MUST
BE ACQUIRED FOR INVESTMENT ONLY AND MAY NOT BE OFFERED FOR SALE, PLEDGED, HYPOTHECATED, SOLD, ASSIGNED OR
TRANSFERRED AT ANY TIME EXCEPT IN COMPLIANCE WITH (I) THE SECURITIES ACT, ANY APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY
STATE OR PROVINCE, AND ANY OTHER APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS; (II) THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AMENDED AND
RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT; AND (III) ANY OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS AGREED TO IN WRITING BETWEEN THE
GENERAL PARTNER AND THE APPLICABLE LIMITED PARTNER. THE UNITS MAY NOT BE TRANSFERRED OF RECORD EXCEPT IN
COMPLIANCE WITH SUCH LAWS; THIS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT; AND ANY OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS AGREED TO IN
WRITING BY THE GENERAL PARTNER AND THE APPLICABLE LIMITED PARTNER. THEREFORE, PURCHASERS AND OTHER TRANSFEREES
OF SUCH UNITS WILL BE REQUIRED TO BEAR THE RISK OF THEIR INVESTMENT OR ACQUISITION FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME.
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AMENDED AND RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

OF

CARLYLE HOLDINGS II L.P.

This AMENDED AND RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) of Carlyle Holdings II L.P. (the “Partnership”)
is made as of the 2  day of May, 2012, by and among Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C., a limited liability company formed under the laws of the State of Delaware,
as general partner, and the Limited Partners (as defined herein) of the Partnership.

WHEREAS, the Partnership was formed as a limited partnership pursuant to the Act, by the execution of the Limited Partnership Agreement of the
Partnership dated as of November 29, 2011 (the “Original Agreement”); and

WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to enter into this Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of the Partnership and to permit the
admission of the Limited Partners to the Partnership.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and agreements herein made and intending to be legally bound hereby, the parties
hereto agree to amend and restate the Original Agreement in its entirety to read as follows:

ARTICLE I

DEFINITIONS

SECTION 1.01. Definitions. Capitalized terms used herein without definition have the following meanings (such meanings being equally applicable
to both the singular and plural form of the terms defined):

“Act” means, the Civil Code and An Act respecting the legal publicity of enterprises (Québec), R.S.Q., c. P-44.1, as they may be amended from time
to time, and the laws of Québec applicable to partnerships.

“Additional Credit Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Adjusted Capital Account Balance” means, with respect to each Partner, the balance in such Partner’s Capital Account adjusted (i) by taking into
account the adjustments, allocations and distributions described in Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), (5) and (6); and (ii) by adding to
such balance such Partner’s share of Partnership Minimum Gain and Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain, determined pursuant to Treasury
Regulations Sections 1.704-2(g) and 1.704-2(i)(5), any amounts such Partner is obligated to restore pursuant to any provision of this Agreement or by
applicable Law. The foregoing definition of Adjusted Capital Account Balance is intended to comply with the provisions of Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d) and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.
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“Affiliate” means, with respect to a specified Person, any other Person that directly, or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, Controls, is
Controlled by, or is under common Control with, such specified Person. For purposes of the definition of “Affiliate,” Affiliates of the Mubadala Holders
shall only include Mubadala Development Company PJSC and its direct and indirect subsidiaries.

“Agreement” has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Amended Tax Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Assignee” has the meaning set forth in Section 8.07.

“Assumed Tax Rate” means the highest effective marginal combined U.S. federal, state and local income tax rate for a Fiscal Year prescribed for an
individual or corporate resident in New York, New York (taking into account (a) the nondeductiblity of expenses subject to the limitation described in
Section 67(a) of the Code and (b) the character (e.g., long-term or short-term capital gain or ordinary or exempt income) of the applicable income, but not
taking into account the deductibility of state and local income taxes for U.S. federal income tax purposes). For the avoidance of doubt, the Assumed Tax
Rate will be the same for all Partners.

“Available Cash” means, with respect to any fiscal period, the amount of cash on hand which the General Partner, in its reasonable discretion, deems
available for distribution to the Partners, taking into account all debts, liabilities and obligations of the Partnership then due and amounts which the General
Partner, in its reasonable discretion, deems necessary to expend or retain for working capital or to place into reserves for customary and usual claims with
respect to the Partnership’s operations.

“CalPERS” means the California Public Employees’ Retirement System.

“Capital Account” means the separate capital account maintained for each Partner in accordance with Section 5.03 hereof.

“Capital Contribution” means, with respect to any Partner, the aggregate amount of money contributed to the Partnership and the Carrying Value of
any property (other than money), net of any liabilities assumed by the Partnership upon contribution or to which such property is subject, contributed to the
Partnership pursuant to Article V.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnerships” means each of the Partnership, Carlyle Holdings I L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, and Placements Carlyle III
S.E.C./Carlyle Holdings III L.P., a Québec société en commandite.

“Carrying Value” means, with respect to any Partnership asset, the asset’s adjusted basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes, except that the initial
carrying value of assets contributed to the Partnership shall be their respective gross fair market values on the date of contribution as determined by the
General Partner, and the Carrying Values of all Partnership assets shall be adjusted to equal their respective fair market values, in accordance with the rules
set forth in Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(f),
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except as otherwise provided herein, as of: (a) the date of the acquisition of any additional Partnership interest by any new or existing Partner in exchange
for more than a de minimis Capital Contribution; (b) the date of the distribution of more than a de minimis amount of Partnership assets to a Partner; (c) the
date a Partnership interest is relinquished to the Partnership; or (d) any other date specified in the Treasury Regulations; provided, however, that
adjustments pursuant to clauses (a), (b) (c) and (d) above shall be made only if such adjustments are deemed necessary or appropriate by the General
Partner to reflect the relative economic interests of the Partners. The Carrying Value of any Partnership asset distributed to any Partner shall be adjusted
immediately before such distribution to equal its fair market value. In the case of any asset that has a Carrying Value that differs from its adjusted tax basis,
Carrying Value shall be adjusted by the amount of depreciation calculated for purposes of the definition of “Profits (Losses)” rather than the amount of
depreciation determined for U.S. federal income tax purposes, and depreciation shall be calculated by reference to Carrying Value rather than tax basis once
Carrying Value differs from tax basis.

“Cause” means, with respect to each Person that is or was at any time a Service Provider, the General Partner has determined in good faith that such
Person has (A) engaged in gross negligence or willful misconduct in the performance of the duties required of such Person under any employment or
services agreement between such Person and the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof, (B) willfully engaged in conduct that such Person knows or, based on facts
known to such Person, should know is materially injurious to the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof, (C) materially breached any material provision of any
employment or services agreement between such Person and the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof, (D) been convicted of, or entered a plea bargain or
settlement admitting guilt for, fraud, embezzlement, or any other felony under the laws of the United States or of any state or the District of Columbia or
any other country or any jurisdiction of any other country (but specifically excluding felonies involving a traffic violation); (E) been the subject of any
order, judicial or administrative, obtained or issued by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or similar agency or tribunal of any country, for any
securities law violation involving insider trading, fraud, misappropriation, dishonesty or willful misconduct (including, for example, any such order
consented to by such Person in which findings of facts or any legal conclusions establishing liability are neither admitted nor denied); (F) without the
express approval of the General Partner, disclosed to the public or to any press reporter or on any public media the name of or fundraising efforts of any
private fund vehicle that is sponsored by the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof and has not had a final closing of commitments or (G) has breached any
Restrictive Covenant to which such Person is subject.

“Civil Code” means the Civil Code of Québec, RSQ c. C-1991, as it may be amended from time to time.

“Class” means the classes of Units into which the interests in the Partnership may be classified or divided from time to time by the General Partner in
its sole discretion pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement. As of the date of this Agreement the only Class is the Class A Units. Subclasses within a
Class shall not be separate Classes for purposes of this Agreement. For all purposes hereunder and under the Act, only such Classes expressly
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established under this Agreement, including by the General Partner in accordance with this Agreement, shall be deemed to be a class of limited partner
interests in the Partnership. For the avoidance of doubt, to the extent that the General Partner holds limited partner interests of any Class, the General
Partner shall not be deemed to hold a separate Class of such interests from any other Limited Partner because it is the General Partner.

“Class A Units” means the Units of partnership interest in the Partnership designated as the “Class A Units” herein and having the rights pertaining
thereto as are set forth in this Agreement.

“Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended from time to time.

“Common Units” means common units representing limited partner interests of the Issuer.

“Consenting Party” has the meaning set forth in Section 11.10(a).

“Contingencies” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.03(a).

“Control” (including the terms “Controlled by” and “under common Control with”) means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to
direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of a Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, as trustee or executor, by
contract or otherwise, including, without limitation, the ownership, directly or indirectly, of securities having the power to elect a majority of the board of
directors or similar body governing the affairs of such Person.

“Credit Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Creditable Non-U.S. Tax” means a non-U.S. tax paid or accrued for United States federal income tax purposes by the Partnership, in either case to
the extent that such tax is eligible for credit under Section 901(a) of the Code. A non-U.S. tax is a Creditable Non-U.S. Tax for these purposes without
regard to whether a partner receiving an allocation of such non-U.S. tax elects to claim a credit for such amount. This definition is intended to be consistent
with the term “creditable foreign tax” in Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b)(4)(viii), and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.

“Declaration” means the registration declaration of the Partnership filed with the Registraire des entreprises (Québec) pursuant to the Act, as
amended from time to time.

“Dispute” has the meaning set forth in Section 11.10(a).

“Dissolution Event” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.02.

“Encumbrance” means any mortgage, hypothecation, claim, lien, encumbrance, conditional sales or other title retention agreement, right of first
refusal, preemptive right, pledge, option, charge, security interest or other similar interest, easement, judgment or imperfection of title of any nature
whatsoever.
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“ERISA” means The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended.

“Exchange Act” means the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

“Exchange Agreement” means the exchange agreement dated as of or about the date hereof among the Issuer, the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships, the
limited partners of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships from time to time party thereto, and the other parties thereto, as amended from time to time.

“Exchange Transaction” means an exchange of Units for Common Units pursuant to, and in accordance with, the Exchange Agreement or, if the
Issuer and the exchanging Limited Partner shall mutually agree, a Transfer of Units to the Issuer, the Partnership or any of their subsidiaries for other
consideration.

“Final Tax Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Fiscal Year” means, unless otherwise determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion in accordance with Section 11.12, (i) the period
commencing upon the formation of the Partnership and ending on December 31, 2011 or (ii) any subsequent twelve-month period commencing on
January 1 and ending on December 31.

“GAAP” means accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America as in effect from time to time.

“General Partner” means Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C., a limited liability company formed under the laws of the State of Delaware, or any
successor general partner admitted to the Partnership in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

“Incapacity” means, with respect to any Person, the bankruptcy, dissolution, termination, entry of an order of incompetence, or the insanity,
permanent disability or death of such Person.

“Indemnitee” (a) the General Partner, (b) any additional or substitute General Partner, (c) any Person who is or was a Tax Matters Partner, officer or
director of the General Partner or any additional or substitute General Partner, (d) any officer or director of the General Partner or any additional or
substitute General Partner who is or was serving at the request of the General Partner or any additional or substitute General Partner as an officer, director,
employee, member, partner, Tax Matters Partner, agent, fiduciary or trustee of another Person; provided that a Person shall not be an Indemnitee by reason
of providing, on a fee-for-services basis, trustee, fiduciary or custodial services, (e) any Person the General Partner in its sole discretion designates as an
“Indemnitee” for purposes of this Agreement and (f) any heir, executor or administrator with respect to Persons named in clauses (a) through (e).

“Initial Limited Partner” means each Limited Partner as of the date of this Agreement.
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“Initial Units” means, with respect to any Initial Limited Partner, the aggregate number of Class A Units owned by such Initial Limited Partner as of
the date of this Agreement.

“Issuer” means The Carlyle Group L.P., a limited partnership formed under the laws of the State of Delaware, or any successor thereto.

“Issuer General Partner” means Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., a limited liability company formed under the laws of the State of Delaware and
the general partner of the Issuer, or any successor general partner of the Issuer.

“Issuer Partnership Agreement” means the Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of the Issuer, as such agreement of limited
partnership may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Law” means any statute, law, ordinance, regulation, rule, code, executive order, injunction, judgment, decree or other order issued or promulgated
by any national, supranational, state, federal, provincial, local or municipal government or any administrative or regulatory body with authority therefrom
with jurisdiction over the Partnership or any Partner, as the case may be.

“Limited Partner” means a special partner, as defined in the Act and, more specifically, each of the Persons from time to time listed as a limited
partner in the books and records of the Partnership, and, for purposes of Sections 8.01, 8.02, 8.03, 8.04, 8.05 and 8.06, and 8.12 any Personal Planning
Vehicle of such Limited Partner.

“Liquidation Agent” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.03.

“Mubadala Holders” means, collectively, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) I, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments
(Cayman) II, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) III, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP
Investments (Cayman) IV, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) V, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company,
MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) VI, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, and Five Overseas Investment L.L.C., a United Arab Emirates limited
liability company registered in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, and, to the extent such Persons are permitted Transferees, each of Mubadala Development
Company PJSC and its direct and indirect subsidiaries.

“Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement” has the meaning set forth in Section 8.12.

“Net Taxable Income” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(i).

“Nonrecourse Deductions” has the meaning set forth in Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(b). The amount of Nonrecourse Deductions of the
Partnership for a fiscal year equals the net increase, if any, in the amount of Partnership Minimum Gain of the Partnership during that fiscal year,
determined according to the provisions of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(c).
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“Officer” means each Person designated as an officer of the Partnership by the General Partner pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of
Section 3.04, subject to any resolutions of the General Partner appointing such Person as an officer of the Partnership or relating to such appointment.

“Original Agreement” has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Partners” means, at any time, each person listed as a Partner (including the General Partner) on the books and records of the Partnership, in each
case for so long as he, she or it remains a partner of the Partnership as provided hereunder.

“Partnership” has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Partnership Minimum Gain” has the meaning set forth in Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(b)(2) and 1.704-2(d).

“Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain” means an amount with respect to each partner nonrecourse debt (as defined in Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-2(b)(4)) equal to the Partnership Minimum Gain that would result if such partner nonrecourse debt were treated as a nonrecourse liability (as
defined in Treasury Regulations Section 1.752-1(a)(2)) determined in accordance with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(i)(3).

“Partner Nonrecourse Deductions” has the meaning ascribed to the term “partner nonrecourse deductions” set forth in Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-2(i)(2).

“Person” means any individual, estate, corporation, partnership, limited partnership, limited liability company, limited company, joint venture, trust,
unincorporated or governmental organization or any agency or political subdivision thereof.

“Personal Planning Vehicle” means, in respect of any Person that is a natural person, any other Person that is not a natural person designated as a
“Personal Planning Vehicle” of such natural person in the books and records of the Partnership.

“Primary Indemnification” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.02(a).

“Profits” and “Losses” means, for each Fiscal Year or other period, the taxable income or loss of the Partnership, or particular items thereof,
determined in accordance with the accounting method used by the Partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes with the following adjustments: (a) all
items of income, gain, loss or deduction allocated pursuant to Section 5.05 shall not be taken into account in computing such taxable income or loss;
(b) any income of the Partnership that is exempt from U.S. federal income taxation and not otherwise taken into account in computing Profits and Losses
shall be added to such taxable income or loss; (c) if the Carrying Value of any asset differs from its adjusted tax basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes,
any gain or loss resulting from a disposition of such asset shall be calculated with reference to such Carrying Value; (d) upon an adjustment
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to the Carrying Value (other than an adjustment in respect of depreciation) of any asset, pursuant to the definition of Carrying Value, the amount of the
adjustment shall be included as gain or loss in computing such taxable income or loss; (e) if the Carrying Value of any asset differs from its adjusted tax
basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes, the amount of depreciation, amortization or cost recovery deductions with respect to such asset for purposes of
determining Profits and Losses, if any, shall be an amount which bears the same ratio to such Carrying Value as the U.S. federal income tax depreciation,
amortization or other cost recovery deductions bears to such adjusted tax basis (provided that if the U.S. federal income tax depreciation, amortization or
other cost recovery deduction is zero, the General Partner may use any reasonable method for purposes of determining depreciation, amortization or other
cost recovery deductions in calculating Profits and Losses); and (f) except for items in (a) above, any expenditures of the Partnership not deductible in
computing taxable income or loss, not properly capitalizable and not otherwise taken into account in computing Profits and Losses pursuant to this
definition shall be treated as deductible items.

“Restrictive Covenant” means Section 8.11 hereof and/or any provision of any agreement wherein a Limited Partner has agreed not to compete with
the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof or to solicit any investor in any investment vehicle advised or to be advised by the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof or to
solicit any employee or other service provider of the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof.

“Restrictive Covenant Period” has the meaning set forth in Section 8.11 hereof.

“Service Provider” means any Limited Partner (in his, her or its individual capacity) or other Person, who at the time in question, is employed by or
providing services to the Issuer General Partner, the Issuer, the General Partner, the Partnership or any of its subsidiaries. For the avoidance of doubt,
neither CalPERS nor any Mubadala Holder is a Service Provider.

“Securities Act” means the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

“Similar Law” means any law or regulation that could cause the underlying assets of the Partnership to be treated as assets of the Limited Partner by
virtue of its limited partner interest in the Partnership and thereby subject the Partnership and the General Partner (or other persons responsible for the
investment and operation of the Partnership’s assets) to laws or regulations that are similar to the fiduciary responsibility or prohibited transaction
provisions contained in Title I of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code.

“Tax Advances” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.07.

“Tax Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(i).

“Tax Distributions” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(i).

“Tax Matters Partner” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.08.
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“Total Percentage Interest” means, with respect to any Partner, the quotient obtained by dividing the number of Units (vested and unvested) then
owned by such Partner by the number of Units (vested and unvested) then owned by all Partners.

“Transfer” means, in respect of any Unit, property or other asset, any sale, assignment, transfer, distribution, exchange, mortgage, pledge,
hypothecation or other disposition thereof, whether voluntarily or by operation of Law, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, including, without
limitation, the exchange of any Unit for any other security.

“Transferee” means any Person that is a permitted transferee of a Partner’s interest in the Partnership, or part thereof.

“Treasury Regulations” means the income tax regulations, including temporary regulations, promulgated under the Code, as such regulations may be
amended from time to time (including corresponding provisions of succeeding regulations).

“Units” means the Class A Units and any other Class of Units that is established in accordance with this Agreement, which shall constitute interests
in the Partnership as provided in this Agreement and under the Act, entitling the holders thereof to the relative rights, title and interests in the profits,
losses, deductions and credits of the Partnership at any particular time as set forth in this Agreement, and any and all other benefits to which a holder
thereof may be entitled as a Partner as provided in this Agreement, together with the obligations of such Partner to comply with all terms and provisions of
this Agreement.

“Unvested Units” means those Units from time to time listed as unvested Units in the books and records of the Partnership.

“Vested Percentage Interest” means, with respect to any Partner, the quotient obtained by dividing the number of Vested Units then owned by such
Partner by the number of Vested Units then owned by all Partners.

“Vested Units” means those Units listed as vested Units in the books and records of the Partnership, as the same may be amended from time to time
in accordance with this Agreement.

ARTICLE II

FORMATION, TERM, PURPOSE AND POWERS

SECTION 2.01. Formation. The Partnership was formed as a limited partnership under the provisions of the Act by the execution of the Original
Agreement. A Declaration was filed with the Registraire des entreprises (Québec) as of December 1, 2011, in accordance with the provisions of the Act. If
requested by the General Partner, the Limited Partners shall promptly execute all certificates and other documents consistent with the terms of this Agreement
necessary for the General Partner to accomplish all filing, recording, publishing and other acts as may be appropriate to comply with all requirements for (a) the
formation and operation of a limited partnership under the laws of the Province of Québec, (b) if the General Partner deems it advisable,
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the operation of the Partnership as a limited partnership, or partnership in which the Limited Partners have limited liability, in all jurisdictions where the
Partnership proposes to operate and (c) all other filings required to be made by the Partnership. The rights, powers, duties, obligations and liabilities of the
Partners shall be determined pursuant to the Act and this Agreement. To the extent that the rights, powers, duties, obligations and liabilities of any Partner are
different by reason of any provision of this Agreement than they would be in the absence of such provision, this Agreement shall, to the extent permitted by the
Act, control.

SECTION 2.02. Name. The name of the Partnership shall be, and the business of the Partnership shall be conducted under the name of “Placements
Carlyle II s.e.c. and, in its English version, Carlyle Holdings II L.P.,” and all Partnership business shall be conducted in that name or in such other names that
comply with applicable law as the General Partner in its sole discretion may select from time to time. Subject to the Act, the General Partner may change the
name of the Partnership (and amend this Agreement to reflect such change) at any time and from time to time without the consent of any other Person. Prompt
notification of any such change shall be given to all Partners.

SECTION 2.03. Term. The term of the Partnership commenced on the date of the Original Agreement, and the term shall continue until the
dissolution of the Partnership in accordance with Article IX. The existence of the Partnership shall continue until dissolution of the Partnership in the manner
required by the Act.

SECTION 2.04. Offices. The Partnership may have offices at such places either within or outside the Province of Québec as the General Partner
from time to time may select. As of the date hereof, the principal place of business and office of the Partnership is located at 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20004. The Québec domicile of the Partnership shall be located at 1 Place Ville Marie, 37  Floor, Montreal, Québec, Canada H3B 3P4.

SECTION 2.05. Agent for Service of Process; Existence and Good Standing; Foreign Qualification. (a)The Partnership’s registered agent and
registered office for service of process in the Province of Québec shall be as set forth in the Declaration, or such other person as the General Partner shall
designate in its sole discretion from time to time.

(b) The General Partner may take all action which may be necessary or appropriate (i) for the continuation of the Partnership’s valid existence as a
sociéte en commandite under the laws of the Province of Québec (and of each other jurisdiction in which such existence is necessary to enable the Partnership to
conduct the business in which it is engaged) and (ii) for the maintenance, preservation and operation of the business of the Partnership in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement and applicable laws and regulations. The General Partner may file or cause to be filed for recordation in the proper office or offices
in each other jurisdiction in which the Partnership is formed or qualified, such certificates (including certificates of limited partnership and fictitious name
certificates) and other documents as are required by the applicable statutes, rules or regulations of any such jurisdiction or as are required to reflect the identity of
the Partners. The General Partner may cause the Partnership to comply, to the extent procedures are available and those matters are reasonably within the control
of the Officers, with all requirements necessary to qualify the Partnership to do business in any jurisdiction other than the Province of Québec.
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SECTION 2.06. Business Purpose. The Partnership was formed for the object and purpose of, and the nature and character of the business to be
conducted by the Partnership is, engaging in any lawful act or activity for which limited partnerships may be formed under the Act.

SECTION 2.07. Powers of the Partnership. Subject to the limitations set forth in this Agreement, the Partnership will possess and may exercise all of
the powers and privileges granted to it by the Act including, without limitation, the ownership and operation of the assets and other property contributed to the
Partnership by the Partners, by any other Law or this Agreement, together with all powers incidental thereto, so far as such powers are necessary or convenient to
the conduct, promotion or attainment of the purpose of the Partnership set forth in Section 2.06.

SECTION 2.08. Partners; Admission of New Partners. Each of the Persons listed in the books and records of the Partnership, as the same may be
amended from time to time in accordance with this Agreement, by virtue of the execution of this Agreement, are admitted as Partners of the Partnership. The
rights, duties and liabilities of the Partners shall be as provided in the Act, except as is otherwise expressly provided herein, and the Partners consent to the
variation of such rights, duties and liabilities as provided herein. Subject to Section 8.09 with respect to substitute Limited Partners, a Person may be admitted
from time to time as a new Limited Partner with the written consent of the General Partner in its sole discretion. Each new Limited Partner shall execute and
deliver to the General Partner an appropriate supplement to this Agreement pursuant to which the new Limited Partner agrees to be bound by the terms and
conditions of the Agreement, as it may be amended from time to time. A new General Partner or substitute General Partner may be admitted to the Partnership
solely in accordance with Section 8.08 or Section 9.02(e) hereof.

SECTION 2.09. Withdrawal. No Partner shall have the right to withdraw as a Partner of the Partnership other than following the Transfer of all Units
owned by such Partner in accordance with Article VIII.

SECTION 2.10. Investment Representations of Partners. Each Partner hereby represents, warrants and acknowledges to the Partnership that: (a) such
Partner has such knowledge and experience in financial and business matters and is capable of evaluating the merits and risks of an investment in the Partnership
and is making an informed investment decision with respect thereto; (b) such Partner is acquiring interests in the Partnership for investment only and not with a
view to, or for resale in connection with, any distribution to the public or public offering thereof; and (c) the execution, delivery and performance of this
Agreement have been duly authorized by such Partner.

ARTICLE III

MANAGEMENT

SECTION 3.01. General Partner. (a) The business, property and affairs of the Partnership shall be managed under the sole, absolute and exclusive
direction of the General Partner, which may from time to time delegate authority to Officers or to others to act on behalf of the Partnership.
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(b) Without limiting the foregoing provisions of this Section 3.01, the General Partner shall have the general power to manage or cause the
management of the Partnership (which may be delegated to Officers of the Partnership), including, without limitation, the following powers:

(i) to develop and prepare a business plan each year which will set forth the operating goals and plans for the Partnership;

(ii) to execute and deliver or to authorize the execution and delivery of contracts, deeds, leases, licenses, instruments of transfer and
other documents on behalf of the Partnership;

(iii) the making of any expenditures, the lending or borrowing of money, the assumption or guarantee of, or other contracting for,
indebtedness and other liabilities, the issuance of evidences of indebtedness and the incurring of any other obligations;

(iv) to establish and enforce limits of authority and internal controls with respect to all personnel and functions;

(v) to engage attorneys, consultants and accountants for the Partnership;

(vi) to develop or cause to be developed accounting procedures for the maintenance of the Partnership’s books of account; and

(vii) to do all such other acts as shall be authorized in this Agreement or by the Partners in writing from time to time.

SECTION 3.02. Compensation. The General Partner shall not be entitled to any compensation for services rendered to the Partnership in its capacity
as General Partner.

SECTION 3.03. Expenses. The Partnership shall pay, or cause to be paid, all costs, fees, operating expenses and other expenses of the Partnership
(including the costs, fees and expenses of attorneys, accountants or other professionals) incurred in pursuing and conducting, or otherwise related to, the activities
of the Partnership. The Partnership shall also, in the sole discretion of the General Partner, bear and/or reimburse the General Partner for (i) any costs, fees or
expenses incurred by the General Partner in connection with serving as the General Partner, (ii) all other expenses allocable to the Partnership or otherwise
incurred by the General Partner in connection with operating the Partnership’s business (including expenses allocated to the General Partner by its Affiliates) and
(iii) all costs, fees or expenses owed directly or indirectly by the Partnership or the General Partner to the Issuer General Partner pursuant to their reimbursement
obligations under, or which are otherwise allocated to the General Partner pursuant to, the Issuer Partnership Agreement. To the extent that the General Partner
determines in its sole discretion that such expenses are related to the business and affairs of the General Partner that are conducted through the Partnership and/or
its subsidiaries (including expenses that relate to the business and affairs of the Partnership and/or its subsidiaries and that also relate to other activities of the
General Partner), the General Partner may cause the Partnership to pay or bear all expenses of the General
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Partner, including, without limitation, compensation and meeting costs of any board of directors or similar body of the General Partner, any salary, bonus,
incentive compensation and other amounts paid to any Person including Affiliates of the General Partner to perform services for the Partnership, litigation costs
and damages arising from litigation, accounting and legal costs and franchise taxes, provided that the Partnership shall not pay or bear any income tax obligations
of the General Partner. Reimbursements pursuant to this Section 3.03 shall be in addition to any reimbursement to the General Partner as a result of
indemnification pursuant to Section 10.02.

SECTION 3.04. Officers. Subject to the direction and oversight of the General Partner, the day-to-day administration of the business of the
Partnership may be carried out by persons who may be designated as officers by the General Partner, with titles including but not limited to “assistant secretary,”
“assistant treasurer,” “chairman,” “chief executive officer,” “chief financial officer,” “chief operating officer,” “chief risk officer,” “director,” “general counsel,”
“general manager,” “managing director,” “president,” “principal accounting officer,” “secretary,” “senior chairman,” “senior managing director,” “treasurer,”
“vice chairman” or “vice president,” and as and to the extent authorized by the General Partner. The officers of the Partnership shall have such titles and powers
and perform such duties as shall be determined from time to time by the General Partner and otherwise as shall customarily pertain to such offices. Any number
of offices may be held by the same person. In its sole discretion, the General Partner may choose not to fill any office for any period as it may deem advisable. All
officers and other persons providing services to or for the benefit of the Partnership shall be subject to the supervision and direction of the General Partner and
may be removed, with or without cause, from such office by the General Partner and the authority, duties or responsibilities of any employee, agent or officer of
the Partnership may be suspended by the General Partner from time to time, in each case in the sole discretion of the General Partner. The General Partner shall
not cease to be a general partner of the Partnership as a result of the delegation of any duties hereunder. No officer of the Partnership, in its capacity as such, shall
be considered a general partner of the Partnership by agreement, estoppel, as a result of the performance of its duties hereunder or otherwise.

SECTION 3.05. Authority of Partners. Other than exercising a Limited Partner’s rights and powers as a Limited Partner, as contemplated in the Act,
no Limited Partner, in its capacity as such, shall participate in or have any control over the business of the Partnership. Except as expressly provided herein, the
Units do not confer any rights upon the Limited Partners to participate in the affairs of the Partnership described in this Agreement. Except as expressly provided
herein, no Limited Partner shall have any right to vote on any matter involving the Partnership, including with respect to any merger, consolidation, combination
or conversion of the Partnership, or any other matter that a limited partner might otherwise have the ability to vote on or consent with respect to under the Act, at
law, in equity or otherwise. The conduct, control and management of the Partnership shall be vested exclusively in the General Partner. In all matters relating to or
arising out of the conduct of the operation of the Partnership, the decision of the General Partner shall be the decision of the Partnership. Except as required or
permitted by Law, or expressly provided in the ultimate sentence of this Section 3.05 or by separate agreement with the Partnership, no Partner who is not also a
General Partner (and acting in such capacity) shall take any part in the management or control of the operation or business of the Partnership in its capacity as a
Partner, nor shall any Partner who is not also a General Partner (and acting in such capacity) have any right, authority or power to act for or on behalf of or bind
the Partnership in his or its capacity as a Partner in any respect or assume any obligation or responsibility of the Partnership or
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of any other Partner. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Partnership may from time to time appoint one or more Partners as officers or employ one or more
Partners as employees, and such Partners, in their capacity as officers or employees of the Partnership (and not, for clarity, in their capacity as Limited Partners of
the Partnership), may take part in the control and management of the business of the Partnership to the extent such authority and power to act for or on behalf of
the Partnership has been delegated to them by the General Partner.

SECTION 3.06. Action by Written Consent or Ratification. Any action required or permitted to be taken by the Partners pursuant to this Agreement
shall be taken if all Partners whose consent or ratification is required consent thereto or provide a consent or ratification in writing.

ARTICLE IV

DISTRIBUTIONS

SECTION 4.01. Distributions. (a) The General Partner, in its sole discretion, may authorize distributions by the Partnership to the Partners, which
distributions shall be made pro rata in accordance with the Partners’ respective Total Percentage Interests.

(b) (i) In addition to the foregoing, if the General Partner reasonably determines that the taxable income of the Partnership for a Fiscal Year will give
rise to taxable income for the Partners (“Net Taxable Income”), the General Partner shall cause the Partnership to distribute Available Cash in respect of income
tax liabilities (the “Tax Distributions”) to the extent that other distributions made by the Partnership for such year were otherwise insufficient to cover such tax
liabilities. The Tax Distributions payable with respect to any Fiscal Year shall be computed based upon the General Partner’s estimate of the allocable Net
Taxable Income in accordance with Article V, multiplied by the Assumed Tax Rate (the “Tax Amount”). For purposes of computing the Tax Amount, the effect of
any benefit under Section 743(b) of the Code will be ignored.

(ii) Tax Distributions shall be calculated and paid no later than one day prior to each quarterly due date for the payment by corporations
on a calendar year of estimated taxes under the Code in the following manner (A) for the first quarterly period, 25% of the Tax Amount,
(B) for the second quarterly period, 50% of the Tax Amount, less the prior Tax Distributions for the Fiscal Year, (C) for the third quarterly
period, 75% of the Tax Amount, less the prior Tax Distributions for the Fiscal Year and (D) for the fourth quarterly period, 100% of the Tax
Amount, less the prior Tax Distributions for the Fiscal Year. Following each Fiscal Year, and no later than one day prior to the due date for
the payment by corporations of income taxes for such Fiscal Year, the General Partner shall make an amended calculation of the Tax Amount
for such Fiscal Year (the “Amended Tax Amount”), and shall cause the Partnership to distribute a Tax Distribution, out of Available Cash, to
the extent that the Amended Tax Amount so calculated exceeds the cumulative Tax Distributions previously made by the Partnership in
respect of such Fiscal Year. If the Amended Tax Amount is less than the cumulative Tax Distributions previously made by the Partnership in
respect of the relevant Fiscal Year, then the
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difference (the “Credit Amount”) shall be applied against, and shall reduce, the amount of Tax Distributions made for subsequent Fiscal
Years. Within 30 days following the date on which the Partnership files a tax return on Form 1065, the General Partner shall make a final
calculation of the Tax Amount of such Fiscal Year (the “Final Tax Amount”) and shall cause the Partnership to distribute a Tax
Distribution, out of Available Cash, to the extent that the Final Tax Amount so calculated exceeds the Amended Tax Amount. If the Final
Tax Amount is less than the Amended Tax Amount in respect of the relevant Fiscal Year, then the difference (“Additional Credit Amount”)
shall be applied against, and shall reduce, the amount of Tax Distributions made for subsequent Fiscal Years. Any Credit Amount and
Additional Credit Amount applied against future Tax Distributions shall be treated as an amount actually distributed pursuant to this
Section 4.01(b) for purposes of the computations herein.

SECTION 4.02. Liquidation Distribution. Distributions made upon dissolution of the Partnership shall be made as provided in Section 9.03.

SECTION 4.03. Limitations on Distribution. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary contained in this Agreement, the General Partner shall
not make a Partnership distribution to any Partner if such distribution would violate Article 2242 of the Civil Code or any other applicable provision of the Act or
other applicable Law.

ARTICLE V

CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS; CAPITAL ACCOUNTS;
TAX ALLOCATIONS; TAX MATTERS

SECTION 5.01. Initial Capital Contributions. (a) The Partners have made, on or prior to the date hereof, Capital Contributions and, in exchange, the
Partnership has issued to the Partners the number of Class A Units as specified in the books and records of the Partnership.

(b) Upon issuance by the Partnership of Class A Units to the Partners and the admission of such Partners to the Partnership, the partnership interests
in the Partnership as provided in this Agreement and under the Act held by Carlyle Holdings II Limited Partner L.L.C. will be cancelled and Carlyle Holdings II
Limited Partner L.L.C. will withdraw as a limited partner of the Partnership.

SECTION 5.02. No Additional Capital Contributions. Except as otherwise provided in this Article V, no Partner shall be required to make additional
Capital Contributions to the Partnership without the consent of such Partner or permitted to make additional capital contributions to the Partnership without the
consent of the General Partner.

SECTION 5.03. Capital Accounts. A separate capital account (a “Capital Account”) shall be established and maintained for each Partner in
accordance with the provisions of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv). The Capital Account of each Partner shall be credited with such Partner’s
Capital Contributions, if any, all Profits allocated to such Partner
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pursuant to Section 5.04 and any items of income or gain which are specially allocated pursuant to Section 5.05; and shall be debited with all Losses allocated to
such Partner pursuant to Section 5.04, any items of loss or deduction of the Partnership specially allocated to such Partner pursuant to Section 5.05, and all cash
and the Carrying Value of any property (net of liabilities assumed by such Partner and the liabilities to which such property is subject) distributed by the
Partnership to such Partner. Any references in any section of this Agreement to the Capital Account of a Partner shall be deemed to refer to such Capital Account
as the same may be credited or debited from time to time as set forth above. In the event of any transfer of any interest in the Partnership in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement, the Transferee shall succeed to the Capital Account of the transferor to the extent it relates to the transferred interest.

SECTION 5.04. Allocations of Profits and Losses. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Profits and Losses (and, to the extent necessary,
individual items of income, gain or loss or deduction of the Partnership) shall be allocated in a manner such that the Capital Account of each Partner after giving
effect to the Special Allocations set forth in Section 5.05 is, as nearly as possible, equal (proportionately) to (i) the distributions that would be made pursuant to
Article IV if the Partnership were dissolved, its affairs wound up and its assets sold for cash equal to their Carrying Value, all Partnership liabilities were satisfied
(limited with respect to each non-recourse liability to the Carrying Value of the assets securing such liability) and the net assets of the Partnership were distributed
to the Partners pursuant to this Agreement, minus (ii) such Partner’s share of Partnership Minimum Gain and Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain,
computed immediately prior to the hypothetical sale of assets. For purposes of this Article V, each Unvested Unit shall be treated as a Vested Unit.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the General Partner shall make such adjustments to Capital Accounts as it determines in its sole discretion to be appropriate to
ensure allocations are made in accordance with a partner’s interest in the Partnership.

SECTION 5.05. Special Allocations. Notwithstanding any other provision in this Article V:

(a) Minimum Gain Chargeback. If there is a net decrease in Partnership Minimum Gain or Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain (determined in
accordance with the principles of Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(d) and 1.704-2(i)) during any Partnership taxable year, the Partners shall be specially
allocated items of Partnership income and gain for such year (and, if necessary, subsequent years) in an amount equal to their respective shares of such net
decrease during such year, determined pursuant to Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(g) and 1.704-2(i)(5). The items to be so allocated shall be determined in
accordance with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(f). This Section 5.05(a) is intended to comply with the minimum gain chargeback requirements in such
Treasury Regulations Sections and shall be interpreted consistently therewith; including that no chargeback shall be required to the extent of the exceptions
provided in Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(f) and 1.704-2(i)(4).

(b) Qualified Income Offset. If any Partner unexpectedly receives any adjustments, allocations, or distributions described in Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), (5) or (6), items of Partnership income and gain shall be specially allocated to such Partner in an amount and manner sufficient to
eliminate the deficit balance in such Partner’s Adjusted Capital Account Balance created by such adjustments, allocations or distributions as promptly as possible;
provided that an allocation pursuant to this Section 5.05(b) shall be made only to the extent that a
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Partner would have a deficit Adjusted Capital Account Balance in excess of such sum after all other allocations provided for in this Article V have been
tentatively made as if this Section 5.05(b) were not in this Agreement. This Section 5.05(b) is intended to comply with the “qualified income offset” requirement
of the Code and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.

(c) Gross Income Allocation. If any Partner has a deficit Capital Account at the end of any Fiscal Year which is in excess of the sum of (i) the
amount such Partner is obligated to restore, if any, pursuant to any provision of this Agreement, and (ii) the amount such Partner is deemed to be obligated to
restore pursuant to the penultimate sentences of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(g)(1) and 1.704-2(i)(5), each such Partner shall be specially allocated items
of Partnership income and gain in the amount of such excess as quickly as possible; provided that an allocation pursuant to this Section 5.05(c) shall be made only
if and to the extent that a Partner would have a deficit Capital Account in excess of such sum after all other allocations provided for in this Article V have been
tentatively made as if Section 5.05(b) and this Section 5.05(c) were not in this Agreement.

(d) Nonrecourse Deductions. Nonrecourse Deductions shall be allocated to the Partners in accordance with their respective Total Percentage
Interests.

(e) Partner Nonrecourse Deductions. Partner Nonrecourse Deductions for any taxable period shall be allocated to the Partner who bears the economic
risk of loss with respect to the liability to which such Partner Nonrecourse Deductions are attributable in accordance with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-
2(j).

(f) Creditable Non-U.S. Taxes. Creditable Non-U.S. Taxes for any taxable period attributable to the Partnership, or an entity owned directly or
indirectly by the Partnership, shall be allocated to the Partners in proportion to the partners’ distributive shares of income (including income allocated pursuant to
Section 704(c) of the Code) to which the Creditable Non-U.S. Tax relates (under principles of Treasury Regulations Section 1.904-6). The provisions of this
Section 5.05(f) are intended to comply with the provisions of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b)(4)(viii), and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.

(g) Ameliorative Allocations. Any special allocations of income or gain pursuant to Sections 5.05(b) or 5.05(c) hereof shall be taken into account in
computing subsequent allocations pursuant to Section 5.04 and this Section 5.05(g), so that the net amount of any items so allocated and all other items allocated
to each Partner shall, to the extent possible, be equal to the net amount that would have been allocated to each Partner if such allocations pursuant to Sections
5.05(b) or 5.05(c) had not occurred.

SECTION 5.06. Tax Allocations. For income tax purposes, each item of income, gain, loss and deduction of the Partnership shall be allocated among
the Partners in the same manner as the corresponding items of Profits and Losses and specially allocated items are allocated for Capital Account purposes;
provided that in the case of any asset the Carrying Value of which differs from its adjusted tax basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes, income, gain, loss and
deduction with respect to such asset shall be allocated solely for income tax purposes in accordance with the principles of Sections 704(b) and (c) of the Code (in
any manner determined by the General Partner and permitted by the Code and Treasury Regulations) so as to take account of the
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difference between Carrying Value and adjusted basis of such asset; provided further that the Partnership shall use the traditional method with curative allocations
(as provided in Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-3(c)) for all Section 704(c) allocations, limited to allocations of income or gain from the disposition of
Partnership property where allocations of depreciation deductions have been limited by the ceiling rule throughout the term of the Partnership). Notwithstanding
the foregoing, the General Partner shall make such allocations for tax purposes as it determines in its sole discretion to be appropriate to ensure allocations are
made in accordance with a partner’s interest in the Partnership.

SECTION 5.07. Tax Advances. To the extent the General Partner reasonably believes that the Partnership is required by law to withhold or to make
tax payments on behalf of or with respect to any Partner or the Partnership is subjected to tax itself by reason of the status of any Partner (“Tax Advances”), the
General Partner may withhold such amounts and make such tax payments as so required. All Tax Advances made on behalf of a Partner shall be repaid by
reducing the amount of the current or next succeeding distribution or distributions which would otherwise have been made to such Partner or, if such distributions
are not sufficient for that purpose, by so reducing the proceeds of liquidation otherwise payable to such Partner. For all purposes of this Agreement such Partner
shall be treated as having received the amount of the distribution that is equal to the Tax Advance. Each Partner hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the
Partnership and the other Partners from and against any liability (including, without limitation, any liability for taxes, penalties, additions to tax or interest other
than any penalties, additions to tax or interest imposed as a result of the Partnership’s failure to withhold or make a tax payment on behalf of such Partner which
withholding or payment is required pursuant to applicable Law but only to the extent amounts sufficient to pay such taxes were not timely distributed to the
Partner pursuant to Section 4.01(b)) with respect to income attributable to or distributions or other payments to such Partner.

SECTION 5.08. Tax Matters. The General Partner shall be the initial “tax matters partner” within the meaning of Section 6231(a)(7) of the Code (the
“Tax Matters Partner”). The Partnership shall file as a partnership for federal, state, provincial and local income tax purposes, except where otherwise required by
Law. All elections required or permitted to be made by the Partnership, and all other tax decisions and determinations relating to federal, state, provincial or local
tax matters of the Partnership, shall be made by the Tax Matters Partner, in consultation with the Partnership’s attorneys and/or accountants. Tax audits,
controversies and litigations shall be conducted under the direction of the Tax Matters Partner. The Tax Matters Partner shall keep the other Partners reasonably
informed as to any tax actions, examinations or proceedings relating to the Partnership and shall submit to the other Partners, for their review and comment, any
settlement or compromise offer with respect to any disputed item of income, gain, loss, deduction or credit of the Partnership. As soon as reasonably practicable
after the end of each Fiscal Year, the Partnership shall send to each Partner a copy of U.S. Internal Revenue Service Schedule K-1, and any comparable statements
required by applicable U.S. state or local income tax Law as a result of the Partnership’s activities or investments, with respect to such Fiscal Year. The
Partnership also shall provide the Partners with such other information as may be reasonably requested for purposes of allowing the Partners to prepare and file
their own tax returns.

SECTION 5.09. Other Allocation Provisions. Certain of the foregoing provisions and the other provisions of this Agreement relating to the
maintenance of Capital Accounts are
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intended to comply with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b) and shall be interpreted and applied in a manner consistent with such regulations. In addition to
amendments effected in accordance with Section 11.12 or otherwise in accordance with this Agreement, Sections 5.03, 5.04 and 5.05 may also, so long as any
such amendment does not materially change the relative economic interests of the Partners, be amended at any time by the General Partner if necessary, in the
opinion of tax counsel to the Partnership, to comply with such regulations or any applicable Law.

ARTICLE VI

BOOKS AND RECORDS; REPORTS

SECTION 6.01. Books and Records. (a) At all times during the continuance of the Partnership, the Partnership shall prepare and maintain separate
books of account for the Partnership in accordance with GAAP.

(b) Except as limited by Section 6.01(c), each Limited Partner shall have the right to receive, for a purpose reasonably related to such Limited
Partner’s interest as a Limited Partner in the Partnership, upon reasonable written demand stating the purpose of such demand and at such Limited Partner’s own
expense:

(i) a copy of the Declaration and this Agreement and all amendments thereto, together with a copy of the executed copies of all powers
of attorney pursuant to which the Declaration and this Agreement and all amendments thereto have been executed; and

(ii) promptly after their becoming available, copies of the Partnership’s federal income tax returns for the three most recent years.

(c) The General Partner may keep confidential from the Limited Partners, for such period of time as the General Partner determines in its sole
discretion, (i) any information that the General Partner reasonably believes to be in the nature of trade secrets or (ii) other information the disclosure of which the
General Partner believes is not in the best interests of the Partnership, could damage the Partnership or its business or that the Partnership is required by law or by
agreement with any third party to keep confidential.

ARTICLE VII

PARTNERSHIP UNITS

SECTION 7.01. Units. Interests in the Partnership shall be represented by Units. The Units initially are comprised of one Class: “Class A Units”.
The General Partner in its sole discretion may establish and issue, from time to time in accordance with such procedures as the General Partner shall determine
from time to time, additional Units, in one or more Classes or series of Units, or other Partnership securities, at such price, and with such designations,
preferences and relative, participating, optional or other special rights, powers and duties (which may be senior to existing Units, Classes and series of Units or
other Partnership securities), as shall be determined by the General Partner without the approval of any Partner or any other Person who
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may acquire an interest in any of the Units, including (i) the right of such Units to share in Profits and Losses or items thereof; (ii) the right of such Units to share
in Partnership distributions; (iii) the rights of such Units upon dissolution and liquidation of the Partnership; (iv) whether, and the terms and conditions upon
which, the Partnership may or shall be required to redeem such Units (including sinking fund provisions); (v) whether such Units are issued with the privilege of
conversion or exchange and, if so, the terms and conditions of such conversion or exchange; (vi) the terms and conditions upon which such Units will be issued,
evidenced by certificates and assigned or transferred; (vii) the method for determining the Total Percentage Interest as to such Units; (viii) the terms and
conditions of the issuance of such Units (including, without limitation, the amount and form of consideration, if any, to be received by the Partnership in respect
thereof, the General Partner being expressly authorized, in its sole discretion, to cause the Partnership to issue such Units for less than fair market value); and
(ix) the right, if any, of the holder of such Units to vote on Partnership matters, including matters relating to the relative designations, preferences, rights, powers
and duties of such Units. The General Partner in its sole discretion, without the approval of any Partner or any other Person, is authorized (i) to issue Units or
other Partnership securities of any newly established Class or any existing Class to Partners or other Persons who may acquire an interest in the Partnership and
(ii) to amend this Agreement to reflect the creation of any such new Class, the issuance of Units or other Partnership securities of such Class, and the admission of
any Person as a Partner which has received Units or other Partnership securities. Except as expressly provided in this Agreement to the contrary, any reference to
“Units” shall include the Class A Units and Units of any other Class or series that may be established in accordance with this Agreement. All Units of a particular
Class shall have identical rights in all respects as all other Units of such Class, except in each case as otherwise specified in this Agreement.

SECTION 7.02. Register. The register of the Partnership shall be the definitive record of ownership of each Unit and all relevant information with
respect to each Partner. Such register shall be kept at its place of principal establishment of partnership and the General Partner shall make changes to the register
of the Partnership to reflect any change in relation thereto, such register remaining the definite record of ownership of each Unit and all relevant information with
respect to each Partner. Unless the General Partner shall determine otherwise, Units shall be uncertificated and recorded in the books and records of the
Partnership.

SECTION 7.03. Registered Partners. The Partnership shall be entitled to recognize the exclusive right of a Person registered on its records as the
owner of Units for all purposes and shall not be bound to recognize any equitable or other claim to or interest in Units on the part of any other Person, whether or
not it shall have express or other notice thereof, except as otherwise provided by the Act or other applicable Law.

ARTICLE VIII

VESTING; FORFEITURE OF INTERESTS; TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS

SECTION 8.01. Vesting of Unvested Units. (a) Unvested Units shall vest and shall thereafter be Vested Units for all purposes of this Agreement as
agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Limited Partner and reflected in the books and records of the Partnership.
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(b) The General Partner in its sole discretion may authorize the earlier vesting of all or a portion of Unvested Units owned by any one or more
Limited Partners at any time and from time to time, and in such event, such Unvested Units shall vest and thereafter be Vested Units for all purposes of this
Agreement. Any such determination in the General Partner’s discretion in respect of Unvested Units shall be final and binding. Such determinations need not be
uniform and may be made selectively among Limited Partners, whether or not such Limited Partners are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach of
any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise.

(c) Upon the vesting of any Unvested Units in accordance with this Section 8.01, the General Partner shall modify the books and records of the
Partnership to reflect such vesting.

SECTION 8.02. Forfeiture of Units. (a) Except as otherwise agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Person and reflected
in the books and records of the Partnership, if a Person that is a Service Provider ceases to be a Service Provider for any reason, all Unvested Units held by such
Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person), and/or in which such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person) has an indirect interest,
as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership, shall be immediately forfeited without any consideration, and any such Person (or any such Personal
Planning Vehicle) shall cease to own or have any rights, directly or indirectly, with respect to such forfeited Unvested Units.

(b) Except as otherwise agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Person and reflected in the books and records of the
Partnership, if the General Partner determines in good faith that Cause exists with respect to any Person that is or was at any time a Service Provider, the Units
(whether or not vested) held by such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person), and/or in which such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of
such Person) has an indirect interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership, shall be immediately forfeited without any consideration, and any
such Person (or any such Personal Planning Vehicle) shall cease to own or have any rights, directly or indirectly, with respect to such forfeited Units. Such
determinations need not be uniform and may be made selectively among such Persons, whether or not such Persons are similarly situated, and shall not constitute
the breach by the General Partner or any of its directors, managers, officers or members of any duty (including any fiduciary duty) hereunder or otherwise
existing at law, in equity or otherwise.

(c) Notwithstanding anything otherwise to the contrary herein, including without limitation Section 9.06 and Section 10.01, if any Person who is or
was at any time a Service Provider shall fail to perform when due any “giveback,” “true-up” or “clawback” obligation owed by such Person to the Partnership or
any of its Affiliates or to any fund sponsored by the Partnership or any of its Affiliates, the General Partner may in its sole discretion and without the consent of
any other Person, cause to be forfeited a number of Units held by such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person), and/or in which such Person (or
any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person) has an indirect interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership, equivalent in value to the
obligation which was not performed, as determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion. Such determinations need not be uniform and may be made
selectively among such Persons, whether or not such Persons are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach by the General Partner or any of its
directors, managers, officers or members of any duty (including any fiduciary duty) hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise.
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(d) Upon the forfeiture of any Units in accordance with this Section 8.02, such Units shall be cancelled and the General Partner shall modify the
books and records of the Partnership to reflect such forfeiture and cancellation.

SECTION 8.03. Limited Partner Transfers. (a) Except as otherwise agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Limited
Partner and reflected in the books and records of the Partnership, no Limited Partner or Assignee thereof may Transfer (including pursuant to an Exchange
Transaction) all or any portion of its Units or other interest in the Partnership (or beneficial interest therein) without the prior consent of the General Partner,
which consent may be given or withheld, or made subject to such conditions (including, without limitation, the receipt of such legal opinions and other documents
that the General Partner may require) as are determined by the General Partner, in each case in the General Partner’s sole discretion, and which consent may be in
the form of a plan or program entered into or approved by the General Partner, in its sole discretion. Any such determination in the General Partner’s discretion in
respect of Units shall be final and binding. Such determinations need not be uniform and may be made selectively among Limited Partners, whether or not such
Limited Partners are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach of any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise. Any
purported Transfer of Units that is not in accordance with, or subsequently violates, this Agreement shall be, to the fullest extent permitted by law, null and void.

(b) Notwithstanding anything otherwise to the contrary in this Section 8.03, from and after the fifth anniversary of the date hereof, each Limited
Partner may Transfer Units in Exchange Transactions pursuant to, and in accordance with, the Exchange Agreement; provided that such Exchange Transactions
shall be effected in compliance with policies that the General Partner may adopt or promulgate from time to time (including policies requiring the use of
designated administrators or brokers).

(c) The parties hereto agree that the Units held by CalPERS shall not be subject to the restrictions on Transfer set forth in paragraph (a) above. The
parties hereto agree that the Units held by the Mubadala Holders shall not be subject to the restrictions on Transfer set forth in paragraph (a) above, and shall be
subject such restrictions agreed to in writing by the Mubadala Holders in one or more separate agreements.

(d) Notwithstanding anything otherwise to the contrary in this Section 8.03, a Personal Planning Vehicle of a Limited Partner may Transfer Units:
(i) to the donor thereof; (ii) if the Personal Planning Vehicle is a grantor retained annuity trust and the trustee(s) of such grantor retained annuity trust is obligated
to make one or more distributions to the donor of the grantor retained annuity trust, the estate of the donor of the grantor retained annuity trust, the spouse of the
donor of the grantor retained annuity trust or the estate of the spouse of the donor of the grantor retained annuity trust, to any such Persons; or (iii) upon the death
of such Limited Partner, to the spouse of such Limited Partner or a trust for which a deduction under Section 2056 or 2056A (or any successor provisions) of the
Code may be sought.
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SECTION 8.04. Mandatory Exchanges. The General Partner may in its sole discretion at any time and from time to time, without the consent of any
Limited Partner or other Person, cause to be Transferred in an Exchange Transaction any and all Units, except for Units held by (x) CalPERS, (y) any Mubadala
Holder, or (z) any Person that is a Service Provider at the time in question and/or in which a Person that is a Service Provider at the time in question has an
indirect interest as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership. Any such determinations by the General Partner need not be uniform and may be made
selectively among Limited Partners, whether or not such Limited Partners are similarly situated. In addition, the General Partner may, with the consent of Partners
whose Vested Percentage Interests exceed 75% of the Vested Percentage Interests of all Partners in the aggregate, require all Limited Partners (except for
CalPERS and the Mubadala Holders) to Transfer in an Exchange Transaction all Units held by them.

SECTION 8.05. Encumbrances. No Limited Partner or Assignee may create an Encumbrance with respect to all or any portion of its Units (or any
beneficial interest therein) other than Encumbrances that run in favor of the Limited Partner unless the General Partner consents in writing thereto, which consent
may be given or withheld, or made subject to such conditions as are determined by the General Partner, in the General Partner’s sole discretion. Consent of the
General Partner shall be withheld until the holder of the Encumbrance acknowledges the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Any purported Encumbrance
that is not in accordance with this Agreement shall be, to the fullest extent permitted by law, null and void.

SECTION 8.06. Further Restrictions. (a) Notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement, the General Partner may impose such vesting
requirements, forfeiture provisions, Transfer restrictions, minimum retained ownership requirements or other similar provisions with respect to any Units that are
outstanding as of the date of this Agreement or are created thereafter, with the written consent of the holder of such Units. Such requirements, provisions and
restrictions need not be uniform and may be waived or released by the General Partner in its sole discretion with respect to all or a portion of the Units owned by
any one or more Limited Partners at any time and from time to time, and shall not constitute the breach of any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in
equity or otherwise.

(b) Notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement, in no event may any Transfer of a Unit be made by any Limited Partner or Assignee
if:

(i) such Transfer is made to any Person who lacks the legal right, power or capacity to own such Unit;

(ii) such Transfer would require the registration of such transferred Unit or of any Class of Unit pursuant to any applicable United
States federal or state securities laws (including, without limitation, the Securities Act or the Exchange Act) or other non-U.S. securities laws
(including Canadian provincial or territorial securities laws) or would constitute a non-exempt distribution pursuant to applicable provincial
or state securities laws;

(iii) such Transfer would cause (i) all or any portion of the assets of the Partnership to (A) constitute “plan assets” (under ERISA, the
Code or any
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applicable Similar Law) of any existing or contemplated Limited Partner, or (B) be subject to the provisions of ERISA, Section 4975 of the
Code or any applicable Similar Law, or (ii) the General Partner to become a fiduciary with respect to any existing or contemplated Limited
Partner, pursuant to ERISA, any applicable Similar Law, or otherwise;

(iv) to the extent requested by the General Partner, the Partnership does not receive such legal and/or tax opinions and written
instruments (including, without limitation, copies of any instruments of Transfer and such Assignee’s consent to be bound by this Agreement
as an Assignee) that are in a form satisfactory to the General Partner, as determined in the General Partner’s sole discretion; provided,
however, that any requirement to provide legal and/or tax opinions pursuant to this clause (iv) shall not apply to CalPERS or the Mubadala
Holders; or

(v) the General Partner shall determine in its sole discretion that such Transfer would pose a material risk that the Partnership would be
a “publicly traded partnership” as defined in Section 7704 of the Code.

In addition, notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement, to the extent the General Partner shall determine that interests in the
Partnership do not meet the requirements of Treasury Regulation section 1.7704-1(h), the General Partner may impose such restrictions on the Transfer of Units
or other interests in the Partnership as the General Partner may determine in its sole discretion to be necessary or advisable so that the Partnership is not treated as
a publicly traded partnership taxable as a corporation under Section 7704 of the Code.

(c) Any Transfer in violation of this Article VIII shall be deemed null and void ab initio and of no effect.

SECTION 8.07. Rights of Assignees. Subject to Section 8.06(b), the Transferee of any permitted Transfer pursuant to this Article VIII will be an
assignee only (“Assignee”), and only will receive, to the extent transferred, the distributions and allocations of income, gain, loss, deduction, credit or similar item
to which the Partner which transferred its Units would be entitled, and such Assignee will not be entitled or enabled to exercise any other rights or powers of a
Partner, such other rights, and all obligations relating to, or in connection with, such interest remaining with the transferring Partner. The transferring Partner will
remain a Partner even if it has transferred all of its Units to one or more Assignees until such time as the Assignee(s) is admitted to the Partnership as a Partner
pursuant to Section 8.09.
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SECTION 8.08. Admissions, Withdrawals and Removals. (a) No Person may be admitted to the Partnership as an additional General Partner or
substitute General Partner without the prior written consent of each incumbent General Partner, which consent may be given or withheld, or made subject to such
conditions as are determined by each incumbent General Partner, in each case in the sole discretion of each incumbent General Partner. A General Partner will not
be entitled to Transfer all of its Units or to withdraw from being a General Partner of the Partnership unless another General Partner shall have been admitted
hereunder (and not have previously been removed or withdrawn).

(b) No Limited Partner will be removed or entitled to withdraw from being a Partner of the Partnership except in accordance with Section 8.10
hereof. Any additional General Partner or substitute General Partner admitted as a general partner of the Partnership pursuant to this Section 8.08 is hereby
authorized to, and shall, continue the Partnership without dissolution.

(c) Except as otherwise provided in Article IX or the Act, no admission, substitution, withdrawal or removal of a Partner will cause the dissolution of
the Partnership. To the fullest extent permitted by law, any purported admission, withdrawal or removal that is not in accordance with this Agreement shall be null
and void.

SECTION 8.09. Admission of Assignees as Substitute Limited Partners. An Assignee will become a substitute Limited Partner only if and when
each of the following conditions is satisfied:

(a) the General Partner consents in writing to such admission, which consent may be given or withheld, or made subject to such conditions as are
determined by the General Partner, in each case in the General Partner’s sole discretion;

(b) if required by the General Partner, the General Partner receives written instruments (including, without limitation, copies of any instruments of
Transfer and such Assignee’s consent to be bound by this Agreement as a substitute Limited Partner) that are in a form satisfactory to the General Partner
(as determined in its sole discretion);

(c) if required by the General Partner, the General Partner receives an opinion of counsel satisfactory to the General Partner to the effect that such
Transfer is in compliance with this Agreement and all applicable Law; and

(d) if required by the General Partner, the parties to the Transfer, or any one of them, pays all of the Partnership’s reasonable expenses connected
with such Transfer (including, but not limited to, the reasonable legal and accounting fees of the Partnership).

SECTION 8.10. Withdrawal and Removal of Limited Partners. Subject to Section 8.07, if a Limited Partner ceases to hold any Units, including as a
result of a forfeiture of Units pursuant to Section 8.02, then such Limited Partner shall cease to be a Limited Partner and to have the power to exercise any rights
or powers of a Limited Partner, and shall be deemed to have withdrawn from the Partnership.

SECTION 8.11. No Solicitation. Each Limited Partner that is a Service Provider agrees, and each Limited Partner that holds Units in which a Service
Provider has an indirect
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interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership agrees on behalf of such Service Provider, that for so long as such Person is a Service Provider
and for a period of one year after the effective date on which such Person ceases to be a Service Provider for any reason (such period, the “Restrictive Covenant
Period”), such former Service Provider shall not, directly or indirectly, whether alone or in concert with other Persons:

(a) solicit any Person that is a Service Provider at the time in question, to abandon such employment;

(b) hire a Person who is, or within the prior year was, a Service Provider; or

(c) solicit any Person (or any Affiliate of such Person) which is a subscribing investor in, or a partner or member of, any fund or vehicle advised or to
be advised by the Partnership or any Affiliate thereof of, or with which the Partnership or any Affiliate thereof has arrangements relating to the payment of
management fees, incentive fees or carried interest, for the purpose of obtaining funds (whether debt or equity) or inducing such Person to make an
investment (whether debt or equity) which is sponsored or promoted by such former Service Provider (or by any Affiliate or employer of such former
Service Provider).

SECTION 8.12. Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement. Unless otherwise permitted by the General Partner in its sole discretion, (i) each
Limited Partner that is or was at any time a Service Provider shall, until the expiration of the Restrictive Covenant Period applicable to such Service Provider,
continue to hold (and may not Transfer) at least 25% of all Vested Units received collectively by such Limited Partner and by any Personal Planning Vehicle of
such Limited Partner; and (ii) each Limited Partner that holds Units in which a Person that is or was at any time a Service Provider has an indirect interest, as set
forth in the books and records of the Partnership, shall, until the expiration of the Restrictive Covenant Period applicable to such Service Provider, continue to
hold (and may not Transfer) at least 25% of all Vested Units received collectively by such Limited Partner in which such Person (or any Personal Planning
Vehicle of such Person) has an indirect interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership (clauses (i) and (ii) above, as applicable, the “Minimum
Retained Ownership Requirement”). For purposes of this Section 8.12, unless the General Partner shall otherwise determine in its sole discretion, (x) Units
received by a Personal Planning Vehicle of a Limited Partner shall be deemed held by such Limited Partner for purposes of calculating the number of Vested
Units received by such Limited Partner and (y) Units received by a Personal Planning Vehicle of a Limited Partner shall not be deemed to be held by such
Limited Partner for purposes of calculating whether the relevant percentage of Vested Units held satisfies the Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement. The
General Partner may in its sole discretion resolve any question regarding the satisfaction of the Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement or the application of
the provisions of this 8.12, including the calculation of Units received and Units held with respect to Service Providers that hold direct and indirect interests in
Units. Any such determination in the General Partner’s discretion shall be final and binding. Such determinations need not be uniform and may be made
selectively among Persons, whether or not such Persons are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach of any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at
law, in equity or otherwise.
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ARTICLE IX

DISSOLUTION, LIQUIDATION AND TERMINATION

SECTION 9.01. No Dissolution. Except as required by the Act, the Partnership shall not be dissolved by the admission of additional Partners or
withdrawal of Partners in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The Partnership may be dissolved, liquidated, wound up and terminated only pursuant to
the provisions of this Article IX, and the Partners hereby irrevocably waive any and all other rights they may have to cause a dissolution of the Partnership or a
sale or partition of any or all of the Partnership assets.

SECTION 9.02. Events Causing Dissolution. The Partnership shall be dissolved and its affairs shall be wound up upon the occurrence of any of the
following events (each, a “Dissolution Event”):

(a) the rendering of a judicial judgment ordering the dissolution of the Partnership under the Act upon the finding by a court of competent
jurisdiction that it is not reasonably practicable to carry on the business of the Partnership in conformity with this Agreement;

(b) any event which makes it unlawful for the business of the Partnership to be carried on by the Partners;

(c) the written consent of all Partners;

(d) at any time there are no limited partners, unless the Partnership is continued in accordance with the Act;

(e) the Incapacity or removal of the General Partner; provided that the Partnership will not be dissolved or required to be wound up in connection
with any of the events specified in this Section 9.02(e) if: (i) at the time of the occurrence of such event there is at least one other general partner of the
Partnership who is hereby authorized to, and elects to, carry on the business of the Partnership; or (ii) all remaining Limited Partners consent to or ratify the
continuation of the business of the Partnership and the appointment of another general partner of the Partnership, effective as of the event that caused the
General Partner to cease to be a general partner of the Partnership, within 120 days following the occurrence of any such event, which consent shall be
deemed (and if requested each Limited Partner shall provide a written consent or ratification) to have been given for all Limited Partners if the holders of
more than 50% of the Vested Units then outstanding agree in writing to so continue the business of the Partnership; or

(f) the determination of the General Partner in its sole discretion; provided that in the event of a dissolution pursuant to this clause (f), the relative
economic rights of each Class of Units immediately prior to such dissolution shall be preserved to the greatest extent practicable with respect to
distributions made to Partners pursuant to Section 9.03 below in connection with the winding up of the Partnership, taking into consideration tax and other
legal constraints that may adversely affect one or more parties hereto and subject to compliance with applicable laws and regulations, unless, and to the
extent that, with respect to any Class of Units, holders of not less than 90% of the Units of such Class consent in writing to a treatment other than as
described above.
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SECTION 9.03. Distribution upon Dissolution. Upon dissolution, the Partnership shall not be terminated and shall continue until the winding up of
the affairs of the Partnership is completed. Upon the winding up of the Partnership, the General Partner, or any other Person designated by the General Partner
(the “Liquidation Agent”), shall take full account of the assets and liabilities of the Partnership and shall, unless the General Partner determines otherwise,
liquidate the assets of the Partnership as promptly as is consistent with obtaining the fair value thereof. The proceeds of any liquidation shall be applied and
distributed in the following order:

(a) First, to the satisfaction of debts and liabilities of the Partnership (including satisfaction of all indebtedness to Partners and/or their Affiliates to
the extent otherwise permitted by law) including the expenses of liquidation, and including the establishment of any reserve which the Liquidation Agent
shall deem reasonably necessary for any contingent, conditional or unmatured contractual liabilities or obligations of the Partnership (“Contingencies”).
Any such reserve may be paid over by the Liquidation Agent to any attorney-at-law, or acceptable party, as escrow agent, to be held for disbursement in
payment of any Contingencies and, at the expiration of such period as shall be deemed advisable by the Liquidation Agent for distribution of the balance in
the manner hereinafter provided in this Section 9.03; and

(b) The balance, if any, to the holders of Units, pro rata to each of the holders of Units in accordance with their Total Percentage Interests.

SECTION 9.04. Time for Liquidation. A reasonable amount of time shall be allowed for the orderly liquidation of the assets of the Partnership and
the discharge of liabilities to creditors so as to enable the Liquidation Agent to minimize the losses attendant upon such liquidation.

SECTION 9.05. Termination. The Partnership shall terminate when all of the assets of the Partnership, after payment of or due provision for all
debts, liabilities and obligations of the Partnership, shall have been distributed to the holders of Units in the manner provided for in this Article IX, and the
relevant declaration has been filed under the Act.

SECTION 9.06. Claims of the Partners. The Partners shall look solely to the Partnership’s assets for the return of their Capital Contributions, and if
the assets of the Partnership remaining after payment of or due provision for all debts, liabilities and obligations of the Partnership are insufficient to return such
Capital Contributions, the Partners shall have no recourse against the Partnership or any other Partner or any other Person. No Partner with a negative balance in
such Partner’s Capital Account shall have any obligation to the Partnership or to the other Partners or to any creditor or other Person to restore such negative
balance during the existence of the Partnership, upon dissolution or termination of the Partnership or otherwise, except to the extent required by the Act.
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SECTION 9.07. Survival of Certain Provisions. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the provisions of Sections 10.02, 11.09
and 11.10 shall survive the termination of the Partnership.

ARTICLE X

LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION

SECTION 10.01. Liability of Partners.

(a) No Limited Partner and no Affiliate, manager, member, employee or agent of a Limited Partner shall be liable for any debt, obligation or liability
of the Partnership or of any other Partner or have any obligation to restore any deficit balance in its Capital Account solely by reason of being a Partner of the
Partnership, except to the extent required by the Act.

(b) This Agreement is not intended to, and does not, create or impose any duty (including any fiduciary duty) on any of the Partners (including
without limitation, the General Partner) hereto or on their respective Affiliates. Further, the Partners hereby waive any and all duties (including fiduciary duties)
that, absent such waiver, may exist at or be implied by Law or in equity, and in doing so, recognize, acknowledge and agree that their duties and obligations to
one another and to the Partnership are only as expressly set forth in this Agreement and those required by the Act.

(c) To the extent that, at law or in equity, any Partner (including without limitation, the General Partner) has duties (including fiduciary duties) and
liabilities relating thereto to the Partnership, to another Partner or to another Person who is a party to or is otherwise bound by this Agreement, the Partners
(including without limitation, the General Partner) acting under this Agreement will not be liable to the Partnership, to any such other Partner or to any such other
Person who is a party to or is otherwise bound by this Agreement, for their good faith reliance on the provisions of this Agreement. The provisions of this
Agreement, to the extent that they restrict or eliminate the duties and liabilities relating thereto of any Partner (including without limitation, the General Partner)
otherwise existing at law or in equity, are agreed by the Partners to replace to that extent such other duties and liabilities of the Partners relating thereto (including
without limitation, the General Partner).

(d) The General Partner may consult with legal counsel, accountants and financial or other advisors and any act or omission suffered or taken by the
General Partner on behalf of the Partnership or in furtherance of the interests of the Partnership in good faith in reliance upon and in accordance with the advice
of such counsel, accountants or financial or other advisors will be full justification for any such act or omission, and the General Partner will be fully protected in
so acting or omitting to act so long as such counsel or accountants or financial or other advisors were selected with reasonable care.

(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or otherwise applicable provision of law or equity, whenever in this Agreement the
General Partner is permitted or required to make a decision (i) in its “sole discretion” or “discretion” or under a grant of similar authority or latitude, such General
Partner shall be entitled to consider only such interests and factors as it
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desires, including its own interests, and shall, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable Law, have no duty or obligation to give any consideration to any
interest of or factors affecting the Partnership or the Limited Partners, or (ii) in its “good faith” or under another expressed standard, such General Partner shall
act under such express standard and shall not be subject to any other or different standards.

SECTION 10.02. Indemnification.

(a) Indemnification. To the fullest extent permitted by law, as the same exists or hereafter be amended (but in the case of any such amendment, only
to the extent that such amendment permits the Partnership to provide broader indemnification rights than such law permitted the Partnership to provide prior to
such amendment), the Partnership shall indemnify any Indemnitee who was or is made or is threatened to be made a party to or is otherwise involved in any
threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding (brought in the right of the Partnership or otherwise), whether civil, criminal, administrative,
arbitrative or investigative, and whether formal or informal, including appeals, by reason of his or her or its status as an Indemnitee or by reason of any action
alleged to have been taken or omitted to be taken by Indemnitee in such capacity, for and against all loss and liability suffered and expenses (including attorneys’
fees), judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement reasonably incurred by such Indemnitee in connection with such action, suit or proceeding, including
appeals; provided that such Indemnitee shall not be entitled to indemnification hereunder if, but only to the extent that, such Indemnitee’s conduct constituted
fraud, bad faith or willful misconduct. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, except as otherwise provided in Section 10.02(c), the Partnership shall be required
to indemnify an Indemnitee in connection with any action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) (i) commenced by such Indemnitee only if the commencement of
such action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) by such Indemnitee was authorized by the General Partner and (ii) by or in the right of the Partnership only if the
General Partner has provided its prior written consent. The indemnification of an Indemnitee of the type identified in clause (d) of the definition of Indemnitee
shall be secondary to any and all indemnification to which such Indemnitee is entitled from (x) the relevant other Person (including any payment made to such
Indemnitee under any insurance policy issued to or for the benefit of such Person or Indemnitee), and (y) the relevant Fund (if applicable) (including any payment
made to such Indemnitee under any insurance policy issued to or for the benefit of such Fund or the Indemnitee) (clauses (x) and (y) together, the “Primary
Indemnification”), and will only be paid to the extent the Primary Indemnification is not paid and/or does not provide coverage (e.g., a self-insured retention
amount under an insurance policy). No such Person or Fund shall be entitled to contribution or indemnification from or subrogation against the Partnership. The
indemnification of any other Indemnitiee shall, to the extent not in conflict with such policy, be secondary to any and all payment to which such Indemnitee is
entitled from any relevant insurance policy issued to or for the benefit of the Partnership or any Indemnitee. “Fund” means any fund, investment vehicle or
account whose investments are managed or advised by the Issuer (if any) or its affiliates.

(b) Advancement of Expenses. To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Partnership shall promptly pay expenses (including attorneys’ fees)
incurred by any Indemnitee in appearing at, participating in or defending any action, suit or proceeding in advance of the final disposition of such action, suit or
proceeding, including appeals, upon presentation of an undertaking on behalf of such Indemnitee to repay such amount if it shall ultimately be determined
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that such Indemnitee is not entitled to be indemnified under this Section 10.02 or otherwise. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, except as otherwise
provided in Section 10.02(c), the Partnership shall be required to pay expenses of an Indemnitee in connection with any action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof)
(i) commenced by such Indemnitee only if the commencement of such action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) by such Indemnitee was authorized by the
General Partner and (ii) by or in the right of the Partnership only if the General Partner has provided its prior written consent.

(c) Unpaid Claims. If a claim for indemnification (following the final disposition of such action, suit or proceeding) or advancement of expenses
under this Section 10.02 is not paid in full within 30 days after a written claim therefor by any Indemnitee has been received by the Partnership, such Indemnitee
may file proceedings to recover the unpaid amount of such claim and, if successful in whole or in part, shall be entitled to be paid the expense of prosecuting such
claim. In any such action the Partnership shall have the burden of proving that such Indemnitee is not entitled to the requested indemnification or advancement of
expenses under applicable Law.

(d) Insurance. (i) To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Partnership may purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any person described in
Section 10.02(a) against any liability asserted against such person, whether or not the Partnership would have the power to indemnify such person against such
liability under the provisions of this Section 10.02 or otherwise.

(ii) In the event of any payment by the Partnership under this Section 10.02, the Partnership shall be subrogated to the extent of such
payment to all of the rights of recovery of the Indemnitee from any relevant other Person or under any insurance policy issued to or for the benefit of the
Partnership, such relevant other Person, or any Indemnitee. Each Indemnitee agrees to execute all papers required and take all action necessary to secure such
rights, including the execution of such documents as are necessary to enable the Partnership to bring suit to enforce any such rights in accordance with the terms
of such insurance policy or other relevant document. The Partnership shall pay or reimburse all expenses actually and reasonably incurred by the Indemnitee in
connection with such subrogation.

(iii) The Partnership shall not be liable under this Section 10.02 to make any payment of amounts otherwise indemnifiable hereunder
(including, but not limited to, judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement, and excise taxes with respect to an employee benefit plan or penalties) if and to
the extent that the applicable Indemnitee has otherwise actually received such payment under this Section 10.02 or any insurance policy, contract, agreement or
otherwise.

(e) Non-Exclusivity of Rights. The provisions of this Section 10.02 shall be applicable to all actions, claims, suits or proceedings made or
commenced after the date of this Agreement, whether arising from acts or omissions to act occurring before or after its adoption. The provisions of this
Section 10.02 shall be deemed to be a contract between the Partnership and each person entitled to indemnification under this Section 10.02 (or legal
representative thereof) who serves in such capacity at any time while this Section 10.02 and the relevant provisions of applicable Law, if any, are in effect, and
any amendment, modification or repeal hereof shall not affect any rights or obligations then existing with respect to any state of facts or any action, suit or
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proceeding then or theretofore existing, or any action, suit or proceeding thereafter brought or threatened based in whole or in part on any such state of facts. If
any provision of this Section 10.02 shall be found to be invalid or limited in application by reason of any law or regulation, it shall not affect the validity of the
remaining provisions hereof. The rights of indemnification provided in this Section 10.02 shall neither be exclusive of, nor be deemed in limitation of, any rights
to which any person may otherwise be or become entitled or permitted by contract, this Agreement or as a matter of law, both as to actions in such person’s
official capacity and actions in any other capacity, it being the policy of the Partnership that indemnification of any person whom the Partnership is obligated to
indemnify pursuant to Section 10.02(a) shall be made to the fullest extent permitted by law.

For purposes of this Section 10.02, references to “other enterprises” shall include employee benefit plans; references to “fines” shall include any
excise taxes assessed on a person with respect to an employee benefit plan; and references to “serving at the request of the Partnership” shall include any service
as a director, officer, employee or agent of the Partnership which imposes duties on, or involves services by, such director, officer, employee, or agent with respect
to an employee benefit plan, its participants, or beneficiaries.

This Section 10.02 shall not limit the right of the Partnership, to the extent and in the manner permitted by law, to indemnify and to advance
expenses to, and purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of, persons other than persons described in Section 10.02(a).

ARTICLE XI

MISCELLANEOUS

SECTION 11.01. Severability. If any term or other provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or incapable of being enforced by any
rule of Law, or public policy, all other conditions and provisions of this Agreement shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect so long as the economic or
legal substance of the transactions is not affected in any manner materially adverse to any party. Upon a determination that any term or other provision is invalid,
illegal or incapable of being enforced, the parties hereto shall negotiate in good faith to modify this Agreement so as to effect the original intent of the parties as
closely as possible in a mutually acceptable manner in order that the transactions contemplated hereby be consummated as originally contemplated to the fullest
extent possible.

SECTION 11.02. Notices. All notices, requests, claims, demands and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be given (and
shall be deemed to have been duly given upon receipt) by delivery in person, by courier service (delivery receipt requested), by fax, by electronic mail or by
registered or certified mail (postage prepaid, return receipt requested) to the respective parties at the following addresses (or at such other address for a party as
shall be specified in a notice given in accordance with this Section 11.02):

(a) If to the Partnership, to:

Carlyle Holdings II L.P.
c/o Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_carlyleholdingsnotice@carlyle.com
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(b) If to any Partner, to:

c/o Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_carlyleholdingsnotice@carlyle.com

Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C. shall use commercially reasonable efforts to forward any such communication to the applicable Partner’s address, email address or
facsimile number as shown in the Partnership’s books and records.

(c) If to the General Partner, to:

Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_carlyleholdingsnotice@carlyle.com

SECTION 11.03. Cumulative Remedies. The rights and remedies provided by this Agreement are cumulative and the use of any one right or remedy
by any party shall not preclude or waive its right to use any or all other remedies. Said rights and remedies are given in addition to any other rights the parties may
have by Law.

SECTION 11.04. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of all of the parties and, to the extent permitted by
this Agreement, their successors, executors, administrators, heirs, legal representatives and assigns.

SECTION 11.05. Interpretation. Throughout this Agreement, nouns, pronouns and verbs shall be construed as masculine, feminine, neuter, singular
or plural, whichever shall be applicable. Unless otherwise specified, all references herein to “Articles,” “Sections” and paragraphs shall refer to corresponding
provisions of this Agreement.

Each party hereto acknowledges and agrees that the parties hereto have participated collectively in the negotiation and drafting of this Agreement
and that he or she or it has had the opportunity to draft, review and edit the language of this Agreement; accordingly, it is the intention of the parties that no
presumption for or against any party arising out of drafting all or any part of this Agreement will be applied in any dispute relating to, in connection with or
involving this Agreement. Accordingly, the parties hereby waive to the fullest extent permitted by law the benefit of any rule of law or any legal decision that
would require that in cases of uncertainty, the language of a contract should be interpreted most strongly against the party who drafted such language.
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SECTION 11.06. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed and delivered (including by facsimile transmission) in one or more counterparts,
and by the different parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of which when executed and delivered shall be deemed to be an original but all of which taken
together shall constitute one and the same agreement. Copies of executed counterparts transmitted by telecopy or other electronic transmission service shall be
considered original executed counterparts for purposes of this Section 11.06.

SECTION 11.07. Further Assurances. Each Limited Partner shall perform all other acts and execute and deliver all other documents as may be
necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes and intent of this Agreement.

SECTION 11.08. Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement among the parties hereto pertaining to the subject matter
hereof and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings pertaining thereto.

SECTION 11.09. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the law of the Province of Québec.

SECTION 11.10. Dispute Resolution.

(a) The Partnership, and, except for CalPERS and each of the Mubadala Holders, each Partner, each other Person who acquires a Unit or other
interest in the Partnership and each other Person who is bound by this Agreement (collectively, the “Consenting Parties” and each a “Consenting Party”)
(i) irrevocably agrees that, unless the General Partner shall otherwise agree in writing, any claims, suits, actions or proceedings arising out of or relating in any
way to this Agreement or any interest in the Partnership (including, without limitation, any claims, suits or actions under or to interpret, apply or enforce (A) the
provisions of this Agreement, including without limitation the validity, scope or enforceability of this Section 11.10(a) or the arbitrability of any Dispute (as
defined below), (B) the duties, obligations or liabilities of the Partnership to the Partners, or of the Partners to the Partnership, or among Partners, (C) the rights or
powers of, or restrictions on, the Partnership, or any Partner, (D) any provision of the Act or other similar applicable statutes, (E) any other instrument, document,
agreement or certificate contemplated either by any provision of the Act relating to the Partnership or by this Agreement or (F) the federal securities laws of the
United States or the securities or antifraud laws of any international, national, state, provincial, territorial, local or other governmental or regulatory authority,
including, in each case, the applicable rules and regulations promulgated thereunder (regardless of whether such Disputes (x) sound in contract, tort, fraud or
otherwise, (y) are based on common law, statutory, equitable, legal or other grounds, or (z) are derivative or direct claims)) (a “Dispute”) shall be finally settled
by arbitration conducted by three arbitrators (or, in the event the amount of quantified claims and/or estimated monetary value of other claims contained in the
applicable request for arbitration is less than $3.0 million, by a sole arbitrator) in Wilmington, Delaware in accordance with the Rules of Arbitration of the
International Chamber of Commerce (including the rules relating to costs and fees) existing on the date of this Agreement except to the extent those rules are
inconsistent with the terms of this Section 11.10, and that such arbitration shall be the
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exclusive manner pursuant to which any Dispute shall be resolved; (ii) agrees that this Agreement involves commerce and is governed by any applicable treaties
governing the recognition and enforcement of international arbitration agreements and awards; (iii) agrees to take all steps necessary or advisable, including the
execution of documents to be filed with the International Court of Arbitration or the International Centre for ADR in order to properly submit any Dispute for
arbitration pursuant to this Section 11.10; (iv) irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by law, any objection it may have or hereafter have to the
submission of any Dispute for arbitration pursuant to this Section 11.10 and any right to lay claim to jurisdiction in any venue; (v) agrees that (A) the arbitrator(s)
shall be U.S. lawyers, U.S. law professors and/or retired U.S. judges and all arbitrators, including the president of the arbitral tribunal, may be U.S. nationals and
(B) the arbitrator(s) shall conduct the proceedings in the English language; (vi) agrees that except as required by law (including any disclosure requirement to
which the Partnership may be subject under any securities law, rule or regulation or applicable securities exchange rule or requirement) or as may be reasonably
required in connection with ancillary judicial proceedings to compel arbitration, to obtain temporary or preliminary judicial relief in aid of arbitration, or to
confirm or challenge an arbitration award, the arbitration proceedings, including any hearings, shall be confidential, and the parties shall not disclose any awards,
any materials in the proceedings created for the purpose of the arbitration, or any documents produced by another party in the proceedings not otherwise in the
public domain; (vii) irrevocably agrees that, unless the General Partner and the relevant named party or parties shall otherwise mutually agree in writing, (A) the
arbitrator(s) may award declaratory or injunctive relief only in favor of the individual party seeking relief and only to the extent necessary to provide relief
warranted by that party’s individual claim, (B) SUCH CONSENTING PARTY MAY BRING CLAIMS ONLY IN ITS INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY, AND NOT
AS A PLAINTIFF, CLASS REPRESENTATIVE OR CLASS MEMBER, OR AS A PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL, IN ANY PURPORTED CLASS OR
REPRESENTATIVE PROCEEDING, and (C) the arbitrator(s) may not consolidate more than one person’s claims, and shall not have authority otherwise to
preside over any form of a representative or class or consolidated proceeding or entertain any claim on behalf of a person who is not a named party, nor shall any
arbitrator have authority to make any award for the benefit of, or against, any person who is not a named party; and (viii) agrees that if a Dispute that would be
arbitrable under this Agreement if brought against a Consenting Party is brought against an employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee of such Consenting
Party or its Affiliates (other than Disputes brought by the employer or principal of any such employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee) for alleged actions or
omissions of such employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee undertaken as an employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee of such Consenting Party or
its Affiliates, such employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee shall be entitled to invoke this arbitration agreement. Notwithstanding Section 11.01, each
provision of this Section 11.10(a) shall be deemed material, and shall not be severable and this Section 11.10(a) shall be enforced only in its entirety. Performance
under this Agreement shall continue if reasonably possible during any arbitration proceedings.

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), any Consenting Party may bring an action or special proceeding for the purpose of compelling a
party to arbitrate, seeking temporary or preliminary relief in aid of an arbitration hereunder, or enforcing an arbitration award and, for the purposes of this
paragraph (b), each Consenting Party (i) irrevocably agrees that, unless the General Partner consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, any such
action or special proceeding shall be exclusively brought in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware
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or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court located in the State of Delaware with subject matter jurisdiction; (ii) irrevocably
submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such action or special proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to, and waives any right
to, assert in any such action or special proceeding that (A) it is not personally subject to the jurisdiction of such courts or any other court to which proceedings in
such courts may be appealed, (B) such action or special proceeding is brought in an inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such action or special proceeding is
improper; (iv) expressly waives any requirement for the posting of a bond by a party bringing such action or special proceeding; (v) consents to process being
served in any such action or special proceeding by mailing, certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at the address in effect for notices
hereunder, and agrees that such service shall constitute good and sufficient service of process and notice thereof; provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall
affect or limit any right to serve process in any other manner permitted by law; (VI) IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY AND ALL RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY
IN ANY SUCH CLAIM, SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING; and (vii) agrees that proof shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the
provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate and that remedies at law would be inadequate.

(c) If the arbitrator(s) shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration, or the arbitrator(s) or any court or tribunal of competent
jurisdiction shall refuse to enforce any provision of Section 11.10(a) or shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration as contemplated thereby, then,
and only then, shall the alternative provisions of this Section 11.10(c) be applicable. Each Consenting Party, to the fullest extent permitted by law, (i) irrevocably
agrees that unless the General Partner consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, any Dispute shall be exclusively brought in the Court of
Chancery of the State of Delaware or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court located in the State of Delaware with subject
matter jurisdiction over such Dispute; (ii) irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such claim, suit, action or
proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to, and waives any right to, assert in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding that (A) it is not personally subject to the
jurisdiction of such courts or any other court to which proceedings in such courts may be appealed, (B) such claim, suit, action or proceeding is brought in an
inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such claim, suit, action or proceeding is improper; (iv) expressly waives any requirement for the posting of a bond by a
party bringing such claim, suit, action or proceeding; (v) consents to process being served in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding by mailing, certified mail,
return receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at the address in effect for notices hereunder, and agrees that such service shall constitute good and sufficient
service of process and notice thereof; provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall affect or limit any right to serve process in any other manner permitted by
law; and (VI) IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY AND ALL RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY SUCH CLAIM, SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING; AND
(vii) agrees that proof shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate and that remedies
at law would be inadequate. The parties acknowledge that the fora designated by this paragraph (c) have a reasonable relation to this Agreement, and to the
parties’ relationship with one another.

SECTION 11.11. Expenses. Except as otherwise specified in this Agreement, the Partnership shall be responsible for all costs and expenses,
including, without limitation, fees and disbursements of counsel, financial advisors and accountants, incurred in connection with its operation.
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SECTION 11.12. Amendments and Waivers. (a) This Agreement (including the Annexes hereto) may be amended, supplemented, waived or
modified by the General Partner in its sole discretion without the approval of any Limited Partner or other Person; provided that no amendment may (i) materially
and adversely affect the rights of a holder of Units, as such, other than on a pro rata basis with other holders of Units of the same Class without the consent of
such holder (or, if there is more than one such holder that is so affected, without the consent of a majority in interest of such affected holders in accordance with
their holdings of such Class of Units), (ii) materially and adversely affect the rights of a Mubadala Holder without the prior written consent of such Mubadala
Holder, or (iii) materially and adversely affect the rights of CalPERS without the prior written consent of CalPERS; provided further, however, that
notwithstanding the foregoing, the General Partner may, without the written consent of any Limited Partner or any other Person, amend, supplement, waive or
modify any provision of this Agreement and execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record whatever documents may be required in connection
therewith, to reflect: (i) any amendment, supplement, waiver or modification that the General Partner determines to be necessary or appropriate in connection
with the creation, authorization or issuance of Units or any Class or series of equity interest in the Partnership pursuant to Section 7.01 hereof; (ii) the admission,
substitution, withdrawal or removal of Partners in accordance with this Agreement, including pursuant to Section 7.01 hereof; (iii) a change in the name of the
Partnership, the location of the principal place of business of the Partnership, the registered agent of the Partnership or the registered office of the Partnership;
(iv) any amendment, supplement, waiver or modification that the General Partner determines in its sole discretion to be necessary or appropriate to address
changes in U.S. federal income tax regulations, legislation or interpretation; and/or (v) a change in the Fiscal Year or taxable year of the Partnership and any other
changes that the General Partner determines to be necessary or appropriate as a result of a change in the Fiscal Year or taxable year of the Partnership including a
change in the dates on which distributions are to be made by the Partnership. If an amendment has been approved in accordance with this agreement, such
amendment shall be adopted and effective with respect to all Partners. Upon obtaining such approvals as may be required by this Agreement, and without further
action or execution on the part of any other Partner or other Person, any amendment to this Agreement may be implemented and reflected in a writing executed
solely by the General Partner and the Limited Partners shall be deemed a party to and bound by such amendment.

(b) No failure or delay by any party in exercising any right, power or privilege hereunder (other than a failure or delay beyond a period of time
specified herein) shall operate as a waiver thereof nor shall any single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of
any other right, power or privilege. The rights and remedies herein provided shall be cumulative and not exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by Law.

(c) The General Partner may, in its sole discretion, unilaterally amend this Agreement on or before the effective date of the final regulations to
provide for (i) the election of a safe harbor under Proposed Treasury Regulation Section 1.83-3(l) (or any similar provision) under which the fair market value of
a partnership interest (or interest in an entity treated as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes) that is transferred is treated as being equal to the
liquidation value of that interest, (ii) an agreement by the Partnership and each of its Partners to comply with
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all of the requirements set forth in such regulations and Notice 2005-43 (and any other guidance provided by the Internal Revenue Service with respect to such
election) with respect to all partnership interests (or interest in an entity treated as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes) transferred in connection
with the performance of services while the election remains effective, (iii) the allocation of items of income, gains, deductions and losses required by the final
regulations similar to Proposed Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(4)(xii)(b) and (c), and (iv) any other related amendments.

(d) Except as may be otherwise required by law in connection with the winding-up, liquidation, or dissolution of the Partnership, each Partner hereby
irrevocably waives any and all rights that it may have to maintain an action for judicial accounting or for partition of any of the Partnership’s property.

SECTION 11.13. No Third Party Beneficiaries. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure solely to the benefit of the parties hereto and their
permitted assigns and successors and nothing herein, express or implied, is intended to or shall confer upon any other Person or entity, any legal or equitable right,
benefit or remedy of any nature whatsoever under or by reason of this Agreement (other than pursuant to Section 10.02 hereof); provided, however that each
employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee of any Consenting Party or its Affiliates is an intended third party beneficiary of Section 11.10(a) and shall be
entitled to enforce its rights thereunder.

SECTION 11.14. Headings. The headings and subheadings in this Agreement are included for convenience and identification only and are in no way
intended to describe, interpret, define or limit the scope, extent or intent of this Agreement or any provision hereof.

SECTION 11.15. Power of Attorney. Each Limited Partner, by its execution hereof, hereby makes, constitutes and appoints the General Partner as its
true and lawful agent and attorney in fact, with full power of substitution and full power and authority in its name, place and stead, to make, execute, sign,
acknowledge, swear to, record and file (a) this Agreement and any amendment to this Agreement that has been adopted as herein provided; (b) the original
certificate of limited partnership of the Partnership and all amendments thereto required or permitted by law or the provisions of this Agreement; (c) all
certificates and other instruments (including consents and ratifications which the Limited Partners have agreed to provide upon a matter receiving the agreed
support of Limited Partners) deemed advisable by the General Partner to carry out the provisions of this Agreement (including the provisions of Section 8.04) and
Law or to permit the Partnership to become or to continue as a limited partnership or partnership wherein the Limited Partners have limited liability in each
jurisdiction where the Partnership may be doing business; (d) all instruments that the General Partner deems appropriate to reflect a change or modification of this
Agreement or the Partnership in accordance with this Agreement, including, without limitation, the admission of additional Limited Partners or substituted
Limited Partners pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement; (e) all conveyances and other instruments or papers deemed advisable by the General Partner to
effect the liquidation and termination of the Partnership; and (f) all fictitious or assumed name certificates required or permitted (in light of the Partnership’s
activities) to be filed on behalf of the Partnership.
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SECTION 11.16. Separate Agreements; Schedules. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, including Section 11.12, the General
Partner may, or may cause the Partnership to, without the approval of any Limited Partner or other Person, enter into separate subscription, letter or other
agreements with individual Limited Partners with respect to any matter, which have the effect of establishing rights under, or altering, supplementing or amending
the terms of, this Agreement. The parties hereto agree that any terms contained in any such separate agreement shall govern with respect to such Limited
Partner(s) party thereto notwithstanding the provisions of this Agreement. The General Partner may from time to time execute and deliver to the Limited Partners
schedules which set forth information contained in the books and records of the Partnership and any other matters deemed appropriate by the General Partner.
Such schedules shall be for information purposes only and shall not be deemed to be part of this Agreement for any purpose whatsoever.

SECTION 11.17. Partnership Status. The parties intend to treat the Partnership as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes.

SECTION 11.18. Delivery by Facsimile or Email. This Agreement, the agreements referred to herein, and each other agreement or instrument
entered into in connection herewith or therewith or contemplated hereby or thereby, and any amendments hereto or thereto, to the extent signed and delivered by
means of a facsimile machine or email with scan or facsimile attachment, shall be treated in all manner and respects as an original agreement or instrument and
shall be considered to have the same binding legal effect as if it were the original signed version thereof delivered in person. No party hereto or to any such
agreement or instrument shall raise the use of a facsimile machine or email to deliver a signature or the fact that any signature or agreement or instrument was
transmitted or communicated through the use of a facsimile machine or email as a defense to the formation or enforceability of a contract, and each such party
forever waives any such defense.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have entered into this Agreement or have caused this Agreement to be duly executed by their respective
authorized officers, in each case as of the date first above stated.
 

LIMITED PARTNERS

/s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
William E. Conway, Jr.

/s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
Daniel A. D’Aniello

/s/ David M. Rubenstein
David M. Rubenstein

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings II L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT
SYSTEM, an agency of the State of California

By:  /s/ Réal Desrochers
Name: Réal Desrochers
Title: Senior Investment Officer

By:  /s/ Scott Jacobsen
Name: Scott Jacobsen
Title: Portfolio Manager

 
[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings II L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) I, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) II, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) III, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) IV, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) V, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

 
[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings II L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) VI, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

FIVE OVERSEAS INVESTMENT L.L.C.

By:  /s/ Shahzad Khan
Name: Shahzad Khan
Title: General Manager

 
[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings II L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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All Limited Partners listed on Schedule I attached hereto.

By:  /s/ Jeffrey W. Ferguson
 Name: Jeffrey W. Ferguson
 Title: Attorney-in-Fact

 
[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings II L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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Solely to reflect its withdrawal as a limited partner pursuant to
Section 5.01(b):

CARLYLE HOLDINGS II LIMITED PARTNER L.L.C.

By: Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C., its Sole Member

By: The Carlyle Group L.P., its Sole Member

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its General Partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
Title: Founding Member

 
[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings II L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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GENERAL PARTNER:

CARLYLE HOLDINGS II GP L.L.C.

By: The Carlyle Group L.P., its sole member

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its general partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member

 
[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings II L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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EXHIBIT 10.5
 
  

AMENDED AND RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

OF

CARLYLE HOLDINGS III L.P.

Dated as of May 2, 2012
 
  
THE PARTNERSHIP UNITS OF CARLYLE HOLDINGS III L.P. HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS
AMENDED, THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY STATE, PROVINCE OR ANY OTHER APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS AND ARE BEING SOLD IN
RELIANCE UPON EXEMPTIONS FROM THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE SECURITIES ACT AND SUCH LAWS. SUCH UNITS MUST
BE ACQUIRED FOR INVESTMENT ONLY AND MAY NOT BE OFFERED FOR SALE, PLEDGED, HYPOTHECATED, SOLD, ASSIGNED OR
TRANSFERRED AT ANY TIME EXCEPT IN COMPLIANCE WITH (I) THE SECURITIES ACT, ANY APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY
STATE OR PROVINCE, AND ANY OTHER APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS; (II) THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AMENDED AND
RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT; AND (III) ANY OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS AGREED TO IN WRITING BETWEEN THE
GENERAL PARTNER AND THE APPLICABLE LIMITED PARTNER. THE UNITS MAY NOT BE TRANSFERRED OF RECORD EXCEPT IN
COMPLIANCE WITH SUCH LAWS; THIS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT; AND ANY OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS AGREED TO IN
WRITING BY THE GENERAL PARTNER AND THE APPLICABLE LIMITED PARTNER. THEREFORE, PURCHASERS AND OTHER TRANSFEREES
OF SUCH UNITS WILL BE REQUIRED TO BEAR THE RISK OF THEIR INVESTMENT OR ACQUISITION FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME.
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AMENDED AND RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

OF

CARLYLE HOLDINGS III L.P.

This AMENDED AND RESTATED LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) of Carlyle Holdings III L.P. (the “Partnership”)
is made as of the 2  day of May, 2012, by and among Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C., a limited liability company formed under the laws of the State of
Delaware, as general partner, and the Limited Partners (as defined herein) of the Partnership.

WHEREAS, the Partnership was formed as a limited partnership pursuant to the Act, by the execution of the Limited Partnership Agreement of the
Partnership dated as of November 29, 2011 (the “Original Agreement”); and

WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to enter into this Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement of the Partnership and to permit the
admission of the Limited Partners to the Partnership.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and agreements herein made and intending to be legally bound hereby, the parties
hereto agree to amend and restate the Original Agreement in its entirety to read as follows:

ARTICLE I

DEFINITIONS

SECTION 1.01. Definitions. Capitalized terms used herein without definition have the following meanings (such meanings being equally applicable
to both the singular and plural form of the terms defined):

“Act” means, the Civil Code and An Act respecting the legal publicity of enterprises (Québec), R.S.Q., c. P-44.1, as they may be amended from time
to time, and the laws of Québec applicable to partnerships.

“Additional Credit Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Adjusted Capital Account Balance” means, with respect to each Partner, the balance in such Partner’s Capital Account adjusted (i) by taking into
account the adjustments, allocations and distributions described in Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), (5) and (6); and (ii) by adding to
such balance such Partner’s share of Partnership Minimum Gain and Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain, determined pursuant to Treasury
Regulations Sections 1.704-2(g) and 1.704-2(i)(5), any amounts such Partner is obligated to restore pursuant to any provision of this Agreement or by
applicable Law. The foregoing definition of Adjusted Capital Account Balance is intended to comply with the provisions of Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d) and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.
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“Affiliate” means, with respect to a specified Person, any other Person that directly, or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, Controls, is
Controlled by, or is under common Control with, such specified Person. For purposes of the definition of “Affiliate,” Affiliates of the Mubadala Holders
shall only include Mubadala Development Company PJSC and its direct and indirect subsidiaries.

“Agreement” has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Amended Tax Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Assignee” has the meaning set forth in Section 8.07.

“Assumed Tax Rate” means the highest effective marginal combined U.S. federal, state and local income tax rate for a Fiscal Year prescribed for an
individual or corporate resident in New York, New York (taking into account (a) the nondeductiblity of expenses subject to the limitation described in
Section 67(a) of the Code and (b) the character (e.g., long-term or short-term capital gain or ordinary or exempt income) of the applicable income, but not
taking into account the deductibility of state and local income taxes for U.S. federal income tax purposes). For the avoidance of doubt, the Assumed Tax
Rate will be the same for all Partners.

“Available Cash” means, with respect to any fiscal period, the amount of cash on hand which the General Partner, in its reasonable discretion, deems
available for distribution to the Partners, taking into account all debts, liabilities and obligations of the Partnership then due and amounts which the General
Partner, in its reasonable discretion, deems necessary to expend or retain for working capital or to place into reserves for customary and usual claims with
respect to the Partnership’s operations.

“CalPERS” means the California Public Employees’ Retirement System.

“Capital Account” means the separate capital account maintained for each Partner in accordance with Section 5.03 hereof.

“Capital Contribution” means, with respect to any Partner, the aggregate amount of money contributed to the Partnership and the Carrying Value of
any property (other than money), net of any liabilities assumed by the Partnership upon contribution or to which such property is subject, contributed to the
Partnership pursuant to Article V.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnerships” means each of the Partnership, Carlyle Holdings I L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, and Placements Carlyle II
S.E.C./Carlyle Holdings II L.P., a Québec société en commandite.

“Carrying Value” means, with respect to any Partnership asset, the asset’s adjusted basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes, except that the initial
carrying value of assets contributed to the Partnership shall be their respective gross fair market values on the date of contribution as determined by the
General Partner, and the Carrying Values of all Partnership assets shall be adjusted to equal their respective fair market values, in accordance with the rules
set forth in Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(f),
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except as otherwise provided herein, as of: (a) the date of the acquisition of any additional Partnership interest by any new or existing Partner in exchange
for more than a de minimis Capital Contribution; (b) the date of the distribution of more than a de minimis amount of Partnership assets to a Partner; (c) the
date a Partnership interest is relinquished to the Partnership; or (d) any other date specified in the Treasury Regulations; provided, however, that
adjustments pursuant to clauses (a), (b) (c) and (d) above shall be made only if such adjustments are deemed necessary or appropriate by the General
Partner to reflect the relative economic interests of the Partners. The Carrying Value of any Partnership asset distributed to any Partner shall be adjusted
immediately before such distribution to equal its fair market value. In the case of any asset that has a Carrying Value that differs from its adjusted tax basis,
Carrying Value shall be adjusted by the amount of depreciation calculated for purposes of the definition of “Profits (Losses)” rather than the amount of
depreciation determined for U.S. federal income tax purposes, and depreciation shall be calculated by reference to Carrying Value rather than tax basis once
Carrying Value differs from tax basis.

“Cause” means, with respect to each Person that is or was at any time a Service Provider, the General Partner has determined in good faith that such
Person has (A) engaged in gross negligence or willful misconduct in the performance of the duties required of such Person under any employment or
services agreement between such Person and the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof, (B) willfully engaged in conduct that such Person knows or, based on facts
known to such Person, should know is materially injurious to the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof, (C) materially breached any material provision of any
employment or services agreement between such Person and the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof, (D) been convicted of, or entered a plea bargain or
settlement admitting guilt for, fraud, embezzlement, or any other felony under the laws of the United States or of any state or the District of Columbia or
any other country or any jurisdiction of any other country (but specifically excluding felonies involving a traffic violation); (E) been the subject of any
order, judicial or administrative, obtained or issued by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or similar agency or tribunal of any country, for any
securities law violation involving insider trading, fraud, misappropriation, dishonesty or willful misconduct (including, for example, any such order
consented to by such Person in which findings of facts or any legal conclusions establishing liability are neither admitted nor denied); (F) without the
express approval of the General Partner, disclosed to the public or to any press reporter or on any public media the name of or fundraising efforts of any
private fund vehicle that is sponsored by the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof and has not had a final closing of commitments or (G) has breached any
Restrictive Covenant to which such Person is subject.

“Civil Code” means the Civil Code of Québec, RSQ c. C-1991, as it may be amended from time to time.

“Class” means the classes of Units into which the interests in the Partnership may be classified or divided from time to time by the General Partner in
its sole discretion pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement. As of the date of this Agreement the only Class is the Class A Units. Subclasses within a
Class shall not be separate Classes for purposes of this Agreement. For all purposes hereunder and under the Act, only such Classes expressly
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established under this Agreement, including by the General Partner in accordance with this Agreement, shall be deemed to be a class of limited partner
interests in the Partnership. For the avoidance of doubt, to the extent that the General Partner holds limited partner interests of any Class, the General
Partner shall not be deemed to hold a separate Class of such interests from any other Limited Partner because it is the General Partner.

“Class A Units” means the Units of partnership interest in the Partnership designated as the “Class A Units” herein and having the rights pertaining
thereto as are set forth in this Agreement.

“Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended from time to time.

“Common Units” means common units representing limited partner interests of the Issuer.

“Consenting Party” has the meaning set forth in Section 11.10(a).

“Contingencies” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.03(a).

“Control” (including the terms “Controlled by” and “under common Control with”) means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to
direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of a Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, as trustee or executor, by
contract or otherwise, including, without limitation, the ownership, directly or indirectly, of securities having the power to elect a majority of the board of
directors or similar body governing the affairs of such Person.

“Credit Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Creditable Non-U.S. Tax” means a non-U.S. tax paid or accrued for United States federal income tax purposes by the Partnership, in either case to
the extent that such tax is eligible for credit under Section 901(a) of the Code. A non-U.S. tax is a Creditable Non-U.S. Tax for these purposes without
regard to whether a partner receiving an allocation of such non-U.S. tax elects to claim a credit for such amount. This definition is intended to be consistent
with the term “creditable foreign tax” in Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b)(4)(viii), and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.

“Declaration” means the registration declaration of the Partnership filed with the Registraire des entreprises (Québec) pursuant to the Act, as
amended from time to time.

“Dispute” has the meaning set forth in Section 11.10(a).

“Dissolution Event” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.02.

“Encumbrance” means any mortgage, hypothecation, claim, lien, encumbrance, conditional sales or other title retention agreement, right of first
refusal, preemptive right, pledge, option, charge, security interest or other similar interest, easement, judgment or imperfection of title of any nature
whatsoever.
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“ERISA” means The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended.

“Exchange Act” means the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

“Exchange Agreement” means the exchange agreement dated as of or about the date hereof among the Issuer, the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships, the
limited partners of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships from time to time party thereto, and the other parties thereto, as amended from time to time.

“Exchange Transaction” means an exchange of Units for Common Units pursuant to, and in accordance with, the Exchange Agreement or, if the
Issuer and the exchanging Limited Partner shall mutually agree, a Transfer of Units to the Issuer, the Partnership or any of their subsidiaries for other
consideration.

“Final Tax Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(ii).

“Fiscal Year” means, unless otherwise determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion in accordance with Section 11.12, (i) the period
commencing upon the formation of the Partnership and ending on December 31, 2011 or (ii) any subsequent twelve-month period commencing on
January 1 and ending on December 31.

“GAAP” means accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America as in effect from time to time.

“General Partner” means Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C., a limited liability company formed under the laws of the State of Delaware, or any
successor general partner admitted to the Partnership in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

“Incapacity” means, with respect to any Person, the bankruptcy, dissolution, termination, entry of an order of incompetence, or the insanity,
permanent disability or death of such Person.

“Indemnitee” (a) the General Partner, (b) any additional or substitute General Partner, (c) any Person who is or was a Tax Matters Partner, officer or
director of the General Partner or any additional or substitute General Partner, (d) any officer or director of the General Partner or any additional or
substitute General Partner who is or was serving at the request of the General Partner or any additional or substitute General Partner as an officer, director,
employee, member, partner, Tax Matters Partner, agent, fiduciary or trustee of another Person; provided that a Person shall not be an Indemnitee by reason
of providing, on a fee-for-services basis, trustee, fiduciary or custodial services, (e) any Person the General Partner in its sole discretion designates as an
“Indemnitee” for purposes of this Agreement and (f) any heir, executor or administrator with respect to Persons named in clauses (a) through (e).

“Initial Limited Partner” means each Limited Partner as of the date of this Agreement.
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“Initial Units” means, with respect to any Initial Limited Partner, the aggregate number of Class A Units owned by such Initial Limited Partner as of
the date of this Agreement.

“Issuer” means The Carlyle Group L.P., a limited partnership formed under the laws of the State of Delaware, or any successor thereto.

“Issuer General Partner” means Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., a limited liability company formed under the laws of the State of Delaware and
the general partner of the Issuer, or any successor general partner of the Issuer.

“Issuer Partnership Agreement” means the Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of the Issuer, as such agreement of limited
partnership may be amended, supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Law” means any statute, law, ordinance, regulation, rule, code, executive order, injunction, judgment, decree or other order issued or promulgated
by any national, supranational, state, federal, provincial, local or municipal government or any administrative or regulatory body with authority therefrom
with jurisdiction over the Partnership or any Partner, as the case may be.

“Limited Partner” means a special partner, as defined in the Act and, more specifically, each of the Persons from time to time listed as a limited
partner in the books and records of the Partnership, and, for purposes of Sections 8.01, 8.02, 8.03, 8.04, 8.05 and 8.06, and 8.12 any Personal Planning
Vehicle of such Limited Partner.

“Liquidation Agent” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.03.

“Mubadala Holders” means, collectively, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) I, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments
(Cayman) II, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) III, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP
Investments (Cayman) IV, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) V, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company,
MDC/TCP Investments (Cayman) VI, Ltd., a Cayman Islands exempted company, and Five Overseas Investment L.L.C., a United Arab Emirates limited
liability company registered in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, and, to the extent such Persons are permitted Transferees, each of Mubadala Development
Company PJSC and its direct and indirect subsidiaries.

“Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement” has the meaning set forth in Section 8.12.

“Net Taxable Income” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(i).

“Nonrecourse Deductions” has the meaning set forth in Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(b). The amount of Nonrecourse Deductions of the
Partnership for a fiscal year equals the net increase, if any, in the amount of Partnership Minimum Gain of the Partnership during that fiscal year,
determined according to the provisions of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(c).
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“Officer” means each Person designated as an officer of the Partnership by the General Partner pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of
Section 3.04, subject to any resolutions of the General Partner appointing such Person as an officer of the Partnership or relating to such appointment.

“Original Agreement” has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Partners” means, at any time, each person listed as a Partner (including the General Partner) on the books and records of the Partnership, in each
case for so long as he, she or it remains a partner of the Partnership as provided hereunder.

“Partnership” has the meaning set forth in the preamble of this Agreement.

“Partnership Minimum Gain” has the meaning set forth in Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(b)(2) and 1.704-2(d).

“Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain” means an amount with respect to each partner nonrecourse debt (as defined in Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-2(b)(4)) equal to the Partnership Minimum Gain that would result if such partner nonrecourse debt were treated as a nonrecourse liability (as
defined in Treasury Regulations Section 1.752-1(a)(2)) determined in accordance with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(i)(3).

“Partner Nonrecourse Deductions” has the meaning ascribed to the term “partner nonrecourse deductions” set forth in Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-2(i)(2).

“Person” means any individual, estate, corporation, partnership, limited partnership, limited liability company, limited company, joint venture, trust,
unincorporated or governmental organization or any agency or political subdivision thereof.

“Personal Planning Vehicle” means, in respect of any Person that is a natural person, any other Person that is not a natural person designated as a
“Personal Planning Vehicle” of such natural person in the books and records of the Partnership.

“Primary Indemnification” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.02(a).

“Profits” and “Losses” means, for each Fiscal Year or other period, the taxable income or loss of the Partnership, or particular items thereof,
determined in accordance with the accounting method used by the Partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes with the following adjustments: (a) all
items of income, gain, loss or deduction allocated pursuant to Section 5.05 shall not be taken into account in computing such taxable income or loss;
(b) any income of the Partnership that is exempt from U.S. federal income taxation and not otherwise taken into account in computing Profits and Losses
shall be added to such taxable income or loss; (c) if the Carrying Value of any asset differs from its adjusted tax basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes,
any gain or loss resulting from a disposition of such asset shall be calculated with reference to such Carrying Value; (d) upon an adjustment
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to the Carrying Value (other than an adjustment in respect of depreciation) of any asset, pursuant to the definition of Carrying Value, the amount of the
adjustment shall be included as gain or loss in computing such taxable income or loss; (e) if the Carrying Value of any asset differs from its adjusted tax
basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes, the amount of depreciation, amortization or cost recovery deductions with respect to such asset for purposes of
determining Profits and Losses, if any, shall be an amount which bears the same ratio to such Carrying Value as the U.S. federal income tax depreciation,
amortization or other cost recovery deductions bears to such adjusted tax basis (provided that if the U.S. federal income tax depreciation, amortization or
other cost recovery deduction is zero, the General Partner may use any reasonable method for purposes of determining depreciation, amortization or other
cost recovery deductions in calculating Profits and Losses); and (f) except for items in (a) above, any expenditures of the Partnership not deductible in
computing taxable income or loss, not properly capitalizable and not otherwise taken into account in computing Profits and Losses pursuant to this
definition shall be treated as deductible items.

“Restrictive Covenant” means Section 8.11 hereof and/or any provision of any agreement wherein a Limited Partner has agreed not to compete with
the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof or to solicit any investor in any investment vehicle advised or to be advised by the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof or to
solicit any employee or other service provider of the Issuer or any Affiliate thereof.

“Restrictive Covenant Period” has the meaning set forth in Section 8.11 hereof.

“Service Provider” means any Limited Partner (in his, her or its individual capacity) or other Person, who at the time in question, is employed by or
providing services to the Issuer General Partner, the Issuer, the General Partner, the Partnership or any of its subsidiaries. For the avoidance of doubt,
neither CalPERS nor any Mubadala Holder is a Service Provider.

“Securities Act” means the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

“Similar Law” means any law or regulation that could cause the underlying assets of the Partnership to be treated as assets of the Limited Partner by
virtue of its limited partner interest in the Partnership and thereby subject the Partnership and the General Partner (or other persons responsible for the
investment and operation of the Partnership’s assets) to laws or regulations that are similar to the fiduciary responsibility or prohibited transaction
provisions contained in Title I of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code.

“Tax Advances” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.07.

“Tax Amount” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(i).

“Tax Distributions” has the meaning set forth in Section 4.01(b)(i).

“Tax Matters Partner” has the meaning set forth in Section 5.08.
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“Total Percentage Interest” means, with respect to any Partner, the quotient obtained by dividing the number of Units (vested and unvested) then
owned by such Partner by the number of Units (vested and unvested) then owned by all Partners.

“Transfer” means, in respect of any Unit, property or other asset, any sale, assignment, transfer, distribution, exchange, mortgage, pledge,
hypothecation or other disposition thereof, whether voluntarily or by operation of Law, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, including, without
limitation, the exchange of any Unit for any other security.

“Transferee” means any Person that is a permitted transferee of a Partner’s interest in the Partnership, or part thereof.

“Treasury Regulations” means the income tax regulations, including temporary regulations, promulgated under the Code, as such regulations may be
amended from time to time (including corresponding provisions of succeeding regulations).

“Units” means the Class A Units and any other Class of Units that is established in accordance with this Agreement, which shall constitute interests
in the Partnership as provided in this Agreement and under the Act, entitling the holders thereof to the relative rights, title and interests in the profits,
losses, deductions and credits of the Partnership at any particular time as set forth in this Agreement, and any and all other benefits to which a holder
thereof may be entitled as a Partner as provided in this Agreement, together with the obligations of such Partner to comply with all terms and provisions of
this Agreement.

“Unvested Units” means those Units from time to time listed as unvested Units in the books and records of the Partnership.

“Vested Percentage Interest” means, with respect to any Partner, the quotient obtained by dividing the number of Vested Units then owned by such
Partner by the number of Vested Units then owned by all Partners.

“Vested Units” means those Units listed as vested Units in the books and records of the Partnership, as the same may be amended from time to time
in accordance with this Agreement.

ARTICLE II

FORMATION, TERM, PURPOSE AND POWERS

SECTION 2.01. Formation. The Partnership was formed as a limited partnership under the provisions of the Act by the execution of the Original
Agreement. A Declaration was filed with the Registraire des entreprises (Québec) as of December 1, 2011, in accordance with the provisions of the Act. If
requested by the General Partner, the Limited Partners shall promptly execute all certificates and other documents consistent with the terms of this Agreement
necessary for the General Partner to accomplish all filing, recording, publishing and other acts as may be appropriate to comply with all requirements for (a) the
formation and operation of a limited partnership under the laws of the Province of Québec, (b) if the General Partner deems it advisable,
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the operation of the Partnership as a limited partnership, or partnership in which the Limited Partners have limited liability, in all jurisdictions where the
Partnership proposes to operate and (c) all other filings required to be made by the Partnership. The rights, powers, duties, obligations and liabilities of the
Partners shall be determined pursuant to the Act and this Agreement. To the extent that the rights, powers, duties, obligations and liabilities of any Partner are
different by reason of any provision of this Agreement than they would be in the absence of such provision, this Agreement shall, to the extent permitted by the
Act, control.

SECTION 2.02. Name. The name of the Partnership shall be, and the business of the Partnership shall be conducted under the name of “Placements
Carlyle III s.e.c. and, in its English version, Carlyle Holdings III L.P.,” and all Partnership business shall be conducted in that name or in such other names that
comply with applicable law as the General Partner in its sole discretion may select from time to time. Subject to the Act, the General Partner may change the
name of the Partnership (and amend this Agreement to reflect such change) at any time and from time to time without the consent of any other Person. Prompt
notification of any such change shall be given to all Partners.

SECTION 2.03. Term. The term of the Partnership commenced on the date of the Original Agreement, and the term shall continue until the
dissolution of the Partnership in accordance with Article IX. The existence of the Partnership shall continue until dissolution of the Partnership in the manner
required by the Act.

SECTION 2.04. Offices. The Partnership may have offices at such places either within or outside the Province of Québec as the General Partner
from time to time may select. As of the date hereof, the principal place of business and office of the Partnership is located at 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20004. The Québec domicile of the Partnership shall be located at 1 Place Ville Marie, 37  Floor, Montreal, Québec, Canada H3B 3P4.

SECTION 2.05. Agent for Service of Process; Existence and Good Standing; Foreign Qualification. (a) The Partnership’s registered agent and
registered office for service of process in the Province of Québec shall be as set forth in the Declaration, or such other person as the General Partner shall
designate in its sole discretion from time to time.

(b) The General Partner may take all action which may be necessary or appropriate (i) for the continuation of the Partnership’s valid existence as a
sociéte en commandite under the laws of the Province of Québec (and of each other jurisdiction in which such existence is necessary to enable the Partnership to
conduct the business in which it is engaged) and (ii) for the maintenance, preservation and operation of the business of the Partnership in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement and applicable laws and regulations. The General Partner may file or cause to be filed for recordation in the proper office or offices
in each other jurisdiction in which the Partnership is formed or qualified, such certificates (including certificates of limited partnership and fictitious name
certificates) and other documents as are required by the applicable statutes, rules or regulations of any such jurisdiction or as are required to reflect the identity of
the Partners. The General Partner may cause the Partnership to comply, to the extent procedures are available and those matters are reasonably within the control
of the Officers, with all requirements necessary to qualify the Partnership to do business in any jurisdiction other than the Province of Québec.
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SECTION 2.06. Business Purpose. The Partnership was formed for the object and purpose of, and the nature and character of the business to be
conducted by the Partnership is, engaging in any lawful act or activity for which limited partnerships may be formed under the Act.

SECTION 2.07. Powers of the Partnership. Subject to the limitations set forth in this Agreement, the Partnership will possess and may exercise all of
the powers and privileges granted to it by the Act including, without limitation, the ownership and operation of the assets and other property contributed to the
Partnership by the Partners, by any other Law or this Agreement, together with all powers incidental thereto, so far as such powers are necessary or convenient to
the conduct, promotion or attainment of the purpose of the Partnership set forth in Section 2.06.

SECTION 2.08. Partners; Admission of New Partners. Each of the Persons listed in the books and records of the Partnership, as the same may be
amended from time to time in accordance with this Agreement, by virtue of the execution of this Agreement, are admitted as Partners of the Partnership. The
rights, duties and liabilities of the Partners shall be as provided in the Act, except as is otherwise expressly provided herein, and the Partners consent to the
variation of such rights, duties and liabilities as provided herein. Subject to Section 8.09 with respect to substitute Limited Partners, a Person may be admitted
from time to time as a new Limited Partner with the written consent of the General Partner in its sole discretion. Each new Limited Partner shall execute and
deliver to the General Partner an appropriate supplement to this Agreement pursuant to which the new Limited Partner agrees to be bound by the terms and
conditions of the Agreement, as it may be amended from time to time. A new General Partner or substitute General Partner may be admitted to the Partnership
solely in accordance with Section 8.08 or Section 9.02(e) hereof.

SECTION 2.09. Withdrawal. No Partner shall have the right to withdraw as a Partner of the Partnership other than following the Transfer of all Units
owned by such Partner in accordance with Article VIII.

SECTION 2.10. Investment Representations of Partners. Each Partner hereby represents, warrants and acknowledges to the Partnership that: (a) such
Partner has such knowledge and experience in financial and business matters and is capable of evaluating the merits and risks of an investment in the Partnership
and is making an informed investment decision with respect thereto; (b) such Partner is acquiring interests in the Partnership for investment only and not with a
view to, or for resale in connection with, any distribution to the public or public offering thereof; and (c) the execution, delivery and performance of this
Agreement have been duly authorized by such Partner.

ARTICLE III

MANAGEMENT

SECTION 3.01. General Partner. (a) The business, property and affairs of the Partnership shall be managed under the sole, absolute and exclusive
direction of the General Partner, which may from time to time delegate authority to Officers or to others to act on behalf of the Partnership.
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(b) Without limiting the foregoing provisions of this Section 3.01, the General Partner shall have the general power to manage or cause the
management of the Partnership (which may be delegated to Officers of the Partnership), including, without limitation, the following powers:

(i) to develop and prepare a business plan each year which will set forth the operating goals and plans for the Partnership;

(ii) to execute and deliver or to authorize the execution and delivery of contracts, deeds, leases, licenses, instruments of transfer and
other documents on behalf of the Partnership;

(iii) the making of any expenditures, the lending or borrowing of money, the assumption or guarantee of, or other contracting for,
indebtedness and other liabilities, the issuance of evidences of indebtedness and the incurring of any other obligations;

(iv) to establish and enforce limits of authority and internal controls with respect to all personnel and functions;

(v) to engage attorneys, consultants and accountants for the Partnership;

(vi) to develop or cause to be developed accounting procedures for the maintenance of the Partnership’s books of account; and

(vii) to do all such other acts as shall be authorized in this Agreement or by the Partners in writing from time to time.

SECTION 3.02. Compensation. The General Partner shall not be entitled to any compensation for services rendered to the Partnership in its capacity
as General Partner.

SECTION 3.03. Expenses. The Partnership shall pay, or cause to be paid, all costs, fees, operating expenses and other expenses of the Partnership
(including the costs, fees and expenses of attorneys, accountants or other professionals) incurred in pursuing and conducting, or otherwise related to, the activities
of the Partnership. The Partnership shall also, in the sole discretion of the General Partner, bear and/or reimburse the General Partner for (i) any costs, fees or
expenses incurred by the General Partner in connection with serving as the General Partner, (ii) all other expenses allocable to the Partnership or otherwise
incurred by the General Partner in connection with operating the Partnership’s business (including expenses allocated to the General Partner by its Affiliates) and
(iii) all costs, fees or expenses owed directly or indirectly by the Partnership or the General Partner to the Issuer General Partner pursuant to their reimbursement
obligations under, or which are otherwise allocated to the General Partner pursuant to, the Issuer Partnership Agreement. To the extent that the General Partner
determines in its sole discretion that such expenses are related to the business and affairs of the General Partner that are conducted through the Partnership and/or
its subsidiaries (including expenses that relate to the business and affairs of the Partnership and/or its subsidiaries and that also relate to other activities of the
General Partner), the General Partner may cause the Partnership to pay or bear all expenses of the General
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Partner, including, without limitation, compensation and meeting costs of any board of directors or similar body of the General Partner, any salary, bonus,
incentive compensation and other amounts paid to any Person including Affiliates of the General Partner to perform services for the Partnership, litigation costs
and damages arising from litigation, accounting and legal costs and franchise taxes, provided that the Partnership shall not pay or bear any income tax obligations
of the General Partner. Reimbursements pursuant to this Section 3.03 shall be in addition to any reimbursement to the General Partner as a result of
indemnification pursuant to Section 10.02.

SECTION 3.04. Officers. Subject to the direction and oversight of the General Partner, the day-to-day administration of the business of the
Partnership may be carried out by persons who may be designated as officers by the General Partner, with titles including but not limited to “assistant secretary,”
“assistant treasurer,” “chairman,” “chief executive officer,” “chief financial officer,” “chief operating officer,” “chief risk officer,” “director,” “general counsel,”
“general manager,” “managing director,” “president,” “principal accounting officer,” “secretary,” “senior chairman,” “senior managing director,” “treasurer,”
“vice chairman” or “vice president,” and as and to the extent authorized by the General Partner. The officers of the Partnership shall have such titles and powers
and perform such duties as shall be determined from time to time by the General Partner and otherwise as shall customarily pertain to such offices. Any number
of offices may be held by the same person. In its sole discretion, the General Partner may choose not to fill any office for any period as it may deem advisable. All
officers and other persons providing services to or for the benefit of the Partnership shall be subject to the supervision and direction of the General Partner and
may be removed, with or without cause, from such office by the General Partner and the authority, duties or responsibilities of any employee, agent or officer of
the Partnership may be suspended by the General Partner from time to time, in each case in the sole discretion of the General Partner. The General Partner shall
not cease to be a general partner of the Partnership as a result of the delegation of any duties hereunder. No officer of the Partnership, in its capacity as such, shall
be considered a general partner of the Partnership by agreement, estoppel, as a result of the performance of its duties hereunder or otherwise.

SECTION 3.05. Authority of Partners. Other than exercising a Limited Partner’s rights and powers as a Limited Partner, as contemplated in the Act,
no Limited Partner, in its capacity as such, shall participate in or have any control over the business of the Partnership. Except as expressly provided herein, the
Units do not confer any rights upon the Limited Partners to participate in the affairs of the Partnership described in this Agreement. Except as expressly provided
herein, no Limited Partner shall have any right to vote on any matter involving the Partnership, including with respect to any merger, consolidation, combination
or conversion of the Partnership, or any other matter that a limited partner might otherwise have the ability to vote on or consent with respect to under the Act, at
law, in equity or otherwise. The conduct, control and management of the Partnership shall be vested exclusively in the General Partner. In all matters relating to or
arising out of the conduct of the operation of the Partnership, the decision of the General Partner shall be the decision of the Partnership. Except as required or
permitted by Law, or expressly provided in the ultimate sentence of this Section 3.05 or by separate agreement with the Partnership, no Partner who is not also a
General Partner (and acting in such capacity) shall take any part in the management or control of the operation or business of the Partnership in its capacity as a
Partner, nor shall any Partner who is not also a General Partner (and acting in such capacity) have any right, authority or power to act for or on behalf of or bind
the Partnership in his or its capacity as a Partner in any respect or assume any obligation or responsibility of the Partnership or
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of any other Partner. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Partnership may from time to time appoint one or more Partners as officers or employ one or more
Partners as employees, and such Partners, in their capacity as officers or employees of the Partnership (and not, for clarity, in their capacity as Limited Partners of
the Partnership), may take part in the control and management of the business of the Partnership to the extent such authority and power to act for or on behalf of
the Partnership has been delegated to them by the General Partner.

SECTION 3.06. Action by Written Consent or Ratification. Any action required or permitted to be taken by the Partners pursuant to this Agreement
shall be taken if all Partners whose consent or ratification is required consent thereto or provide a consent or ratification in writing.

ARTICLE IV

DISTRIBUTIONS

SECTION 4.01. Distributions. (a) The General Partner, in its sole discretion, may authorize distributions by the Partnership to the Partners, which
distributions shall be made pro rata in accordance with the Partners’ respective Total Percentage Interests.

(b) (i) In addition to the foregoing, if the General Partner reasonably determines that the taxable income of the Partnership for a Fiscal Year will give
rise to taxable income for the Partners (“Net Taxable Income”), the General Partner shall cause the Partnership to distribute Available Cash in respect of income
tax liabilities (the “Tax Distributions”) to the extent that other distributions made by the Partnership for such year were otherwise insufficient to cover such tax
liabilities. The Tax Distributions payable with respect to any Fiscal Year shall be computed based upon the General Partner’s estimate of the
allocable Net Taxable Income in accordance with Article V, multiplied by the Assumed Tax Rate (the “Tax Amount”). For purposes of computing the Tax
Amount, the effect of any benefit under Section 743(b) of the Code will be ignored.

(ii) Tax Distributions shall be calculated and paid no later than one day prior to each quarterly due date for the payment by corporations
on a calendar year of estimated taxes under the Code in the following manner (A) for the first quarterly period, 25% of the Tax Amount,
(B) for the second quarterly period, 50% of the Tax Amount, less the prior Tax Distributions for the Fiscal Year, (C) for the third quarterly
period, 75% of the Tax Amount, less the prior Tax Distributions for the Fiscal Year and (D) for the fourth quarterly period, 100% of the Tax
Amount, less the prior Tax Distributions for the Fiscal Year. Following each Fiscal Year, and no later than one day prior to the due date for
the payment by corporations of income taxes for such Fiscal Year, the General Partner shall make an amended calculation of the Tax Amount
for such Fiscal Year (the “Amended Tax Amount”), and shall cause the Partnership to distribute a Tax Distribution, out of Available Cash, to
the extent that the Amended Tax Amount so calculated exceeds the cumulative Tax Distributions previously made by the Partnership in
respect of such Fiscal Year. If the Amended Tax Amount is less than the cumulative Tax Distributions previously made by the Partnership in
respect of the relevant Fiscal Year, then the
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difference (the “Credit Amount”) shall be applied against, and shall reduce, the amount of Tax Distributions made for subsequent Fiscal
Years. Within 30 days following the date on which the Partnership files a tax return on Form 1065, the General Partner shall make a final
calculation of the Tax Amount of such Fiscal Year (the “Final Tax Amount”) and shall cause the Partnership to distribute a Tax
Distribution, out of Available Cash, to the extent that the Final Tax Amount so calculated exceeds the Amended Tax Amount. If the Final
Tax Amount is less than the Amended Tax Amount in respect of the relevant Fiscal Year, then the difference (“Additional Credit Amount”)
shall be applied against, and shall reduce, the amount of Tax Distributions made for subsequent Fiscal Years. Any Credit Amount and
Additional Credit Amount applied against future Tax Distributions shall be treated as an amount actually distributed pursuant to this
Section 4.01(b) for purposes of the computations herein.

SECTION 4.02. Liquidation Distribution. Distributions made upon dissolution of the Partnership shall be made as provided in Section 9.03.

SECTION 4.03. Limitations on Distribution. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary contained in this Agreement, the General Partner shall
not make a Partnership distribution to any Partner if such distribution would violate Article 2242 of the Civil Code or any other applicable provision of the Act or
other applicable Law.

ARTICLE V

CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS; CAPITAL ACCOUNTS;
TAX ALLOCATIONS; TAX MATTERS

SECTION 5.01. Initial Capital Contributions. (a) The Partners have made, on or prior to the date hereof, Capital Contributions and, in exchange, the
Partnership has issued to the Partners the number of Class A Units as specified in the books and records of the Partnership.

(b) Upon issuance by the Partnership of Class A Units to the Partners and the admission of such Partners to the Partnership, the partnership interests
in the Partnership as provided in this Agreement and under the Act held by Carlyle Holdings III Limited Partner L.L.C. will be cancelled and Carlyle Holdings III
Limited Partner L.L.C. will withdraw as a limited partner of the Partnership.

SECTION 5.02. No Additional Capital Contributions. Except as otherwise provided in this Article V, no Partner shall be required to make additional
Capital Contributions to the Partnership without the consent of such Partner or permitted to make additional capital contributions to the Partnership without the
consent of the General Partner.

SECTION 5.03. Capital Accounts. A separate capital account (a “Capital Account”) shall be established and maintained for each Partner in
accordance with the provisions of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv). The Capital Account of each Partner shall be credited with such Partner’s
Capital Contributions, if any, all Profits allocated to such Partner
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pursuant to Section 5.04 and any items of income or gain which are specially allocated pursuant to Section 5.05; and shall be debited with all Losses allocated to
such Partner pursuant to Section 5.04, any items of loss or deduction of the Partnership specially allocated to such Partner pursuant to Section 5.05, and all cash
and the Carrying Value of any property (net of liabilities assumed by such Partner and the liabilities to which such property is subject) distributed by the
Partnership to such Partner. Any references in any section of this Agreement to the Capital Account of a Partner shall be deemed to refer to such Capital Account
as the same may be credited or debited from time to time as set forth above. In the event of any transfer of any interest in the Partnership in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement, the Transferee shall succeed to the Capital Account of the transferor to the extent it relates to the transferred interest.

SECTION 5.04. Allocations of Profits and Losses. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Profits and Losses (and, to the extent necessary,
individual items of income, gain or loss or deduction of the Partnership) shall be allocated in a manner such that the Capital Account of each Partner after giving
effect to the Special Allocations set forth in Section 5.05 is, as nearly as possible, equal (proportionately) to (i) the distributions that would be made pursuant to
Article IV if the Partnership were dissolved, its affairs wound up and its assets sold for cash equal to their Carrying Value, all Partnership liabilities were satisfied
(limited with respect to each non-recourse liability to the Carrying Value of the assets securing such liability) and the net assets of the Partnership were distributed
to the Partners pursuant to this Agreement, minus (ii) such Partner’s share of Partnership Minimum Gain and Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain,
computed immediately prior to the hypothetical sale of assets. For purposes of this Article V, each Unvested Unit shall be treated as a Vested Unit.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the General Partner shall make such adjustments to Capital Accounts as it determines in its sole discretion to be appropriate to
ensure allocations are made in accordance with a partner’s interest in the Partnership.

SECTION 5.05. Special Allocations. Notwithstanding any other provision in this Article V:

(a) Minimum Gain Chargeback. If there is a net decrease in Partnership Minimum Gain or Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain (determined in
accordance with the principles of Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(d) and 1.704-2(i)) during any Partnership taxable year, the Partners shall be specially
allocated items of Partnership income and gain for such year (and, if necessary, subsequent years) in an amount equal to their respective shares of such net
decrease during such year, determined pursuant to Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(g) and 1.704-2(i)(5). The items to be so allocated shall be determined in
accordance with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(f). This Section 5.05(a) is intended to comply with the minimum gain chargeback requirements in such
Treasury Regulations Sections and shall be interpreted consistently therewith; including that no chargeback shall be required to the extent of the exceptions
provided in Treasury Regulations Sections 1.704-2(f) and 1.704-2(i)(4).

(b) Qualified Income Offset. If any Partner unexpectedly receives any adjustments, allocations, or distributions described in Treasury Regulations
Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), (5) or (6), items of Partnership income and gain shall be specially allocated to such Partner in an amount and manner sufficient to
eliminate the deficit balance in such Partner’s Adjusted Capital Account Balance created by such adjustments, allocations or distributions as promptly as possible;
provided that an allocation pursuant to this Section 5.05(b) shall be made only to the extent that a
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Partner would have a deficit Adjusted Capital Account Balance in excess of such sum after all other allocations provided for in this Article V have been
tentatively made as if this Section 5.05(b) were not in this Agreement. This Section 5.05(b) is intended to comply with the “qualified income offset” requirement
of the Code and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.

(c) Gross Income Allocation. If any Partner has a deficit Capital Account at the end of any Fiscal Year which is in excess of the sum of (i) the
amount such Partner is obligated to restore, if any, pursuant to any provision of this Agreement, and (ii) the amount such Partner is deemed to be obligated to
restore pursuant to the penultimate sentences of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-2(g)(1) and 1.704-2(i)(5), each such Partner shall be specially allocated items
of Partnership income and gain in the amount of such excess as quickly as possible; provided that an allocation pursuant to this Section 5.05(c) shall be made only
if and to the extent that a Partner would have a deficit Capital Account in excess of such sum after all other allocations provided for in this Article V have been
tentatively made as if Section 5.05(b) and this Section 5.05(c) were not in this Agreement.

(d) Nonrecourse Deductions. Nonrecourse Deductions shall be allocated to the Partners in accordance with their respective Total Percentage
Interests.

(e) Partner Nonrecourse Deductions. Partner Nonrecourse Deductions for any taxable period shall be allocated to the Partner who bears the economic
risk of loss with respect to the liability to which such Partner Nonrecourse Deductions are attributable in accordance with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-
2(j).

(f) Creditable Non-U.S. Taxes. Creditable Non-U.S. Taxes for any taxable period attributable to the Partnership, or an entity owned directly or
indirectly by the Partnership, shall be allocated to the Partners in proportion to the partners’ distributive shares of income (including income allocated pursuant to
Section 704(c) of the Code) to which the Creditable Non-U.S. Tax relates (under principles of Treasury Regulations Section 1.904-6). The provisions of this
Section 5.05(f) are intended to comply with the provisions of Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b)(4)(viii), and shall be interpreted consistently therewith.

(g) Ameliorative Allocations. Any special allocations of income or gain pursuant to Sections 5.05(b) or 5.05(c) hereof shall be taken into account in
computing subsequent allocations pursuant to Section 5.04 and this Section 5.05(g), so that the net amount of any items so allocated and all other items allocated
to each Partner shall, to the extent possible, be equal to the net amount that would have been allocated to each Partner if such allocations pursuant to Sections
5.05(b) or 5.05(c) had not occurred.

SECTION 5.06. Tax Allocations. For income tax purposes, each item of income, gain, loss and deduction of the Partnership shall be allocated among
the Partners in the same manner as the corresponding items of Profits and Losses and specially allocated items are allocated for Capital Account purposes;
provided that in the case of any asset the Carrying Value of which differs from its adjusted tax basis for U.S. federal income tax purposes, income, gain, loss and
deduction with respect to such asset shall be allocated solely for income tax purposes in accordance with the principles of Sections 704(b) and (c) of the Code (in
any manner determined by the General Partner and permitted by the Code and Treasury Regulations) so as to take account of the
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difference between Carrying Value and adjusted basis of such asset; provided further that the Partnership shall use the traditional method with curative allocations
(as provided in Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-3(c)) for all Section 704(c) allocations, limited to allocations of income or gain from the disposition of
Partnership property where allocations of depreciation deductions have been limited by the ceiling rule throughout the term of the Partnership). Notwithstanding
the foregoing, the General Partner shall make such allocations for tax purposes as it determines in its sole discretion to be appropriate to ensure allocations are
made in accordance with a partner’s interest in the Partnership.

SECTION 5.07. Tax Advances. To the extent the General Partner reasonably believes that the Partnership is required by law to withhold or to make
tax payments on behalf of or with respect to any Partner or the Partnership is subjected to tax itself by reason of the status of any Partner (“Tax Advances”), the
General Partner may withhold such amounts and make such tax payments as so required. All Tax Advances made on behalf of a Partner shall be repaid by
reducing the amount of the current or next succeeding distribution or distributions which would otherwise have been made to such Partner or, if such distributions
are not sufficient for that purpose, by so reducing the proceeds of liquidation otherwise payable to such Partner. For all purposes of this Agreement such Partner
shall be treated as having received the amount of the distribution that is equal to the Tax Advance. Each Partner hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the
Partnership and the other Partners from and against any liability (including, without limitation, any liability for taxes, penalties, additions to tax or interest other
than any penalties, additions to tax or interest imposed as a result of the Partnership’s failure to withhold or make a tax payment on behalf of such Partner which
withholding or payment is required pursuant to applicable Law but only to the extent amounts sufficient to pay such taxes were not timely distributed to the
Partner pursuant to Section 4.01(b)) with respect to income attributable to or distributions or other payments to such Partner.

SECTION 5.08. Tax Matters. The General Partner shall be the initial “tax matters partner” within the meaning of Section 6231(a)(7) of the Code (the
“Tax Matters Partner”). The Partnership shall file as a partnership for federal, state, provincial and local income tax purposes, except where otherwise required by
Law. All elections required or permitted to be made by the Partnership, and all other tax decisions and determinations relating to federal, state, provincial or local
tax matters of the Partnership, shall be made by the Tax Matters Partner, in consultation with the Partnership’s attorneys and/or accountants. Tax audits,
controversies and litigations shall be conducted under the direction of the Tax Matters Partner. The Tax Matters Partner shall keep the other Partners reasonably
informed as to any tax actions, examinations or proceedings relating to the Partnership and shall submit to the other Partners, for their review and comment, any
settlement or compromise offer with respect to any disputed item of income, gain, loss, deduction or credit of the Partnership. As soon as reasonably practicable
after the end of each Fiscal Year, the Partnership shall send to each Partner a copy of U.S. Internal Revenue Service Schedule K-1, and any comparable statements
required by applicable U.S. state or local income tax Law as a result of the Partnership’s activities or investments, with respect to such Fiscal Year. The
Partnership also shall provide the Partners with such other information as may be reasonably requested for purposes of allowing the Partners to prepare and file
their own tax returns.

SECTION 5.09. Other Allocation Provisions. Certain of the foregoing provisions and the other provisions of this Agreement relating to the
maintenance of Capital Accounts are
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intended to comply with Treasury Regulations Section 1.704-1(b) and shall be interpreted and applied in a manner consistent with such regulations. In addition to
amendments effected in accordance with Section 11.12 or otherwise in accordance with this Agreement, Sections 5.03, 5.04 and 5.05 may also, so long as any
such amendment does not materially change the relative economic interests of the Partners, be amended at any time by the General Partner if necessary, in the
opinion of tax counsel to the Partnership, to comply with such regulations or any applicable Law.

ARTICLE VI

BOOKS AND RECORDS; REPORTS

SECTION 6.01. Books and Records. (a) At all times during the continuance of the Partnership, the Partnership shall prepare and maintain separate
books of account for the Partnership in accordance with GAAP.

(b) Except as limited by Section 6.01(c), each Limited Partner shall have the right to receive, for a purpose reasonably related to such Limited
Partner’s interest as a Limited Partner in the Partnership, upon reasonable written demand stating the purpose of such demand and at such Limited Partner’s own
expense:

(i) a copy of the Declaration and this Agreement and all amendments thereto, together with a copy of the executed copies of all powers
of attorney pursuant to which the Declaration and this Agreement and all amendments thereto have been executed; and

(ii) promptly after their becoming available, copies of the Partnership’s federal income tax returns for the three most recent years.

(c) The General Partner may keep confidential from the Limited Partners, for such period of time as the General Partner determines in its sole
discretion, (i) any information that the General Partner reasonably believes to be in the nature of trade secrets or (ii) other information the disclosure of which the
General Partner believes is not in the best interests of the Partnership, could damage the Partnership or its business or that the Partnership is required by law or by
agreement with any third party to keep confidential.

ARTICLE VII

PARTNERSHIP UNITS

SECTION 7.01. Units. Interests in the Partnership shall be represented by Units. The Units initially are comprised of one Class: “Class A Units”.
The General Partner in its sole discretion may establish and issue, from time to time in accordance with such procedures as the General Partner shall determine
from time to time, additional Units, in one or more Classes or series of Units, or other Partnership securities, at such price, and with such designations,
preferences and relative, participating, optional or other special rights, powers and duties (which may be senior to existing Units, Classes and series of Units or
other Partnership securities), as shall be determined by the General Partner without the approval of any Partner or any other Person who
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may acquire an interest in any of the Units, including (i) the right of such Units to share in Profits and Losses or items thereof; (ii) the right of such Units to share
in Partnership distributions; (iii) the rights of such Units upon dissolution and liquidation of the Partnership; (iv) whether, and the terms and conditions upon
which, the Partnership may or shall be required to redeem such Units (including sinking fund provisions); (v) whether such Units are issued with the privilege of
conversion or exchange and, if so, the terms and conditions of such conversion or exchange; (vi) the terms and conditions upon which such Units will be issued,
evidenced by certificates and assigned or transferred; (vii) the method for determining the Total Percentage Interest as to such Units; (viii) the terms and
conditions of the issuance of such Units (including, without limitation, the amount and form of consideration, if any, to be received by the Partnership in respect
thereof, the General Partner being expressly authorized, in its sole discretion, to cause the Partnership to issue such Units for less than fair market value); and
(ix) the right, if any, of the holder of such Units to vote on Partnership matters, including matters relating to the relative designations, preferences, rights, powers
and duties of such Units. The General Partner in its sole discretion, without the approval of any Partner or any other Person, is authorized (i) to issue Units or
other Partnership securities of any newly established Class or any existing Class to Partners or other Persons who may acquire an interest in the Partnership and
(ii) to amend this Agreement to reflect the creation of any such new Class, the issuance of Units or other Partnership securities of such Class, and the admission of
any Person as a Partner which has received Units or other Partnership securities. Except as expressly provided in this Agreement to the contrary, any reference to
“Units” shall include the Class A Units and Units of any other Class or series that may be established in accordance with this Agreement. All Units of a particular
Class shall have identical rights in all respects as all other Units of such Class, except in each case as otherwise specified in this Agreement.

SECTION 7.02. Register. The register of the Partnership shall be the definitive record of ownership of each Unit and all relevant information with
respect to each Partner. Such register shall be kept at its place of principal establishment of partnership and the General Partner shall make changes to the register
of the Partnership to reflect any change in relation thereto, such register remaining the definite record of ownership of each Unit and all relevant information with
respect to each Partner. Unless the General Partner shall determine otherwise, Units shall be uncertificated and recorded in the books and records of the
Partnership.

SECTION 7.03. Registered Partners. The Partnership shall be entitled to recognize the exclusive right of a Person registered on its records as the
owner of Units for all purposes and shall not be bound to recognize any equitable or other claim to or interest in Units on the part of any other Person, whether or
not it shall have express or other notice thereof, except as otherwise provided by the Act or other applicable Law.

ARTICLE VIII

VESTING; FORFEITURE OF INTERESTS; TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS

SECTION 8.01. Vesting of Unvested Units. (a) Unvested Units shall vest and shall thereafter be Vested Units for all purposes of this Agreement as
agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Limited Partner and reflected in the books and records of the Partnership.
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(b) The General Partner in its sole discretion may authorize the earlier vesting of all or a portion of Unvested Units owned by any one or more
Limited Partners at any time and from time to time, and in such event, such Unvested Units shall vest and thereafter be Vested Units for all purposes of this
Agreement. Any such determination in the General Partner’s discretion in respect of Unvested Units shall be final and binding. Such determinations need not be
uniform and may be made selectively among Limited Partners, whether or not such Limited Partners are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach of
any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise.

(c) Upon the vesting of any Unvested Units in accordance with this Section 8.01, the General Partner shall modify the books and records of the
Partnership to reflect such vesting.

SECTION 8.02. Forfeiture of Units. (a) Except as otherwise agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Person and reflected
in the books and records of the Partnership, if a Person that is a Service Provider ceases to be a Service Provider for any reason, all Unvested Units held by such
Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person), and/or in which such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person) has an indirect interest,
as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership, shall be immediately forfeited without any consideration, and any such Person (or any such Personal
Planning Vehicle) shall cease to own or have any rights, directly or indirectly, with respect to such forfeited Unvested Units.

(b) Except as otherwise agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Person and reflected in the books and records of the
Partnership, if the General Partner determines in good faith that Cause exists with respect to any Person that is or was at any time a Service Provider, the Units
(whether or not vested) held by such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person), and/or in which such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of
such Person) has an indirect interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership, shall be immediately forfeited without any consideration, and any
such Person (or any such Personal Planning Vehicle) shall cease to own or have any rights, directly or indirectly, with respect to such forfeited Units. Such
determinations need not be uniform and may be made selectively among such Persons, whether or not such Persons are similarly situated, and shall not constitute
the breach by the General Partner or any of its directors, managers, officers or members of any duty (including any fiduciary duty) hereunder or otherwise
existing at law, in equity or otherwise.

(c) Notwithstanding anything otherwise to the contrary herein, including without limitation Section 9.06 and Section 10.01, if any Person who is or
was at any time a Service Provider shall fail to perform when due any “giveback,” “true-up” or “clawback” obligation owed by such Person to the Partnership or
any of its Affiliates or to any fund sponsored by the Partnership or any of its Affiliates, the General Partner may in its sole discretion and without the consent of
any other Person, cause to be forfeited a number of Units held by such Person (or any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person), and/or in which such Person (or
any Personal Planning Vehicle of such Person) has an indirect interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership, equivalent in value to the
obligation which was not performed, as determined by the General Partner in its sole discretion. Such determinations need not be uniform and may be made
selectively among such Persons, whether or not such Persons are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach by the General Partner or any of its
directors, managers, officers or members of any duty (including any fiduciary duty) hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise.
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(d) Upon the forfeiture of any Units in accordance with this Section 8.02, such Units shall be cancelled and the General Partner shall modify the
books and records of the Partnership to reflect such forfeiture and cancellation.

SECTION 8.03. Limited Partner Transfers. (a) Except as otherwise agreed to in writing between the General Partner and the applicable Limited
Partner and reflected in the books and records of the Partnership, no Limited Partner or Assignee thereof may Transfer (including pursuant to an Exchange
Transaction) all or any portion of its Units or other interest in the Partnership (or beneficial interest therein) without the prior consent of the General Partner,
which consent may be given or withheld, or made subject to such conditions (including, without limitation, the receipt of such legal opinions and other documents
that the General Partner may require) as are determined by the General Partner, in each case in the General Partner’s sole discretion, and which consent may be in
the form of a plan or program entered into or approved by the General Partner, in its sole discretion. Any such determination in the General Partner’s discretion in
respect of Units shall be final and binding. Such determinations need not be uniform and may be made selectively among Limited Partners, whether or not such
Limited Partners are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach of any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in equity or otherwise. Any
purported Transfer of Units that is not in accordance with, or subsequently violates, this Agreement shall be, to the fullest extent permitted by law, null and void.

(b) Notwithstanding anything otherwise to the contrary in this Section 8.03, from and after the fifth anniversary of the date hereof, each Limited
Partner may Transfer Units in Exchange Transactions pursuant to, and in accordance with, the Exchange Agreement; provided that such Exchange Transactions
shall be effected in compliance with policies that the General Partner may adopt or promulgate from time to time (including policies requiring the use of
designated administrators or brokers).

(c) The parties hereto agree that the Units held by CalPERS shall not be subject to the restrictions on Transfer set forth in paragraph (a) above. The
parties hereto agree that the Units held by the Mubadala Holders shall not be subject to the restrictions on Transfer set forth in paragraph (a) above, and shall be
subject such restrictions agreed to in writing by the Mubadala Holders in one or more separate agreements.

(d) Notwithstanding anything otherwise to the contrary in this Section 8.03, a Personal Planning Vehicle of a Limited Partner may Transfer Units:
(i) to the donor thereof; (ii) if the Personal Planning Vehicle is a grantor retained annuity trust and the trustee(s) of such grantor retained annuity trust is obligated
to make one or more distributions to the donor of the grantor retained annuity trust, the estate of the donor of the grantor retained annuity trust, the spouse of the
donor of the grantor retained annuity trust or the estate of the spouse of the donor of the grantor retained annuity trust, to any such Persons; or (iii) upon the death
of such Limited Partner, to the spouse of such Limited Partner or a trust for which a deduction under Section 2056 or 2056A (or any successor provisions) of the
Code may be sought.
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SECTION 8.04. Mandatory Exchanges. The General Partner may in its sole discretion at any time and from time to time, without the consent of any
Limited Partner or other Person, cause to be Transferred in an Exchange Transaction any and all Units, except for Units held by (x) CalPERS, (y) any Mubadala
Holder, or (z) any Person that is a Service Provider at the time in question and/or in which a Person that is a Service Provider at the time in question has an
indirect interest as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership. Any such determinations by the General Partner need not be uniform and may be made
selectively among Limited Partners, whether or not such Limited Partners are similarly situated. In addition, the General Partner may, with the consent of Partners
whose Vested Percentage Interests exceed 75% of the Vested Percentage Interests of all Partners in the aggregate, require all Limited Partners (except for
CalPERS and the Mubadala Holders) to Transfer in an Exchange Transaction all Units held by them.

SECTION 8.05. Encumbrances. No Limited Partner or Assignee may create an Encumbrance with respect to all or any portion of its Units (or any
beneficial interest therein) other than Encumbrances that run in favor of the Limited Partner unless the General Partner consents in writing thereto, which consent
may be given or withheld, or made subject to such conditions as are determined by the General Partner, in the General Partner’s sole discretion. Consent of the
General Partner shall be withheld until the holder of the Encumbrance acknowledges the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Any purported Encumbrance
that is not in accordance with this Agreement shall be, to the fullest extent permitted by law, null and void.

SECTION 8.06. Further Restrictions. (a) Notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement, the General Partner may impose such vesting
requirements, forfeiture provisions, Transfer restrictions, minimum retained ownership requirements or other similar provisions with respect to any Units that are
outstanding as of the date of this Agreement or are created thereafter, with the written consent of the holder of such Units. Such requirements, provisions and
restrictions need not be uniform and may be waived or released by the General Partner in its sole discretion with respect to all or a portion of the Units owned by
any one or more Limited Partners at any time and from time to time, and shall not constitute the breach of any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at law, in
equity or otherwise.

(b) Notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement, in no event may any Transfer of a Unit be made by any Limited Partner or Assignee
if:

(i) such Transfer is made to any Person who lacks the legal right, power or capacity to own such Unit;

(ii) such Transfer would require the registration of such transferred Unit or of any Class of Unit pursuant to any applicable United
States federal or state securities laws (including, without limitation, the Securities Act or the Exchange Act) or other non-U.S. securities laws
(including Canadian provincial or territorial securities laws) or would constitute a non-exempt distribution pursuant to applicable provincial
or state securities laws;

(iii) such Transfer would cause (i) all or any portion of the assets of the Partnership to (A) constitute “plan assets” (under ERISA, the
Code or any
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applicable Similar Law) of any existing or contemplated Limited Partner, or (B) be subject to the provisions of ERISA, Section 4975 of the
Code or any applicable Similar Law, or (ii) the General Partner to become a fiduciary with respect to any existing or contemplated Limited
Partner, pursuant to ERISA, any applicable Similar Law, or otherwise;

(iv) to the extent requested by the General Partner, the Partnership does not receive such legal and/or tax opinions and written
instruments (including, without limitation, copies of any instruments of Transfer and such Assignee’s consent to be bound by this Agreement
as an Assignee) that are in a form satisfactory to the General Partner, as determined in the General Partner’s sole discretion; provided,
however, that any requirement to provide legal and/or tax opinions pursuant to this clause (iv) shall not apply to CalPERS or the Mubadala
Holders; or

(v) the General Partner shall determine in its sole discretion that such Transfer would pose a material risk that the Partnership would be
a “publicly traded partnership” as defined in Section 7704 of the Code.

In addition, notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement, to the extent the General Partner shall determine that interests in the
Partnership do not meet the requirements of Treasury Regulation section 1.7704-1(h), the General Partner may impose such restrictions on the Transfer of Units
or other interests in the Partnership as the General Partner may determine in its sole discretion to be necessary or advisable so that the Partnership is not treated as
a publicly traded partnership taxable as a corporation under Section 7704 of the Code.

(c) Any Transfer in violation of this Article VIII shall be deemed null and void ab initio and of no effect.

SECTION 8.07. Rights of Assignees. Subject to Section 8.06(b), the Transferee of any permitted Transfer pursuant to this Article VIII will be an
assignee only (“Assignee”), and only will receive, to the extent transferred, the distributions and allocations of income, gain, loss, deduction, credit or similar item
to which the Partner which transferred its Units would be entitled, and such Assignee will not be entitled or enabled to exercise any other rights or powers of a
Partner, such other rights, and all obligations relating to, or in connection with, such interest remaining with the transferring Partner. The transferring Partner will
remain a Partner even if it has transferred all of its Units to one or more Assignees until such time as the Assignee(s) is admitted to the Partnership as a Partner
pursuant to Section 8.09.
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SECTION 8.08. Admissions, Withdrawals and Removals. (a) No Person may be admitted to the Partnership as an additional General Partner or
substitute General Partner without the prior written consent of each incumbent General Partner, which consent may be given or withheld, or made subject to such
conditions as are determined by each incumbent General Partner, in each case in the sole discretion of each incumbent General Partner. A General Partner will not
be entitled to Transfer all of its Units or to withdraw from being a General Partner of the Partnership unless another General Partner shall have been admitted
hereunder (and not have previously been removed or withdrawn).

(b) No Limited Partner will be removed or entitled to withdraw from being a Partner of the Partnership except in accordance with Section 8.10
hereof. Any additional General Partner or substitute General Partner admitted as a general partner of the Partnership pursuant to this Section 8.08 is hereby
authorized to, and shall, continue the Partnership without dissolution.

(c) Except as otherwise provided in Article IX or the Act, no admission, substitution, withdrawal or removal of a Partner will cause the dissolution of
the Partnership. To the fullest extent permitted by law, any purported admission, withdrawal or removal that is not in accordance with this Agreement shall be null
and void.

SECTION 8.09. Admission of Assignees as Substitute Limited Partners. An Assignee will become a substitute Limited Partner only if and when
each of the following conditions is satisfied:

(a) the General Partner consents in writing to such admission, which consent may be given or withheld, or made subject to such conditions as
are determined by the General Partner, in each case in the General Partner’s sole discretion;

(b) if required by the General Partner, the General Partner receives written instruments (including, without limitation, copies of any
instruments of Transfer and such Assignee’s consent to be bound by this Agreement as a substitute Limited Partner) that are in a form satisfactory to
the General Partner (as determined in its sole discretion);

(c) if required by the General Partner, the General Partner receives an opinion of counsel satisfactory to the General Partner to the effect that
such Transfer is in compliance with this Agreement and all applicable Law; and

(d) if required by the General Partner, the parties to the Transfer, or any one of them, pays all of the Partnership’s reasonable expenses
connected with such Transfer (including, but not limited to, the reasonable legal and accounting fees of the Partnership).

SECTION 8.10. Withdrawal and Removal of Limited Partners. Subject to Section 8.07, if a Limited Partner ceases to hold any Units, including as a
result of a forfeiture of Units pursuant to Section 8.02, then such Limited Partner shall cease to be a Limited Partner and to have the power to exercise any rights
or powers of a Limited Partner, and shall be deemed to have withdrawn from the Partnership.

SECTION 8.11. No Solicitation. Each Limited Partner that is a Service Provider agrees, and each Limited Partner that holds Units in which a Service
Provider has an indirect
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interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership agrees on behalf of such Service Provider, that for so long as such Person is a Service Provider
and for a period of one year after the effective date on which such Person ceases to be a Service Provider for any reason (such period, the “Restrictive Covenant
Period”), such former Service Provider shall not, directly or indirectly, whether alone or in concert with other Persons:

(a) solicit any Person that is a Service Provider at the time in question, to abandon such employment;

(b) hire a Person who is, or within the prior year was, a Service Provider; or

(c) solicit any Person (or any Affiliate of such Person) which is a subscribing investor in, or a partner or member of, any fund or vehicle
advised or to be advised by the Partnership or any Affiliate thereof of, or with which the Partnership or any Affiliate thereof has arrangements
relating to the payment of management fees, incentive fees or carried interest, for the purpose of obtaining funds (whether debt or equity) or inducing
such Person to make an investment (whether debt or equity) which is sponsored or promoted by such former Service Provider (or by any Affiliate or
employer of such former Service Provider).

SECTION 8.12. Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement. Unless otherwise permitted by the General Partner in its sole discretion, (i) each
Limited Partner that is or was at any time a Service Provider shall, until the expiration of the Restrictive Covenant Period applicable to such Service Provider,
continue to hold (and may not Transfer) at least 25% of all Vested Units received collectively by such Limited Partner and by any Personal Planning Vehicle of
such Limited Partner; and (ii) each Limited Partner that holds Units in which a Person that is or was at any time a Service Provider has an indirect interest, as set
forth in the books and records of the Partnership, shall, until the expiration of the Restrictive Covenant Period applicable to such Service Provider, continue to
hold (and may not Transfer) at least 25% of all Vested Units received collectively by such Limited Partner in which such Person (or any Personal Planning
Vehicle of such Person) has an indirect interest, as set forth in the books and records of the Partnership (clauses (i) and (ii) above, as applicable, the “Minimum
Retained Ownership Requirement”). For purposes of this Section 8.12, unless the General Partner shall otherwise determine in its sole discretion, (x) Units
received by a Personal Planning Vehicle of a Limited Partner shall be deemed held by such Limited Partner for purposes of calculating the number of Vested
Units received by such Limited Partner and (y) Units received by a Personal Planning Vehicle of a Limited Partner shall not be deemed to be held by such
Limited Partner for purposes of calculating whether the relevant percentage of Vested Units held satisfies the Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement. The
General Partner may in its sole discretion resolve any question regarding the satisfaction of the Minimum Retained Ownership Requirement or the application of
the provisions of this 8.12, including the calculation of Units received and Units held with respect to Service Providers that hold direct and indirect interests in
Units. Any such determination in the General Partner’s discretion shall be final and binding. Such determinations need not be uniform and may be made
selectively among Persons, whether or not such Persons are similarly situated, and shall not constitute the breach of any duty hereunder or otherwise existing at
law, in equity or otherwise.
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ARTICLE IX

DISSOLUTION, LIQUIDATION AND TERMINATION

SECTION 9.01. No Dissolution. Except as required by the Act, the Partnership shall not be dissolved by the admission of additional Partners or
withdrawal of Partners in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The Partnership may be dissolved, liquidated, wound up and terminated only pursuant to
the provisions of this Article IX, and the Partners hereby irrevocably waive any and all other rights they may have to cause a dissolution of the Partnership or a
sale or partition of any or all of the Partnership assets.

SECTION 9.02. Events Causing Dissolution. The Partnership shall be dissolved and its affairs shall be wound up upon the occurrence of any of the
following events (each, a “Dissolution Event”):

(a) the rendering of a judicial judgment ordering the dissolution of the Partnership under the Act upon the finding by a court of competent
jurisdiction that it is not reasonably practicable to carry on the business of the Partnership in conformity with this Agreement;

(b) any event which makes it unlawful for the business of the Partnership to be carried on by the Partners;

(c) the written consent of all Partners;

(d) at any time there are no limited partners, unless the Partnership is continued in accordance with the Act;

(e) the Incapacity or removal of the General Partner; provided that the Partnership will not be dissolved or required to be wound up in
connection with any of the events specified in this Section 9.02(e) if: (i) at the time of the occurrence of such event there is at least one other general
partner of the Partnership who is hereby authorized to, and elects to, carry on the business of the Partnership; or (ii) all remaining Limited Partners
consent to or ratify the continuation of the business of the Partnership and the appointment of another general partner of the Partnership, effective as
of the event that caused the General Partner to cease to be a general partner of the Partnership, within 120 days following the occurrence of any such
event, which consent shall be deemed (and if requested each Limited Partner shall provide a written consent or ratification) to have been given for all
Limited Partners if the holders of more than 50% of the Vested Units then outstanding agree in writing to so continue the business of the Partnership;
or

(f) the determination of the General Partner in its sole discretion; provided that in the event of a dissolution pursuant to this clause (f), the
relative economic rights of each Class of Units immediately prior to such dissolution shall be preserved to the greatest extent practicable with respect
to distributions made to Partners pursuant to Section 9.03 below in connection with the winding up of the Partnership, taking into consideration tax
and other legal constraints that may adversely affect one or more parties hereto and subject to compliance with applicable laws and regulations,
unless, and to the extent that, with respect to any Class of Units, holders of not less than 90% of the Units of such Class consent in writing to a
treatment other than as described above.
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SECTION 9.03. Distribution upon Dissolution. Upon dissolution, the Partnership shall not be terminated and shall continue until the winding up of
the affairs of the Partnership is completed. Upon the winding up of the Partnership, the General Partner, or any other Person designated by the General Partner
(the “Liquidation Agent”), shall take full account of the assets and liabilities of the Partnership and shall, unless the General Partner determines otherwise,
liquidate the assets of the Partnership as promptly as is consistent with obtaining the fair value thereof. The proceeds of any liquidation shall be applied and
distributed in the following order:

(a) First, to the satisfaction of debts and liabilities of the Partnership (including satisfaction of all indebtedness to Partners and/or their
Affiliates to the extent otherwise permitted by law) including the expenses of liquidation, and including the establishment of any reserve which the
Liquidation Agent shall deem reasonably necessary for any contingent, conditional or unmatured contractual liabilities or obligations of the
Partnership (“Contingencies”). Any such reserve may be paid over by the Liquidation Agent to any attorney-at-law, or acceptable party, as escrow
agent, to be held for disbursement in payment of any Contingencies and, at the expiration of such period as shall be deemed advisable by the
Liquidation Agent for distribution of the balance in the manner hereinafter provided in this Section 9.03; and

(b) The balance, if any, to the holders of Units, pro rata to each of the holders of Units in accordance with their Total Percentage Interests.

SECTION 9.04. Time for Liquidation. A reasonable amount of time shall be allowed for the orderly liquidation of the assets of the Partnership and
the discharge of liabilities to creditors so as to enable the Liquidation Agent to minimize the losses attendant upon such liquidation.

SECTION 9.05. Termination. The Partnership shall terminate when all of the assets of the Partnership, after payment of or due provision for all
debts, liabilities and obligations of the Partnership, shall have been distributed to the holders of Units in the manner provided for in this Article IX, and the
relevant declaration has been filed under the Act.

SECTION 9.06. Claims of the Partners. The Partners shall look solely to the Partnership’s assets for the return of their Capital Contributions, and if
the assets of the Partnership remaining after payment of or due provision for all debts, liabilities and obligations of the Partnership are insufficient to return such
Capital Contributions, the Partners shall have no recourse against the Partnership or any other Partner or any other Person. No Partner with a negative balance in
such Partner’s Capital Account shall have any obligation to the Partnership or to the other Partners or to any creditor or other Person to restore such negative
balance during the existence of the Partnership, upon dissolution or termination of the Partnership or otherwise, except to the extent required by the Act.
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SECTION 9.07. Survival of Certain Provisions. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the provisions of Sections 10.02, 11.09
and 11.10 shall survive the termination of the Partnership.

ARTICLE X

LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION

SECTION 10.01. Liability of Partners.

(a) No Limited Partner and no Affiliate, manager, member, employee or agent of a Limited Partner shall be liable for any debt, obligation or liability
of the Partnership or of any other Partner or have any obligation to restore any deficit balance in its Capital Account solely by reason of being a Partner of the
Partnership, except to the extent required by the Act.

(b) This Agreement is not intended to, and does not, create or impose any duty (including any fiduciary duty) on any of the Partners (including
without limitation, the General Partner) hereto or on their respective Affiliates. Further, the Partners hereby waive any and all duties (including fiduciary duties)
that, absent such waiver, may exist at or be implied by Law or in equity, and in doing so, recognize, acknowledge and agree that their duties and obligations to
one another and to the Partnership are only as expressly set forth in this Agreement and those required by the Act.

(c) To the extent that, at law or in equity, any Partner (including without limitation, the General Partner) has duties (including fiduciary duties) and
liabilities relating thereto to the Partnership, to another Partner or to another Person who is a party to or is otherwise bound by this Agreement, the Partners
(including without limitation, the General Partner) acting under this Agreement will not be liable to the Partnership, to any such other Partner or to any such other
Person who is a party to or is otherwise bound by this Agreement, for their good faith reliance on the provisions of this Agreement. The provisions of this
Agreement, to the extent that they restrict or eliminate the duties and liabilities relating thereto of any Partner (including without limitation, the General Partner)
otherwise existing at law or in equity, are agreed by the Partners to replace to that extent such other duties and liabilities of the Partners relating thereto (including
without limitation, the General Partner).

(d) The General Partner may consult with legal counsel, accountants and financial or other advisors and any act or omission suffered or taken by the
General Partner on behalf of the Partnership or in furtherance of the interests of the Partnership in good faith in reliance upon and in accordance with the advice
of such counsel, accountants or financial or other advisors will be full justification for any such act or omission, and the General Partner will be fully protected in
so acting or omitting to act so long as such counsel or accountants or financial or other advisors were selected with reasonable care.

(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or otherwise applicable provision of law or equity, whenever in this Agreement the
General Partner is permitted or required to make a decision (i) in its “sole discretion” or “discretion” or under a grant of similar authority or latitude, such General
Partner shall be entitled to consider only such interests and factors as it
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desires, including its own interests, and shall, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable Law, have no duty or obligation to give any consideration to any
interest of or factors affecting the Partnership or the Limited Partners, or (ii) in its “good faith” or under another expressed standard, such General Partner shall
act under such express standard and shall not be subject to any other or different standards.

SECTION 10.02. Indemnification.

(a) Indemnification. To the fullest extent permitted by law, as the same exists or hereafter be amended (but in the case of any such amendment, only
to the extent that such amendment permits the Partnership to provide broader indemnification rights than such law permitted the Partnership to provide prior to
such amendment), the Partnership shall indemnify any Indemnitee who was or is made or is threatened to be made a party to or is otherwise involved in any
threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding (brought in the right of the Partnership or otherwise), whether civil, criminal, administrative,
arbitrative or investigative, and whether formal or informal, including appeals, by reason of his or her or its status as an Indemnitee or by reason of any action
alleged to have been taken or omitted to be taken by Indemnitee in such capacity, for and against all loss and liability suffered and expenses (including attorneys’
fees), judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement reasonably incurred by such Indemnitee in connection with such action, suit or proceeding, including
appeals; provided that such Indemnitee shall not be entitled to indemnification hereunder if, but only to the extent that, such Indemnitee’s conduct constituted
fraud, bad faith or willful misconduct. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, except as otherwise provided in Section 10.02(c), the Partnership shall be required
to indemnify an Indemnitee in connection with any action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) (i) commenced by such Indemnitee only if the commencement of
such action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) by such Indemnitee was authorized by the General Partner and (ii) by or in the right of the Partnership only if the
General Partner has provided its prior written consent. The indemnification of an Indemnitee of the type identified in clause (d) of the definition of Indemnitee
shall be secondary to any and all indemnification to which such Indemnitee is entitled from (x) the relevant other Person (including any payment made to such
Indemnitee under any insurance policy issued to or for the benefit of such Person or Indemnitee), and (y) the relevant Fund (if applicable) (including any payment
made to such Indemnitee under any insurance policy issued to or for the benefit of such Fund or the Indemnitee) (clauses (x) and (y) together, the “Primary
Indemnification”), and will only be paid to the extent the Primary Indemnification is not paid and/or does not provide coverage (e.g., a self-insured retention
amount under an insurance policy). No such Person or Fund shall be entitled to contribution or indemnification from or subrogation against the Partnership. The
indemnification of any other Indemnitiee shall, to the extent not in conflict with such policy, be secondary to any and all payment to which such Indemnitee is
entitled from any relevant insurance policy issued to or for the benefit of the Partnership or any Indemnitee. “Fund” means any fund, investment vehicle or
account whose investments are managed or advised by the Issuer (if any) or its affiliates.

(b) Advancement of Expenses. To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Partnership shall promptly pay expenses (including attorneys’ fees)
incurred by any Indemnitee in appearing at, participating in or defending any action, suit or proceeding in advance of the final disposition of such action, suit or
proceeding, including appeals, upon presentation of an undertaking on behalf of such Indemnitee to repay such amount if it shall ultimately be determined
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that such Indemnitee is not entitled to be indemnified under this Section 10.02 or otherwise. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, except as otherwise
provided in Section 10.02(c), the Partnership shall be required to pay expenses of an Indemnitee in connection with any action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof)
(i) commenced by such Indemnitee only if the commencement of such action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) by such Indemnitee was authorized by the
General Partner and (ii) by or in the right of the Partnership only if the General Partner has provided its prior written consent.

(c) Unpaid Claims. If a claim for indemnification (following the final disposition of such action, suit or proceeding) or advancement of expenses
under this Section 10.02 is not paid in full within 30 days after a written claim therefor by any Indemnitee has been received by the Partnership, such Indemnitee
may file proceedings to recover the unpaid amount of such claim and, if successful in whole or in part, shall be entitled to be paid the expense of prosecuting such
claim. In any such action the Partnership shall have the burden of proving that such Indemnitee is not entitled to the requested indemnification or advancement of
expenses under applicable Law.

(d) Insurance. (i) To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Partnership may purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any person described in
Section 10.02(a) against any liability asserted against such person, whether or not the Partnership would have the power to indemnify such person against such
liability under the provisions of this Section 10.02 or otherwise.

(ii) In the event of any payment by the Partnership under this Section 10.02, the Partnership shall be subrogated to the extent of such
payment to all of the rights of recovery of the Indemnitee from any relevant other Person or under any insurance policy issued to or for the benefit of the
Partnership, such relevant other Person, or any Indemnitee. Each Indemnitee agrees to execute all papers required and take all action necessary to secure such
rights, including the execution of such documents as are necessary to enable the Partnership to bring suit to enforce any such rights in accordance with the terms
of such insurance policy or other relevant document. The Partnership shall pay or reimburse all expenses actually and reasonably incurred by the Indemnitee in
connection with such subrogation.

(iii) The Partnership shall not be liable under this Section 10.02 to make any payment of amounts otherwise indemnifiable hereunder
(including, but not limited to, judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement, and excise taxes with respect to an employee benefit plan or penalties) if and to
the extent that the applicable Indemnitee has otherwise actually received such payment under this Section 10.02 or any insurance policy, contract, agreement or
otherwise.

(e) Non-Exclusivity of Rights. The provisions of this Section 10.02 shall be applicable to all actions, claims, suits or proceedings made or
commenced after the date of this Agreement, whether arising from acts or omissions to act occurring before or after its adoption. The provisions of this
Section 10.02 shall be deemed to be a contract between the Partnership and each person entitled to indemnification under this Section 10.02 (or legal
representative thereof) who serves in such capacity at any time while this Section 10.02 and the relevant provisions of applicable Law, if any, are in effect, and
any amendment, modification or repeal hereof shall not affect any rights or obligations then existing with respect to any state of facts or any action, suit or
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proceeding then or theretofore existing, or any action, suit or proceeding thereafter brought or threatened based in whole or in part on any such state of facts. If
any provision of this Section 10.02 shall be found to be invalid or limited in application by reason of any law or regulation, it shall not affect the validity of the
remaining provisions hereof. The rights of indemnification provided in this Section 10.02 shall neither be exclusive of, nor be deemed in limitation of, any rights
to which any person may otherwise be or become entitled or permitted by contract, this Agreement or as a matter of law, both as to actions in such person’s
official capacity and actions in any other capacity, it being the policy of the Partnership that indemnification of any person whom the Partnership is obligated to
indemnify pursuant to Section 10.02(a) shall be made to the fullest extent permitted by law.

For purposes of this Section 10.02, references to “other enterprises” shall include employee benefit plans; references to “fines” shall include any
excise taxes assessed on a person with respect to an employee benefit plan; and references to “serving at the request of the Partnership” shall include any service
as a director, officer, employee or agent of the Partnership which imposes duties on, or involves services by, such director, officer, employee, or agent with respect
to an employee benefit plan, its participants, or beneficiaries.

This Section 10.02 shall not limit the right of the Partnership, to the extent and in the manner permitted by law, to indemnify and to advance
expenses to, and purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of, persons other than persons described in Section 10.02(a).

ARTICLE XI

MISCELLANEOUS

SECTION 11.01. Severability. If any term or other provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or incapable of being enforced by any
rule of Law, or public policy, all other conditions and provisions of this Agreement shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect so long as the economic or
legal substance of the transactions is not affected in any manner materially adverse to any party. Upon a determination that any term or other provision is invalid,
illegal or incapable of being enforced, the parties hereto shall negotiate in good faith to modify this Agreement so as to effect the original intent of the parties as
closely as possible in a mutually acceptable manner in order that the transactions contemplated hereby be consummated as originally contemplated to the fullest
extent possible.

SECTION 11.02. Notices. All notices, requests, claims, demands and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be given (and
shall be deemed to have been duly given upon receipt) by delivery in person, by courier service (delivery receipt requested), by fax, by electronic mail or by
registered or certified mail (postage prepaid, return receipt requested) to the respective parties at the following addresses (or at such other address for a party as
shall be specified in a notice given in accordance with this Section 11.02):

(a) If to the Partnership, to:

Carlyle Holdings III L.P.
c/o Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
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Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_carlyleholdingsnotice@carlyle.com

(b) If to any Partner, to:

c/o Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_carlyleholdingsnotice@carlyle.com

Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C. shall use commercially reasonable efforts to forward any such communication to the applicable Partner’s address, email
address or facsimile number as shown in the Partnership’s books and records.

(c) If to the General Partner, to:

Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_carlyleholdingsnotice@carlyle.com

SECTION 11.03. Cumulative Remedies. The rights and remedies provided by this Agreement are cumulative and the use of any one right or remedy
by any party shall not preclude or waive its right to use any or all other remedies. Said rights and remedies are given in addition to any other rights the parties may
have by Law.

SECTION 11.04. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of all of the parties and, to the extent permitted by
this Agreement, their successors, executors, administrators, heirs, legal representatives and assigns.

SECTION 11.05. Interpretation. Throughout this Agreement, nouns, pronouns and verbs shall be construed as masculine, feminine, neuter, singular
or plural, whichever shall be applicable. Unless otherwise specified, all references herein to “Articles,” “Sections” and paragraphs shall refer to corresponding
provisions of this Agreement.

Each party hereto acknowledges and agrees that the parties hereto have participated collectively in the negotiation and drafting of this Agreement
and that he or she or it has had the opportunity to draft, review and edit the language of this Agreement; accordingly, it is the intention of the parties that no
presumption for or against any party arising out of drafting all or any part of this Agreement will be applied in any dispute relating to, in connection with or
involving this Agreement. Accordingly, the parties hereby waive to the fullest extent permitted by law the benefit of any rule of law or any legal decision that
would require that in cases of uncertainty, the language of a contract should be interpreted most strongly against the party who drafted such language.
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SECTION 11.06. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed and delivered (including by facsimile transmission) in one or more counterparts,
and by the different parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of which when executed and delivered shall be deemed to be an original but all of which taken
together shall constitute one and the same agreement. Copies of executed counterparts transmitted by telecopy or other electronic transmission service shall be
considered original executed counterparts for purposes of this Section 11.06.

SECTION 11.07. Further Assurances. Each Limited Partner shall perform all other acts and execute and deliver all other documents as may be
necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes and intent of this Agreement.

SECTION 11.08. Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement among the parties hereto pertaining to the subject matter
hereof and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings pertaining thereto.

SECTION 11.09. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the law of the Province of Québec.

SECTION 11.10. Dispute Resolution.

(a) The Partnership, and, except for CalPERS and each of the Mubadala Holders, each Partner, each other Person who acquires a Unit or other
interest in the Partnership and each other Person who is bound by this Agreement (collectively, the “Consenting Parties” and each a “Consenting Party”)
(i) irrevocably agrees that, unless the General Partner shall otherwise agree in writing, any claims, suits, actions or proceedings arising out of or relating in any
way to this Agreement or any interest in the Partnership (including, without limitation, any claims, suits or actions under or to interpret, apply or enforce (A) the
provisions of this Agreement, including without limitation the validity, scope or enforceability of this Section 11.10(a) or the arbitrability of any Dispute (as
defined below), (B) the duties, obligations or liabilities of the Partnership to the Partners, or of the Partners to the Partnership, or among Partners, (C) the rights or
powers of, or restrictions on, the Partnership, or any Partner, (D) any provision of the Act or other similar applicable statutes, (E) any other instrument, document,
agreement or certificate contemplated either by any provision of the Act relating to the Partnership or by this Agreement or (F) the federal securities laws of the
United States or the securities or antifraud laws of any international, national, state, provincial, territorial, local or other governmental or regulatory authority,
including, in each case, the applicable rules and regulations promulgated thereunder (regardless of whether such Disputes (x) sound in contract, tort, fraud or
otherwise, (y) are based on common law, statutory, equitable, legal or other grounds, or (z) are derivative or direct claims)) (a “Dispute”) shall be finally settled
by arbitration conducted by three arbitrators (or, in the event the amount of quantified claims and/or estimated monetary value of other claims contained in the
applicable request for arbitration is less than $3.0 million, by a sole arbitrator) in Wilmington, Delaware in accordance with the Rules of Arbitration of the
International Chamber of Commerce (including the rules relating to costs and fees) existing on the date of this Agreement except to the extent those rules are
inconsistent with the terms of this Section 11.10, and that such arbitration shall be the
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exclusive manner pursuant to which any Dispute shall be resolved; (ii) agrees that this Agreement involves commerce and is governed by any applicable treaties
governing the recognition and enforcement of international arbitration agreements and awards; (iii) agrees to take all steps necessary or advisable, including the
execution of documents to be filed with the International Court of Arbitration or the International Centre for ADR in order to properly submit any Dispute for
arbitration pursuant to this Section 11.10; (iv) irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by law, any objection it may have or hereafter have to the
submission of any Dispute for arbitration pursuant to this Section 11.10 and any right to lay claim to jurisdiction in any venue; (v) agrees that (A) the arbitrator(s)
shall be U.S. lawyers, U.S. law professors and/or retired U.S. judges and all arbitrators, including the president of the arbitral tribunal, may be U.S. nationals and
(B) the arbitrator(s) shall conduct the proceedings in the English language; (vi) agrees that except as required by law (including any disclosure requirement to
which the Partnership may be subject under any securities law, rule or regulation or applicable securities exchange rule or requirement) or as may be reasonably
required in connection with ancillary judicial proceedings to compel arbitration, to obtain temporary or preliminary judicial relief in aid of arbitration, or to
confirm or challenge an arbitration award, the arbitration proceedings, including any hearings, shall be confidential, and the parties shall not disclose any awards,
any materials in the proceedings created for the purpose of the arbitration, or any documents produced by another party in the proceedings not otherwise in the
public domain; (vii) irrevocably agrees that, unless the General Partner and the relevant named party or parties shall otherwise mutually agree in writing, (A) the
arbitrator(s) may award declaratory or injunctive relief only in favor of the individual party seeking relief and only to the extent necessary to provide relief
warranted by that party’s individual claim, (B) SUCH CONSENTING PARTY MAY BRING CLAIMS ONLY IN ITS INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY, AND NOT
AS A PLAINTIFF, CLASS REPRESENTATIVE OR CLASS MEMBER, OR AS A PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL, IN ANY PURPORTED CLASS OR
REPRESENTATIVE PROCEEDING, and (C) the arbitrator(s) may not consolidate more than one person’s claims, and shall not have authority otherwise to
preside over any form of a representative or class or consolidated proceeding or entertain any claim on behalf of a person who is not a named party, nor shall any
arbitrator have authority to make any award for the benefit of, or against, any person who is not a named party; and (viii) agrees that if a Dispute that would be
arbitrable under this Agreement if brought against a Consenting Party is brought against an employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee of such Consenting
Party or its Affiliates (other than Disputes brought by the employer or principal of any such employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee) for alleged actions or
omissions of such employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee undertaken as an employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee of such Consenting Party or
its Affiliates, such employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee shall be entitled to invoke this arbitration agreement. Notwithstanding Section 11.01, each
provision of this Section 11.10(a) shall be deemed material, and shall not be severable and this Section 11.10(a) shall be enforced only in its entirety. Performance
under this Agreement shall continue if reasonably possible during any arbitration proceedings.

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), any Consenting Party may bring an action or special proceeding for the purpose of compelling a
party to arbitrate, seeking temporary or preliminary relief in aid of an arbitration hereunder, or enforcing an arbitration award and, for the purposes of this
paragraph (b), each Consenting Party (i) irrevocably agrees that, unless the General Partner consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, any such
action or special proceeding shall be exclusively brought in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware
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or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court located in the State of Delaware with subject matter jurisdiction; (ii) irrevocably
submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such action or special proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to, and waives any right
to, assert in any such action or special proceeding that (A) it is not personally subject to the jurisdiction of such courts or any other court to which proceedings in
such courts may be appealed, (B) such action or special proceeding is brought in an inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such action or special proceeding is
improper; (iv) expressly waives any requirement for the posting of a bond by a party bringing such action or special proceeding; (v) consents to process being
served in any such action or special proceeding by mailing, certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at the address in effect for notices
hereunder, and agrees that such service shall constitute good and sufficient service of process and notice thereof; provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall
affect or limit any right to serve process in any other manner permitted by law; (VI) IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY AND ALL RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY
IN ANY SUCH CLAIM, SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING; and (vii) agrees that proof shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the
provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate and that remedies at law would be inadequate.

(c) If the arbitrator(s) shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration, or the arbitrator(s) or any court or tribunal of competent
jurisdiction shall refuse to enforce any provision of Section 11.10(a) or shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration as contemplated thereby, then,
and only then, shall the alternative provisions of this Section 11.10(c) be applicable. Each Consenting Party, to the fullest extent permitted by law, (i) irrevocably
agrees that unless the General Partner consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, any Dispute shall be exclusively brought in the Court of
Chancery of the State of Delaware or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court located in the State of Delaware with subject
matter jurisdiction over such Dispute; (ii) irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such claim, suit, action or
proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to, and waives any right to, assert in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding that (A) it is not personally subject to the
jurisdiction of such courts or any other court to which proceedings in such courts may be appealed, (B) such claim, suit, action or proceeding is brought in an
inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such claim, suit, action or proceeding is improper; (iv) expressly waives any requirement for the posting of a bond by a
party bringing such claim, suit, action or proceeding; (v) consents to process being served in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding by mailing, certified mail,
return receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at the address in effect for notices hereunder, and agrees that such service shall constitute good and sufficient
service of process and notice thereof; provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall affect or limit any right to serve process in any other manner permitted by
law; and (VI) IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY AND ALL RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY SUCH CLAIM, SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING; AND
(vii) agrees that proof shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate and that remedies
at law would be inadequate. The parties acknowledge that the fora designated by this paragraph (c) have a reasonable relation to this Agreement, and to the
parties’ relationship with one another.

SECTION 11.11. Expenses. Except as otherwise specified in this Agreement, the Partnership shall be responsible for all costs and expenses,
including, without limitation, fees and disbursements of counsel, financial advisors and accountants, incurred in connection with its operation.
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SECTION 11.12. Amendments and Waivers. (a) This Agreement (including the Annexes hereto) may be amended, supplemented, waived or
modified by the General Partner in its sole discretion without the approval of any Limited Partner or other Person; provided that no amendment may (i) materially
and adversely affect the rights of a holder of Units, as such, other than on a pro rata basis with other holders of Units of the same Class without the consent of
such holder (or, if there is more than one such holder that is so affected, without the consent of a majority in interest of such affected holders in accordance with
their holdings of such Class of Units), (ii) materially and adversely affect the rights of a Mubadala Holder without the prior written consent of such Mubadala
Holder, or (iii) materially and adversely affect the rights of CalPERS without the prior written consent of CalPERS; provided further, however, that
notwithstanding the foregoing, the General Partner may, without the written consent of any Limited Partner or any other Person, amend, supplement, waive or
modify any provision of this Agreement and execute, swear to, acknowledge, deliver, file and record whatever documents may be required in connection
therewith, to reflect: (i) any amendment, supplement, waiver or modification that the General Partner determines to be necessary or appropriate in connection
with the creation, authorization or issuance of Units or any Class or series of equity interest in the Partnership pursuant to Section 7.01 hereof; (ii) the admission,
substitution, withdrawal or removal of Partners in accordance with this Agreement, including pursuant to Section 7.01 hereof; (iii) a change in the name of the
Partnership, the location of the principal place of business of the Partnership, the registered agent of the Partnership or the registered office of the Partnership;
(iv) any amendment, supplement, waiver or modification that the General Partner determines in its sole discretion to be necessary or appropriate to address
changes in U.S. federal income tax regulations, legislation or interpretation; and/or (v) a change in the Fiscal Year or taxable year of the Partnership and any other
changes that the General Partner determines to be necessary or appropriate as a result of a change in the Fiscal Year or taxable year of the Partnership including a
change in the dates on which distributions are to be made by the Partnership. If an amendment has been approved in accordance with this agreement, such
amendment shall be adopted and effective with respect to all Partners. Upon obtaining such approvals as may be required by this Agreement, and without further
action or execution on the part of any other Partner or other Person, any amendment to this Agreement may be implemented and reflected in a writing executed
solely by the General Partner and the Limited Partners shall be deemed a party to and bound by such amendment.

(b) No failure or delay by any party in exercising any right, power or privilege hereunder (other than a failure or delay beyond a period of time
specified herein) shall operate as a waiver thereof nor shall any single or partial exercise thereof preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of
any other right, power or privilege. The rights and remedies herein provided shall be cumulative and not exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by Law.

(c) The General Partner may, in its sole discretion, unilaterally amend this Agreement on or before the effective date of the final regulations to
provide for (i) the election of a safe harbor under Proposed Treasury Regulation Section 1.83-3(l) (or any similar provision) under which the fair market value of
a partnership interest (or interest in an entity treated as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes) that is transferred is treated as being equal to the
liquidation value of that interest, (ii) an agreement by the Partnership and each of its Partners to comply with
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all of the requirements set forth in such regulations and Notice 2005-43 (and any other guidance provided by the Internal Revenue Service with respect to such
election) with respect to all partnership interests (or interest in an entity treated as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes) transferred in connection
with the performance of services while the election remains effective, (iii) the allocation of items of income, gains, deductions and losses required by the final
regulations similar to Proposed Treasury Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(4)(xii)(b) and (c), and (iv) any other related amendments.

(d) Except as may be otherwise required by law in connection with the winding-up, liquidation, or dissolution of the Partnership, each Partner hereby
irrevocably waives any and all rights that it may have to maintain an action for judicial accounting or for partition of any of the Partnership’s property.

SECTION 11.13. No Third Party Beneficiaries. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure solely to the benefit of the parties hereto and their
permitted assigns and successors and nothing herein, express or implied, is intended to or shall confer upon any other Person or entity, any legal or equitable right,
benefit or remedy of any nature whatsoever under or by reason of this Agreement (other than pursuant to Section 10.02 hereof); provided, however that each
employee, officer, director, agent or indemnitee of any Consenting Party or its Affiliates is an intended third party beneficiary of Section 11.10(a) and shall be
entitled to enforce its rights thereunder.

SECTION 11.14. Headings. The headings and subheadings in this Agreement are included for convenience and identification only and are in no way
intended to describe, interpret, define or limit the scope, extent or intent of this Agreement or any provision hereof.

SECTION 11.15. Power of Attorney. Each Limited Partner, by its execution hereof, hereby makes, constitutes and appoints the General Partner as its
true and lawful agent and attorney in fact, with full power of substitution and full power and authority in its name, place and stead, to make, execute, sign,
acknowledge, swear to, record and file (a) this Agreement and any amendment to this Agreement that has been adopted as herein provided; (b) the original
certificate of limited partnership of the Partnership and all amendments thereto required or permitted by law or the provisions of this Agreement; (c) all
certificates and other instruments (including consents and ratifications which the Limited Partners have agreed to provide upon a matter receiving the agreed
support of Limited Partners) deemed advisable by the General Partner to carry out the provisions of this Agreement (including the provisions of Section 8.04) and
Law or to permit the Partnership to become or to continue as a limited partnership or partnership wherein the Limited Partners have limited liability in each
jurisdiction where the Partnership may be doing business; (d) all instruments that the General Partner deems appropriate to reflect a change or modification of this
Agreement or the Partnership in accordance with this Agreement, including, without limitation, the admission of additional Limited Partners or substituted
Limited Partners pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement; (e) all conveyances and other instruments or papers deemed advisable by the General Partner to
effect the liquidation and termination of the Partnership; and (f) all fictitious or assumed name certificates required or permitted (in light of the Partnership’s
activities) to be filed on behalf of the Partnership.
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SECTION 11.16. Separate Agreements; Schedules. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, including Section 11.12, the General
Partner may, or may cause the Partnership to, without the approval of any Limited Partner or other Person, enter into separate subscription, letter or other
agreements with individual Limited Partners with respect to any matter, which have the effect of establishing rights under, or altering, supplementing or amending
the terms of, this Agreement. The parties hereto agree that any terms contained in any such separate agreement shall govern with respect to such Limited
Partner(s) party thereto notwithstanding the provisions of this Agreement. The General Partner may from time to time execute and deliver to the Limited Partners
schedules which set forth information contained in the books and records of the Partnership and any other matters deemed appropriate by the General Partner.
Such schedules shall be for information purposes only and shall not be deemed to be part of this Agreement for any purpose whatsoever.

SECTION 11.17. Partnership Status. The parties intend to treat the Partnership as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes.

SECTION 11.18. Delivery by Facsimile or Email. This Agreement, the agreements referred to herein, and each other agreement or instrument
entered into in connection herewith or therewith or contemplated hereby or thereby, and any amendments hereto or thereto, to the extent signed and delivered by
means of a facsimile machine or email with scan or facsimile attachment, shall be treated in all manner and respects as an original agreement or instrument and
shall be considered to have the same binding legal effect as if it were the original signed version thereof delivered in person. No party hereto or to any such
agreement or instrument shall raise the use of a facsimile machine or email to deliver a signature or the fact that any signature or agreement or instrument was
transmitted or communicated through the use of a facsimile machine or email as a defense to the formation or enforceability of a contract, and each such party
forever waives any such defense.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have entered into this Agreement or have caused this Agreement to be duly executed by their respective
authorized officers, in each case as of the date first above stated.
 

LIMITED PARTNERS

/s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
William E. Conway, Jr.

/s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
Daniel A. D’Aniello

/s/ David M. Rubenstein
David M. Rubenstein

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings III L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT
SYSTEM, an agency of the State of California

By:  /s/ Réal Desrochers
Name: Réal Desrochers
Title: Senior Investment Officer

By:  /s/ Scott Jacobsen
Name: Scott Jacobsen
Title: Portfolio Manager

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings III L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) I, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) II, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) III, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Name: Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) IV, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) V, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings III L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) VI, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Name: Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

FIVE OVERSEAS INVESTMENT L.L.C.

By:  /s/ Shahzad Khan
Name: Shahzad Khan
Title: General Manager

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings III L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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All Limited Partners listed on Schedule I attached hereto.

By:  /s/ Jeffrey W. Ferguson
 Name: Jeffrey W. Ferguson
 Title: Attorney-in-Fact

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings III L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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Solely to reflect its withdrawal as a limited partner pursuant to
Section 5.01(b):

CARLYLE HOLDINGS III LIMITED PARTNER L.L.C.

By: Carlyle Holdings III GP L.P., its Sole Member

By: Carlyle Holdings III GP Management L.L.C., its General
Partner

By: The Carlyle Group L.P., its Sole Member

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its General Partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings III L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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GENERAL PARTNER:

CARLYLE HOLDINGS III GP SUB L.L.C.

By: Carlyle Holdings III GP L.P., its sole member

By: Carlyle Holdings III GP Management L.L.C., its general
partner

By: The Carlyle Group L.P., its sole member

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its general partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member

[Signature Page for Carlyle Holdings III L.P. – Amended and Restated LPA]
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EXHIBIT 10.6
  

REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENT

OF

THE CARLYLE GROUP L.P.
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REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENT

This REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”), is made and entered into as of May 8, 2012, by and among The Carlyle Group
L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (together with any successors thereto, the “Partnership”), TCG Carlyle Global Partners L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability
company (together with any successor thereto, “TCG Partners”), and the Covered Persons (defined below) from time to time party hereto.

WHEREAS, the Covered Persons are holders of Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units (defined below), which, subject to certain restrictions and
requirements, will be exchangeable at the option of the holder thereof for the Partnership’s common units representing limited partner interests (the “Common
Units”); and

WHEREAS, the Partnership desires to provide the Covered Persons with registration rights with respect to Common Units underlying their Carlyle
Holdings Partnership Units and any other Common Units they may otherwise hold from time to time.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the mutual agreements, covenants and provisions herein contained, the parties hereto
agree as follows:

ARTICLE I
DEFINITIONS AND OTHER MATTERS

Section 1.1 Definitions. Capitalized terms used in this Agreement without other definition shall, unless expressly stated otherwise, have the meanings
specified in this Section 1.1:

“Agreement” has the meaning ascribed to such term in the preamble.

“Beneficial owner” has the meaning set forth in Rule 13d-3 under the Exchange Act.

“Board” means the Board of Directors of the General Partner.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnerships” has the meaning ascribed to such term in the Exchange Agreement.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnership Unit” has the meaning ascribed to such term in the Exchange Agreement.

“Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements” has the meaning ascribed to such term in the Exchange Agreement.

“Common Units” has the meaning ascribed to such term in the preamble.

“Covered Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units” means, with respect to a Covered Person, such Covered Person’s Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units.
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“Covered Person” means those persons, other than the Partnership, who shall from time to time be parties to this Agreement in accordance with the terms
hereof (including Permitted Transferees).

“Demand Notice” has the meaning ascribed to such term in Section 2.2(a).

“Demand Registration” has the meaning ascribed to such term in Section 2.2(a).

“Dispute” has the meaning ascribed to such term in Section 3.3(a).

“Exchange Act” means the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

“Exchange Agreement” means the exchange agreement dated as of or about the date hereof among the Partnership, Carlyle Holdings I GP Inc., Carlyle
Holdings I GP Sub L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings II GP L.L.C., Carlyle Holdings III GP L.P., Carlyle Holdings III GP Sub L.L.C., the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships,
Carlyle Holdings II Sub L.L.C., and the Limited Partners of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships, as amended from time to time.

“Exchange Registration” has the meaning ascribed to such term in Section 2.1(a).

“FINRA” means the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc.

“General Partner” means Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company and the general partner of the Partnership, and any
successor general partner thereof.

“Governmental Authority” means any national, local or foreign (including U.S. federal, state or local) or supranational (including European Union)
governmental, judicial, administrative or regulatory (including self-regulatory) agency, commission, department, board, bureau, entity or authority of competent
jurisdiction.

“Indemnified Parties” has the meaning ascribed to such term in Section 2.6.

“IPO” has the meaning ascribed to such term in Section 2.4.

“Lock-Up Period” has the meaning ascribed to such term in Section 2.4.

“Other Registration Rights” means registration rights granted to holders of Partnership securities other than pursuant to this Agreement.

“Partnership” has the meaning ascribed to such term in the preamble.

“Permitted Transferee” means any transferee of a Carlyle Holdings Partnership Unit after the date hereof the transfer of which was permitted by the Carlyle
Holdings Partnership Agreements.

“Public Offering” means an underwritten public offering pursuant to an effective registration statement under the Securities Act, other than pursuant to a
registration statement on Form S-4 or Form S-8 or any similar or successor form.
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“Registering Covered Person” has the meaning ascribed to such term in Section 2.5(a).

“Registrable Securities” means Common Units that may be delivered in exchange for Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units or otherwise held by Covered
Persons from time to time. For purposes of this Agreement, Registrable Securities shall cease to be Registrable Securities when (i) a Registration Statement
covering resales of such Registrable Securities has been declared effective under the Securities Act by the SEC and such Registrable Securities have been
disposed of pursuant to such effective Registration Statement, (ii) such Registrable Securities are eligible to be sold by the Covered Person owning such
Registrable Securities (including Registrable Securities deliverable to a Covered Person under an effective Exchange Registration) pursuant to Rule 144(b)(1)
under the Securities Act or, in the case of Registrable Securities that are not “restricted securities” under Rule 144 under the Securities Act, pursuant to
Section 4(1) of the Securities Act (or, in each case, any successor provision then in effect) or (iii) such Registrable Securities cease to be outstanding (or issuable
upon exchange).

“Registration Expenses” means any and all expenses incident to the performance of or compliance with any registration or marketing of securities,
including all (i) SEC and securities exchange registration and filing fees, and all other fees and expenses payable in connection with the listing of securities on
any securities exchange or automated interdealer quotation system, (ii) fees and expenses of compliance with any securities or “blue sky” laws (including
reasonable fees and disbursements of counsel in connection with “blue sky” qualifications of the securities registered), (iii) expenses in connection with the
preparation, printing, mailing and delivery of any registration statements, prospectuses and other documents in connection therewith and any amendments or
supplements thereto, (iv) security engraving and printing expenses, (v) internal expenses of the General Partner, the Partnership and the Carlyle Holdings
Partnerships (including, without limitation, all salaries and expenses of the officers and employees of the General Partner, the Partnership or the Carlyle Holdings
Partnerships performing legal or accounting duties), (vi) reasonable fees and disbursements of counsel for the General Partner, the Partnership or the Carlyle
Holdings Partnerships and customary fees and expenses for independent certified public accountants retained by the General Partner, the Partnership or the
Carlyle Holdings Partnerships (including the expenses relating to any comfort letters or costs associated with the delivery by independent certified public
accountants of any comfort letters requested pursuant to Section 2.5(i)), (vii) reasonable fees and expenses of any special experts retained by the General Partner,
the Partnership or the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships in connection with such registration, (viii) in connection with a registration pursuant to Sections 2.2 or 2.3,
reasonable fees of not more than one counsel for all of the Covered Persons participating in the offering selected by TCG Partners, (ix) fees and expenses in
connection with any review by FINRA of the underwriting arrangements or other terms of the offering, and all fees and expenses of any “qualified independent
underwriter,” including the fees and expenses of any counsel thereto, (x) fees and disbursements of underwriters customarily paid by issuers or sellers of
securities, but excluding any underwriting fees, discounts and commissions attributable to the sale of Registrable Securities, (xi) costs of printing and producing
any agreements among underwriters, underwriting agreements, any “blue sky” or legal investment memoranda and any selling agreements and other documents
in connection with the offering, sale or delivery of the Registrable Securities, (xii) transfer agents’ and registrars’ fees and expenses and the fees and expenses of
any other agent or trustee appointed in connection with such offering, (xiii) expenses relating to any analyst or investor presentations or any “road shows”
undertaken in connection
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with the registration, marketing or selling of the Registrable Securities and (xiv) all out-of-pocket costs and expenses incurred by the General Partner, the
Partnership, the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships or their appropriate officers in connection with their compliance with Section 2.5(m).

“SEC” means the Securities and Exchange Commission.

“Securities Act” means the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

“Suspension Period” has the meaning ascribed to such term in Section 2.5(k).

“TCG Partners” has the meaning ascribed to such term in the preamble.

Section 1.2 Definitions Generally. Wherever required by the context of this Agreement, the singular shall include the plural and vice versa, and the
masculine gender shall include the feminine and neuter genders and vice versa, and references to any agreement, document or instrument shall be deemed to refer
to such agreement, document or instrument as amended, supplemented or modified from time to time. When used herein:

(a) the word “or” is not exclusive;

(b) the words “including,” “includes,” “included” and “include” are deemed to be followed by the words “without limitation”;

(c) the terms “herein,” “hereof” and “hereunder” and other words of similar import refer to this Agreement as a whole and not to any particular
section, paragraph or subdivision;

(d) the word “person” means any individual, corporation, limited liability company, trust, joint venture, association, company, partnership or other
legal entity or a government or any department or agency thereof or self-regulatory organization; and

(e) all section, paragraph or clause references not attributed to a particular document shall be references to such parts of this Agreement, and all
exhibit, annex and schedule references not attributed to a particular document shall be references to such exhibits, annexes and schedules to this
Agreement.

ARTICLE II
REGISTRATION RIGHTS

Section 2.1. Exchange Registration. (a) The Partnership shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to file with the SEC, prior to the time that Carlyle
Holdings Partnership Units held by Covered Persons become available for exchange for Common Units pursuant to the terms of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership
Agreements and the Exchange Agreement and cause to be declared effective under the Securities Act by the SEC promptly thereafter, one or more registration
statements (the “Exchange Registration”) covering (i) the delivery by the Partnership or its subsidiaries, from time to time, to the Covered Persons of Common
Units registered under
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the Securities Act in exchange for such Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units or (ii) if the Partnership determines that the registration provided for in clause (i) is not
available for any reason, the registration of resale of such Common Units by the Covered Persons.

(b) The Partnership shall be liable for and pay all Registration Expenses in connection with any Exchange Registration, regardless of whether such
registration is effected.

(c) Upon notice to each Covered Person participating in any Exchange Registration, the Partnership may postpone effecting a registration pursuant to this
Section 2.1 for a reasonable time specified in the notice but not exceeding 120 days in the aggregate (which period may not be extended or renewed), if (i) the
General Partner shall determine in good faith that effecting the registration would materially and adversely affect an offering of securities of the Partnership the
preparation of which had then been commenced or (ii) the Partnership is in possession of material non-public information the disclosure of which during the
period specified in such notice the General Partner believes in good faith would not be in the best interests of the Partnership.

Section 2.2. Demand Registration (a) .If at any time the Partnership shall receive a written request (a “Demand Notice”) from TCG Partners that the
Partnership effect the registration under the Securities Act of all or any portion of the Registrable Securities specified in the Demand Notice (a “Demand
Registration”), specifying the information set forth under Section 2.5(j), then the Partnership shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to effect, as
expeditiously as reasonably practicable, subject to paragraphs (c) and (d) of this Section 2.2, the registration under the Securities Act of the Registrable Securities
for which TCG Partners has requested registration under this Section 2.2, all to the extent necessary to permit the disposition (in accordance with the intended
methods thereof as aforesaid) of the Registrable Securities so to be registered.

(b) At any time prior to the effective date of the registration statement relating to such registration, TCG Partners may revoke such Demand Registration
request by providing a notice to the Partnership revoking such request. The Partnership shall be liable for and pay all Registration Expenses in connection with
any Demand Registration.

(c) If the sole or managing underwriter of a Demand Registration advises the Partnership and TCG Partners that in its opinion the number of Registrable
Securities and other securities requested to be included exceeds the largest number of Registrable Securities and other securities which can be sold in such
offering without adversely affecting the distribution of the securities being offered, the price that will be paid in such offering or the marketability thereof (the
“Maximum Offering Size”), the Partnership shall include in such registration, in the priority listed below, up to the Maximum Offering Size:

(i) first, all Registrable Securities requested to be registered in the Demand Registration by TCG Partners (allocated, if necessary for the offering not
to exceed the Maximum Offering Size, in such proportions as shall be determined by TCG Partners);

(ii) second, any securities proposed to be registered by the Partnership for its own account and any securities entitled to Other Registration Rights
requested to be
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registered by the holders thereof, ratably among the Partnership and the holders of such Other Registration Rights, based (A) as between the Partnership
and the holders of such Other Registration Rights, on the respective amounts of securities requested to be registered, and (B) as among the holders of such
Other Registration Rights, on the respective amounts of securities subject to such Other Registration Rights held by each such holder.

(d) Upon notice to TCG Partners, the Partnership may postpone effecting a registration pursuant to this Section 2.2 for a reasonable time specified in the
notice but not exceeding 120 days in the aggregate (which period may not be extended or renewed), if (i) the General Partner shall determine in good faith that
effecting the registration would materially and adversely affect an offering of securities of the Partnership the preparation of which had then been commenced or
(ii) the Partnership is in possession of material non-public information the disclosure of which during the period specified in such notice the General Partner
believes in good faith would not be in the best interests of the Partnership.

Section 2.3. Piggyback Registration. (a) Subject to any contractual obligations to the contrary, if the Partnership proposes at any time to register any of the
equity securities issued by it under the Securities Act (other than an Exchange Registration or a registration on Form S-8 or Form S-4, or any successor forms,
relating to Common Units issuable in connection with any employee benefit or similar plan of the Partnership or in connection with a direct or indirect acquisition
by the Partnership of another person or as a recapitalization or reclassification of securities of the Partnership), whether or not for sale for its own account, the
Partnership shall each such time give prompt notice at least 15 business days prior to the anticipated filing date of the registration statement relating to such
registration to TCG Partners, which notice shall offer TCG Partners the opportunity to elect to include in such registration statement the number of Registrable
Securities of the same class or series as those proposed to be registered held by Covered Persons as TCG Partners may request (a “Piggyback Registration”),
subject to the provisions of Section 2.3(b). If TCG Partners elects to effect a Piggyback Registration, the Partnership shall give notice of the registration statement
relating to such registration to those Covered Persons who TCG Partners determines to afford participation in the Piggyback Registration. Upon the request of
TCG Partners, the Partnership shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to effect the registration under the Securities Act of all Registrable Securities that the
Partnership has been so requested to register by TCG Partners, to the extent necessary to permit the disposition of the Registrable Securities to be so registered,
provided that (i) if such registration involves an underwritten Public Offering, all such Covered Persons to be included in the Partnership’s registration must sell
their Registrable Securities to the underwriters selected by the Partnership on the same terms and conditions as apply to the Partnership or any other selling
person, as applicable, and (ii) if, at any time after giving notice of its intention to register any securities pursuant to this Section 2.3(a) and prior to the effective
date of the registration statement filed in connection with such registration, the Partnership shall determine for any reason not to register or to delay registration of
such securities, the Partnership shall give notice of such determination to each holder of such Registrable Securities and, thereupon shall be relieved of its
obligation to register any Registrable Securities in connection with such registration, or shall be permitted to delay registration of such securities, as the case may
be. No registration effected under this Section 2.3 shall relieve the Partnership of its obligations to effect an Exchange Registration or Demand Registration to the
extent required by Section 2.1 or Section 2.2, respectively. The Partnership shall pay all Registration Expenses in connection with each Piggyback Registration.
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(b) Subject to Section 2.2(c) and any other contractual obligations to the contrary, if a Piggyback Registration involves an underwritten Public Offering and
the managing or sole underwriter advises the Partnership that, in its view, the number of Registrable Securities that the Partnership and such Covered Persons
intend to include in such registration exceeds the Maximum Offering Size, the Partnership shall include in such registration, in the following priority, up to the
Maximum Offering Size:

(i) first, (A) any securities proposed to be registered by the Partnership for its own account (in the case of Piggyback Registrations in respect of such
transactions) or (B) any securities proposed to be registered pursuant to any demand registration rights of the holders of Other Registration Rights (in the
case of Piggyback Registrations in respect of such transactions);

(ii) second, any securities to be registered by the Partnership for its own account (in the case of Piggyback Registrations in respect of transactions
described in 2.3(b)(i)(B)), and any Registrable Securities and Partnership securities entitled to Other Registration Rights that are pari passu with
Registrable Securities, in each case, requested to be registered by the holders thereof, ratably among the Partnership (if applicable), the holders of
Registrable Securities and securities subject to such Other Registration Rights based (A) as between the Partnership and such holders requesting
registration (if applicable), on the respective amounts of securities requested to be registered, and (B) as among the holders requesting registration, on the
respective amounts of Registrable Securities and securities subject to such Other Registration Rights, as the case may be, held by each such holder; and

(iii) third, any securities proposed to be registered for the account of any other persons with such priorities among them as the Partnership shall
determine.

(c) Notwithstanding any provision in this Section 2.3 or elsewhere in this Agreement, no provision relating to the registration of Registrable Securities shall
be construed as permitting any Covered Person to effect a transfer of securities that is otherwise prohibited by the terms of any agreement between such Covered
Person and the Partnership or any of its subsidiaries. Unless the Partnership shall otherwise consent, the Partnership shall not be obligated to provide notice or
afford Piggyback Registration to TCG Partners or any Covered Person pursuant to this Section 2.3 unless some or all of such person’s Registrable Securities are
permitted to be transferred under the terms of applicable agreements between such person and the Partnership or any of its subsidiaries.

(d) Upon delivering a request under this Section 2.3, a Covered Person will, if requested by the Partnership, execute and deliver a custody agreement and
power of attorney in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Partnership with respect to such Covered Person’s Securities to be registered pursuant to
this Section 2.3 (a “Custody Agreement and Power of Attorney”). The Custody Agreement and Power of Attorney will provide, among other things, that the
Covered Person will deliver to and deposit in custody with the custodian and
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attorney-in-fact named therein a certificate or certificates representing such Securities (duly endorsed in blank by the registered owner or owners thereof or
accompanied by duly executed stock powers in blank) and irrevocably appoint said custodian and attorney-in-fact with full power and authority to act under the
Custody Agreement and Power of Attorney on such Covered Person’s behalf with respect to the matters specified therein. Such Covered Person also agrees to
execute such other agreements as the Company may reasonably request to further evidence the provisions of this Section 2.3.

(e) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, after the time the Partnership has caused to become effective an Exchange Registration, covering all
securities to be registered pursuant to Section 2.1 hereof, and at any time that such Exchange Registration remains effective and available for use, any Covered
Person who is not an “affiliate” of the Company for purposes of Rule 144 shall not have the right to participate in such Piggyback Registration pursuant to this
Section 2.3, except to the extent the securities to be registered and offered pursuant to such Piggyback Registration will be an underwritten offering

Section 2.4. Lock-Up Agreements. The Partnership and each Covered Person agree that in connection with the Partnership’s initial public offering of the
Common Units (the “IPO”) and any Public Offering of Registrable Securities, the Partnership will not and each Covered Person, without the written consent of
TCG Partners, will not (x) offer, pledge, sell, contract to sell, sell any option or contract to purchase, purchase any option or contract to sell, grant any option,
right or warrant to purchase, lend or otherwise transfer or dispose of, directly or indirectly, any of the securities being registered or any securities convertible or
exchangeable or exercisable for such securities or (y) enter into any swap or other arrangement that transfers to another, in whole or in part, any of the economic
consequences of ownership of the securities being registered or any securities convertible or exchangeable or exercisable for such securities (except, in each case,
as part of the IPO or such Public Offering of Registrable Securities, as the case may be), during the period (the “Lock-Up Period”) beginning 14 days prior to the
effective date of the applicable registration statement until the earlier of (i) such time as TCG Partners and the lead managing underwriter shall agree and (ii) 180
days following the pricing of the IPO or such Public Offering of Registrable Securities, as the case may be. If (i) the Partnership issues an earnings release or
discloses other material information or a material event relating to the Partnership occurs during the last 17 days of the Lock-Up Period or (ii) prior to the
expiration of the Lock-Up Period, the Partnership announces that it will release earnings results during the 16-day period beginning upon the expiration of such
period, then to the extent necessary for a managing or co-managing underwriter of a registered offering required hereunder to comply with FINRA Rule 2711(f)
(4), the Lock-Up Period will be extended until 18 days after the earnings release or disclosure of other material information or the occurrence of the material
event, as the case may be.

Section 2.5. Registration Procedures. In connection with any request by TCG Partners that Registrable Securities be registered pursuant to Sections 2.2 or
2.3, subject to the provisions of such Sections, the paragraphs below shall be applicable, and in connection with any Exchange Registration pursuant to
Section 2.1, paragraphs (a), (c), (d), (e) and (l) below shall be applicable:

(a) The Partnership shall as expeditiously as reasonably practicable prepare and file with the SEC a registration statement on any form for which the
Partnership then qualifies or that counsel for the Partnership shall deem appropriate and which form shall be available for the registration of the Registrable
Securities to be registered thereunder in accordance with the intended method of distribution thereof, and use its commercially reasonable efforts to cause
such filed registration statement to become and remain effective for a period of not less than 40 days, or in the case of an Exchange Registration until all of
the Registrable Securities of the Covered Persons included in any such registration statement (each, a “Registering Covered Person”) shall have actually
been exchanged thereunder.
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(b) Prior to filing a registration statement or prospectus or any amendment or supplement thereto, the Partnership shall, if requested, furnish to each
Registering Covered Person and each underwriter, if any, of the Registrable Securities covered by such registration statement copies of such registration
statement as proposed to be filed, and thereafter the Partnership shall furnish to such Registering Covered Person and underwriter, if any, such number of
copies of such registration statement, each amendment and supplement thereto (in each case including all exhibits thereto and documents incorporated by
reference therein), the prospectus included in such registration statement (including each preliminary prospectus and any summary prospectus) and any
other prospectus filed under Rule 424 or Rule 430A under the Securities Act and such other documents as such Registering Covered Person or underwriter
may reasonably request in order to facilitate the disposition of the Registrable Securities owned by such Registering Covered Person. The Registering
Covered Person shall have the right to request that the Partnership modify any information contained in such registration statement, amendment and
supplement thereto pertaining to such Registering Covered Person and the Partnership shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to comply with such
request, provided, however, that the Partnership shall not have any obligation to so modify any information if the Partnership reasonably expects that so
doing would cause the prospectus to contain an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact required to be stated therein or
necessary to make the statements therein not misleading.

(c) After the filing of the registration statement, the Partnership shall (i) cause the related prospectus to be supplemented by any required prospectus
supplement, and, as so supplemented, to be filed pursuant to Rule 424 under the Securities Act, (ii) comply with the provisions of the Securities Act with
respect to the disposition of all Registrable Securities covered by such registration statement during the applicable period in accordance with the intended
methods of disposition by the Registering Covered Person thereof set forth in such registration statement or supplement to such prospectus and
(iii) promptly notify each Registering Covered Person holding Registrable Securities covered by such registration statement of any stop order issued or
threatened by the SEC suspending the effectiveness of such registration statement or any state securities commission and take all commercially reasonable
efforts to prevent the entry of such stop order or to obtain the withdrawal of such order if entered.
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(d) To the extent any “free writing prospectus” (as defined in Rule 405 under the Securities Act) is used, the Partnership shall file with the SEC any
free writing prospectus that is required to be filed by the Partnership with the SEC in accordance with the Securities Act and retain any free writing
prospectus not required to be filed.

(e) The Partnership shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to (i) register or qualify the Registrable Securities covered by such registration
statement under such other securities or “blue sky” laws of such jurisdictions in the United States as any Registering Covered Person holding such
Registrable Securities or each underwriter, if any, reasonably (in light of such member’s intended plan of distribution) requests and (ii) cause such
Registrable Securities to be registered with or approved by such other governmental agencies or authorities as may be necessary by virtue of the business
and operations of the Partnership and do any and all other acts and things that may be reasonably necessary or advisable to enable such Registering
Covered Person to consummate the disposition of the Registrable Securities owned by such person, provided that the Partnership shall not be required to
(A) qualify generally to do business in any jurisdiction where it would not otherwise be required to qualify but for this Section 2.5(e), (B) subject itself to
taxation in any such jurisdiction or (C) consent to general service of process in any such jurisdiction.

(f) The Partnership shall immediately notify each Registering Covered Person holding such Registrable Securities covered by such registration
statement or each underwriter, if any, at any time when a prospectus relating thereto is required to be delivered under the Securities Act, of the occurrence
of an event requiring the preparation of a supplement or amendment to such prospectus so that, as thereafter delivered to the purchasers of such Registrable
Securities, such prospectus will not contain an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary
to make the statements therein not misleading and promptly prepare and make available to each such Registering Covered Person or underwriter, if any,
and file with the SEC any such supplement or amendment.

(g) TCG Partners shall select an underwriter or underwriters in connection with any Public Offering. In connection with any Public Offering, the
Partnership shall enter into customary agreements (including an underwriting agreement in customary form) and take such all other actions as are
reasonably required in order to expedite or facilitate the disposition of such Registrable Securities in any such Public Offering, including if necessary the
engagement of a “qualified independent underwriter” in connection with the qualification of the underwriting arrangements with FINRA.

(h) Subject to the execution of confidentiality agreements satisfactory in form and substance to the Partnership in the exercise of its good faith
judgment, pursuant to the reasonable request of TCG Partners or underwriter (if any), the Partnership will give to each Registering Covered Person, each
underwriter (if any) and their respective counsel and accountants (i) reasonable and customary access to its books and records and (ii) such opportunities to
discuss the business of the Partnership with its directors, officers, employees, counsel and the independent public accountants who have certified its
financial statements, as shall be appropriate, in the reasonable judgment of counsel to such Registering Covered Person or underwriter, to enable them to
exercise their due diligence responsibility.
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(i) The Partnership shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to furnish to each Registering Covered Person and to each such underwriter, if any, a
signed counterpart, addressed to such person or underwriter, of (i) an opinion or opinions of counsel to the Partnership and (ii) a comfort letter or comfort
letters from the Partnership’s independent public accountants, each in customary form and covering such matters of the kind customarily covered by
opinions or comfort letters, as the case may be, as TCG Partners or such underwriter reasonably requests.

(j) Each Registering Covered Person registering securities under Sections 2.2 or 2.3 shall promptly furnish in writing to the Partnership the
information set forth in Appendix A and such other information regarding itself, the distribution of the Registrable Securities as the Partnership may from
time to time reasonably request and such other information as may be legally required or advisable in connection with such registration.

(k) Each Registering Covered Person and each underwriter, if any, agrees that, upon receipt of any notice from the Partnership of the happening of
any event of the kind described in Section 2.5(f), such Registering Covered Person or underwriter shall forthwith discontinue disposition of Registrable
Securities pursuant to the registration statement covering such Registrable Securities until such Registering Covered Person’s or underwriter’s receipt of the
copies of the supplemented or amended prospectus contemplated by Section 2.5(f), provided, however, that, upon written notice to each Registering
Covered Person and each underwriter, if any, and for a reasonable time specified in the notice but not exceeding 60 days thereafter or 90 days in any 365
day period (the “Suspension Period”), the Partnership may suspend the use or effectiveness of any registration statement if the General Partner determines,
in its sole discretion, that the Partnership is in possession of material non-public information the disclosure of which during the period specified in such
notice the General Partner believes in good faith would not be in the best interests of the Partnership; and, if so directed by the Partnership, such
Registering Covered Person or underwriter shall deliver to the Partnership all copies, other than any permanent file copies then in such Registering Covered
Person’s possession, of the most recent prospectus covering such Registrable Securities at the time of receipt of such notice. If the Partnership shall give
such notice, the Partnership shall extend the period during which such registration statement shall be maintained effective (including the period referred to
in Section 2.5(a)) by the number of days during the period from and including the date of the giving of notice pursuant to Section 2.5(f) to the date when
the Partnership shall make available to such Registering Covered Person a prospectus supplemented or amended to conform with the requirements of
Section 2.5(f).

(l) The Partnership shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to list all Registrable Securities covered by such registration statement on any
securities exchange or quotation system on which any of the Registrable Securities are then listed or traded.
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(m) The Partnership shall have appropriate officers of the General Partner, the Partnership or the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships (i) prepare and make
presentations at any “road shows” and before analysts and rating agencies, as the case may be, (ii) take other actions to obtain ratings for any Registrable
Securities and (iii) otherwise use their commercially reasonable efforts to cooperate as reasonably requested by the underwriters in the offering, marketing
or selling of the Registrable Securities.

(n) The Partnership shall cooperate with the Registering Covered Persons to facilitate the timely delivery of Registrable Securities to be sold, which
shall not bear any restrictive legends, and to enable such Registrable Securities to be issued in such denominations and registered in such names as such
Registering Covered Persons may reasonably request at least two business days prior to the closing of any sale of Registrable Securities.

Section 2.6. Indemnification by the Partnership. In the event of any registration of any Registrable Securities of the Partnership under the Securities Act
pursuant to this Article II, the Partnership will, and it hereby does, indemnify and hold harmless, to the extent permitted by law, a Registering Covered Person,
each affiliate of such Registering Covered Person and their respective directors and officers or general and limited partners or members and managing members
(including any director, officer, affiliate, employee, agent and controlling person of any of the foregoing) and each other person, if any, who controls such
Registering Covered Person within the meaning of the Securities Act (collectively, the “Indemnified Parties”), from and against any and all losses, claims,
damages and liabilities (including, without limitation, legal fees and other expenses incurred in connection with any suit, action or proceeding or any claim
asserted, as such fees and expenses are incurred), joint or several, that arise out of, or are based upon, (1) any untrue statement or alleged untrue statement of a
material fact contained in any registration statement or amendment or supplement thereto under which such Registrable Securities were registered or any
omission or alleged omission to state therein a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary in order to make the statements therein not misleading, or
(2) any untrue statement or alleged untrue statement of a material fact contained in any prospectus, any free writing prospectus or any “issuer information” filed
or required to be filed pursuant to Rule 433(d) under the Securities Act in respect of the Registrable Securities, or amendment or supplement thereto, or any
omission or alleged omission to state therein a material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they
were made, not misleading; provided, that the Partnership shall not be liable to any Registering Covered Person or other Indemnified Party in any such case to the
extent that any such loss, claim, damage, liability (or action or proceeding in respect thereof) or expense arises out of or is based upon any untrue statement or
alleged untrue statement or omission or alleged omission made in such registration statement, prospectus, any free writing prospectus or any “issuer information”
filed or required to be filed pursuant to Rule 433(d) under the Securities Act in respect of the Registrable Securities, or amendment or supplement thereto, in
reliance upon and in conformity with written information regarding a Registering Covered Person furnished to the Partnership by such Registering Covered
Person or other Indemnified Party with respect to such seller or any underwriter specifically for use in the preparation thereof.

Section 2.7. Indemnification by Registering Covered Persons. Each Registering Covered Person hereby indemnifies and holds harmless, and the
Partnership may require, as a
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condition to including any Registrable Securities in any registration statement filed in accordance with this Article II, that the Partnership shall have received an
undertaking reasonably satisfactory to it from any underwriter to indemnify and hold harmless, the Partnership and all other prospective sellers of Registrable
Securities, the directors of the General Partner, each officer of the General Partner or the Partnership who signed the Registration Statement and each person, if
any, who controls the Partnership and all other prospective sellers of Registrable Securities within the meaning of Section 15 of the Securities Act or Section 20
of the Exchange Act to the same extent as the indemnity set forth in Section 2.6 above, but only with respect to any losses, claims, damages or liabilities that arise
out of, or are based upon, any untrue statement or omission or alleged untrue statement or omission made in reliance upon and in conformity with written
information furnished to the Partnership with respect to such seller or any underwriter specifically for use in the preparation of such registration statement,
prospectus, any free writing prospectus or any “issuer information” filed or required to be filed pursuant to Rule 433(d) under the Securities Act in respect of the
Registrable Securities, or amendment or supplement thereto. Such indemnity shall remain in full force and effect regardless of any investigation made by or on
behalf of the Partnership, any of the Registering Covered Persons or any underwriter, or any of their respective affiliates, directors, officers or controlling persons
and shall survive the transfer of such securities by such person. In no event shall any such indemnification liability of any Registering Covered Person be greater
in amount than the dollar amount of the proceeds received by such Registering Covered Person upon the sale of the Registrable Securities giving rise to such
indemnification obligation.

Section 2.8. Conduct of Indemnification Proceedings. Promptly after receipt by an Indemnified Party hereunder of written notice of the commencement of
any action or proceeding with respect to which a claim for indemnification may be made pursuant to this Article II, such Indemnified Party will, if a claim in
respect thereof is to be made against an indemnifying party, give written notice to the latter of the commencement of such action; provided, that the failure of the
Indemnified Party to give notice as provided herein shall not relieve the indemnifying party of its obligations under this Article II, except to the extent that the
indemnifying party is materially prejudiced by such failure to give notice.

In case any such action is brought against an Indemnified Party, unless in such Indemnified Party’s reasonable judgment a conflict of interest between such
Indemnified Party and indemnifying parties may exist in respect of such claim, the indemnifying party will be entitled to participate in and to assume the defense
thereof, jointly with any other indemnifying party similarly notified to the extent that it may wish, with counsel reasonably satisfactory to such Indemnified Party,
and after notice from the indemnifying party to such Indemnified Party of its election so to assume the defense thereof, the indemnifying party will not be liable
to such Indemnified Party for any legal or other expenses subsequently incurred by the latter in connection with the defense thereof other than reasonable costs of
investigation. It is understood and agreed that the indemnifying person shall not, in connection with any proceeding or related proceeding in the same jurisdiction,
be liable for the fees and expenses of more than one separate firm (in addition to any local counsel) for all Indemnified Parties, and that all such fees and expenses
shall be reimbursed as they are incurred. Any such separate firm (x) for any Covered Person, its affiliates, directors and officers and any control persons of such
Indemnified Party shall be designated in writing by TCG Partners, (y) in all other cases shall be designated in writing by the General Partner. The indemnifying
person shall not be liable for any settlement of
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any proceeding effected without its written consent, but if settled with such consent or if there be a final judgment for the plaintiff, the indemnifying person agrees
to indemnify each Indemnified Party from and against any loss or liability by reason of such settlement or judgment. No indemnifying person shall, without the
written consent of the Indemnified Party, effect any settlement of any pending or threatened proceeding in respect of which any Indemnified Party is or could
have been a party and indemnification could have been sought hereunder by such Indemnified Party, unless such settlement (A) includes an unconditional release
of such Indemnified Party, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to such Indemnified Party, from all liability on claims that are the subject matter of such
proceeding and (B) does not include any statement as to or any admission of fault, culpability or a failure to act by or on behalf of any Indemnified Party.

Section 2.9. Contribution. If the indemnification provided for in this Article II from the indemnifying party is unavailable to an Indemnified Party
hereunder in respect of any losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses referred to herein, then the indemnifying party, in lieu of indemnifying such
Indemnified Party, shall contribute to the amount paid or payable by such Indemnified Party as a result of such losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses in
such proportion as is appropriate to reflect the relative fault of the indemnifying party and Indemnified Parties in connection with the actions which resulted in
such losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses, as well as any other relevant equitable considerations. The relative fault of such indemnifying party and
Indemnified Parties shall be determined by reference to, among other things, whether any action in question, including any untrue or alleged untrue statement of a
material fact or omission or alleged omission to state a material fact, has been made by, or relates to information supplied by, such indemnifying party or
Indemnified Parties, and the parties’ relative intent, knowledge, access to information and opportunity to correct or prevent such action. The amount paid or
payable by a party under this Section 2.9 as a result of the losses, claims, damages, liabilities and expenses referred to above shall be deemed to include any legal
or other fees or expenses reasonably incurred by such party in connection with any investigation or proceeding.

The parties hereto agree that it would not be just and equitable if contribution pursuant to this Section 2.9 were determined by pro rata allocation or by any
other method of allocation which does not take account of the equitable considerations referred to in the immediately preceding paragraph. No person guilty of
fraudulent misrepresentation (within the meaning of Section 11(f) of the Securities Act) shall be entitled to contribution from any person who was not guilty of
such fraudulent misrepresentation.

Section 2.10. Participation in Public Offering. No Covered Person may participate in any Public Offering hereunder unless such Covered Person (a) agrees
to sell such Covered Person’s securities on the basis provided in any underwriting arrangements approved by the Covered Persons entitled hereunder to approve
such arrangements and (b) completes and executes all questionnaires, powers of attorney, indemnities, underwriting agreements and other documents reasonably
required under the terms of such underwriting arrangements and the provisions of this Agreement in respect of registration rights.

Section 2.11. Other Indemnification. Indemnification similar to that specified herein (with appropriate modifications) shall be given by the Partnership and
the Registering Covered
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Person participating therein with respect to any required registration or other qualification of securities under any federal or state law or regulation or
Governmental Authority other than the Securities Act.

Section 2.12. Cooperation by the Partnership. If the Covered Person shall transfer any Registrable Securities pursuant to Rule 144, the Partnership shall use
its commercially reasonable efforts to cooperate with the Covered Person and shall provide to the Covered Person such information as may be required to be
provided under Rule 144.

Section 2.13. Parties in Interest. Each Covered Person shall be entitled to receive the benefits of this Agreement and shall be bound by the terms and
provisions of this Agreement by reason of such Covered Person’s election to participate in a registration under this Article II. To the extent Carlyle Holdings
Partnership Units are effectively transferred in accordance with the terms of the Carlyle Holdings Partnership Agreements, the transferee of such Carlyle
Holdings Partnership Units shall be entitled to receive the benefits of this Agreement and shall be bound by the terms and provisions of this Agreement upon
becoming bound hereby pursuant to Section 3.1(c).

Section 2.14. Acknowledgement Regarding the Partnership. Other than those determinations reserved expressly to TCG Partners, all determinations
necessary or advisable under this Article II shall be made by the General Partner, the determinations of which shall be final and binding.

ARTICLE III
MISCELLANEOUS

Section 3.1. Term of the Agreement; Termination of Certain Provisions; Amendment. (a) The term of this Agreement shall continue until the first to occur
of (i) such time as no Covered Person holds any Covered Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units or Registrable Securities and (ii) such time as the Agreement is
terminated by the Partnership and TCG Partners. This Agreement may be amended only with the consent of the Partnership and TCG Partners.

(b) Unless this Agreement is theretofore terminated pursuant to Section 3.1(a) hereof, a Covered Person shall be bound by the provisions of this Agreement
with respect to any Covered Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units or Registrable Securities until such time as such Covered Person ceases to hold any Covered
Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units or Registrable Securities. Thereafter, such Covered Person shall no longer be bound by the provisions of this Agreement other
than Sections 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 and 2.11 and this Article III.

(c) Any Permitted Transferee of a Covered Person shall be entitled to become party to this agreement as a Covered Person; provided, that, such Permitted
Transferee shall first sign an agreement in the form approved by the Partnership acknowledging that such Permitted Transferee is bound by the terms and
provisions of the Agreement. To the extent that the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships issue Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units in the future, any holder of such
Carlyle Holdings Partnership Units may be entitled, with the prior written consent of the General Partner and TCG Partners, to become party to this agreement as
a Covered Person; provided, that, such holder shall first sign an agreement in the form approved by the Partnership acknowledging that such holder is bound by
the terms and provisions of the Agreement.
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Section 3.2. Governing Law.

THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE.

Section 3.3. Dispute Resolution.

(a) Each party hereto (i) irrevocably agrees that any and all disputes which cannot be settled amicably, including any ancillary claims of any party, arising
out of, relating to or in connection with the validity, negotiation, execution, interpretation, performance or non-performance of this Agreement (including the
validity, scope and enforceability of this arbitration provision) (a “Dispute”) shall be finally settled by arbitration conducted by three arbitrators (or, in the event
the amount of quantified claims and/or estimated monetary value of other claims contained in the applicable request for arbitration is less than $3.0 million, by a
sole arbitrator) in Wilmington, Delaware in accordance with the Rules of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce (including the rules relating to
costs and fees) existing on the date of this Agreement except to the extent those rules are inconsistent with the terms of this Section 3.3, and that such arbitration
shall be the exclusive manner pursuant to which any Dispute shall be resolved; (ii) agrees that this Agreement involves commerce and is governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. Section 1, et seq., and any applicable treaties governing the recognition and enforcement of international arbitration agreements and
awards; (iii) agrees to take all steps necessary or advisable, including the execution of documents to be filed with the International Court of Arbitration or the
International Centre for ADR in order to properly submit any Dispute for arbitration pursuant to this Section 3.3; (iv) irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent
permitted by law, any objection it may have or hereafter have to the submission of any Dispute for arbitration pursuant to this Section 3.3 and any right to lay
claim to jurisdiction in any venue; (v) agrees that (A) the arbitrator(s) shall be U.S. lawyers, U.S. law professors and/or retired U.S. judges and all arbitrators,
including the president of the arbitral tribunal, may be U.S. nationals and (B) the arbitrator(s) shall conduct the proceedings in the English language; (vi) agrees
that except as required by law or as may be reasonably required in connection with ancillary judicial proceedings to compel arbitration, to obtain temporary or
preliminary judicial relief in aid of arbitration, or to confirm or challenge an arbitration award, the arbitration proceedings, including any hearings, shall be
confidential, and the parties shall not disclose any awards, any materials in the proceedings created for the purpose of the arbitration, or any documents produced
by another party in the proceedings not otherwise in the public domain; and (vii) agrees that performance under this Agreement shall continue if reasonably
possible during any arbitration proceedings.

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), each party hereto may bring an action or special proceeding for the purpose of compelling a party to
arbitrate, seeking temporary or preliminary relief in aid of an arbitration hereunder, or enforcing an arbitration award and, for the purposes of this paragraph (b),
each party hereto (i) irrevocably agrees that any such action or special proceeding shall be exclusively brought in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware
or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court
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located in the State of Delaware with subject matter jurisdiction; (ii) irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such
action or special proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to, and waives any right to, assert in any such action or special proceeding that (A) it is not personally
subject to the jurisdiction of such courts or any other court to which proceedings in such courts may be appealed, (B) such action or special proceeding is brought
in an inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such action or special proceeding is improper; (iv) expressly waives any requirement for the posting of a bond by a
party bringing such action or special proceeding; (v) consents to process being served in any such action or special proceeding by mailing, certified mail, return
receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at the address in effect for notices hereunder, and agrees that such service shall constitute good and sufficient
service of process and notice thereof; provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall affect or limit any right to serve process in any other manner permitted by
law; (vi) irrevocably waives any and all right to trial by jury in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding; and (vii) agrees that proof shall not be required that
monetary damages for breach of the provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate and that remedies at law would be inadequate.

(c) If the arbitrator(s) shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration, or the arbitrator(s) or any court or tribunal of competent jurisdiction
shall refuse to enforce Section 3.3(a) or shall determine that any Dispute is not subject to arbitration as contemplated thereby, then, and only then, shall the
alternative provisions of this Section 3.3(c) be applicable. Each party hereto, to the fullest extent permitted by law, (i) irrevocably agrees that any Dispute shall be
exclusively brought in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware or, if such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction thereof, any other court located in
the State of Delaware with subject matter jurisdiction; (ii) irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts in connection with any such claim, suit,
action or proceeding; (iii) irrevocably agrees not to, and waives any right to, assert in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding that (A) it is not personally
subject to the jurisdiction of such courts or any other court to which proceedings in such courts may be appealed, (B) such claim, suit, action or proceeding is
brought in an inconvenient forum, or (C) the venue of such claim, suit, action or proceeding is improper; (iv) expressly waives any requirement for the posting of
a bond by a party bringing such claim, suit, action or proceeding; (v) consents to process being served in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding by mailing,
certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy thereof to such party at the address in effect for notices hereunder, and agrees that such service shall constitute
good and sufficient service of process and notice thereof; provided that nothing in clause (v) hereof shall affect or limit any right to serve process in any other
manner permitted by law; and (vi) irrevocably waives any and all right to trial by jury in any such claim, suit, action or proceeding; and (vii) agrees that proof
shall not be required that monetary damages for breach of the provisions of this Agreement would be difficult to calculate and that remedies at law would be
inadequate. The parties acknowledge that the fora designated by this paragraph (c) have a reasonable relation to this Agreement, and to the parties’ relationship
with one another.
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Section 3.4. Notices. All notices, requests, claims, demands and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be given (and shall be
deemed to have been duly given upon receipt) by delivery in person, by courier service, by fax, by electronic mail (delivery receipt requested) or by registered or
certified mail (postage prepaid, return receipt requested) to the respective parties at the following addresses (or at such other address for a party as shall be
specified in a notice given in accordance with this Section 3.5):

If to a Covered Person,

c/o The Carlyle Group L.P.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004-2505
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_registrationrightsnotice@carlyle.com

The Carlyle Group L.P. shall use commercially reasonable efforts to forward any such communication to the applicable Covered Person’s address, email address
or facsimile number as shown in the Partnership’s books and records.

If to the Partnership, at

The Carlyle Group L.P.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004-2505
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail: list_registrationrightsnotice@carlyle.com

The Partnership shall be responsible for notifying each Covered Person of the receipt of a notice, request, claim, demand or other communication under this
Agreement relevant to such Covered Person at the address of such Covered Person then in the records of the Carlyle Holdings Partnerships (and each Covered
Person shall notify the Partnership of any change in such address for notices, requests, claims, demands or other communications).

Section 3.5. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is finally held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, (a) the remaining terms and provisions
hereof shall be unimpaired and (b) the invalid or unenforceable term or provision shall be deemed replaced by a term or provision that is valid and enforceable
and that comes closest to expressing the intention of the invalid or unenforceable term or provision.

Section 3.6. Specific Performance. Each party hereto acknowledges that the remedies at law of the other parties for a breach or threatened breach of this
Agreement would be inadequate and, in recognition of this fact, any party to this Agreement, without posting any bond, and in addition to all other remedies that
may be available, shall be entitled to obtain equitable relief in the form of specific performance, a temporary restraining order, a temporary or permanent
injunction or any other equitable remedy that may be then available.

Section 3.7. Assignment; Successors. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the respective legatees, legal representatives,
successors and assigns of the Covered Persons; provided, however, that a Covered Person may not assign this Agreement or
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any of his rights or obligations hereunder, and any purported assignment in breach hereof by a Covered Person shall be void; and provided further that no
assignment of this Agreement by the Partnership or to a successor of the Partnership (by operation of law or otherwise) shall be valid unless such assignment is
made to a person which succeeds to the business of such person substantially as an entirety.

Section 3.8. No Third-Party Rights. Other than as expressly provided herein, nothing in this Agreement will be construed to give any person other than the
parties to this Agreement any legal or equitable right, remedy, or claim under or with respect to this Agreement or any provision of this Agreement. This
Agreement and all of its provisions and conditions are for the sole and exclusive benefit of the parties to this Agreement and their successors and assigns.

Section 3.9. Section Headings. The headings of sections in this Agreement are provided for convenience only and will not affect its construction or
interpretation.

Section 3.10. Execution in Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but
all such counterparts shall together constitute but one and the same instrument.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed or caused to be duly executed this Agreement as of the dates indicated.
 

COVERED PERSONS

/s/ William E. Conway, Jr.
William E. Conway, Jr.

/s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
Daniel A. D’Aniello

/s/ David M. Rubenstein
David M. Rubenstein

[Signature Page for Registration Rights Agreement – Carlyle Partners]
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All Covered Persons listed on Schedule I attached hereto.

By: /s/ Lauren B. Dillard
 Name: Lauren B. Dillard
 Title: Attorney-in-fact

 
[Signature Page for Registration Rights Agreement – Carlyle Partners]
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THE CARLYLE GROUP L.P.

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its general partner

By: /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member

TCG CARLYLE GLOBAL PARTNERS L.L.C.

By: /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member

 
[Signature Page for Registration Rights Agreement – Carlyle Partners]
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Appendix A

THE CARLYLE GROUP L.P.

Covered Person Questionnaire

The undersigned Covered Person understands that the Partnership has filed or intends to file with the SEC a registration statement for the registration of the
Common Units (as such may be amended, the “Registration Statement”), in accordance with Sections 2.2 or 2.3 of the Registration Rights Agreement, dated as of
May 8, 2012 (the “Registration Rights Agreement”), among the Partnership and the Covered Persons referred to therein. A copy of the Agreement is available
from the Partnership upon request at the address set forth below. All capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed
thereto in the Registration Rights Agreement.

NOTICE

The undersigned Covered Person hereby gives notice to the Partnership of its intention to register Registrable Securities beneficially owned by it and listed below
in Item 3 (unless otherwise specified under Item 3) pursuant to the Registration Statement. The undersigned, by signing and returning this Questionnaire,
understands that it will be bound by the terms and conditions of this Questionnaire and the Registration Rights Agreement.

Pursuant to the Registration Rights Agreement, the undersigned has agreed to indemnify and hold harmless the Partnership and all other prospective sellers of
Registrable Securities, the directors of the General Partner, each officer of the General Partner who signed the Registration Statement and each person, if any, who
controls the Partnership and all other prospective sellers of Registrable Securities within the meaning of Section 15 of the Securities Act or Section 20 of the
Exchange Act, from and against any and all losses, claims, damages and liabilities arising in connection with statements made or omissions concerning the
undersigned in the Registration Statement, prospectus, any free writing prospectus or any “issuer information” in reliance upon the information provided in this
Questionnaire.

The undersigned Covered Person hereby provides the following information to the Partnership and represents and warrants that such information is accurate and
complete:

QUESTIONNAIRE
 
1. Name.
 

(a)   Full Legal Name of Covered Person:   

  

 
 

(b)   Full Legal Name of Covered Person (if not the same as (a) above) through which Registrable Securities Listed in Item 3 below are held:
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(c)
  

Full Legal name of DTC Participant (e.g., a bank, brokerage or trustee account) through which Registrable Securities listed in Item 3 below
are held (if applicable and if not the same as (b) above):

  

 
 

(d)
  

Full Legal Name of natural control person (which means a natural person who directly or indirectly alone or with others has power to vote or
dispose of the Registrable Securities listed in Item 3 below):

  

 
 

 
2. Address for Notices to Covered Person:

 
 
 
 
Telephone:   
Fax:   
Email:  
Contact Person:   

 
3. Beneficial Ownership of Registrable Securities :

Number of Registrable Securities beneficially owned:
 

  

  

  

 
4. Broker-Dealer Status:
 

 (a) Are you a broker-dealer?

Yes  ☐             No  ☐
 
 Note: If yes, the SEC’s staff has indicated that you should be identified as an underwriter in the Registration Statement.
 

 (b) Are you an affiliate of a broker-dealer (other than TCG Securities, L.L.C.)?

Yes  ☐            No  ☐
 
 
 Please refer to Schedule I of this Covered Person Questionnaire for the definition of “beneficial ownership” for this purpose.
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If yes, please identify the broker-dealer with whom the Covered Person is affiliated and the nature of the affiliation:
 
 

  

   
 

 
(c) If you are an affiliate of a broker-dealer, do you certify that you bought the Registrable Securities in the ordinary course of business, and at the time

of the purchase of the Registrable Securities to be resold, you had no agreements or understandings, directly or indirectly, with any person to
distribute the Registrable Securities?

Yes  ☐             No  ☐
 
 Note: If no, the SEC’s staff has indicated that you should be identified as an underwriter in the Registration Statement.
 

 
(d) If you are (1) a broker-dealer or (2) an affiliate of a broker-dealer and answered “no” to Question 4(c), do you consent to being named as an

underwriter in the Registration Statement?

Yes  ☐             No  ☐
 
5. Beneficial Ownership of Other Securities of the Partnership Owned by the Covered Person.

Except as set forth below in this Item 5, the undersigned Covered Person is not the beneficial or registered owner of any securities of the Partnership
other than the Registrable Securities listed above in Item 3.

Type and Amount of Other Securities beneficially owned by the Covered Person:             
 

  

  

  

 
6. Relationships with the Partnership:

Except as set forth below, neither the undersigned Covered Person nor any of its affiliates, officers, directors or principal equity holders (owners of
5% or more of the equity securities of the undersigned) has held any position or office or has had any other material relationship with the General
Partner or the Partnership (or its predecessors or affiliates) during the past three years.

State any exceptions here:
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7. Intended Method of Disposition of Registrable Securities (Only Applicable to a Demand Registration Effected Pursuant to Section 2.2 of the
Registration Rights Agreement):

Intended Method or Methods of Disposition of Registrable Securities beneficially owned:
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The undersigned agrees to promptly notify the Partnership of any inaccuracies or changes in the information provided herein that may occur subsequent to the
date hereof and at any time while the Registration Statement remains in effect.

By signing below, the undersigned consents to the disclosure of the information contained herein in its answers to Items 1 through 7 and the inclusion of such
information in the Registration Statement and the related prospectus. The undersigned understands that such information will be relied upon by the Partnership in
connection with the preparation or amendment of the Registration Statement and the related prospectus.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, by authority duly given, has caused this Questionnaire to be executed and delivered either in person or by its duly
authorized agent.
 
Dated:      Beneficial Owner:  

     By:  

         Name:   

              Title:   

PLEASE SEND A COPY OF THE COMPLETED AND EXECUTED QUESTIONNAIRE BY FAX OR ELECTRONIC MAIL, AND
RETURN THE ORIGINAL BY OVERNIGHT MAIL, TO:
 

 

The Carlyle Group L.P.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004-2505
Attention: General Counsel
Fax: (202) 729-5266
Electronic Mail:
list_registrationrightsnotice@carlyle.com
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EXHIBIT 10.7

REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENT

THIS REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”), dated as of May 8, 2012, is by and among The Carlyle Group L.P., a
Delaware limited partnership (the “Company”), and the investors whose signatures appear on the signature pages hereto (collectively, the “Investors” and each
individually, an “Investor”). For purposes of this Agreement, the term “Company” shall be deemed to include and refer to any successor in interest to the
Company (whether by merger, consolidation, conversion, recapitalization, restructuring, reorganization or otherwise).

RECITALS

WHEREAS, the Investors, pursuant to the terms of (a) that certain Subscription and Equity Holder Agreement, dated as of September 17, 2007, by
and among certain of the Investors or their predecessors or assignors, and certain current and former subsidiaries of the Company, as amended by the First
Amendment to Subscription and Equity Holder Agreement dated as of the date of issuance of the Notes (as defined below), as further amended and/or restated
from time to time (the “Subscription Agreement”), purchased certain interests (the “Parent Entity Interests”) in the Carlyle Parent Entities (as defined in the
Subscription Agreement), pursuant to the terms and subject to the conditions set forth therein and (b) that certain Note and Unit Subscription Agreement, dated as
of December 16, 2010, by and among certain of the Investors or their predecessors or assignors, and certain current and former subsidiaries of the Company, as
further amended and/or restated from time to time (the “Note and Unit Subscription Agreement”), purchased certain notes (the “Notes”) and certain interests
issued by the Carlyle Parent Entities, pursuant to the terms and subject to the conditions set forth therein;

WHEREAS, as contemplated by the Subscription Agreement and the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement, as applicable, the Company and the
Investors deem it desirable to enter into this Agreement to set forth the registration rights of the Investors on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth
herein.

AGREEMENT

In consideration of the recitals and the mutual premises, covenants and agreements contained herein and other good and valuable consideration, the
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows:

1. Definitions. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meaning set forth in the Subscription Agreement. In addition to capitalized
terms defined elsewhere in this Agreement, the following capitalized terms shall have the following meaning when used in this Agreement.

“Additional New Units” has the meaning set forth in the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement.

“Affiliate” has the meaning set forth in the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement.

“Commission” means the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

“Exchange Act” means the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and any successor statute thereto and the rules and regulations of the
Commission promulgated thereunder.

“Holder” means each Investor that holds Registrable Securities, any permitted transferee or assignee thereof to whom an Investor assigns its rights
under this Agreement, the Subscription



Agreement and/or the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement, as applicable, and who agrees to become bound by the provisions of this Agreement, the
Subscription Agreement and/or the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement, as applicable, and any permitted transferee or assignee thereof to whom a permitted
transferee or assignee assigns its rights under this Agreement, the Subscription Agreement and/or the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement, as applicable, and
who agrees to become bound by the provisions of this Agreement, the Subscription Agreement and/or the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement, as applicable
and in each case, in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the Subscription Agreement and/or the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement, as applicable.

“Initial New Units” has the meaning set forth in the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement.

“Lockup Date” means, with respect to (i) Registrable Securities that were derived from Original Securities or Original Securities that are
outstanding, the date that is 12 months after the date of the consummation of the Qualified IPO and (ii) Registrable Securities that were derived from New
Securities or New Securities that are outstanding upon consummation of the Qualified IPO, the earlier of (a) (x) the date that is 18 months after a Qualified IPO
with respect to 50% of such securities and (y) the date that is 24 months after a Qualified IPO for the remaining 50% of such securities and (b) the date on which
a Change of Control occurs. Notwithstanding the limitations set forth in the foregoing sentence, (1) the Lockup Date for the Registrable Securities identified in
the foregoing clause (i) shall be adjusted in accordance with the terms set forth in Section 8.1(d) of the Subscription Agreement and (2) the Lockup Date for the
Registrable Securities identified in the foregoing clause (ii) shall be adjusted in accordance with the terms set forth in Section 3.4(b) of the Note and Unit
Subscription Agreement.

“New Securities” means the Initial New Units, the Additional New Units, the Exchange Securities and any other Units, interests or securities
acquired pursuant to a Qualifying Reorganization, Optional Exchange, or through the exercise of pre-emptive rights.

“Operating Agreement” means the amended and restated limited partnership agreement of the Company dated on or about the date hereof, as the
same may be amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified or superseded from time to time.

“Optional Exchange” has the meaning set forth in the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement.

“Original Securities” means the Interests and the interests or securities acquired through the exercise of pre-emptive rights.

“Person” means an individual, partnership, corporation, limited liability company, association, joint stock company, trust, joint venture,
unincorporated organization or other entity, or a governmental entity or any department, agency, self-regulatory organization or political subdivision thereof.

“Public Offering” means any offering by the Company (or its successor) of its equity securities to the public pursuant to an effective registration
statement under the Securities Act or any comparable statement under any comparable Unites States federal statute then in effect; provided, however, that the
following shall not be considered a Public Offering: (i) any issuance of common equity as consideration for a merger or acquisition under Rule 145 of the
Commission under the Securities Act and (ii) any issuance of common equity or rights to acquire common equity to existing securityholders or to employees of
the Company or its subsidiaries on Form S-4 or Form S-8 (or a successor form adopted by the Commission) or otherwise.



“Qualified IPO” has the meaning set forth in the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement.

“Registrable Securities” means (i) any outstanding IPO Entity Equity Securities received by the Investors in connection with the Exchange or
Optional Exchange; (ii) any IPO Entity Equity Securities issued or issuable upon the exchange of any Exchange Securities received by the Investors in connection
with the Exchange, Optional Exchange, or upon exchange of Exchange Securities pursuant to and in accordance with any agreement and related documentation
(including the operating agreements of the Carlyle Parent Entities, if applicable) entered into among the Investors and the Carlyle Parent Entities in connection
with the Reorganization or Qualifying Reorganization, as the case may be, which provides for the exchange of Substitute Parent Interests constituting Exchange
Securities for IPO Entity Equity Securities; (iii) any other securities of the Company (or its successor) issuable or issued to the Investors and into which the
Exchange Securities shall be reclassified or changed upon a merger, consolidation conversion, recapitalization, reorganization or similar event; and (iv) any other
securities of the Company (or its successor) issued as a dividend or other distribution with respect to, or in exchange for or in replacement of, any of the securities
referred to in clauses (i) through (iii) of this definition; provided, however, that Registrable Securities shall cease to be Registrable Securities when (A) a
registration statement covering resales of such Registrable Securities has been declared effective under the Securities Act by the Commission and the Registrable
Securities registered thereunder have been disposed of pursuant to such effective registration statement, (B) such Registrable Securities cease to be held by a
Holder or (C) such Registrable Securities cease to be outstanding.

“Registration” means a registration effected by preparing and filing a registration statement in compliance with the Securities Act (and any post-
effective amendments filed or required to be filed) and the declaration or ordering of effectiveness of such registration statement with the Commission.

“Securities Act” means the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and any successor statute thereto and the rules and regulations of the
Commission promulgated thereunder.

“Shelf Registration” means a registration of securities pursuant to a registration statement filed with the Commission in accordance with and
pursuant to Rule 415 promulgated under the Securities Act (or any successor rule then in effect).

“Units” has the meaning set forth in the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement.

2. Demand Registration.

2.1 Registrations.

(a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, at any time after the applicable Lockup Date, the Holder and its Affiliates may request registration under
the Securities Act of their Registrable Securities (any Holder or Affiliate making such request being referred to as an “Initiating Holder”) by providing written
notice thereof to the Company and specifying in such notice the number of Registrable Securities to be registered, following which the Company shall use its
commercially reasonable efforts to effect, as expeditiously as reasonably practicable (and subject to the requirements and restrictions in Sections 2.1(b) and
(c) below), the Registration of the Registrable Securities for which the Initiating Holder has requested registration under this Section 2.1(a); provided, however,
that the number of Registrations which the Company shall be required to effect pursuant to this Section 2.1(a) (each, a “Demand Registration”), together with
the number of Underwritten Shelf Takedowns (as defined below) which the Company shall be required to effect pursuant to Section 3.2, shall be no more than six
(6) (the “Demand Limit”); and provided, further, that the Company shall not be required to effect a Demand Registration unless the aggregate gross proceeds of
the offering (including the aggregate gross proceeds



to the Holders making the request to be included in a Demand Registration pursuant to Section 2.1(b) as a consequence of such Demand Registration) is estimated
to be $25.0 million or more. Any Demand Registration shall be prepared and filed on such form, as selected by the Company in its sole discretion, for which the
Company then qualifies or that its counsel deems appropriate and which form shall be available for the registration of the Registrable Securities to be registered
thereunder in accordance with the intended method of distribution thereof, and the Company shall be permitted to effect such Demand Registration on a then
currently effective shelf registration statement.

(b) Within ten (10) days after receipt of any request pursuant to this Section 2.1, the Company shall give written notice of such request to all other
Holders (and any other Persons having a right to participate in such Registration) and shall include in such Registration all Registrable Securities with respect to
which the Company has received written requests for inclusion within thirty (30) days of the Company’s notice, along with any securities which the Company and
other holders entitled to piggyback rights in respect of such Registration may decide to include in such Registration (in each case, subject to the cut-back
provisions set forth in Section 2.3 below).

(c) Notwithstanding any provision in this Section 2.1 or elsewhere in this Agreement, no provision relating to the registration of Registrable
Securities shall be construed as permitting the Holders to effect a Transfer of securities (including pursuant to Section 4 below) to the extent that it is otherwise
prohibited by the terms of the Subscription Agreement, the Operating Agreement, the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement or any other applicable agreement
between the respective Holders and the Company or any of its subsidiaries.

2.2 Effectiveness of Demand Registrations. A Demand Registration shall not be deemed to have been effected and shall not count as a Demand
Registration (i) unless a registration statement with respect thereto has become effective and has remained effective for a period of at least one hundred fifty
(150) days (or such shorter period in which all Registrable Securities included in such Demand Registration have actually been sold thereunder), (ii) if, after it has
become effective, such Demand Registration becomes subject prior to one hundred fifty (150) days (or such shorter period in which all Registrable Securities
included in such Demand Registration have actually been sold thereunder) after effectiveness to any stop order, injunction or other order or requirement of the
Commission or other governmental entity or court for any reason, (iii) if, at any time prior to the effective date of the registration statement relating to a Demand
Registration, the Initiating Holder revokes such Demand Registration request by providing written notice thereof to the Company, provided that such revoked
Demand Registration shall nonetheless count as having been effected unless the Initiating Holder pay all Registration Expenses in connection with such revoked
Demand Registration within thirty (30) days of written request therefor by the Company or (iv) if the conditions to closing specified in the purchase agreement or
underwriting agreement entered into in connection with such Demand Registration are not satisfied by reason of any act or omission on the part of the Company.

2.3 Priority. If a Demand Registration is an underwritten Public Offering and the managing underwriters advise the Company in writing that, in their
opinion, the inclusion of all or a portion of the Registrable Securities and other equity securities of the Company requested to be included in such Registration
creates a substantial risk that the public offering price will be reduced, the Company shall include in such Registration the number of Registrable Securities and
other equity securities requested to be included which in the opinion of such managing underwriters can be sold without creating such a risk, first, pro rata among
the respective Holders of such Registrable Securities on the basis of the number of Registrable Securities owned by such Holders, with further successive pro rata
allocations among such Holders if any such Holder has requested the registration of less than all such Registrable Securities such Holder is entitled to register, and
second any equity securities proposed to be registered by the Company and any equity securities proposed to be registered for the account of any other Persons
other than the Holders, pro rata among the Company and the holders of such securities on the basis of the



number of shares which are owned by such holders and the number of shares to be offered by the Company (or on such other basis as may be required pursuant to
agreements among the Company and such other holders of equity securities).

2.4 Restrictions. The Company will not be obligated to effect any Demand Registration (x) within one hundred eighty (180) days after the effective
date of a previous Demand Registration, (y) to the extent restricted from doing so pursuant to any agreement in place prior to September 17, 2007 or (z) to the
extent it is contractually restricted from doing so pursuant to any underwriters’ lock-up agreement that it has become subject to in the context of any prior
underwritten Public Offering. With respect to any Demand Registration, if (a) the Company, by decision of its general partner, reasonably and in good faith
determines that such filing would be materially detrimental to the Company or require a disclosure of a material fact that would reasonably be expected to have a
material adverse effect on the Company or any plan or proposal by the Company or any of its subsidiaries to engage in any acquisition or disposition of assets or
equity securities (other than in the ordinary course of business) or any merger, consolidation, tender offer, material financing or other significant transaction and
(b) the Company shall furnish the Holders who have requested a Demand Registration a certificate signed by an executive officer of the Company to such effect,
the Company may postpone the filing or the effectiveness of a registration statement for a Demand Registration for up to ninety (90) days; provided that the
Company may not postpone the filing or effectiveness of a registration statement for a Demand Registration for more than one hundred eighty (180) days during
any three hundred sixty five (365) consecutive day period.

2.5 Underwriting and Selection of Underwriters. If the Initiating Holder intends to distribute the Registrable Securities covered by its request by
means of an underwritten Public Offering, it shall so advise the Company as a part of its request made pursuant to Section 2.1(a). The Initiating Holder shall have
the right to select the investment banker(s) and manager(s) to administer such underwritten Public Offering, subject to the Company’s approval which shall not be
unreasonably withheld or delayed.

3. Shelf Registrations.

3.1 Filing. If requested by the Holders of Registrable Securities having an aggregate value of $25.0 million or more, the Company shall use its
commercially reasonable efforts to file, a registration statement on any permitted form that qualifies, and is available for, the resale of the Registrable Securities,
with the Commission in accordance with and pursuant to Rule 415 promulgated under the Securities Act (or any successor rule then in effect) (the “Shelf”),
provided that the Company shall not be required to file the Shelf until such time as it is eligible to use Form S-3 (or would be eligible to use Form S-3 but for its
failure to file in a timely manner all such reports or other materials required to be so filed in order to become eligible, or its failure to satisfy the requirements set
forth in Section I.A.5 of the General Instructions for Form S-3, or any successor instructions substantially consistent therewith). The Company shall use its
commercially reasonable efforts to cause the Shelf to become effective as promptly thereafter as practicable and not later than thirty (30) days of such filing. The
Company shall give written notice of the filing of the registration statement at least sixty (60) days prior to filing the registration statement to all Holders of
Registrable Securities (the “Registration Notice”) and shall include in the Shelf all Registrable Securities with respect to which the Company has received
written requests for inclusion therein within twenty (20) days after sending the Registration Notice and questionnaire provided to Holders; provided, however, that
in order to be named as a selling securityholder each Holder must furnish to the Company in writing such information in writing as may be reasonably requested
by the Company for the purpose of including such Holder’s Registrable Securities in the Shelf (the “Selling Holder Information”). The Company shall include
in the Shelf, Selling Holder Information received, to the extent necessary and in a manner so that upon effectiveness of the Shelf, the Holder shall be named, to
the extent required by the rules promulgated under the Securities Act by the



Commission, as a selling securityholder and be permitted to deliver (or be deemed to deliver) a prospectus relating to the Shelf to purchasers of the Registrable
Securities in accordance with applicable law, and shall, if requested, within ten (10) Business Days of any request, amend or supplement the Shelf such that the
plan of distribution or other related information reflects transactions proposed to be conducted by any Holder. If the Company files an amended version of the
Shelf, the Company shall include in such Shelf Selling Holder Information that was not included in any previous filed version of the Shelf. The Company shall
use its commercially reasonable efforts to convert any Shelf that is on a Form S-1 (including any Follow-On Shelf) to a registration statement on Form S-3 (“the
“Form S-3 Shelf”) as soon as practicable after the Company is eligible to use the Form S-3. If any Registrable Securities remain issued and outstanding after
three (3) years following the initial effective date of such Shelf (the “Initial Shelf Effective Date”), the Company shall, prior to the expiration of such Shelf, file
a new Shelf covering such Registrable Securities and shall thereafter use its commercially reasonable efforts to cause to be declared effective as promptly as
practical, such new Shelf. The Company shall maintain the effectiveness of the Shelf in accordance with the terms hereof until no Holder holds any Registrable
Securities.

3.2 Requests for Underwritten Shelf Takedowns. Subject to the Demand Limit provided in Section 2.1(a), at any time and from time to time after the
Shelf has been declared effective by the Commission, any Holder may request to sell all or any portion of their Registrable Securities in an underwritten offering
that is registered pursuant to the Shelf (each, an “Underwritten Shelf Takedown”); provided that the Company shall not be required to effect a Underwritten
Shelf Takedown unless the aggregate gross proceeds of the offering (including the aggregate gross proceeds to the Holders making the request to be included in a
Underwritten Shelf Takedown pursuant to Section 3.3 as a consequence of such Underwritten Shelf Takedown) is estimated to be $25.0 million or more.

3.3 Demand Notices. All requests for Underwritten Shelf Takedowns shall be made by giving written notice to the Company (the “Demand Shelf
Takedown Notice”). Each Demand Shelf Takedown Notice shall specify the approximate number of Registrable Securities proposed to be sold in the
Underwritten Shelf Takedown and the expected price range (net of underwriting discounts and commissions) of such Underwritten Shelf Takedown. Within ten
(10) days after receipt of any Demand Shelf Takedown Notice, the Company shall give written notice of such requested Underwritten Shelf Takedown to all other
Holders of Registrable Securities (the “Company Shelf Takedown Notice”) and, subject to the provisions of Section 3.4, shall include in such Underwritten
Shelf Takedown all Registrable Securities with respect to which the Company has received written requests for inclusion therein within twenty (20) days after
sending the Company Shelf Takedown Notice.

3.4 Priority on Underwritten Shelf Takedowns. If the managing underwriters for such Underwritten Shelf Takedown advise the Company, in writing,
that, in their opinion, the inclusion of all or a portion of Registrable Securities requested to be included in such Underwritten Shelf Takedown creates a substantial
risk that the Underwritten Shelf Takedown price will be reduced, the Company shall include in such Underwritten Shelf Takedown the number of Registrable
Securities which can be so sold, first, the Registrable Securities requested to be included in such Underwritten Shelf Takedown pursuant to Section 3.2, which in
the judgment of such underwriter can be sold in an orderly manner within the price range of such offering, pro rata among the respective Holders of such
Registrable Securities on the basis of the number of Registrable Securities requested to be included therein by each such Holder, and second, any other securities
requested to be included in such Underwritten Shelf Takedown to the extent permitted hereunder.

3.5 Selection of Underwriters. The Holders of a majority of the Registrable Securities requested to be included in a Underwritten Shelf Takedown
shall have the right to select the investment banker(s) and manager(s) to administer the offering, subject to the Company’s prior approval which shall not be
unreasonably withheld or delayed.



4. Piggyback Registration; Exchange Shelf.

4.1 Right to Piggyback. Whenever either (i) the Company proposes to undertake an underwritten Public Offering of any of its equity securities under
the Securities Act for its own account (other than pursuant to a Demand Registration or Underwritten Shelf Takedown hereunder or a Rule 145 transaction under
the Securities Act) in which the Founders and/or Carlyle Partners and/or any other common equityholder of the Company choose to include equity securities of
the Company for registration and resale or (ii) the Company proposes to undertake an underwritten Public Offering of its equity securities under the Securities
Act for the account of any of the Founders and/or Carlyle Partners and/or any other common equityholder of the Company and, in any case, the registration form
to be used may be used for the registration of any Registrable Securities (a “Piggyback Registration”) (except Forms S-4 or S-8), the Company will use
reasonable efforts (based on the nature and circumstances of the Public Offering) to provide notice thereof to those Holders who are not restricted from
Transferring Registrable Securities at the time of such proposed Public Offering (it being understood that with respect to “bought” deals or overnight transactions
such notice may be impractical) and, should the Holders and/or other holders of equity securities of the Company take all actions requested of them in a timely
fashion, the Company will use reasonable efforts to include in such registration the Registrable Securities and other equity securities (in accordance with the
priorities set forth in Section 4.2) with respect to which the Company has received written requests for inclusion (which requests shall specify the number of
equity securities desired to be registered by such Holders or other holders, as applicable). In the event that the Company (other than pursuant to any agreement in
place prior to September 17, 2007) grants “piggy back” rights to any common equityholder of the Company to include equity securities for registration and resale
in the registration whenever the Company proposes to undertake an underwritten Public Offering of any of its equity securities exclusively for its own account,
the words “in which the Founders and/or Carlyle Partners and/or any other common equityholder of the Company choose to include equity securities of the
Company for registration and resale” in clause (i) of this Section 4.1 shall be deemed to be deleted from such clause.

4.2 Priority on Piggyback Registrations. If the managing underwriters advise the Company in writing that, in their opinion, the number of
Registrable Securities and other equity securities of the Company requested to be included in the Piggyback Registration exceeds the largest number of
Registrable Securities that can be sold without having a material adverse effect on such offering, including the price at which such Registrable Securities can be
sold (the “Maximum Piggyback Offering Size”), the Company shall include in such Registration, in the priority listed below, a number of Registrable Securities
and other equity securities up to the Maximum Piggyback Offering Size:

(a) in the case of Piggyback Registrations of the type described in clause (i) of Section 4.1,

(i) first, all securities proposed to be registered by the Company; and

(ii) second, the Registrable Securities and any other securities proposed to be registered for the account of any other Persons, allocated pro rata
among the respective holders on the basis of the number of securities initially proposed to be included by each such holder prior to giving effect to
the cutback pursuant to this Section 4.2(a).

(b) in the case of Piggyback Registrations of the type described in clause (ii) of Section 4.1,

(i) first, all securities proposed to be registered for the account of the Founders and Carlyle Partners, allocated pro rata among the respective
holders of securities participating in such Piggyback Registration on the basis of the number of equity securities (calculated on a converted to
Company common equity basis) owned by such holders; and



(ii) second, any securities proposed to be registered by the Company or any securities proposed to be registered for the account of any other
Persons other than the Founders, Carlyle Partners, including Registrable Securities held by the Holders, pro rata among the holders of such securities
on the basis of the number of shares which are owned by such holders.

4.3 Selection of Underwriters. The Holders will have no right to select the managing underwriters to administer the offering of any Piggyback
Registration.

4.4 Exchange Shelf. In addition to the other rights set forth herein, the Company shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to cause to be declared
effective under the Securities Act by the Commission, prior to the Initial Lockup Date, or if a Change of Control occurs, as promptly as reasonably practicable
thereafter, one or more registration statements (the “Exchange Registration”) covering (i) the delivery by the Company or its subsidiaries, from time to time, to
the Holders of IPO Entity Equity Securities registered under the Securities Act in exchange for Substitute Parent Entity Interests or (ii) if the Company determines
that the registration provided for in clause (i) is not available for any reason, the registration of resale of such IPO Entity Equity Securities by the Holders. The
Company shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to maintain the effectiveness of such Exchange Registration until all IPO Entity Equity Interests of the
Holders are sold. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, if (a) the Company, by decision of its general partner, reasonably and in good faith determines
that such filing would be materially detrimental to the Company or require a disclosure of a material fact that might reasonably be expected to have a material
adverse effect on the Company or any plan or proposal by the Company or any of its subsidiaries to engage in any acquisition or disposition of assets or equity
securities (other than in the ordinary course of business) or any merger, consolidation, tender offer, material financing or other significant transaction, the
Company may postpone the filing or the effectiveness of a registration statement for an Exchange Registration for up to seventy-five (75) days; provided that the
Company may not postpone the filing or effectiveness of a registration statement for an Exchange Registration for more than one hundred fifty (150) days during
any three hundred sixty five (365) consecutive day period. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company shall not be required to maintain the Exchange
Registration in respect of securities covered by a Shelf.

5. Holdback Agreements.

5.1 Holders’ Agreements. Each Holder agrees that, in connection with (x) the Qualified IPO of the Company’s common equity securities and (y) any
other underwritten Public Offering in which such Holder participates, such Holder shall (i) not sell, make any short sale of or enter into any other derivative
transactions with respect to, loan, grant any option for the purchase of, or otherwise Transfer any Registrable Securities (other than those included in such
Registration, if any, and then only pursuant to such Registration) without the prior written consent of the Company and/or the underwriters managing the Public
Offering of the Company’s securities during the period beginning seven (7) days prior to the effective date of the applicable registration statement (or, if
applicable, such lesser period commencing as of such time as the Holders acquire actual notice of such Public Offering, in the case of a Piggyback Registration)
and ending one hundred eighty (180) days following the pricing of the Public Offering contemplated by clauses (x) and (y), and (ii) enter into and be bound by
such form of agreement with respect to the foregoing as the Company and/or the underwriters may request, provided that such Holder shall not be so obligated
pursuant to this Section 5 unless the Company, each of its directors and officers and each holder of 5% or more of the Company’s outstanding securities
participating in such Public Offering enter into the same form of agreement referred to in clause (ii) of this sentence. Nothing herein shall prevent a Holder from
transferring Registrable Securities to a (a) “Subscriber Affiliate” as



defined in, and subject to the terms of, the Subscription Agreement or to an “Affiliate” as defined in, and subject to the terms of, the Note and Unit Subscription
Agreement, provided that such transferee agrees to be bound by the provisions of this Agreement to the extent the transferor would be so bound, provided,
further, that if (A) the Company issues an earnings release or discloses other material information or a material event relating to the Partnership occurs during the
last 17 days of such one hundred eighty (180) day period or (ii) prior to the expiration of such one hundred eighty (180) day period, the Company announces that
it will release earnings results during the 16-day period beginning upon the expiration of such period, then to the extent necessary for a managing or co-managing
underwriter of a registered offering required hereunder to comply with Rule 2711(f)(4) of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc., such period will be
extended until 18 days after the earnings release or disclosure of other material information or the occurrence of the material event, as the case may be.

5.2 Company’s Agreements. The Company agrees not to effect any public sale or distribution of its equity securities, or any securities convertible
into or exchangeable or exercisable for such securities, during the seven (7) days prior to, and during the one hundred eighty (180) days following, the effective
date of any underwritten Demand Registration or any underwritten Piggyback Registration (except as part of any such underwritten registration or pursuant to
registrations on Form S-4 or Form S-8 or any successor form), unless the underwriters managing the Public Offering otherwise agree.

6. Registration Procedures.

6.1 Company’s Obligations. Whenever Holders have requested that any Registrable Securities be registered pursuant to this Agreement (it being
agreed that in connection with any Exchange Registration pursuant to Section 4.4, only paragraphs (a), (c), (d), (e) and (j) below shall be applicable, and in
connection with any shelf registration pursuant to Section 3.1, only paragraphs (c), (e) and (j) below shall be applicable ), the Company shall use its commercially
reasonable efforts to effect the registration and sale of the Registrable Securities of such Holders in accordance with the intended method of disposition thereof
and, pursuant thereto, the Company shall as expeditiously as possible:

(a) prepare and file with the Commission a registration statement with respect to such Registrable Securities and use its commercially reasonable
efforts to cause such registration statement to become effective and remain effective for a period of not less than one hundred fifty (150) days or until the
Holders have finished the distribution described in such registration statement;

(b) prior to filing a registration statement or prospectus or any amendment or supplement thereto in respect of any Demand Registration, furnish to
the Holders and each underwriter, if any, of the Registrable Securities covered by such registration statement copies of such registration statement as
proposed to be filed, and thereafter the Company shall furnish to the Holders and underwriter, if any, such number of copies of such registration statement,
each amendment and supplement thereto (in each case including all exhibits thereto and documents incorporated by reference therein), the prospectus
included in such registration statement (including each preliminary prospectus and any summary prospectus) and any other prospectus filed under Rule 424
or Rule 430A under the Securities Act and such other documents as the Holders or underwriter may reasonably request in order to facilitate the disposition
of the Registrable Securities owned by the Holders (subject to the limitations set forth herein). The Holders shall have the right to request that the Company
modify any information contained in such registration statement, amendment and supplement thereto pertaining to the Holders and the Company shall use
its all commercially reasonable efforts to comply with such request, provided, however, that the Company shall not have any obligation to so modify any
information if the Company reasonably expects that so doing would cause the prospectus to contain an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state
any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading.



(c) after the filing of the registration statement, (i) cause the related prospectus to be supplemented by any required prospectus supplement, and, as so
supplemented, to be filed pursuant to Rule 424 under the Securities Act, (ii) comply with the provisions of the Securities Act with respect to the disposition
of all Registrable Securities covered by such registration statement during the applicable period in accordance with the intended methods of disposition by
the Holders thereof set forth in such registration statement or supplement to such prospectus and (iii) promptly notify the Holders of any stop order issued
or threatened by the Commission suspending the effectiveness of such registration statement or any state securities commission and take all commercially
reasonable efforts to prevent the entry of such stop order or to obtain the withdrawal of such order if entered.

(d) to the extent any “free writing prospectus” (as defined in Rule 405 under the Securities Act) is used, file with the Commission any free writing
prospectus that is required to be filed by the Company with the Commission in accordance with the Securities Act and retain any free writing prospectus
not required to be filed.

(e) use its commercially reasonable efforts to (i) register or qualify the Registrable Securities covered by such registration statement under such other
securities or “blue sky” laws of such jurisdictions in the United States as the Holder or each underwriter, if any, reasonably (in light of such member’s
intended plan of distribution) requests and (ii) cause such Registrable Securities to be registered with or approved by such other governmental agencies or
authorities as may be necessary by virtue of the business and operations of the Company and do any and all other acts and things that may be reasonably
necessary or advisable to enable the Holders to consummate the disposition of the Registrable Securities owned by the Holders, provided that the Company
shall not be required to (A) qualify generally to do business in any jurisdiction where it would not otherwise be required to qualify but for this
Section 6.1(e), (B) subject itself to taxation in any such jurisdiction or (C) consent to general service of process in any such jurisdiction.

(f) immediately notify the Holders or each underwriter, if any, at any time when a prospectus relating thereto is required to be delivered under the
Securities Act, of the occurrence of an event requiring the preparation of a supplement or amendment to such prospectus so that, as thereafter delivered to
the purchasers of such Registrable Securities, such prospectus will not contain an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact
required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading and promptly prepare and make available to the Holders or
underwriter, if any, and file with the Commission any such supplement or amendment.

(g) enter into customary agreements (including an underwriting agreement in customary form) and take such all other actions as are reasonably
required in order to expedite or facilitate the disposition of such Registrable Securities in any such Public Offering, including if necessary the engagement
of a “qualified independent underwriter” in connection with the qualification of the underwriting arrangements with the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority.

(h) subject to the execution of confidentiality agreements satisfactory in form and substance to the Company in the exercise of its good faith
judgment, pursuant to the reasonable request of the underwriter (if any), give to each underwriter (if any) and its counsel and accountants (i) reasonable and
customary access to its books and records and (ii) such opportunities to discuss the business of the Company with its directors, officers, employees, counsel
and the independent public accountants who have certified its financial statements, as



shall be appropriate, in the reasonable judgment of counsel to the underwriter, to enable them to exercise their due diligence responsibility, provided that
any such discussions shall be done in a manner so as to not unreasonably disrupt the operation of the business of the Company.

(i) use its commercially reasonable efforts to furnish to the Holders and to each such underwriter, if any, a signed counterpart, addressed to such
person or underwriter, of (i) an opinion or opinions of counsel to the Company and (ii) a comfort letter or comfort letters from the Company’s independent
public accountants, each in customary form and covering such matters of the kind customarily covered by opinions or comfort letters, as the case may be,
as the Holders (solely in the case of a Demand Registration) or underwriter reasonably requests.

(j) use its commercially reasonable efforts to list all Registrable Securities covered by such registration statement on any securities exchange or
quotation system on which any of the Registrable Securities are then listed or traded.

(k) provide a transfer agent, a registrar and a CUSIP number for all such Registrable Securities not later than the effective date of such registration
statement.

(l) have appropriate officers of the Company or its general partner (i) prepare and make presentations at “road shows” and before analysts and rating
agencies, as the case may be, (ii) take other actions to obtain ratings for any Registrable Securities and (iii) otherwise use their commercially reasonable
efforts to cooperate as reasonably requested by the underwriters in the offering, marketing or selling of the Registrable Securities; provided that,
notwithstanding the foregoing, such officers of the Company and/or its general partner shall not be required to participate in more than five (5) Business
Days per any Demand Registration in total of such presentations, road shows or any other marketing or selling events.

(m) cooperate with the Holders to facilitate the timely delivery of Registrable Securities to be sold, which shall not bear any restrictive legends, and
to enable such Registrable Securities to be issued in such denominations and registered in such names as the Holders may reasonably request at least two
(2) Business Days prior to the closing of any sale of Registrable Securities.

6.2 Additional Holder Obligations.

(a) The Holders shall promptly furnish in writing to the Company such information regarding itself and the distribution of the Registrable Securities
as the Company may from time to time reasonably request and such other information as may be legally required or advisable in connection with such
registration.

(b) Each Holder of Registrable Securities included in a Demand Registration agrees that, upon receipt of any notice from the Company of the
happening of any event of the kind referred to in Section 6.1(f), such Holder will immediately discontinue the disposition of Registrable Securities until
such Holder’s receipt of the copies of the supplemented or amended prospectus contemplated by Section 6.1(f) and, if so directed by the Company, such
Holder shall deliver to the Company, or destroy, all copies in such Holder’s possession of any prospectus covering such Registrable Securities current at the
time of receipt of such notice.

7. Registration Expenses.

7.1 Company’s Expenses. Except as otherwise provided in Section 2.2, all expenses incident to the Company’s performance of, or compliance with,
this Agreement, including, but not limited



to, all registration and filing fees, fees and expenses of compliance with securities or blue sky laws, printing expenses, messenger and delivery expenses, and fees
and disbursements of counsel for the Company and all independent certified public accountants, underwriters (excluding discounts and commissions) and other
Persons retained by the Company (all such expenses being herein called “Registration Expenses”), shall be borne by the Company, provided that the Company
shall not be required to pay sales commissions, discounts or transfer taxes. In addition, the Company shall pay its internal expenses (including, but not limited to,
all salaries and expenses of its officers and employees performing legal or accounting duties), the expense of any annual audit or quarterly review, the expense of
any liability insurance obtained by the Company and the expenses and fees for listing the securities to be registered on each securities exchange. In connection
with any other resales of Registrable Securities under shelf registrations under Section 3, the Company shall reimburse the Holders of such Registrable Securities
for the reasonable fees and disbursements of one counsel chosen by the Holders of more than 50% of such Registrable Securities, it being understood that such
costs and expenses shall be considered “Registration Expenses” for purposes of this Agreement.

7.2 Holder’s Expenses. In connection with any Demand Registration or Piggyback Registration, the Company shall reimburse the Holders of such
Registrable Securities for the reasonable cost and expenses incurred by such Holders in connection with such Registration (excluding, for purposes of clarity,
sales commissions, discounts and transfer taxes), including, but not limited to, reasonable fees and disbursements of one counsel chosen by the Holders of more
than 50% of such Registrable Securities, it being understood that such costs and expenses shall be considered “Registration Expenses” for purposes of this
Agreement.

8. Indemnification.

8.1 By the Company. The Company agrees to indemnify, to the extent permitted by law, each Holder, its officers, employees and directors and each
Person who controls such Holder (within the meaning of the Securities Act) against all losses, claims, damages, liabilities and expenses (including, but not limited
to, attorneys’ fees and expenses) caused by any untrue or alleged untrue statement of material fact contained in any registration statement, prospectus or
preliminary prospectus, or any amendment thereof or supplement thereto, or any omission or alleged omission of a material fact required to be stated therein or
necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, except insofar as the same are caused by or contained in any information furnished in writing to the
Company by such Holder expressly for the acknowledged purpose of use therein or by such Holder’s failure to deliver a copy of the prospectus or any
amendments or supplements thereto after the Company has furnished such Holder with a sufficient number of copies of the same. In connection with an
underwritten offering, the Company shall indemnify such underwriters, their officers and directors and each Person who controls such underwriters (within the
meaning of the Securities Act) to the same extent as provided above with respect to the indemnification of the Holders. The payments required by this Section 8.1
shall be made periodically during the course of the investigation or defense, as and when bills are received or expenses incurred.

8.2 By Each Holder. In connection with any registration statement in which a Holder is participating, each such Holder shall furnish to the Company
in writing such information as the Company reasonably requests for use in connection with any such registration statement or prospectus and, to the extent
permitted by law, shall, indemnify the Company, its directors, employees and officers and each Person who controls the Company (within the meaning of the
Securities Act) against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities and expenses (including, but not limited to, attorneys’ fees and expenses) resulting from any untrue
or alleged untrue statement of material fact contained in the registration statement, prospectus or preliminary prospectus, or any amendment thereof or
supplement thereto, or any omission or alleged omission of a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not
misleading, but only to the extent that such untrue statement or omission is



contained in or omitted from any information so furnished in writing by such Holder expressly for the acknowledged purpose of inclusion in such registration
statement, prospectus or preliminary prospectus; provided that (1) the obligation to indemnify will be several, not joint and several, among such Holders and
(2) the liability of each such Holder will be in proportion to and limited in all events to the net amount received by such Holder from the sale of Registrable
Securities pursuant to such registration statement.

8.3 Procedure. Each party entitled to indemnification under this Section 8 (the “Indemnified Party”) shall give written notice to the party required
to provide indemnification (the “Indemnifying Party”) promptly after such Indemnified Party has received written notice of any claim as to which indemnity
may be sought, and shall permit the Indemnifying Party to assume the defense of any such claim or any litigation resulting therefrom, provided that such counsel
for the Indemnifying Party, who shall conduct the defense of such claim or litigation, shall be reasonably satisfactory to the Indemnified Party. The Indemnified
Party may participate in such defense at such Indemnified Party’s expense; provided, however, that the Indemnifying Party shall bear the expense of such defense
of the Indemnified Party if (i) the Indemnifying Party has agreed in writing to pay such expenses, (ii) the Indemnifying Party shall have failed to assume the
defense of such claim or employ counsel reasonably satisfactory to the Indemnified Party within a reasonable time or (iii) in the reasonable judgment of the
Indemnified Party, based upon the advice of such Indemnified Party’s counsel, representation of both parties by the same counsel would be inappropriate due to
actual or potential conflicts of interest or that there may be defenses available to the Indemnified Party which are different from or additional to those available to
the Indemnifying Party (in which case the Indemnifying Party shall not have the right to direct the defense of such action on behalf of the Indemnified Party);
provided, further, that in no event shall the Indemnifying Party be liable for the fees and expenses of more than one counsel for all Indemnified Parties in
connection with any one action or separate but similar or related actions in the same jurisdiction arising out of the same event, allegations or circumstances. The
Indemnified Party shall not make any settlement without the prior written consent of the Indemnifying Party, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or
delayed. The Indemnifying Party shall not, except with the prior written consent of each Indemnified Party (not to be withheld, conditioned or delayed
unreasonably), consent to the entry of any judgment or enter into any settlement unless the judgment or proposed settlement involves only the payment of money
damages (none of which shall be required to be paid by the Indemnified Party), does not require an admission of any wrongdoing by or liability of the
Indemnified Party, includes a full and unconditional release and does not impose an injunction or other equitable relief upon the Indemnified Party.

8.4 Survival. The indemnification provided for under this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect regardless of any investigation made by or
on behalf of the Indemnified Party or any officer, director or controlling Person of such Indemnified Party and shall survive the transfer of securities.

9. Contribution. If the indemnification provided for in Section 8 from the Indemnifying Party is unavailable to or unenforceable by the Indemnified Party in
respect to any costs, fines, penalties, losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses referred to herein, then the Indemnifying Party, in lieu of indemnifying such
Indemnified Party, shall contribute to the amount paid or payable by such Indemnified Party as a result of such costs, fines, penalties, losses, claims, damages,
liabilities or expenses in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect the relative fault of the Indemnifying Party and Indemnified Parties in connection with the
actions which resulted in such costs, fines, penalties, losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses, as well as any other relevant equitable considerations. The
relative fault of such Indemnifying Party and Indemnified Parties shall be determined by reference to, among other things, whether any action in question,
including any untrue or alleged untrue statement of a material fact or omission or alleged omission to state a material fact, has been made by, or relates to
information supplied by, such Indemnifying Party or Indemnified Parties, and the parties’ relative intent, knowledge, access to



information and opportunity to correct or prevent such action. The amount paid or payable by a party as a result of the costs, fines penalties, losses, claims,
damages, liabilities and expenses referred to above shall be deemed to include, subject to the limitations set forth in Section 7, any legal or other fees or expenses
reasonably incurred by such party in connection with any investigation or proceeding.

The parties hereto agree that it would not be just and equitable if contribution pursuant to this Section 9 were determined by pro rata allocation or by
any other method of allocation which does not take account of the equitable considerations referred to in the immediately preceding paragraph. No person guilty
of fraudulent misrepresentation (within the meaning of Section 11(f) of the Securities Act) shall be entitled to contribution from any person who was not guilty of
such fraudulent misrepresentation.

10. Cooperation by the Company. From and after the applicable Lockup Date, if any Holder shall transfer any Registrable Securities pursuant to Rule 144
under the Securities Act (or a successor statute), the Company shall use its reasonable best efforts to cooperate with such Holder and shall provide to the Holder
such information as may be required to be provided thereunder.

11. Participation in Underwritten Registrations. No Holder may participate in any registration hereunder which is underwritten unless such Holder
(a) agrees to sell its securities on the basis provided in any underwriting arrangements approved by such Person or Persons entitled to approve such arrangements
and (b) completes and executes all questionnaires, powers of attorney, custody agreements, indemnities, underwriting agreements and other documents reasonably
required under the terms of such underwriting arrangements. The foregoing notwithstanding, with respect to any of the documents and/or agreements referred to
in this Section 11, (i) no Holder shall be required to make any representations and warranties with respect to or on behalf of the Company or any other holder of
securities of the Company and (ii) the liability of any Holder shall be limited as provided in Section 8.2.

12. Miscellaneous.

12.1 No Inconsistent Agreements. The Company has not entered, and shall not hereafter enter, into any agreement with respect to its securities which
is inconsistent with the rights granted to the Holders in this Agreement. If the Company has entered into or enters into a registration rights agreement with a third
party (excluding, for the avoidance of doubt, any Founder, Carlyle Partner or employee of the Company or any of its Subsidiaries), the Company shall promptly
send a copy thereof to the Holders. If such registration rights agreement is on terms more favorable than those set forth herein, this Agreement shall, to the extent
so requested by the Holders, be amended so as to provide the Holders with substantially the same material terms as provided to such other third party.

12.2 Adjustments Affecting Registrable Securities. The Company will not take any action, or permit any change to occur, with respect to its
Certificate of Formation or other governing documents which would reasonably be expected to adversely affect the ability of the Holders to include their
Registrable Securities in a registration undertaken pursuant to this Agreement or which would reasonably be expected to adversely affect the marketability of
such Registrable Securities in any such registration.

12.3 Other Registration Rights. The Company will not hereafter grant to any Person or Persons the right to request the Company to register any
equity securities of the Company, or any securities convertible or exchangeable into or exercisable for such securities, or to participate in any registration, which
right conflicts or interferes with any of the rights granted hereunder or to the extent such participation rights provide for the inclusion of securities on a parity with
or prior to the inclusion of Registrable Securities. The Company will not include in any Demand Registration or Underwritten Shelf Takedown any Securities
which are not Registrable Securities (for the purposes of Section 2 or Section 3, as applicable) unless and until all Registrable Securities requested to be registered
have first been so included.



12.4 Amendments and Waivers. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, the provisions of this Agreement may be amended or waived at any
time only by the written agreement of the Company (or its successor) and the Holders of more than 50% of the outstanding Registrable Securities. Any waiver,
permit, consent or approval of any kind or character on the part of any such Holders of any provision or condition of this Agreement must be made in writing and
shall be effective only to the extent specifically set forth in writing. Any amendment or waiver effected in accordance with this paragraph shall be binding upon
each Holder and the Company.

12.5 Successors and Assigns. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, all covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement by or on
behalf of any of the parties hereto shall bind and inure to the benefit of the respective successors and assigns of the parties hereto, whether so expressed or not.

12.6 Descriptive Headings. The descriptive headings of this Agreement are inserted for convenience of reference only and do not constitute a part of
and shall not be utilized in interpreting this Agreement.

13. Notices. Any notices required or permitted to be sent hereunder shall be in writing and shall be delivered either in person, by overnight courier or by
facsimile transmission (with delivery also by overnight courier sent on the day of the sending of such facsimile transmission) to the following addresses (or such
other address as any party hereto designates by written notice to the Company):

If to the Company:

The Carlyle Group L.P.
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 220 South
Washington, D.C. 20004
Fax: 202-347-1818
Attn: General Counsel

If to the Holders:

c/o Mubadala Development Company PJSC
PO Box 45005
Al Mamoura Building A
Intersection of Muroor Road & 15th Street
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
For the attention of: General Counsel of Acquisitions,
Mubadala Development Company PJSC
Telephone: +971 (2) 413 0000
Fax. No: +971 (2) 413 0102
With a copy email to legalunit@mubadala.ae

Any notice addressed and delivered as herein provided shall be deemed to be received upon delivery, if delivered personally, when actually delivered to the
address of the addressee (regardless of whether delivery is accepted) or if sent by facsimile transmission, upon confirmation by the transmitting equipment of
successful transmission, except that if such confirmation occurs after 5:00 p.m. (in the recipient’s time zone) on a Business Day, or occurs on a day that is not a
Business Day, then such communication will not be deemed to be delivered until the next succeeding Business Day.



13.1 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware.

13.2 Reproduction of Documents. This Agreement and all documents relating hereto, including, but not limited to, (i) consents, waivers,
amendments and modifications which may hereafter be executed, and (ii) certificates and other information previously or hereafter furnished, may be reproduced
by any photographic, photostatic, microfilm, optical disk, micro-card, miniature photographic or other similar process. The parties agree that any such
reproduction shall be admissible in evidence as the original itself in an arbitral, judicial or administrative proceeding, whether or not the original is in existence
and whether or not such reproduction was made by a party in the regular course of business, and that any enlargement, facsimile or further reproduction of such
reproduction shall likewise be admissible in evidence.

13.3 Remedies. Each of the parties to this Agreement will be entitled to enforce its rights under this Agreement specifically, to recover damages by
reason of any breach of any provision of this Agreement and to exercise all other rights existing in its favor. The parties hereto agree and acknowledge that money
damages may not be an adequate remedy for any breach of the provisions of this Agreement and that any party shall be entitled to seek (in addition to any other
remedy to which it may be entitled at law or in equity) injunctive relief, specific performance or any other equitable remedy that may then be available without
posting any bond or the necessity of showing actual monetary damages in order to enforce or prevent any violations of the provisions of this Agreement.

13.4 Severability. Whenever possible, each provision of this Agreement shall be interpreted in such manner as to be effective and valid under
applicable law, but if any provision of this Agreement is held to be prohibited by or invalid under applicable law, such provision shall be ineffective only to the
extent of such prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of this Agreement.

13.5 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, the Subscription Agreement, the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement and all other agreements entered
into by the parties hereto pursuant to the Subscription Agreement and the Note and Unit Subscription Agreement, constitute the complete and final agreement of
the parties concerning the matters referred to herein, and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings.

13.6 Execution in Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which when so executed and delivered
shall be deemed an original, and such counterparts together shall constitute one and the same instrument.

14. Arbitration.

(a) Any dispute with respect to this Agreement or any Person’s direct or indirect rights or obligations arising out of or in connection with this
Agreement or the construction of this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby, including without limitation a breach, default,
misrepresentation or any determination made by a party hereto pursuant to this Agreement, or failure to agree pursuant to any provision which
expressly requires mutual agreement among the parties, shall, after the unsuccessful negotiation in good faith by the parties hereto, be referred to and
finally resolved by arbitration in London, England, under the London Court of International Arbitration Rules, as then in effect, which rules are
deemed to be incorporated by reference into this Section 14. Such arbitration shall be the exclusive manner pursuant to which any dispute shall be
resolved. The arbitration shall be presided over by three arbitrators. One arbitrator shall be appointed by a party or parties in dispute, and one shall be
appointed by the other party or parties in dispute. The third arbitrator shall be appointed by the first two arbitrators. In the event of the failure of
either side in dispute to appoint an arbitrator or



in the event of the failure of the first two arbitrators to agree on the third arbitrator within thirty (30) days after their appointment, that arbitrator shall
be appointed in accordance with the London Court of International Arbitration Rules. Hearings in such arbitration proceeding shall commence
within thirty (30) days of the selection of the arbitrators or as soon thereafter as the arbitrators determine. The arbitrators shall deliver their opinion
within thirty (30) days after the completion of the arbitration hearings. The arbitrators’ decision shall be final and binding upon the parties, and may
be entered and enforced in any court of competent jurisdiction by any of the parties. The arbitrators shall have the power to grant temporary,
preliminary and permanent relief, including, without limitation, injunctive relief and specific performance. Unless otherwise ordered by the
arbitrators pursuant to Section 14(e), the arbitrators’ expenses shall be shared equally by the relevant Holders, on the one hand, and the Company on
the other hand.

(b) In furtherance of the foregoing, each of the parties hereto (i) submits to the jurisdiction of the courts of England located in London,
England over any suit, action or proceeding with respect to enforcement of any arbitral award or decision rendered in accordance with the foregoing
provisions, and (ii) waives any objection that it may have to the venue of any suit, action or proceeding with respect to enforcement of any arbitral
award or decision rendered in accordance with the foregoing provisions in the courts of England located in London, England. For the avoidance of
doubt, where an arbitral tribunal is appointed under this Agreement, the whole of its award shall be deemed for the purposes of the New York
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Arbitral Awards of 1958 to be contemplated by this Agreement (and judgment on any such
award may be entered in accordance with the provisions set forth in this Section 14). The Holders acknowledge that they are commercial entities
separate from (and with an identity separate from) its direct and indirect shareholders, are capable of suing and being sued and is entering into the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement as private law commercial transactions that shall not be deemed as being entered into in the exercise of
any public functions and shall not assert otherwise in any judicial proceedings ancillary to an arbitration hereunder.

(c) Service of Process. The parties hereto agree that the process by which any arbitral or other proceedings (“Proceedings”) in England are
begun may be served on them by being delivered to Law Debenture Corporate Services Limited or their registered offices for the time being and by
giving notice in accordance with Section 13. If Law Debenture Corporate Services Limited is not or ceases to be effectively appointed to accept
service of process in England on any party’s behalf, such party shall immediately appoint a further Person in England to accept service of process on
its behalf. If within 15 days of notice from a party requiring another party to appoint a Person in England to accept service of process on its behalf
the other party fails to do so, the party shall be entitled to appoint such a Person by written notice to the other party. Nothing in this Section 14 shall
affect the right of the parties to serve process in any other manner permitted by applicable law.

(d) Consent to Enforcement etc. Each of the parties hereto consents generally in respect of any Proceedings to the giving of any relief or the
issue of any process in connection with such Proceedings including, without limitation, the making, enforcement or execution against any property
whatsoever, irrespective of its use or intended use, of any order or judgment which is made or given in such Proceedings. No finding of fact,
conclusion of law, decision, award, judgment or the like, or other issue decided or made in any Proceeding brought in New York, New York or any
other jurisdiction, shall be admitted, considered or determinative in any Proceeding brought in London, England pursuant to this Section 14.

(e) Attorney’s Fees. If any arbitration is brought under this Section 14, the arbitrators may award the successful or prevailing party or parties
reasonable attorneys’ fees and



other costs incurred in that arbitration proceeding, in addition to any other relief to which it or they may be entitled. If any other proceeding is
brought by one or more parties against one or more other parties to enforce an arbitration award, the successful or prevailing party or parties shall be
entitled to recover its or their reasonable attorneys’ fees and other costs incurred in that action or proceeding, in addition to any other relief to which
it or they may be entitled. For purposes of this Section 14(e), the determination of a successful or prevailing party or parties shall be an issue of fact
to be determined by the finder of fact.

(f) The arbitration provisions of this Section 14 shall survive any termination or expiration of this Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the following parties has executed and delivered this Agreement as of the date first set forth above.
 

THE CARLYLE GROUP L.P.:

By: CARLYLE GROUP MANAGEMENT L.L.C., its general
partner

By:  /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member
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THE INVESTORS:

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) I, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) II, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) III, LTD.

By:  /s/ Samar Azar
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) IV, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) V, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director
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MDC/TCP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) VI, LTD.

By:  /s/ Qussay Al Hajjiri
Title: Director

FIVE OVERSEAS INVESTMENT L.L.C.

By:  /s/ Shahzad Khan
Title: General Manager
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EXHIBIT 10.8

REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENT

THIS REGISTRATION RIGHTS AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”), dated as of May 8, 2012 is by and among The Carlyle Group L.P., a Delaware
limited partnership (the “Company”), and those holders of equity securities of the Company or of securities convertible or exchangeable into or exercisable for
equity securities of the Company whose signatures appear on the signature pages hereto (the “Holders”). For the purposes of this Agreement, the term
“Company” shall be deemed to include and refer to any successor in interest to the Company (whether by merger, conversion, recapitalization or otherwise), the
equity securities of which are owned by the Holders in substantially the same proportion as the Holders owned equity interests in the Company.

RECITALS

A. The Company deems it desirable to enter into this Agreement to allow for registration of the Units (as defined herein) held by the Holders.

AGREEMENT

In consideration of the recitals and the mutual premises, covenants and agreements contained herein and other good and valuable consideration, the
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows:

1. Definitions. In addition to capitalized terms defined elsewhere in this Agreement, the following capitalized terms shall have the following meaning when
used in this Agreement.

“Commission” means the Securities and Exchange Commission.

“Exchange Act” means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.

“Exchange Agreement” means the Exchange Agreement dated on or about the date hereof, among the Company, the California Public Employees’
Retirement System, and the other parties thereto.

“Operating Agreement” means the Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of the Company to be dated as of the date hereof
substantially concurrently with the consummation of the initial public offering of the Company, as such agreement of limited partnership may be amended,
supplemented or restated from time to time.

“Person” means an individual, partnership, corporation, limited liability company, association, joint stock company, trust, joint venture,
unincorporated organization or other entity, or a governmental entity or any department, agency or political subdivision thereof.

“Public Offering” means any offering by the Company (or its successor) of its equity securities to the public pursuant to an effective registration
statement under the Securities Act or any comparable statement under any comparable federal statute then in effect; provided, however, that the following shall
not be considered a Public Offering: (i) any issuance of common equity as consideration for a merger or acquisition under Rule 145 of the Securities Act,



and (ii) any issuance of common equity or rights to acquire common equity to existing securityholders or to employees of the Company or its subsidiaries on
Form S-4 or Form S-8 (or a successor form adopted by the Commission) or otherwise.

“Registrable Securities” means (i) the outstanding Units and the Units issued or issuable upon the conversion, exercise or exchange of any
convertible instrument, warrant, right or other security owned by any Holder, including any permitted transferee under the terms of the Operating Agreement or
the Exchange Agreement, (ii) any other securities of the Company (or its successor) issuable or issued upon conversion of the Units or issuable or issued upon
conversion of other securities of the Company (or its successor) into which the Units shall be reclassified or changed (including by reason of a merger,
consolidation, reorganization, recapitalization or statutory conversion), owned by any Holder, including any permitted transferee under the terms of the Operating
Agreement, and (iii) any other securities of the Company (or its successor) issued as (or issuable upon the conversion or exercise of any warrant, right or other
security which is issued as) a dividend or other distribution with respect to, or in exchange for or in replacement of, any of the securities referred to in subsection
(i) or (ii) of this definition; provided, however, that Registrable Securities shall not include any securities which have been registered pursuant to the Securities
Act or which have been sold to the public pursuant to Rule 144 of the Commission under the Securities Act. For purposes of this Agreement, a Person will be
deemed to be a holder of Registrable Securities whenever such Person has the right to acquire such Registrable Securities, whether or not such acquisition
actually has been effected.

“Securities Act” means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.

“Units” has the meaning assigned to the term “Common Units” in the Operating Agreement.

2. Demand Registration

2.1 Registrations.

(a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, at any time following the one hundred eightieth (180 ) day after the first Public Offering by the
Company, the Holders may request registration under the Securities Act of their Registrable Securities on Form S-1 or S-3 or any similar registration; provided,
however, that the Registrable Securities requested by all Holders to be registered pursuant to such request must have an expected aggregate offering price of (i) at
least $25.0 million in the case of a registration on Form S-1 or any similar registration or (ii) more than $10.0 million in the case of a registration on Form S-3 or
any similar registration.

(b) Within ten (10) days after receipt of any request pursuant to this Section 2.1, the Company will give written notice of such request to all other
holders of Registrable Securities and will include in such registration all Registrable Securities with respect to which the Company has received written requests
for inclusion within thirty (30) days after delivery of the Company’s notice. All registrations requested pursuant to this Section 2.1 are referred to herein as
“Demand Registrations.”
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2.2 Payment of Expenses for Demand Registrations. The Company will pay all Registration Expenses (as defined in Section 6 below) for any and all
Demand Registrations hereunder.

2.3 Priority. If a Demand Registration is an underwritten Public Offering and the managing underwriters advise the Company in writing that in their
opinion the inclusion of the number of Registrable Securities creates a substantial risk that the public offering price will be reduced, the Company will include in
such registration the number of Registrable Securities requested to be included which in the opinion of such underwriters can be sold without creating such a risk,
pro rata among the respective holders of Registrable Securities on the basis of the number of Registrable Securities owned by such holders, with further
successive pro rata allocations among the holders of Registrable Securities if any such holder of Registrable Securities has requested the registration of less than
all such Registrable Securities such holder is entitled to register.

2.4 Restrictions. The Company will not be obligated to effect any Demand Registration within one hundred eighty (180) days after the effective date
of a previous Demand Registration or of the Company’s initial Public Offering. With respect to any Demand Registration, if (a) the Company, by decision of its
board of directors or similar governing body, reasonably and in good faith determines that such filing would be materially detrimental to the Company or require
a disclosure of a material fact that might reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on the Company or any plan or proposal by the Company or any
of its subsidiaries to engage in any acquisition or disposition of assets or equity securities (other than in the ordinary course of business) or any merger,
consolidation, tender offer, material financing or other significant transaction and (b) the Company shall furnish the holders of Registrable Securities who have
requested a Demand Registration a certificate signed by an executive officer of the Company to such effect, the Company may postpone for up to ninety (90) days
the filing or the effectiveness of a registration statement for a Demand Registration; provided, that the Company may not postpone the filling or effectiveness of a
registration statement for a Demand Registration for more than one hundred eighty (180) days during any twelve (12) month period.

2.5 Selection of Underwriters. The holders of a majority of the Registrable Securities included in any Demand Registration shall have the right to
select the investment banker(s) and manager(s) to administer the offering, subject to the Company’s approval which will not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.

3. Piggyback Registration

3.1 Right to Piggyback. Whenever the Company proposes to register any of its equity securities under the Securities Act (other than pursuant to a
Demand Registration hereunder) and the registration form to be used may be used for the registration of any Registrable Securities (a “Piggyback Registration”)
(except Forms S-4 or S-8), the Company will give written notice, at least thirty (30) days prior to the proposed filing of a registration statement, to all holders of
the Registrable Securities of its intention to effect such a registration and will use reasonable best efforts to include in such registration all Registrable Securities
(in accordance with the priorities set forth in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 below) with respect to which the Company has received written requests for inclusion, within
twenty (20) days after the delivery of the Company’s notice, specifying the number of equity securities intended to be registered.



3.2 Priority on Piggyback Registrations. If a Piggyback Registration is an underwritten primary registration on behalf of the Company and the
managing underwriters advise the Company in writing that in their opinion the number of securities requested to be included in the registration creates a
substantial risk that the public offering price will be reduced, the Company will include in such registration first, the securities that the Company proposes to sell,
and second, the Registrable Securities requested to be included in such registration and any securities entitled to other registration rights that are pari passu with
Registrable Securities (which rights were granted in compliance with this Agreement), pro rata among the holders of such securities on the basis of the number of
shares which are owned by such holders.

3.3 Other Registrations. If the Company has previously filed a registration statement with respect to Registrable Securities pursuant to Section 2 or
pursuant to this Section 3, and if such previous registration has not been withdrawn or abandoned, the Company will not file or cause to be effected any other
registration of any of its equity securities or securities convertible or exchangeable into or exercisable for its equity securities under the Securities Act (except on
Form S-8 or Form S-4 or any successor forms thereto), whether on its own behalf or at the request of any holder or holders of such securities, until a period of at
least one hundred eighty (180) days has elapsed from the effective date of such previous registration.

3.4 Selection of Underwriters. The Company will have the right to select the managing underwriters to administer the offering of any Piggyback
Registration (subject to the approval of a majority of the Registrable Securities requested to be registered, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or
delayed).

3.5 Limitations on Registrations. The Company shall not register any of its securities for sale for its own account (other than securities issued to
employees of the Company under an employee benefit plan or securities issued to effect a business combination pursuant to Rule 145 promulgated under the
Securities Act and other than a registration on Form S-3) except as a firm commitment underwriting.

4. Holdback Agreements

4.1 Holders’ Agreements. Each Holder agrees, in connection with the initial Public Offering of the Company’s securities and upon request of the
underwriters managing any underwritten offering of the Company’s securities in which the Holder is a selling securityholder or was offered the opportunity to
participate as a selling securityholder and provided that the underwriter agrees not to exercise its rights under Section 3.2 with respect to the Holder, not to sell,
make any short sale of, loan, grant any option for the purchase of, or otherwise dispose of any Registrable Securities (other than those included in the registration,
if any, and subject to other customary exceptions) without the prior written consent of such underwriters, as the case may be, during the one hundred eighty
(180) days following the effective date of a registration statement of the Company filed under the Securities Act, and to enter into and be bound by such form of
agreement with respect to, and no more restrictive than, the foregoing as the underwriter



may request (it being understood that if any such agreement with the underwriter(s) conflicts with the foregoing terms of this paragraph, the terms of such
agreement shall govern); provided that the officers, directors and holders of 5% or more of the Company’s outstanding equity securities also agree to such
restrictions. Nothing herein shall prevent a Holder from transferring Registrable Securities to a permitted transferee under the Company’s Operating Agreement
or Exchange Agreement provided that the transferees of such Registrable Securities agree to be bound by the provisions of this Agreement to the extent the
transferor would be so bound.

4.2 Company’s Agreements. The Company agrees not to effect any public sale or distribution of its equity securities, or any securities convertible
into or exchangeable or exercisable for such securities, during the seven (7) days prior to, and during the one hundred eighty (180) days following, the effective
date of any underwritten Demand Registration or any underwritten Piggyback Registration (except as part of any such underwritten registration or pursuant to
registrations on Form S-4 or Form S-8 or any successor form), unless the underwriters managing the Public Offering otherwise agree.

5. Registration Procedures. Whenever the Holders have requested that any Registrable Securities be registered pursuant to this Agreement, the Company
will use its reasonable best efforts to effect the registration and sale of such Registrable Securities in accordance with the intended method of disposition thereof
and, pursuant thereto, the Company will as expeditiously as possible:

(a) prepare and file with the Commission a registration statement with respect to such Registrable Securities and use its reasonable best efforts to
cause such registration statement to become effective (provided that before filing a registration statement or prospectus, or any amendments or supplements
thereto, the Company will furnish copies of all such documents proposed to be filed to the counsel or counsels for the sellers of the Registrable Securities covered
by such registration statement);

(b) prepare and file with the Commission such amendments and supplements to such registration statement and the prospectus(es) used in connection
therewith as may be necessary to keep such registration statement effective for a period of one hundred eighty (180) days or until the holder or holders have
finished the distribution described in such registration statement, and comply with the provisions of the Securities Act with respect to the disposition of all
securities covered by such registration statement during such period in accordance with the intended methods of disposition by the sellers thereof set forth in such
registration statement;

(c) furnish to each seller of Registrable Securities such number of copies of such registration statement, each amendment and supplement thereto, the
prospectus(es) included in such registration statement (including each preliminary prospectus) and such other documents as such seller may reasonably request in
order to facilitate the disposition of the Registrable Securities owned by such seller;

(d) use its reasonable best efforts to register or qualify such Registrable Securities under such other securities or blue sky laws of such jurisdictions
as any seller reasonably requests and do any and all other acts and things which may be reasonably necessary or advisable to enable such seller to consummate
the disposition in such jurisdictions of the



Registrable Securities owned by such seller (provided that the Company will not be required to (i) qualify generally to do business in any jurisdiction where it
would not otherwise be required to qualify but for this subparagraph, (ii) consent to general service of process in any such jurisdiction, or (iii) subject it to
taxation in any such jurisdiction);

(e) notify each seller of such Registrable Securities, at any time when a prospectus relating thereto is required to be delivered under the Securities
Act, of the happening of any event as a result of which the prospectus included in such registration statement contains an untrue statement of a material fact or
omits any fact necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, and, at the request of any such seller, the Company will prepare a supplement or
amendment to such prospectus so that, as thereafter delivered to the purchasers of such Registrable Securities, such prospectus will not contain any untrue
statement of a material fact or omit to state any fact necessary to make the statements therein not misleading;

(f) cause all such Registrable Securities to be listed on each securities exchange on which similar securities issued by the Company are then listed or
if no such securities are then listed, such securities exchange as the holders of a majority of the Registrable Securities included in such registration may request;

(g) provide a transfer agent, a registrar and a CUSIP number for all such Registrable Securities not later than the effective date of such registration
statement;

(h) enter into such customary agreements (including underwriting agreements in customary form) and take all such other customary actions as the
holders of a majority of the Registrable Securities being sold or the underwriters, if any, reasonably request in order to expedite or facilitate the disposition of
such Registrable Securities (including, but not limited to, effecting a split or a combination of equity interests);

(i) advise each seller of such Registrable Securities, promptly after it shall receive notice or obtain knowledge thereof, of the issuance of any stop
order by the Commission suspending the effectiveness of such registration statement or the initiation or threatening of any proceeding for such purpose and
promptly use its best efforts to prevent the issuance of any stop order or to obtain its withdrawal if such stop order should be issued;

(j) at the request of any seller of such Registrable Securities in connection with an underwritten offering, furnish on the date or dates provided for in
the underwriting agreement: (i) an opinion of counsel, addressed to the underwriters and the sellers of Registrable Securities, covering such matters as such
counsel, underwriters and sellers may reasonably agree upon, including such matters as are customarily furnished in connection with an underwritten offering,
and (ii) a letter or letters from the independent certified public accountants of the Company addressed to the underwriters and the sellers of Registrable Securities,
covering such matters as such accountants, underwriters and sellers may reasonably agree upon, in which letter(s) such accountants shall state, without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, that they are independent certified public accountants within the meaning of the Securities Act and that in their opinion the
financial statements and other financial data of the Company included in the registration statement, the prospectus(es), or any amendment or supplement thereto,
comply in all material respects with the applicable accounting requirements of the Securities Act; and



(k) make senior executives of the Company reasonably available to assist the underwriters with respect to, and accompany the underwriters on the
so-called “road show”, in connection with the marketing efforts for, and the distribution and sale of Registrable Shares pursuant to a registration statement.

6. Registration Expenses

6.1 Company’s Expenses. All expenses incident to the Company’s performance of or compliance with this Agreement, including, but not limited to,
all registration and filing fees, fees and expenses of compliance with securities or blue sky laws, printing expenses, messenger and delivery expenses, and fees
and disbursements of counsel for the Company and all independent certified public accountants, underwriters (excluding discounts and commissions) and other
Persons retained by the Company (all such expenses being herein called “Registration Expenses”), will be borne by the Company, provided that the Company
shall not be required to pay sales commissions, discounts or transfer taxes. In addition, the Company will pay its internal expenses (including, but not limited to,
all salaries and expenses of its officers and employees performing legal or accounting duties), the expense of any annual audit or quarterly review, the expense of
any liability insurance obtained by the Company and the expenses and fees for listing the securities to be registered on each securities exchange.

6.2 Holder’s Expenses. In connection with any registration statement in which Registrable Securities are included, the Company will reimburse the
holders of Registrable Securities covered by such registration for the reasonable cost and expenses incurred by such holders in connection with such registration,
including, but not limited to, reasonable fees and disbursements of one counsel chosen by the holders of a majority of such Registrable Securities.

7. Indemnification

7.1 By the Company. The Company agrees to indemnify, to the extent permitted by law, each holder of Registrable Securities, its officers, employees
and directors and each Person who controls such holder (within the meaning of the Securities Act) against all losses, claims, damages, liabilities and expenses
(including, but not limited to, attorneys’ fees and expenses) caused by any untrue or alleged untrue statement of material fact contained in any registration
statement, prospectus or preliminary prospectus, or any amendment thereof or supplement thereto, or any omission or alleged omission of a material fact required
to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, except insofar as the same are caused by or contained in any information
furnished in writing to the Company by such holder expressly for use therein or by such holder’s failure to deliver a copy of the prospectus or any amendments or
supplements thereto after the Company has furnished such holder with a sufficient number of copies of the same. In connection with an underwritten offering, the
Company will indemnify such underwriters, their officers and directors and each Person who controls such underwriters (within the meaning of the Securities
Act) to the same extent as provided above with respect to the indemnification of the holders of Registrable Securities. The payments required by this Section 7.1
will be made periodically during the course of the investigation or defense, as and when bills are received or expenses incurred.



7.2 By Each Holder. In connection with any registration statement in which a Holder is participating, each such Holder will furnish to the Company
in writing such information as the Company reasonably requests for use in connection with any such registration statement or prospectus and, to the extent
permitted by law, will indemnify the Company, its directors, employees and officers and each Person who controls the Company (within the meaning of the
Securities Act) against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities and expenses resulting from any untrue or alleged untrue statement of material fact contained in the
registration statement, prospectus or preliminary prospectus, or any amendment thereof or supplement thereto, or any omission or alleged omission of a material
fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, but only to the extent that such untrue statement or omission is
contained in or omitted from any information so furnished in writing by such holder for the acknowledged purpose of inclusion in such registration statement,
prospectus or preliminary prospectus; provided that the obligation to indemnify will be several, not joint and several, among such Holders and the liability of each
such Holder will be in proportion to and limited in all events to the net amount received by such Holder from the sale of Registrable Securities pursuant to such
registration statement.

7.3 Procedure. Each party entitled to indemnification under this Section 7 (the “Indemnified Party”) shall give written notice to the party required
to provide indemnification (the “Indemnifying Party”) promptly after such Indemnified Party has received written notice of any claim as to which indemnity
may be sought, and shall permit the Indemnifying Party to assume the defense of any such claim or any litigation resulting therefrom, provided such counsel for
the Indemnifying Party, who shall conduct the defense of such claim or litigation, shall be approved by the Indemnified Party (whose approval shall not be
unreasonably withheld or delayed). The Indemnified Party may participate in such defense at such Indemnified Party’s expense; provided, however, that the
Indemnifying Party shall bear the expense of such defense of the Indemnified Party if (i) the Indemnifying Party has agreed in writing to pay such expenses,
(ii) the Indemnifying Party shall have failed to assume the defense of such claim or employ counsel reasonably satisfactory to the Indemnified Party, or (iii) in the
reasonable judgment of the Indemnified Party, based upon the written advice of such Indemnified Party’s counsel, representation of both parties by the same
counsel would be inappropriate due to actual or potential conflicts of interest; provided, however, that in no event shall the Indemnifying Party be liable for the
fees and expenses of more than one counsel for all Indemnified Parties in connection with any one action or separate but similar or related actions in the same
jurisdiction arising out of the same event, allegations or circumstances. The Indemnified Party shall not make any settlement without the prior written consent of
the Indemnifying Party, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. The failure of any Indemnified Party to give notice as provided herein shall
relieve the Indemnifying Party of its obligations under this Section 7 only to the extent that such failure to give notice shall materially adversely prejudice the
Indemnifying Party in the defense of any such claim or any such litigation. No Indemnifying Party, in the defense of any such claim or litigation, shall, except
with the prior written consent of each Indemnified Party, consent to entry of any judgment or enter into any settlement which does not include as an unconditional
term thereof the giving by the claimant or plaintiff to such Indemnified Party of a release from all liability in respect to such claim or litigation in form and
substance reasonably satisfactory to such Indemnified Party.



7.4 Survival. The indemnification provided for under this Agreement will remain in full force and effect regardless of any investigation made by or
on behalf of the Indemnified Party or any officer, director or controlling Person of such Indemnified Party and will survive the transfer of securities.

8. Contribution. If the indemnification provided for in Section 7 from the Indemnifying Party is unavailable to or unenforceable by the Indemnified Party in
respect to any costs, fines, penalties, losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses referred to herein, then the Indemnifying Party, in lieu of indemnifying such
Indemnified Party, shall contribute to the amount paid or payable by such Indemnified Party as a result of such costs, fines, penalties, losses, claims, damages,
liabilities or expenses in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect the relative fault of the Indemnifying Party and Indemnified Parties in connection with the
actions which resulted in such losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses, as well as any other relevant equitable considerations. The relative fault of such
Indemnifying Party and Indemnified Parties shall be determined by reference to, among other things, whether any action in question, including any untrue or
alleged untrue statement of a material fact or omission or alleged omission to state a material fact, has been made by, or relates to information supplied by, such
Indemnifying Party or Indemnified Parties, and the parties’ relative intent, knowledge, access to information and opportunity to correct or prevent such action.
The amount paid or payable by a party as a result of the costs, fines, penalties, losses, claims, damages, liabilities and expenses referred to above shall be deemed
to include, subject to the limitations set forth in Section 7, any legal or other fees or expenses reasonably incurred by such party in connection with any
investigation or proceeding.

9. Compliance with Rule 144 and Rule 144A. In the event that the Company (a) registers a class of securities under Section 12 of the Exchange Act,
(b) issues an offering circular meeting the requirements of Regulation A under the Securities Act or (c) commences to file reports under Section 13 or 15(d) of the
Exchange Act, then at the request of any holder of Registrable Securities who proposes to sell securities in compliance with Rule 144 of the Commission, the
Company will (i) forthwith furnish to such holder a written statement of compliance with the filing requirements of the Commission as set forth in Rule 144, as
such rule may be amended from time to time and (ii) make available to the public and such holders such information as will enable the holders of Registrable
Securities to make sales pursuant to Rule 144. If the California Public Employees’ Retirement System is eligible to sell Registrable Securities pursuant to Rule
144, the Company will promptly take such actions as the California Public Employees’ Retirement System may reasonably request to permit the California Public
Employees’ Retirement System to effect such sales, including by providing instructions to its transfer agent to deliver to or for the account of the California
Public Employees’ Retirement System of Registrable Securities that are unlegended. It is understood that opinions of counsel will not be required in connection
with such sales pursuant to Rule 144. References herein to the California Public Employees’ Retirement System shall be understood to include any of its
successors and permitted assigns hereunder, and references to Rule 144 shall be understood to include any successor to such rule. Unless the Company is subject
to Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act, the Company will provide to the holder of Registrable Securities and to any prospective purchaser of Registrable
Securities under Rule 144A of the Commission, the information described in Rule 144A(d)(4) of the Commission.



10. Participation in Underwritten Registrations. No Person may participate in any registration hereunder which is underwritten unless such Person
(a) agrees to sell its securities on the basis provided in any underwriting arrangements approved by such Person or Persons entitled hereunder to approve such
arrangements and (b) completes and executes all questionnaires, powers of attorney, custody agreements, indemnities, underwriting agreements and other
documents reasonably required under the terms of such underwriting arrangements. The foregoing notwithstanding, with respect to any of the documents and/or
agreements referred to in this Section 10, (i) no holder of Registrable Securities shall be required to make any representations and warranties with respect to or on
behalf of the Company or any other equity holder of the Company and (ii) the liability of any holder of Registrable Securities shall be limited as provided in
Section 7.2.

11. Miscellaneous

11.1 No Inconsistent Agreements. The Company has not entered, and will not hereafter enter, into any agreement with respect to its securities which
is inconsistent with the rights granted to the holders of Registrable Securities in this Agreement. To the extent that the Company, on or after the date hereof, grants
any superior or more favorable rights or terms to any Person with respect to the rights granted hereunder and terms provided herein than those provided to the
holders of Registrable Securities as set forth herein, any such superior or more favorable rights or terms shall also be deemed to have been granted simultaneously
to the holders of Registrable Securities.

11.2 Adjustments Affecting Registrable Securities. The Company will not take any action, or permit any change to occur, with respect to its
Certificate of Limited Partnership, Operating Agreement or other governing documents which would reasonably be expected to adversely affect the ability of the
holders of Registrable Securities to include such Registrable Securities in a registration undertaken pursuant to this Agreement or which would reasonably be
expected to adversely affect the marketability of such Registrable Securities in any such registration.

11.3 Other Registration Rights. The Company will not hereafter grant to any Person or Persons the right to request the Company to register any
equity securities of the Company, or any securities convertible or exchangeable into or exercisable for such securities, or to participate in any registration, which
right conflicts or interferes with any of the rights granted hereunder or to the extent such participation rights provide for the inclusion of securities on a parity with
or prior to the inclusion of Registrable Securities. The Company will not include in any Demand Registration any securities which are not Registrable Securities
(for the purposes of Section 2) unless and until all Registrable Securities requested to be registered have first been so included. The Company maintains the right
to add, from time to time as the general partner (or if no general partner exists, the governing body of the Company) acting in its sole discretion deems
appropriate, other holders of the Company’s equity securities or of securities convertible or exchangeable into or exercisable for the Company’s equity securities
to this Agreement as Holders. Upon the execution of this Agreement by such holder and the Company, such holder shall become a Holder hereunder and the
equity securities of the Company held by such holder will be Registrable Securities hereunder.



11.4 Amendments and Waivers. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, the provisions of this Agreement may be amended or waived at any
time only by the written agreement of the Company (or its successor), the California Public Employees’ Retirement System (and any successor or permitted
assign) for so long as it is a holder of Registrable Securities and the holders of a majority of the Registrable Securities; provided, however, that the provisions of
this Agreement may not be amended or waived without the consent of the holders of all the Registrable Securities adversely affected by such amendment or
waiver if such amendment or waiver adversely affects a portion of the Registrable Securities but does not so adversely affect all of the Registrable Securities. Any
waiver, permit, consent or approval of any kind or character on the part of any such holders of any provision or condition of this Agreement must be made in
writing and shall be effective only to the extent specifically set forth in writing. Any amendment or waiver effected in accordance with this paragraph shall be
binding upon each holder of Registrable Securities and the Company.

11.5 Successors and Assigns. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, all covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement by or on
behalf of any of the parties hereto will bind and inure to the benefit of the respective successors and assigns of the parties hereto, whether so expressed or not. In
addition, and whether or not any express assignment has been made, the provisions of this Agreement which are for the benefit of the holders of Registrable
Securities are also for the benefit of, and enforceable by, any subsequent holders of such Registrable Securities.

11.6 Descriptive Headings. The descriptive headings of this Agreement are inserted for convenience of reference only and do not constitute a part of
and shall not be utilized in interpreting this Agreement.

11.7 Interpretation. For the avoidance of doubt, references herein to registration statements relating to mergers or acquisitions and/or registration
statements on Form S-4 shall be deemed to include any registration statement (on Form S-3 or otherwise) covering exclusively the delivery of Units by the
Company or its subsidiaries, from time to time, to holders of other equity securities of the Company, its subsidiaries or its affiliates in exchange for such other
equity securities.

12. Notices. Any notices required or permitted to be sent hereunder shall be delivered personally or mailed, certified mail, return receipt requested,
or delivered by overnight courier service to the following addresses, or such other address as any party hereto designates by written notice to the Company, and
shall be deemed to have been given upon delivery, if delivered personally, three (3) days after mailing, if mailed, or one (1) business day after delivery to the
courier, if delivered by overnight courier service to the Company at 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 220 South, Washington, D.C. 20004, Attention:
General Counsel.

12.1 GOVERNING LAW. THIS AGREEMENT AND THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF THE PARTIES HERETO SHALL BE
GOVERNED BY THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE (WITHOUT REGARD TO PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICTS OF LAW).



12.2 CONSENT TO JURISDICTION. THE COMPANY AND EACH PURCHASER HEREBY IRREVOCABLY AGREE THAT ANY
SUIT, ACTION, PROCEEDING OR CLAIM AGAINST IT ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OF
THE RELATED AGREEMENTS, OR ANY JUDGMENT ENTERED BY ANY COURT IN RESPECT THEREOF, MAY BE BROUGHT OR
ENFORCED IN THE STATE OR FEDERAL COURTS LOCATED IN WILMINGTON, DELAWARE AND THE COMPANY HEREBY
IRREVOCABLY WAIVES, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, ANY OBJECTION WHICH IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER
HAVE TO THE VENUE OF ANY PROCEEDING BROUGHT IN WILMINGTON, DELAWARE AND FURTHER IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY
CLAIMS THAT ANY SUCH PROCEEDING HAS BEEN BROUGHT IN AN INCONVENIENT FORUM.

12.3 WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL. EACH PURCHASER AND THE COMPANY HEREBY EXPRESSLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT TO A
TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING TO ENFORCE OR DEFEND ANY RIGHT, POWER, OR REMEDY UNDER OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OF THE RELATED AGREEMENTS OR UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY
AMENDMENT, INSTRUMENT, DOCUMENT, OR AGREEMENT DELIVERED OR WHICH MAY IN THE FUTURE BE DELIVERED IN
CONNECTION HEREWITH OR THEREWITH OR ARISING FROM ANY RELATIONSHIP EXISTING IN CONNECTION WITH THIS
AGREEMENT OR ANY RELATED AGREEMENT, AND AGREE THAT ANY SUCH ACTION SHALL BE TRIED BEFORE A COURT AND NOT
BEFORE A JURY. THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION CONSTITUTE A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT FOR THE PARTIES
ENTERING INTO THIS AGREEMENT.

12.4 Reproduction of Documents. This Agreement and all documents relating hereto, including, but not limited to, (i) consents, waivers,
amendments and modifications which may hereafter be executed, and (ii) certificates and other information previously or hereafter furnished, may be reproduced
by any photographic, photostatic, microfilm, optical disk, micro-card, miniature photographic or other similar process. The parties agree that any such
reproduction shall be admissible in evidence as the original itself in any judicial or administrative proceeding, whether or not the original is in existence and
whether or not such reproduction was made by a party in the regular course of business, and that any enlargement, facsimile or further reproduction of such
reproduction shall likewise be admissible in evidence.

12.5 Remedies. Each of the parties to this Agreement will be entitled to enforce its rights under this Agreement specifically, to recover damages by
reason of any breach of any provision of this Agreement and to exercise all other rights existing in its favor. The parties hereto agree and acknowledge that money
damages may not be an adequate remedy for any breach of the provisions of this Agreement and that any party shall be entitled to immediate injunctive relief or
specific performance without bond or the necessity of showing actual monetary damages in order to enforce or prevent any violations of the provisions of this
Agreement.



12.6 Severability. Whenever possible, each provision of this Agreement will be interpreted in such manner as to be effective and valid under
applicable law, but if any provision of this Agreement is held to be prohibited by or invalid under applicable law, such provision will be ineffective only to the
extent of such prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of this Agreement.

12.7 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, together with the Purchase Agreement and all other agreements entered into by the parties hereto pursuant
to the Purchase Agreement, constitutes the complete and final agreement of the parties concerning the matters referred to herein, and supersedes all prior
agreements and understandings.

12.8 Execution in Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which when so executed and delivered
shall be deemed an original, and such counterparts together shall constitute one instrument.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the following parties has executed and delivered this Registration Rights Agreement as of the date first set forth
above.
 

THE CARLYLE GROUP L.P.

By: Carlyle Group Management L.L.C., its general partner

By: /s/ Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Name: Daniel A. D’Aniello
 Title: Founding Member
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CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT
SYSTEM, an agency of the State of California

By:  /s/ Réal Desrochers
Name: Réal Desrochers
Title: Senior Investment Officer

By:  /s/ Scott Jacobsen
Name: Scott Jacobsen
Title: Portfolio Manager
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